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INTRODUCTION
This issue-of the Index to. NASA News Releases and Speeches contains a listing of news
releases distributed by the Office of Public Affairs. NASA Headquarters, and a selected listing
of speeches presented by members of the Headquarters staff during 1980. This Index
supplements the previous issues that were identified as Index to NASA News Releases and
Speeches 1963-1966. and the Supplements for 1967 through 1979.
The Index is arranged in six sections -- Subject Index, Personal Names Index. News Release
Number'Index, Accession Number Index, Speeches, and News Releases.
Section 1 (Subject Index) contains subject headings arranged alphabetically that describe the
contents of the items indexed. Under each heading, the user will find references, as applicable,
to Speeches (05 for Section 5) and News Releases (06 for Section 6) containing information
on that subject entry, and in many cases, cross-references to related subject headings.







-VOYAGEB ENCODNTEHS S A T U R N : SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[HASA RELEASE-80-192] P80-1020Z 06'
NASA RELEASE
NUMBER ***^ ' ^ACCESSION NUMBER
Two types of cross-references are used:
A) S for "SEE" directs the user to a subject heading where references can be found,
e.g.,
COMSAT
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP.
B) SA for "SEE ALSO" directs the user to related subject headings where additional
references may be found, e.g.,
COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
SA TELESAT SATELLITES
Section 2 (Personal Names Index) contains personal names arranged alphabetically that identify
the persons mentioned in the items indexed or. in the cases of speeches, the persons that
made the speeches.







• N A S A SELECTS 19 ASTHOHAUT CANDIDATES




As indicated in the examples, each index entry in Sections 1 and 2 contains the title, accession
number, and reference section.
Section 3 (News Release Number Index) lists all numbered NASA News Releases in numerical






RELEASE NUMBER - -NASA RELEASE-80-53. P80-10053
Section 4 (Accession Number Index) lists all items by accession number in numerical order
with the corresponding reference section (05 for Speeches, 06 for News Releases), in which
the item is described in detail, and the news release number, if any.







Section 5 (Speeches) lists the speeches indexed in this publication, arranged in accession
number order. Each entry contains the title of speech, speaker, date and occasion of
presentation, and other reference information.






-FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
-SHAFER, ROBERT J.
26 J A N . 1980 2~5P
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASH., D.C.,
26 JAN. 1980
Section 6 (News Releases) lists the news releases, press briefings, news conference transcripts,
and other public information releases indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number
order. Each news release item contains the title, date of release. News Release Number (if
any), and other reference'information.











The contents of this index were printed by computer. This necessitates, in certain instances,
the substitution of computer symbols for the more familiar printed symbols. These include
the use of * for '. /Ques/ for ?, and - for :. The symbols < and > immediately before
and after the title of the entry tell the user that the entry was originally untitled and that a
title was created by the compilers of the index. Finally, in Section 2 -- the Personal Names
Index -- the symbol + is used to identify speeches presented by the person under whose
name they are indexed.
Copies of documents cited in this index are available to NASA offices on request from the
NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility, P.O. Box 8757, B.W.I. Airport, Maryland,
21240. Requests for copies of the index itself should be addressed to the Scientific and





1. SUBJECT INDEX A-1
2. PERSONAL NAMES INDEX B-1
3- NEWS RELEASE NUMBER INDEX C-1
4. ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX D-1
5. SPEECHES E-1
6. NEWS RELEASES F-1
VI
SECTION 1 Subject Index
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES
1980
March 1981
Typical Subject Index Entry
ACETYLENE
• V O Y A G E R ENCOUNTERS SATURN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[HASi EELBASE-BO-192] P80-10202 06-
I ACCESSION NUMBER
The title of the news release or speech is used as the prime retrieval point.
The accesion number, e.g.. P80-10202. is located under and to the right of
the title and is followed by a two-digit number, e.g.. 06. which designates the
reference section of this Index containing the complete citation.
1-9 AIBCEAFT
NASA BESEABCB AIRCBAPI SET FOB CABBIES LANDINGS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
ABLATING BATEBIALS
COHTBACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTEBHAIE SHUTTLE
THERBAL SYSTEM
[NASA BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
ABOHT FBOCEDDBES
ON-BOAHD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEi
GENERATIOH OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB
P80-10216 05
ABOBT TESTS
MILESTONE BEACHED IB SHOTTLE BAIN ENGINE TESTING
[BASA BELEASB-80-26] P80-10026 06
SHOTTLE ENGINE HAS THIBD SUCCESSFUL TEST
[BASA BELEASE-80-55] P80-10055 06
LADSCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
ACADEMY OF SCISNCES, PEKIBG. CHIBA
U. S., CHINA AGREE OH LANDSAT GROUND STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-14] P80-1001U 06
ACCELEBATIOB
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGBAfl>
[BASA RELEASE-80-59A] P80-1010* 06
ACCIDENT IIVESflGAIIOB BOARD
INVESTIGATOBS FILE HEPOBT ON CAUSE OF SPACESDIT
BACKPACK FIBE




S AIBCBAFT ENEBGY EFFICIENCY PBOGBAB
ACETYLENE
VOYAGEB ENCODBTEBS SAIUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[BASA BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
ACTIVE CAVITY BADIOBETEB IBBADIABCE BOB.
NASA SET TO LADNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN E8EBGY OUTPUT
FROM SON
[SASA RELEASE-80-121] P80-10126 06
ACTUATORS
NASA BESEABCHEBS IBFBOVE AIBCBAFT EBEBGENCY
TRANSMITTERS
[SASA BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBODNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
ON-BOARD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NE»
GENEBATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
ADCOLE CORP., BALTHAB, BASS,
NASA SET TO LADNCH SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
ADBIBISTRATIVE OPERATIONS
SCHNEIDER TO BETIHE. JOIB PRIVATE INDUSTRY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
BRIAN H. DUFF NAMED DIBECTOB, NASA PUBLIC AFFAIBS
[NASA HELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
RICHABD H. PETEBSOB BAB ED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF
LANGLEY CENTER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-58] P80-10058 06
HEISS TO HEAD NASA OPERATIONS OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
GRIFFIN NABED ACTING HEAD OF E X T E R N A L BELATIONS
[ NASA HELEASE-80-101] P80-10105 06
DR. JOHN H. BCELBOY NABED DEPUTY DIBECTOH OF
GODDABD CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
DB. BOBEBT A. FBOSCH TO LEAVE NASA JAN. 20
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-151] P80-10159 06
ANGELO GOASTAFEBBO NABED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF ABES
RESEARCH CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
DR. JOHN NADGLE NABED ACTING CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA BELEASE-80-175] P80-10183 06
NASA DEPOTY ADHINISTBATOB RESIGNS
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-200] P80-10208 06
ADVANCED PROPOLSIOB SYSTEBS
<NASA ENEBGY' TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGRAH>
[NASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
BOEING TO ANALYZE FUTURE SPACE TB1BSPOBTATIOS NEEDS
[NASA BBLEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
S DEPABTBENT OF ENERGY
AEB-A
S HCBH /HEAT CAPACITY BAPPING BISSIOS/
AEB-B
S STRATOSPHEBIC AEBOSOL GAS EIPERIHENT
A-1
AERIAL PHOT06BAPHI SUBJECT IBDEI
AEHIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
NASA ACTIVE IN HI. ST. HELEHS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
SAINT HELEHS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIHATE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
AEBODYNASIC HEATING
X-15 MARKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABY
[ SASA KELEASE-BO-37] P30-10037 06
AEBODYHABIC TEST BADGE
S EDBABDS AFB, CALIF.
AERODYNAMICS
B1CHABD BBITCOMB: AEBONAUTICAL BESEABCH AND THE
BETTEB SHAPE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
THBEE CONTRACTS ABARDED FOB SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
BICHAED H. PETEBSON N A M E D DEPUTY DIBECTOB OF
L A N G L E Y CESTEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-58] P80-10058 06
NASA BESBHES TESTING TO BEDUCE AIBCBAFT VOBTICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
RESEABCH AIBCEAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
NASA SELECTS THO FIHHS FOE DESIGN STUDIES FOE
SUPERCOMPUTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199J P80-10206 06
THE OEBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB
P80-10216 05
AEKOJET LIQUID SOCKET CO., SACBAHEBTO, CA.
INCBEASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB CEBITS STDDIED
[NASA BELE4SE-80-32] P80-10031 06
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACTS A1ARDED FOR LIQUID BOOST
MODULE DEFINITION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-154] P80-10162 06
AEBOJET-GENEEAL COBP.
DELTA L A U N C H E S TO CONTINUE; UPRATED DELTA P L A N N E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
AEBONAOTICAL BESEABCH
SA STALL/SPIN RESEARCH
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATIOH TO VISIT CHINA
[NASA BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION RETURNS FROM CHINA
[NASA RELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
NASA EXHIBIT AT FABNBOSOUGH AIB SHOH TO HIGHLIGHT
AIRCRAFT RESEARCH
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
DHYDEN CENTER RECEIVES TILT-BOTOB EXPERIMENTAL
AIRCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
FREE W O B L D ' S LARGEST WIND TDNNEL CLOSED FOB
MODIFICATION
[NASA RELEASE-80-125] P80-10133 06
CHINESE AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
[ N A S A RELEASB-80-141] P80-10142 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
DB. KEBBEBBOCK NAMED TO HEAD NASA'S AERONAUTICS
OFFICE
[ NASA BELEASE-80-156] P80-10164 06
NASA TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" OB PILOT
PERFORMANCE
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-197] P80-1020* 06
AERONAUTICS
NASA ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGRAM
[NASA BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
AEROSOLS
N A S A ACTIVE IN Ml. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-107] taO-10108 06
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STDDIES OF CLIMATE
[ NASA BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
N A S A AND UNIVERSITIES TEAM UP FOB MOUNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-113] P80-10144 06
VOYAGES BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
AFRICA
NASA SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ NASA BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
SOOTH AFRICA TO BUILD LANDSAT GBODND STATION
[ N A S A 8ELEASE-80-147] P80-10119 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES




SA DEPABTMENT OF AGBICULTUBE
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPEBATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9]
P80-10206 06
P80-10008- 06
NASA EADAB EXPERIMENT DISCOVEBS H A I A N CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 - 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ U A S A RELEASE-80-199 ]
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF
S DEPARTMENT OF AGBICULTUBE
P80-10206 06
AID /AUTOMATIC DEFIBBILL1IOB/
NEB HEAET-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA BELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
AIB CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
SMYLIE TO HEAD NASA'S TRACKING AND DATA FUNCTIONS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-11] P80-10040 06
NASA ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGBAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBiM>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
AIR FLOB
NASA RESUMES TESTING TO BEDUCE AIBCBAFT VOBTICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
AIB FORCE, U.S-
SA CANAVERAL AIR FOBCE STATION, FLA.
SA LANGLEY AFB, VA.
SA V A N D E N B E R G AFB, CALIF.
SA BRIGHT-PATTEBSON AFB, OHIO '
DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINUE; UPRATED DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
INCBEASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB OBBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
X-15 MASKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37 ] P80-10037 06
MCCOBMICK SELECTED FOB AIB FOBCE POST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-128] P80-10127 06
L A N G L E Y BESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
A-2
SUBJECT IBDEI AIBCBAFT SPEED
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFDSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1SO] P80-10158 06
V O Y A G E R BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
AIB POLL OH OH
$65 BILLION CONTBSCT AIABDED FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
TOBBINE ADTO ENGINE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
N A S A STUD! CONFIRMS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQOE fOlEB
PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1«6] P80-101U8 06
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFDSE-FIBED PLANT
C N A S A BELEASE-SO-ISO] peo-ioi58 06
AIB SAMPLING
BASA ACTIVE IK HT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
AIB TBiFFIC COBTBOL




SA BOEING 727 AIBCBAFT













SA QOIET SHOBT-HABL BESEABCH AIBCBAFT
SA HESEABCH AIBCBAFT
SA BOTABY KING AIBCBAFT










COMPUTES ADVISOBIES TO AID PILOTS AT SMALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[NASA BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
AIBCBAFT ACCIDEBTS
SA INSTHDMEHT FAILOBE
1-15 HiBKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABT
[SASA BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
HASA BESEABCBEBS IMPBOVE AIBCBAFT EMEBGENCY
TBANSHITTEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
AIBCBAFT CABBIEBS
HASA BESEABCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIEB LANDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
AIBCBAFT COMMUIICATIOHS
VOTAGEB BACKGBOOHDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
AIBCBAFT COBTBOL
NASA BESDHES TESTING TO BEDDCE AIBCBAFT VOBTICES
[NASA BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199]
AIBCBAFT DESIGB
X-15 MABKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
NASA BESEABCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIEB LANDINGS
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
D B T D E N CEtiTEH BECEIVES TILT-BOTOB BXPEBIBENTAL
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-127]
AIRCB&FT BBBBS1 BPFICIBHCT PBOGBAB
FI 1981 BODGET PBESS BBIEFING
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
AIBCHAFT ESGIHES
SA TF-102 ENGINE
THBEE CONTBACTS ABABDED FOB SOPEESOBIC FLIGHT
STDDIES









THBEE CONTBACTS A R A B D E D FOB SOPEBSONIC FLIGHT
STDDIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
NASA BESEABCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIEB LANDINGS
[NASA BELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[NASA BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
AIBCBAFT PEBFOBHAHCB
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
DBTDEN CENTEB BECEIVES TILT-BOTOS EXPEBIHEHT&L
AIBCBAFT
[NASA BELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
AIBCBAFT SAFETT
NASA EXHIBIT AT FABNBOBOOGH AIB SHOD TO HIGHLIGHT
AIBCBAFT BESEABCH
[NASA BELEiSE-80-112] P80-10113 06
NASA BESEABCHEBS IMPBOVE AIBCBAFT E M E R G E N C Y
TBABSMITTEBS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
LANGLET BESEABCHEBS STDDT LIGHTING FBOM IBSIDE OUT
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-130] P80-10131 06
NASA ANNOUNCES NEK FIBE BESISTENT MATEBIAL FOB
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
NASA TO STDDT EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" OH PILOT
PEBFOBMANCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-197] P80-1020* 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ NASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
AIBCSiFT SPEED
SA BACH NOBBEB
1-15 HABRS 20TH ANNIVEBSABT
[ N A S A BEIEASE-80-37J P80-10037 06
LABGLET BESEABCBEBS STUDY LIGHTING FBOM INSIDE ODT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
A-3
\
AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY SDBJECT IIDEX
AIBCBAFT TECHNOLOGY
SA PROPULSIVE-LIFT AIRCBAFT TECHNOLOGY
X-15 HARKS 20TH A N N I V E B S A B Y
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
AIBCBAFT TESTS
HASA BESOHES TESTING TO BEDOCE AIBCBAFT VORTICES
[ H A S A HELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
DRIDEN CEHTEB RECEIVES TILT-BOTOB EXPERIMENTAL
AIBCBAFT
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
FREE WORLD'S LARGEST BIND T O N B E L CLOSED FOR
MODIFICATION
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-125] P80-10133 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[HASA RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
AIRCRAFT IIHGS
THREE CONTRACTS A W A R D E D FOB SOPEBSOHIC FLIGHT
STODIES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
NASA BESOMES TESTING TO BEDOCE AIRCRAFT VORTICES
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
N A S A BESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOB CABBIER LANDINGS
[ HASA HELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
AIBESEABCH HANDP. CO., PHOEBII, ABIZ.
$65 MILLION CONTRACT A W A R D E D FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
TOSBIBE ADTO ESGIBE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POWEBED EHGINE/GENEBATOB FOB
SMALLEB DSEBS






VOYAGER TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N ON NOV. 12





SA MABASSAS MUNICIPAL AIBPOHT, VA.
SA BONWAYS
ALABAMA
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIHBEB INDUSTRY IN HANAGING
FOREST LANDS




H A W A I I A N W I N D TORBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3[ N A S & HELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STDDIES OF CLIHATE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
ALASKA DNIV.
NASA AND UNIVERSITIES TEAM OP FOR BOONT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1I(3] P80-1011* 06
ALCOHOL
<NASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PHOGRAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101I 06
ALGOBEX DATA CORP., SYOSSET, N.Y.
V O Y A G E R B A C K G R O O N D E B
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
ALICE SPRINGS GEOOBD STATIOH, AOSTBALIA
SOOTH AFBICA TO BDILD LANDSAT GBODND STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-147] PBO-10149 06
ALLEN BILLS, ANTARCTICA
AHTARCTIC BETEOBITE BESEABCHEBS FIHDING PBOMISING
HEW FIELD





SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-.10010 06
COMPOTES ADVISORIES TO AID PILOTS AT SMALL
AIRPORTS BEIHG TESTED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOUR FIRMS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
ALDHIIOB
X-15 H A R K S 20TH AHNIVEBSABY
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
INVESTIGATORS FILE REPORT OH CAUSE OF SPACESOIT
BACKPACK FIRE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIOH IH THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
VOYAGER BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160]





VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGER SATOBN ENCOUNTER PRESS BBIEFIHG
P80-10213 05
AMERICAN ASTBOHAUTICAL SOCIETY
VIKING F U N D PRESENTATION TO NASA SCHEDULED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-201] P80-10209 06
ABEBICAH ASTRONOMICAL SOC,, ORBANA, ILL.
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-RAYS FROM JUPITER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
ABERICAN GEOPHYS. BBIOH, WASHINGTON. D.C.
NASA ADAPTS RADIO ASTROHOHY TECHNIQUES FOR EABTH
STDDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
ABEBICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
N A S A SCIENTISTS DEVELOP HEW STORM STUDY TOOL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-181] P80-10189 06
ABEBICAI SOCIETY OF ESGIBEEBIBG EDUCATION
WORKSHOP EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOR THE
NEXT 25 YEARS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-131] P80-10136 06
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETI FIELD, CA.
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS TO USE NEW FLIGHT SIMULATOR
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-34] P80-10033 06
NASA TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAB-OLDS FOR SPACE FLIGHT
STRESSES
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-43J P80-10043 06
NASA SCIENTIST WOBKS ON MOTION SICKNESS PREVENTION
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-57] P80-10057 06
BICHARD H. PETEBSOH H A H E D DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF
LAHGLEY CEHTER
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-58] P80-10058 06
NAMES PROPOSED FOR NEWLY-IDENTIFIED FEATURES OH
V E N U S
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
SUBJECT IBDBl APPBOPBIATIOBS AHD BDDGBTS
NASA BAOAB EIPBBIHENT DISCOVEB3 H A Y A N CAHALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] F80-10074 06
NASA AEBONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CBINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81 ] P80-10079 06
NASA AEBONAOTICS DELEGATION BETOBNS FBOfl CHINA
[NASA BELBASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
NASA ACTIVE IN HI. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[NASA BELEiSE-80-107] P80-10108 06
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIHATE
[NASA BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
BESEABCB AIBCBAFT COHPLBTES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
DBIDEN CENTEB RECEIVES TILT-BOTOB EIPEBIHENTAL
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
NASA TO TEST HEN FOB FLUID LOSS DDBING
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[NASA BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
FBEE BOSLD'S LABGEST K I N D T D N N E L CLOSED FOB
HODIFICATION
[NASA BELEASE-80-125J P80-10133 06
NASA SELECTS THO FIBHS FOB DESIGN STUDIES FOB
SUPERCOMPUTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
CHINESE AEBONAOTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-141] P80-10112 06
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HOBORED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U2] P80-10143 06
S U R F A C E OF VENDS FBOB PIONEEB; HEMS BRIEFING
P80-10154 05
A N G E L O GDASTAFEBBO N A B E D DEPUTY DIBECTOB OF ABES
BESEABCB CENTEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
NASA SELECTS HOGBES FOB JUPITEB HISSION COSTBACT
NEGOTIATION
[NASA BELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
PIOHEEH 6 STILL TOBHIHG OOT DATA AFTEB 15 TEABS
[NASA BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
BASA TO STODY EFFECTS OF "JET LAS" ON PILOT
PEBFOBHANCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-197] P80-1020a 06
ABIHO ACIDS
HETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE












HETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[NASA BELEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
L O N A B AND PLANETABY CONFEBENCE BILL BE BAECH 17-21
IN BOOSTOS
[NASA BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
ANTABCTIC HETEOBITE BESEABCBEBS FINDING PBOHISING
NEI FIELD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-28] P80-10034 06
AlfEBBAS
SATELLITE SYSTEH TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
HABS OBBITEB NEABING END OF HISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
NASA BESEABCHEBS IHPBOVE AIBCBAFT EBEBGENCY
TBANSHITTEBS
[NASA BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
TBANSHITTEB SWITCHED OFF ON VIKING OBBITEB 1
( N A S A BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
VOYAGES BACKGBODNDEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEHS
SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTBOHOBY TECHNIQUES FOB EASTS
STUDIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES.
[NASA BELEASE-80-199]
APOLLO PROJECT
SA SATUBN LAUNCH VEHICLE
SCHNEIDEB TO RETIRE, JOIN PBIVATE IHDUSTBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
LUNAB AND PLANETABY CONFEBEBCE WILL BE HABCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[NASA BELEASE-80-29] P60-10028 06
SBYLIE TO HEAD N A S A ' S TRACKING AND DATA FUNCTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-SO-1*! ] P80-10040 06
EABTH BAY HAVE HAD SATURN-LIKE BING 34 BILLION
YEABS AGO
[NASA BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
GRIFFIN NABED ACTING HEAD OF EXTEBNAL BELATIOHS
[NASA BELBASE-80-104] P80-10105 06
KENNEDY CENTEB ABARDS LABGEST SSALL BUSINESS
CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
APOLLO SPACECRAFT
NASA ANNOUNCES NEH FIBE BESISTEHT BATEBIAL FOB
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
APOLLO-SOYOZ TEST PBOJECT
SHYLIE TO BEAD NASA'S TBACKING A8D DATA FOHCTIOHS
[NASA BELEASE-80-41] P80-10040 06
APPLETOH LABOBATOBY, SLOOSB, EBGLABD
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
APPLICATION EXPLOBEB HISSION
S HCBH /HEAT CAPACITY HAPPING HISSION/
S HAGSAT /HAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE/
S SBE /SOLAB BESOSPHEBIC EXPLOBEB/




APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., LAOBBL, BO.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATBOSPBEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
APPLIED PHYSICS LABOBATOBY
NEK HEART-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY





NASA FY 1981 BUDGET BBIEFIBG





fl 1981 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
PRESIDENT TO ASK FOR PONDS TO START VENDS PROJECT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
ARC
S ABES RESEARCH CEHTEB, BOi'FliTT FIELD, CA.
ABCHAEOLOGI
NASA RADAR EXPERIMENT DISCOVERS B A I A N CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
4BECIBO OBSBBVATOBY, POEBTO BICO
S U R F A C E OF V E N D S FBOM PIONEER; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-1015U 05
ABGESTIHA
D. S.. CHINA AGBEE ON LANDSAT GBODSD STATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-14] P80-1001U 06
KASA SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACOLAR SOLAB FLARE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199 ] P80-10206 06
A B I A N E LAUiCH VEHICLE
FY 1981 BODGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
ARIZONA
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAD
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A E N E B G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
ABIZONA ONIV.
NASA BAOAB EXPERIMENT DISCOVERS MAYAN CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
NASA AND 0NIVEBSITIES TEAH DP FOB HODNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[NASA BELEASE-80-143] P80-101U4 06
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBODHDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
VOYAGEB SATDHN ENCOONTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
A R M Y , D.S.
NASA SELECTS 19 A S T R O N A D T CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
DBYDEN CENTEB BECEIVES TILT-ROTOR E X P E R I M E N T A L
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
ABNOLD BUG. DEVELOP. CENTEB, TENS.
CHINESE AEBONAOTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-141] P80-10142 06
ASIA
S PEOPLE'S BEPOBLIC OF CHINA
S SINGAPOBE
ASTEBOIDS
L D N A B AND PLANETABY CONFERENCE RILL BE MABCH 17-21
IN HOOSTON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
ASTP
S APOLLO-SOYDZ TEST PBOJECT
AST8O BESEAHCH COBP., SANTA BABBABA, CA,
VOYAGEH BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
ASTBOBBE D SOONDIBG SOCKET
NASA SODNDIHG ROCKETS TO STODY ECLIPSE
[NASA BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
ASTRONAUT TBAINIHG
ON-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEING PRODUCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTBONAOT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
TBO EDROPEANS ACCEPTED FOB SHUTTLE MISSION
SPECIALIST TRAINING
[NASA BELEASE-80-106J P80-10107 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]




NASA SETS DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOB FLOID BATTERY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-161] P80-10177 06
ASTBONADTS
SA SPACE CBEB
PBOPOSALS SOUGHT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
19-YEAR-OLD IS A NASA FLIGHT CONTROLLER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-4] P80-10001 06
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTRONADT CANDIDATES
[NASA BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
EABTH MAY H A V E HAD SATDRN-LIKE RING 34 MILLION
YEARS AGO
[NASA HELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
P80-10201 06





IDE INVESTIGATOBS PBESENT FINDINGS





NASA PROPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
IOE INVESTIGATOBS PBESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
NASA DNVEILS FIBST SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[NASA BELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
DLTBAVIOLET ASTBONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE N E U T R I N O
MASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A RE1EASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
ATLANTA UNIV., GA.
NASA LEHIS ABABDS 1150,980 GBANT TO MINORITY
UNIVEBSITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-174] P80-10182 06
ATLANTIC OCBAB
NASA CONTRACTS FOB TBO-SHIP SHDTTLE BOOSTER
RECOVERY FORCE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
NASA ACTIVE IN Ml. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
N A S A ' S NIMBDS 6 TBACKS BOBBOAT TBIP TO AOSTBALIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
A-6
SOBJBCT IHDEI AVIOHICS
FIBST INTELSAT V L A U N C H SCHEDOLED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06




NOAA-B E N V I B O N H E N T A L MONITORING SATELLITE MISSION
UNSUCCESSFUL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-82] P80-10081 06
A BUST YEAB SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-140] P80-10141 06
ATLAS-CENTAUB LAONCH VEHICLE
A BUSY TEAB SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE L A D N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
FOOBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE L A U N C H E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-156] P80-10166 06
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
1981 EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE SCHEDDLE ANNOUNCED
[ NASA BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
ATLAS-F
1981 EXPENDABLE LADNCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES









ATMOSPHERIC CLODO PHYSICS LABOBATOBI
OBBITAL CLODD PHYSICS EXPEBIMENT DEFEBBED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-23] P80-10022 06
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
BETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
ATHOSPHEBIC EFFECTS
SCIENTISTS TO HEET ON BOON! ST. HELENS'
ATMOSPHERIC IMPACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-169] P80-10176 06
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB TO HOST ATMOSPHEBIC
CONFEBENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-186] P80-10193 06
ATHOSPHEBIC PHYSICS
EXPEBIHENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
ATOHIC EBEBGI COMMISSION
S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
ATTITUDE
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
ATTITDDE COBIBOL SYSTBBS
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPERATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9]
X-15 MASKS 20TH ANNJVEBSABY




LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SEBVICE AFTEB BRIEF R E T I R E M E N T
[NASA BELEASE-80-94] P80-10093 06
MASS OBBITEB NEARING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
T R A N S M I T T E R SWITCHED OFF ON VIKING OBBITEB 1
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
VOYAGES BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
AODIO EQOIPHEIT
SHUTTLE ASTBONADTS TO OSE NEW FLIGHT SIMOLATOR
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-34 ] P80- 10033 06
AODIO-VISDAL HATEBIALS
SA TELEVISION
SHDTTLE ASTBONADTS TO DSE NEW FLIGHT SIBOLATOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-34] P80-10033 06
AOEOBA
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOH JOPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
AUSTRALIA
SA DEPABTMENT OF SUPPLY, AUSTRALIA
U. S., CHINA AGREE ON LANDSAT GBODND STATION
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-14] P80-10014 06
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
NASA SATELLITE RECORDS SPECTACDLAB SOLAB FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
HOBLDWIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES NEK DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; NEWS BRIEFING
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
P80-10153 05
P80-10206 06
AUTOMATED PILOT ADVISOBY SYSTEM
COMPUTES ADVISOBIES TO AID PILOTS AT SHALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
NASA EXHIBIT AT FABNBOBOUGH AIB SHOW TO HIGHLIGHT
AIBCBAFT RESEARCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
AUTOMATION
HOBKSHOP EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
N E X T 25 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
AUTOMOBILES
$65 MILLION CONTBACT AIASDED FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
TURBINE ADTO E N G I N E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
< N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[NASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
AUTOMOTIVE GAS TUBBISE TECHNOLOGY PBOGBAH
165 BILLION CONTBACT AIABDED FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
TURBINE ADTO ENGINE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
AVIOHICS
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
A-7
SUBJECT IHDEX
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
ON-BOARD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IB THE NEB






KILGOEE NABED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR
MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-35] P80-10035 06
RICHARD HHITCOHB: AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH AND THE
BETTER SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
SHYLIE TO H E A D N A S A ' S TRACKING AND DATA FDNCTIONS
[ N A S A RELEASE-BO-MI] P80-10040 06
NASA AMABDS FIRST BONUSES ONDER CIVIL SERVICE
R E F O R M - A C T
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-64] P80-10063 06
NASA CAREER EXECUTIVES HONORED BY PRESIDENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-112] P80-10143 06
DR. ROBERT A. FROSCH TO LEAVE NASA JAN. 20
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-151] P80-10159 06
A N G E L O GOASTAFERRO NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOB OF AMES
R E S E A R C H CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
NASA ENGINEERS HONORED AT JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
B
B-52 AIRCRAFT
X-15 M A R K S 20TH A N N I V E R S A R Y
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
BAJA, CALIF.
N A S A ' S N I M B U S 6 TRACKS BOHBOAT TBIP TO AUSTRALIA
[ N A S A BEL BASE-80-1T7] P80-10185 06
BALL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS, BOULDER, COLO.
NASA SELECTS EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
C O N T R A C T O R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
BALL COBP., BOULDER, COLO.
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASB-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOR CHEMICAL RELEASE SODULE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
BALLISTIC MISSILES
S INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC HISSILES
BALLOONS
NASA PROPOSES GAMMA RAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
NASA ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A RELEASB-80-107] P80-10108 06
BANANA BIVBB, FLA.
N A S A CONTRACTS FOB ISO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTER
RECOVERY FOBCE
[NASA RELEASE-80-89 ] P80-10087 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
BAIGALOBE, INDIA
N A S A SIGNS SATELLITE L A U N C H AGREEMENT BITH INDIA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
BATTERIES
SA LEAD-ACID BATTERIES
SA L I T H I U M BATTERIES




NASA BHEHGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ NASA BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
BEARINGS
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE ADDED ASSURANCE TESTS
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-191] P80-10199 06
BEIJING GROUND STATION, PEC
U. S., CHINA AGREE ON LANDSAT GROUND STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-KI] P80-1001U 06
BEIJING, CHINA
N A S A AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
BELIZE
NASA RADAB EXPERIMENT DISCOVERS M A Y A N CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
BELL HELICOPTER CO.. FT. 8OBTH, TEXAS
D R Y D E N CENTEB RECEIVES TILT-ROTOR EXPERIMENTAL
AIRCRAFT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
BELL TELEPHONE LABS., INC.
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BEHDII FIELD ENGIHBEBISG COBP.
V O Y A G E R BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
BEEBUDA TRACKING STATION
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
BERYLLIUM
VOYAGER BACKGROUNDER





ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEUTRINO
MASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
BIOFBBDBACK
N A S A SCIENTIST KORKS ON MOTION SICKNESS PREVENTION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-57] P80-10057 06
BIOGBAPHY
SCHNEIDER TO RETIRE, JOIN PRIVATE INDUSTRY
[NASA RELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
BBIAN M. DOFF N A M E D DIBECTOB, NASA PUBLIC AFFAIBS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
KILGORE N A M E D ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOB
M A N A G E M E N T OPERATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-35] P80-10035 06
BICHABD HHITCOHB: AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH AND THE
BETTER SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
SBYLIE TO HEAD N A S A ' S TBACKING AND DATA FUNCTIONS
[NASA BELEASE-80-41] P80-10010 06
BICHABD H. PETERSON N A M E D DEPUTY DIRECTOB OF
LABGLEY CENTER
[NASA BELEASE-80-58] P80-10058 06
NASA SELECTS 19 A S T R O N A O T CANDIDATES
[NASA BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
BEISS TO HEAD NASA OPERATIONS OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
GRIFFIN NAMED ACTING HEAD OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-104] P80-10105 06
DR. JOHN H. MCELROY NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF
GOODABD CENTEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
A-8
SUBJECT IBDEX BOOHE, B.C.
BCCOBBICK SELECTED FOB AIB FOBCE POST
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-128] P80-10127 06
DB. BOBEBT A. PBOSCH TO L E A V E MASA JAN. 20
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-151] P80-10159 06
A N G E L O GDASTAFBBBO N A H E D DEPOT! DIBECTOB OF AMES
BESEABCB CENTEB
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
NASA DEPUTY ADHINISTBATOB BESIGNS





S H U M A N BESEABCB
S BOLECOLAB BIOLOGY
BIOBBDICAL BESEABCH
JOINT EBDEAVOB TO STIHDLATE COBBEBCIALIZATION OF
SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-12] P80-10013 06
HEAT TBEATHENT, DETECTION OF C A N C E B T A K E
ENGINEEBING K N O B - H O B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-39] P80-100U1 06
NASA SCIENTIST HOBKS ON HOTION SICKNESS PBEVENTION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-57] P80-100S7 06
NASA TO TEST BEN FOB FLUID LOSS DDBING
(SIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
N A S A TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
P E R F O R M A N C E
[NASA BELEASE-80-197] P80-10204 06
HEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
P80-10206 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
BIOSATELLITES
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
BIOSCIENCE






SOLAB BAZIBUB MISSION; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
BISHOP, CALIF.
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOBY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
BLACK HOLES /ASTBOBOBY/
DEBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY E A B N S MISSION E X T E N S I O N
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
BLOCK ISLAND, B.I.
BOEING AND GENEBAL ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE H I N D TOBBINES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
H A W A I I A N BIND TUBBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[NASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEIELL FOB R I N D TOBBINE SYSTEfl
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
BLOOD PBBSSOBE
N A S A TO TEST BEN FOB FLDID LOSS DUBING
BLDE BIOGE ELECTRICAL BEBBEBSBIP COBP.
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEBBLL FOB BIND TOBBINE SYSTEB
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
BOEING AEBOSPACB CO., SEATTLE, BASH.
BOEING TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAR HASTE
FOB NASA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-69] P80-10068 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTEBNATE SHUTTLE
THEBHAL SYSTEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FUTDBE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
N A S A BESEABCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIEB LANDINGS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
BOEIBG CO., SEATTLE, BASH.
THBEE CONTBACTS AHABDED FOB SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BOEIBG COHBEBCIAL AIBPLABE CO., BASH.
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COBPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
L A N G L E Y BESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FBOB INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
BOEING ENG. 6 COBSTB. CO., SEATTLE, HASB.
BOEING AND GENEBAL ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE HIND TUBBINES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEHELL FOB BIND TDBBINE SYSTEB
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
BOEIBG 727 AIBCBAFT
N A S A BESEABCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIEB LANDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
BOEING 747 AIBCBAPT
NASA BESDBES TESTING TO BEDDCE AIBCBAFT VOBTICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
BOBDIBG
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES




N A S A ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOBY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
BONHEVILLE POBEB ADBIN., POBTLABD, OBEG.
H A H A I I A N BIND TDBBINE TO BE DEDICATED J U L Y 3
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEHELL FOB HIND TUBBINE SYSTEB
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
BOOBE. B.C.
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
H A B A I I A N BIND TOBBIBE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
<NASA EHEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[ NASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEBELL FOB HIND TUBBINE SYSTEB
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
A-9
BOOSTERS SUBJECT I8DEI
H I G H L I G H T S OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BOOSTERS
S L A U N C H VEHICLES
BOSTON, MASS.
< N A S A E N E B G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A RBLEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
{ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
BOTSWANA
H I G H L I G H T S OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BOULDER, COLO.
N A S A STARTS SOLAR FLARE "HOTLINE" SERVICE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
PIONEER 6 STILL T D R N I N G ODT DATA 4FTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
BBATTOH SYSTEM
N A S A TO TEST SQLiB-POWEBED ENGIHE/GEHERATOB FOB
S M A L L E B USEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
BBAKIL
U. S. , CHINA AGREE ON L A N D S A T G B O U N D STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-14] P80-10014 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BBEHEH, GEBHAHY
N A S A TO ACCEPT SPACELAB E N G I N E E R I N G MODEL N O V . 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BBISBAHE, AOSTBALIA
N A S A ' S NIMBDS 6 TBACKS ROHBOAT TBIE TO AOSTBALIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
BRITANNIA II
N A S A ' S NIBBOS 6 TBACKS BOiBOAT TRIP TO AOSTBALIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
BUDGETS
S APPROPRIATIONS AND BUDGETS
S FUNDING
BUFFALO AIBCBAFT
S DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
BULGARIA
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BUOYS
<NASA E N E B G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-59A] P80-10104 06
BUBHOOGHS CORP., PAOLI, PA.
NASA SELECTS TWO FIBMS FOR DESIGH STUDIES FOR
SUPERCOMPUTER
[NASA RELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
C-8 AIBCBAFT
S DHC 5 AIRCRAFT
C-8i AIRCRAFT
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOARD TESTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
C-133 AIBCRAFT
NASA A N N O U N C E S NEW FIRE BESISTENT BATEBIAL FOB
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
CALIFORNIA
N A S A ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
< N A S A ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
SAIHT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE
[NASA BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
CALIFORNIA INSI. OF TECH.
PRESIDENT TO ASK FOB FD»ns TO START V E N U S PBO.JRCT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
CALIFOB8IA INST. OF TECBHOL., PASADEBA
V O Y A G E R PICTURES USED TO HAP JOVIAN MOONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-45] P80-10045 06
15TH MOON OF JUPITEB DISCOVERED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-61] P80-10060 06
A DAY OH SATURN IS LONGER T H A N EARLIEB ESTIMATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
H A S A SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IH EHEBGY OUTPUT
FBOM SUN
[ NASA BELEASE-80-124] P80-10126 06
TBANSMITTEH SWITCHED OFF ON V I K I N G ORBITEB 1
[NASA RELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
16TH MOON OF JUPITER DISCOVERED IN SPACECRAFT
PHOTOGBAPHS
[NASA BELEASE-80-139] P80-10146 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 ,0.6
VOYAGEB BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 H-06
CALIFOBSIA ONIV., BERKELEY : ' .
SPACE SUPEBBUBB1E 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACBOSS
[NASA BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003>06
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 ..06
CALIFORNIA UNIV. , IRVINE
ULTBAVIOLET ASTRONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEUTBINO
M A S S E V I D E N C E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
CALIFORNIA OBIT., LIVEBHOBE
S L A H B E N C E LIVERMORE LAB.
CALIFORNIA DNIV., LOS ANGELES
V O Y A G E R TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
CALIFORNIA OBIT., SAB FBANCISCO
NASA TO TEST HEN FOB FLUID LOSS DUBING
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
CALLISTO
V O Y A G E B PICTURES USED TO MAP JOVIAN MOONS
[SASA RELEASE-80-45] P80-10045 06
V O I A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
C A M B R I D G E OBIT., ENGLAND
N A S A BADAB EXPEBIMENT DISCOVERS M A Y A N CANALS




V O Y A G E S PICTURES USED TO MAP JOVIAN MOONS
[ NASA BELEASE-80-45 ] P80-100H5 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIHATE
[ NASA BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
CABADA
SA NATIONAL BESEARCB COUNCIL, CANADA
A-10
SUBJECT IHDEI CERAMICS
D. S.. CHINA A G R E E ON LiNDSAT G R O U N D STATION
[NASA RELEASE-80-14] P80-10014 06
HAHES PROPOSED FOB HEWLY-IDENTIFIED PEiTOEES OS
V E N D S
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB SEARCH AND BESCOE
TEBHINALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EARTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
CABADIAB ASTRONAUTICS LTD., OTTAWA, CAiACi
HASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOR SEARCH AND BESCOE
TERMINALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
C A N A D I A H COMMERCIAL CORP., HDLL, CAHADA
N A S A CONTRACTS FOB SHUTTLE BOBOT ABMS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-47] P80-10047 06
CANAVERAL AIB FORCE ST1TIOH, FLA.
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
HASA CONTRACTS FOB TWO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTEB
R E C O V E R Y FOBCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
. HASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-167] P80-101711 06
CANBBBHA TBACKI8G STATIOH, AUSTRALIA
V O Y A G E R B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
CAHCEB BESEARCa
H E A T T R E A T M E N T , DETECTION OF CANCER TAKE
' E N G I N E E R I N G K N O W - H O W




[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
CAPE CANAVEBAL, FLA.
S K E N N E D Y SPACE CENTER. NASA, FLA.
CAPE KENBEDI, FLA.
S K E N N E D Y SPACE CENTEB, NASA, FLA.
CARBON
A L T E R N A T E OBBITEB THEBMAL PBOTECTION TO BE STUDIED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-40] P80-10039 06
IDE INVESTIGATORS PRESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTERNATE SHUTTLE
THEBMAL SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IB THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
SA LASEB DOPPLEB VELOCIMETBY
CABBOHDHDUM CO., HIAGABA FALLS, B.I.
$65 MILLION CONTRACT AiAEDED FOR A D V A N C E D GAS
T U R B I N E AUTO E N G I N E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
CABDIOLOGI
NASA TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAB-OLDS FOB SPACE FLIGHT
STBESSES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-43] P80-100U3 06
V O Y A G E R PICTURES USED TO MAP J O V I A N MOONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-45] P80-10045 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EARTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
V O Y A G E R 1 SATUBH EBCOUNTEB
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-145]
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
CiSSEGBAINIiB TELESCOPE
VOYAGES BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]






CASTOR « SOCKET ENGISE
N A S A A W A R D S LETTER CONTBACT FOB DELTA STRAP-ON
MOTORS
[NASA BELEASE-80-110] P80-10111 06
CATHODE BAT TUBES
ON-BOABD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEB
GENERATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLI6HT
P80-10215 05
CATHOLIC UNIV. OF AM., WASHINGTON, D.C.
N A S A RADAB EXPERIMENT DISCOVERS M A Y A N CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
CELESTIAL NAVIGATION
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB






SA ATLAS-CENTAOB LAUNCH VEHICLE
FOURTH FLTSATCOB TO BE L A U N C H E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158]
VOYAGEB BACKGE00HDEB






[NASA BELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
CBNTEB EDBOPEAB DE BECHEBCBE NUCLEAIBE
ULTRAVIOLET ASTEOBOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEUTRIBO
MASS EVIDEBCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
CEBTEB FOB ASTBOPHTSICS, CAMBRIDGE, BASS.
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURB ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
CEBTEB FOB STUDY OF SPACE RADIATION, FR.
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-RAYS FROM JDPITEH
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
CEBTBAL AHEBICA
N A S A BADAB EXPERIMENT DISCOVEBS M A Y A N C A N A L S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
CEBTBE BAT. DE LA RECHERCHE SCI., FBAHCE
EXPEHIUENTS SELECTED FOR FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OB BOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
CERAMICS
$65 MILLION CONTRACT A W A R D E D FOB ADVABCED GAS
TUBBINE AUTO ENGINE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
OB-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEING PBODDCED
[NASA BELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
ALTEBNATE OBBITEB THERMAL PROTECTION TO BE STUDIED
[NASA BELEASE-80-40] P80-10039 06




[ N A S A RELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
CEHBHOHIBS
NASA CAREER EXECUTIVES HONORED BY PRESIDENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
DEDICATION SET FOB REFDSE-FIRED PLANT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
V I K I N G F O N D PRESENTATION TO NASA SCHEDOLED
[ HASA BELEASE-80-201 ] P80-10209 06
NASA SELECTS EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTRACTOR
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
P80-10206 06
CHALLENGES
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-199]
CHARGED PARTICLES
SA ELECTRONS
SA LOI ENERGY C H A R G E D PARTICLES
V O Y A G E R ENCOUNTERS SATURN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
CHEHICAL KINETICS
< N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAH>
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
CHEHICAL RELEASE HODOLB
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOR CHEHICAL RELEASE MODULE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06







SURFACE OF V E N U S FROM P I O N E E R ; NEWS BRIEFING
P80-10154 05
CHICAGO, ILL.
NASA ACTIVE IN MT. ST. H E L E N S ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A RELEASK-80-107] P80-10108 06
CHILBOLTOI, ENGLAND
NASA ADAPTS RADIO ASTRONOMY TECHNIQUES FOE EARTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
CHIHA
S PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
CHINESE AEBOHADTICAL ESTABLISHMENT
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT C H I N A
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
CHINESE AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT N A S A
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-111] P80-10142 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199]
CHINESE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
S PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
CHROMIUM
NASA SETS D E V E L O P M E N T PLAN FOB FLUID BATTERY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-161] P80-10177 06
CHBYSLER CORP.
$65 MILLION CONTRACT A W A R D E D FOR A D V A N C E D GAS
T U B B I N E A U T O ENGINE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
CIBCADIAN RBTTHHS
NASA TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
PERFOBMANCE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-197] P80-10204 06
CIRCULAR ORBIT
NOAA-B E N V I R O N M E N T A L MONITORING SATELLITE MISSION
U N S U C C E S S F U L
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-82] P80-10081 06
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
P80-10216 05
CIVIL AVIATION
N A S A AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHIHA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
< N A S A ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PEOGRAM>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
CIVIL SERVICE BEFOBH ACT
N A S A AWARDS FIRST BONUSES D N D E R CIVIL SERVICE
REFORM ACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-64J P80-10063 06
CLAYTON, N. HEX.
BOEING AND G E N E R A L ELECTRIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LARGE KINO TURBINES
[NASA RELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
NASA ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
H A W A I I A N W I N D T U R B I N E TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
< N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM)
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
DOE/NASA SELECT ROCKEWELL FOR W I N D TURBINE SYSTEM
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-118] P80-10150 06
CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO., OHIO
NASA STUDY CONFIRMS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQUE POWER
PLANT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-146] P80-10148 06
CLIMATOLOGY
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
ORBITAL CLOUD PHYSICS EXPERIMENT DEFERRED
[ N A S A HELBASE-80-23] P80-10022 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
E A R T H MAY H A V E HAD SATURN-LIKE BING 31 MILLION
Y E A R S AGO
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
N A S A ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ NASA BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
M A R S ORBITER HEARING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
NASA SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN ENERGY OUTPUT
FROM SUN
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-124] P80-10126 06
NASA AND UNIVERSITIES T E A M UP FOR MOUNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-143] P80-101UH 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
SCIENTISTS TO MEET ON M O U N T ST. HELENS'
ATMOSPHERIC IMPACT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-169] P80-10176 06
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER TO HOST ATMOSPHEBIC
CONFERENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-186] P80-10193 06
CLINICAL BESEARCH CTH., MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
A-12
SDBJECI IBDBI COMHEBCIAL COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
CLOCKS
VOYAGES BACKGBOOHDEB




OBBITAL CLOUD PHYSICS EIPEBIMENT DEFEBBED
[ HASA BELEASE-80-23] P80-10022 06
N A S A BADAB EXPEBIMEST DISCO7EBS H A Y A H CABALS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
HABTIAN P H E N O M E N A OICO7EBED BY VIKING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-96] P80-10096 06
N A S A TO TEST NER STOE8 OBSERVATION IHST80MEHT IN
SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[HASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES BACKGBOONDEB
[ H A S A BELEASB-80-160] P80-10172 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBODNOEB
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
NASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEK STOBM STUDY TOOL
[NASA BELEASE-80-181] P80-10189 06
VOYAGEB ENCODNTEBS SATDBH: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ H A S A BELBASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
V O Y A G E B SATOBH ENCOONTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
COAL
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A EHEBGY TECHHOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
HASA STODY CONFIEHS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQUE POUEE
PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-146] P80-10148 06
NASA TO HOBK HITH TVA ON ENEBGY BESEABCH
[HiSA BELEASE-80-172] P80-10180 06
COAL GASIFICATION
NASA STUDY CONFIBMS FEASIBILITY OF U N I Q U E POWER
PLAHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-146] P80-10148 06
NASA TO HOBK HITH TVA ON EHEBGY BESEABCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-172] P80-10180 06
COASIAL 20SE COLOB SCABHEB
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
HASA TO NEGOTIATE BOSS STODIES HITH FOOB PIBBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
COATINGS
SA THEBHAL CONTBOL COATINGS
COGBBEBATIOB
NASA EHEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH




V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON BOV. 12
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
COLOBADO 081V.. BODLDEB
SPACE SOPEBBDBBLE 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACBOSS
[NASA BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
26 IHVESTIGATIOHS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STODIES
BY SATELLITE
.[NASA BBLEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
COLOHBIA
SHUTTLE COLUMBIA'S FLIGHT EBGINES TO BE BETESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-60] P80-10059 06
COLDSBIA FLIGHT ENGINES BETESTED SCHEDULED
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-68] P80-10067 06
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB EXTEBD2D
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-7U] P80-10073 06
SBUTTLE EBGINES BEACH MILESTONE HITH SUCCESSFUL
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-85] P80-10084 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS COHPLETED
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-97] P80-10097 06
FIBST SHUTTLE L A U N C H MABCH 1981
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-122] P80-10124 06
N A S A TO BEGIN BBIEFING SEBIES ON SPACE
TBABSPOBTATION SYSTEM
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
SHOTTLE OBBITEB M O V E AOVISOBY
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-173]
P80-10157 05
P80-10181 06
SHUTTLE HAIB PBOPULSIOH TEST SUCCESSFUL
[BASA BELEASE-80-184] P80-10191 06
SHUTTLE TEST ENTEBS SECOND IEEK
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-190] P80-10197 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE ADDED ASSDBABCE TESTS
[BASA BELEASE-80-191 ] P80-10199 06
SPACE SHOTTLE STATUS BEPOBT
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-195] P80-10201 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06




HASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< H A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGEAB>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06






S H A L L E Y ' S COMET
S TEHPEL 2 COMET
COMMAHD SUBSYSTEMS
V O Y A G E B BACKGBODNDEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-160]






BASA AHABDS DESIGN STUDY CONTRACTS FOB ADVANCED
COHMOBICATIOSS SATELLITE SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81] P80-10083 06
A BUSY YEAS SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES




JOINT E N D E A V O B TO STIMULATE COMMERCIALIZATION OF
SPACE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-12] P80-10013 06
COSHDNICATIOB SATELLITES






HOUSTON MISSION CONTROL GEARING UP FOB SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
N A S A STUDIES PREDICT FIVEFOLD GROWTH IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS BY YEAR 2000
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-19] P80-10019 06
L A R G E SPACE A N T E N N A SUBJECT OF STUDY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-48] P80-100U8 06
FY 1981 B U D G E T PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
COMHDNICATIONS





N A S A SET 1O L A U N C H SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
COMMUNICATIONS SATEL. COBF., RASH., D.C.
A BUSY YEAR SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
NASA TO LAUNCH FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE COBP.
1981 EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
COaHOHICATIONS SYSTEMS
S NASA COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
S S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
THREE CONTRACTS A H A B D E D FOR SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
COMPRESSION
INVESTIGATORS FILE BEPORT ON CAUSE OF'SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIRE -




TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA SELECTS TWO FIRMS FOR DESIGN STUDIES FOR
SUPERCOMPUTER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER TO HOST ATMOSPHERIC
CONFERENCE




N4SA STUDIES PREDICT FIVEFOLD GROWTH IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS BY YEAR 2000
[ N A S A RELEASZ-80-19] P80-10019 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS TO USE NEW FLIGHT SIMULATOR
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-34] P80-10033 06
COMPUTER ADVISORIES TO.AID PILOTS AT SBALL
AIBPOfiTS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
N A S A TO BEGIN BRIEFING SERIES ON SPACE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
WORKSHOP EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
NEXT 25 YEARS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
N A S A SELECTS TiO FIBMS FOB DESIGN STUDIES FOB
SUPERCOMPUTER
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
SOLAR M A X I M U M MISSION; NEWS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND





VOYAGES B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
SHUTTLE TEST ENTEBS SECOND WEEK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-190]
SPACE SHUTTLE STATUS BEPORT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-195]
COMSAT GENERAL COBP.
S C O M M U N I C A T I O N S SATELLITE CORP.
COBSTAB SATELLITES
1981 EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
CONFEBEHCES
RULES A N N O U N C E D FOR SPACE SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-132] P80-10134 .06
NASA TO BEGIN BBIEFING SERIES ON SPACE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
W O R K S H O P EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOR THE
NEXT 25 IEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM BRIEFINGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-138] P80-10140 06
DATA PROCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPORTATION
SYSTEM BRIEFING
[ N A S A RBLEASE-80-144] P80-10145 06
NASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEW STOBM STUDY TOOL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-181] P80-10189 06
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER TO HOST ATMOSPHERIC
C O N F E R E N C E




S CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES
COHSTRUCIION OF FACILITIES
N A S A FY 1981 BUDGET BBIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-13] P80-10012 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOR SPACE TELESCOPE CONTROL
SYSTEM
[ NASA BELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
FREE W O R L D ' S LARGEST HIND TUNNEL CLOSED FOB
MODIFICATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-125] P80-10133 06
SUBJECT IMDEX COSTBACT DURATIOI
K E N N E D Y C E N T E R AHABDS LABGEST SHALL BUSINESS
CONTRACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
CONTAHINA8TS
IHVESTIGATOBS PILE BEPOBf OH CADSE OF SPACESOIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
COHTAHIHATIOH CONTROL
METEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[NASA BELEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
BABS OBBITEB NEABING EHD OF MISSION
[SASA BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
TBANSHITTEH SHITCHED OFF ON V I K I N G OBBITEB 1
[SASA BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
DEDICATION SET FOE 8EFUSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-110] P80-10111 06
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
P80-10216 05
COSTBACT AHABDS
$65 MILLION CONTBACT A W A R D E D FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
TUBBIBE AUTO ENGINE
[NASA BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
INCBEASED SHDTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB OBBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
N A S A CONTBACTS FOB SHOTTLE BOBOT ABHS
[NASA BELEASE-80-47] P80-10047 06
TBBEE CONTBACTS AiABDED FOB SOPEBSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-51 ] P80-10051 06
NASA LEHIS AHABDS FUEL CELL CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-52] P80-100S2 06
NASA, SHALL BUSINESS ADHINISTBATION SIGN
COOPEBATIVE AGBEEHENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-54] P80-10054 06
TWO FIBBS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOIATT POHEB SYSTEH
DESIGN STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
BOEING TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAB HASTE
FOB NASA
[NASA BELEASE-80-69] P80-10068 06
SASA BENEHS L U N A B INSTITUTE COSTBACT
[SASA BELEASE-80-73] P80-10072 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTEBBATE SHUTTLE
THEBHAL SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
N A S A ABABDS DESIGN STUDY CONTBACTS FOB A D V A N C E D
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-84] P80-10083 06
NASA CONTBACTS FOB TBO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTEB
BECOVEBY FOBCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
NASA EBEHGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
N A S A AiABDS CONTBACT FOB PBODOCTION OF SHUTTLE
E X T E R N A L TANKS
[NASA BELEASE-80-100] P80-10100 06
SASA SIGNS CONTBACT TO SEDUCE SHOTTLE E X T E N A L TANK
HEIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-102] P80-10102 06
<BASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FUTUBE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
SASA AHABDS LETTER CONTBACT FOB DELTA STBAP-ON
HOTOBS
NEH HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA BELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
BDLES A N N O U N C E D FOB SPACE SHUTTLE STUDENT PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-132J P80-10134 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEHELL FOB HIND TUBBINE SYSTEH
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
K E N N E D Y CENTEB AHABDS LARGEST SHALL BUSINESS
CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTBACTS A H A B D E D FOB LIQUID BOOST
MODULE DEFINITION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-154] P80-10162 06
N A S A LEHIS AIABDS FUEL CELL CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-170] P80-10178 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[SASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
CONTBACT DDBATION
INCBEASED SHDTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB OBBITS STUDIED
[NASA BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
THBEE CONTBACTS AHABDED FOB SUPEBSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
NASA LEHIS AHABDS FUEL CELL CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-52] P80-10052 06
NASA EXTENDS HCDONNELL DOUGLAS CONTBACT FOB DELTA
SEBVICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-53] P80-10053 06
NASA, SHALL BUSINESS ADHINISTBATION SIGN
COOPEBATIVE AGBEEHENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-54] P80-10054 06
THO FIBHS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOHATT POHEB SYSTEH
DESIGN STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
NASA NEGOTIATES HITH TEACHEBS GROUP ON SHUTTLE
STUDENT PBOJECT
[SASA BELEASE-80-65] P80-10064 06
BOEING TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF NOCLEAB HASTE
FOB SASA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-69] P80-10068 06
NASA BENEUS LUNAB INSTITUTE CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-73] P80-10072 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTEENATE SHDTTLE
THEBMAL SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB SPACE TELESCOPE COBTBOL
SYSTEH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
NASA AHABDS DESIGN STUDY CONTBACTS FOB ADVANCED
COHMUSICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-84] P80-10083 06
SASA CONTBACTS FOB THO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTEB
BECOVEBY FOBCE
[NASA BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
BASA TO NEGOTIATE BOSS STUDIES HITH FOUB FIBMS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
BOEING TO A B A L Y Z E FOTDBE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION NEEDS
[NASA BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
NASA AHABDS LETTEB CONTBACT FOB DELTA STBAP-ON
MOTOBS
[BASA BELEASE-80-110] P80-10111 06
SASA SELECTS THO FIRMS FOB DESIGB STUDIES FOB
SUPEBCOMPDTEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
A-15
COHTHACT NEGOTIATIONS SDBJECt IBOKI
E N G I N E E R I N G AND OPERATIONS SDPPOBT CONTBACT A W A B D E D
[BASA RELEASE-80-136] P80-10138 06
K E N N E D Y CENTEB AWARDS LARGEST SHALL BUSINESS
CONTBACT
[NASA BELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
N A S A SELECTS EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTRACTOR
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
COBTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
$65 MILLION CONTBACT AWARDED FOR A D V A N C E D GAS
T U R B I N E AUTO E N G I N E
[NASA BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
BOEING AND GENEBAL ELECTRIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE W I N D TURBINES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
DELTA L A U N C H E S TO CONTINUE; UPRATED DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
NASA SELECTS G A M M A RAT OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STUDY
CONTRACTOBS
[NASA BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
NASA NEGOTIATES WITH TEACHEBS GBOUP ON SHUTTLE
S T U D E N T PBOJECT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-65] P80-10064 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOB SPACE TELESCOPE CONTROL
SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB SEARCH AND BESCOE
T E R M I N A L S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOR CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE
[ N A S A RELBASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
N A S A TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOUR FIRMS
[NASA HELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
NASA A W A R D S LETTER COBTBACT FOR DELTA STRAP-ON
MOTORS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1103 P80-10111 06
NASA SELECTS TWO FIRMS FOB DESIGN STUDIES FOR
SUPERCOMPUTER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-135J P80-10137 06
E N G I N E E R I N G AND OPERATIONS SUPPORT CONTBACT AWABDED
[NASA BELEASE-80-136] P80-10138 06
DOE/NASA SELECT ROCKEWELL FOB W I N D TDBBINE SYSTEM
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1U8] P80-10150 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
NASA SELECTS HUGHES FOB JUPITER MISSION CONTRACT
NEGOTIATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-171 ] P80-10179 06
N A S A SELECTS EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTRACTOR
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
CONTRACT PROPOSALS
OB-ORBIT TILE REPAIR KIT BEING PRODUCED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
COMPETITION P L A N N E D FOR STUDENT SCIENCE
EXPERIMENTS IN SPACE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-20] P80-10020 06
A L T E R N A T E OBBITER THERMAL PBOTECTION TO BE STUDIED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-10] P80-10039 06
LARGE SPACE A N T E N N A SDBJECT OF STUDY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-48] P80-100U8 06
N A S A SELECTS EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
C O N T R A C T O R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS
$65 MILLION CONTRACT A W A R D E D FOR A D V A N C E D GAS
TURBINE AUTO ENGINE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
ON-OBBIT TILE REPAIR KIT BEING PRODUCED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
NASA TO PURCHASE SPACELAB FROM EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
NASA SELECTS G A M M A RAY OBSERVATORY DESIGN STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
NASA CONTRACTS FOR SHUTTLE ROBOT ABMS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-47] P80-100*7 06
NASA EXTENDS MCDONNELL DODGLAS CONTBACT FOB DELTA
SERVICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-53] P80-10053 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOR SPACE TELESCOPE CONTROL
SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOR SEABCH AND RESCUE
TERMINALS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
NASA CONTRACTS FOR TWO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTER
RECOVERY FOBCE
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOR CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOUR FIRMS '
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
NASA SELECTS TWO FIRMS FOR DESIGN STUDIES FOR
SUPEBCOMPDTEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
ENGINEEBING AND OPERATIONS SUPPORT CONTBACT AWABDED
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-136] P80-10138 .06
K E N N E D Y CENTER AWARDS LARGEST SMALL BUSINESS
CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACTS AWABDED FOR LIQUID BOOST '
MODULE DEFINITION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-15U] P80-10162 06
N A S A LEWIS AWARDS FUEL CELL CONTRACT
[ NASA BELEASB-80-170] P80-10178 06
N A S A SELECTS EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTRACTOR
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-178] P80-10'i86 06
COBTBACT TEHHI§ATIOB
ORBITAL CLOUD PHYSICS EXPERIMENT DEFERRED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-23] P80-10022 06
COSTRACTUG AND PROCUREMENT
NASA, SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SIGN
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-54] P80-1005U 06
BASA ORDERS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB H A R D W A R E
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
NASA AWARDS CONTBACT FOR PRODUCTIOB OF SHUTTLE
EXTERNAL TANKS
[NASA RELBASE-80-100] P80-10100 06
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOARD TESTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
SOOTH AFRICA TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-147] P80-101t9 06
COITBOL DATA COBP.. ABDEI HILLS, MISN.
NASA SELECTS TWO FIRMS FOR DESIGN STUDIES FOB
SUPERCOMPUTER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
A-16
SUBJECT IBDEI COST ESTIMATES
COHTB01 SISTEBS
Si AIBCBAFT COHTBOL
SA ATTITDDE COHTB01 SYSTEBS
SA GUIDANCE AHD CONTROL
SA BEENTBY COHTBOL
SA SPACECBAFT COHTBOL
HAWAIIAN BIND TURBINE TO BE DEDICATED JOLT 3







VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OH NOV. 12




N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[HASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
ROBLDilDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES NEB DATA ON SOLAB FLAEES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SOLAB BAXIBOB MISSION; NEWS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
COS-B
NASA PROPOSES GAHBA BAT SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
. COSBIC BAX DBTBCTOBS
V O Y A G E B B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
COSBIC BAT ISOTOPE BIPEBIHEBT
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
COSBIC BATS
DEBITING X-RAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS HISSIOH EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON HOV. 12
- [ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBODHDEB
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TUBNIHG OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS




HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
COST ESTIBATES
$65 BILLION CONTBACT AIABDED FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
TOBBINE AOTO ENGINE
[NASA BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
OB-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEING PRODUCED
[BASA BELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
SATELLITE SSSTEB TO STUDY OCEANS
[NASA BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
NASA TO PUBCBASE SPACELAB FBOM EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
BASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POHEBED ENGIHE/GEBEBATOB FOB
SHALLEB USEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
BOEING AHD CEBEBAL ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE B I N D TORBINES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
DELTA LiOHCHES TO CONTIHDE; OPBATED DELTA PLASHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
NASA SELECTS GABBA BAY OBSERVATORY DESIGN STUDY
COBTBACTOBS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
IHCBEASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB DEBITS STUDIED
[ HASA EELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
X-15 MARKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABY
[ H A S A HELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
ALTEBNATE OBBITEB THEBBAL PBOTECTION TO BE STUDIED
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-40] P80-10039 06
HASA. CONTBACTS FOB SHUTTLE BOBOT ABBS
[ NASA BELEASE-80-U7] P80-10047 06
THBEE COHTBACTS ARABDED FOB SUPEBSOHIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
NASA LEBIS AWABDS FUEL CELL COHTBACT
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-52] P80-10052 06
NASA EXTENDS MCDOSBELL DOUGLAS COHTBACT FOB DELTA
SEBVICES
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-53 ] P80-10053 06
NASA, SBALL BUSINESS A D M I N I S T R A T I O N SIGN
COOPEBATIVE AGBEEBEHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-54] P80-1005U 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
TMO FIBBS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOIATT POKES SYSTEB
DESIGH STUDIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
NASA NEGOTIATES IITH TEACHEBS G R O U P OB SHUTTLE
STUDENT PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-65) P80-10064 06
BOEING TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF NOCLEAB HASTE
FOB NASA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-69] P80-10068 06
NASA BENERS LUHAB INSTITUTE COHTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-73] P80-10072 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTEBNATE SHUTTLE
THEBBAL SYSTEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
NASA OBDEBS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB HABDHABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB SPACE TELESCOPE CONTBOL
SYSTEH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
BASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB SEABCH AND BESCUE
TERMINALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
NASA CONTBACTS FOB TRO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTEB
BECOVEBY FOBCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
NASA NEGOTIATES COHTBACT FOB CHEMICAL BELEASE MODULE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
N A S A SIGHS COHTBACT TO BEDUCE SHUTTLE EXTESAL TAHK
REIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-102] P80-10102 06
N A S A TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES BITH FODB FIBBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FDTUBE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
BASA ARABDS LETTEB COHTBACT FOB DELTA STBAP-OH
HOTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-110] P80-10111 06
A-17
COST BBDOCTI08 SUBJECT IHDBX
FREE BOBLD'S LARGEST BIND TUNNEL CLOSED FOB
MODIFICATION
CNASA BELEASE-80-125] P80-10133 06
NASA SELECTS ISO FIBMS FOB DESIGH STUDIES FOE
SUPERCOMPUTER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
E N G I N E E B I N G AND OPERATIONS SUPPORT COBIBACT 1S4RDED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-136] P80-10138 06
N A S A S T U D Y CONFIRMS FEASIBILITY OF D N I Q U E POBEB
P L A N T
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-146] P80-10148 06
SOUTH AFBICA TO BOILD LANDSAT GBOOND STATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-117] P80-10149 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEBELL FOB iIND TDBBINE SYSTEM
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A KELEASE-80-T48] P80-10150 06
SOLAR M A X I M U M MISSION; NE»S BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPHENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
FK 1981 BODGET PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
K E N N E D Y CENTER ABABDS LARGEST SMALL BOSINESS
CONTBACT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACTS A U A H D E D FOB LIQUID BOOST
MODULE DEFINITION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-154] P80-10162 06
NASA SATELLITE TO MONITOB P E N N S Y L V A N I A ' S GYPSY
MOTH D A M A G E
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PRESIDENT TO ASK FOB FUNDS TO START V E N U S PROJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
N A S A LEMIS A W A R D S FUEL CELL CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-170] P80-10178 06
NASA SELECTS HUGHES FOB JUPITER HISSIOB CONTRACT
NEGOTIATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
NASA LEBIS ABARDS $150,980 G R A N T TO MINORITY
U N I V E R S I T Y
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-174] P80-10182 06
N A S A SELECTS EABTH BADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTBACTOR
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
FIRST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
N A S A TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
PERFORMANCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-197J P80-10204 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06




TBO FIRMS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOBATT POBEB SYSTEM
DESIGN STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
COUNCIL FOB SCI. AND IND. BBS., S. AFRICA
SOUTH AFRICA TO BUILD LANDSAT G R O U N D STATION




SA V E N U S CHATEHS
VOIASEB SKCOOS1SBS SATSE5: SCIEBTIFIC HIGHII6HTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
CREI SYSTEMS DIVISION
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
CBOP HAHAGEMEHI
0. S., CHINA AGREE OB LANDSAT GROUND STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-14] P80-10014 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
CEOSS LABDISG, CA.
NASA BESEABCB AIBCRAFT SET FOB CARRIER LANDINGS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT
ORBITING X-BAY OBSERVATORY EABNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
CBYOGBHICS
LAUNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
COIABA GSOOND STATION, BRAZIL
SOOTH AFBICA TO BUILD LANDSAT GEOOSD STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-147] P80-10149 06
CULEBBA ISLAND, PUEETO BICO
BOEING AND GENEBAL ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LARGE BIND TDBBINES
[NASA BELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
HABAIIAN B I N D TURBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[NASA BBLEASE-80-101 ] P80-10101 06
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGRAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
DOE/NASA SELECT ROCKEBELL FOR BIND TURBINE SYSTEM
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
CYGNUS CONSTELLATION
SPACE SUPERBUBBLE 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACROSS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, HANOVEB, g.H.
N A S A AND UNIVERSITIES TEAM UP FOB MOUNT ST. HELENS
HISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-143] P80-10144 06
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
SA T R A C K I N G AND DATA ACQUISITION
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[B&SA BELE1SE-80-1] P80-10001 06
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPERATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
WORKSHOP E X A M I N E S POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
NEXT 25 YEABS
[NASA BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
SOUTH AFBICA TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-147] P80-10149 06
A-18
SUBJECT IHDEI DBPABTBENT OF DEFENSE
VOYAGEB BACKGBODNDEB
[HASA BBLEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
NASA SELECTS HUGHES FOB JDPITEB MISSION COHTBACT
NEGOTIATION
[NASA BELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE HER
GENEBATION OP PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
DATA BASES
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PHOGBAB
P80-10216 05
DATA BAHAGEBEIT
NASA BEGINS FLIGHT EQUIPMENT DATA B A N K
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-75] P80-10080 06
DATA PBOCESSING
SA COHPOTEBIZED SIMULATION
19-YEAB-OLD IS A N A S A FLIGHT CONTBOLLEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-<4 ] P80-1000a 06
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STODT OCEANS
[NASA BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIMBER INDUSTBY IN MANAGING
FOBEST LANDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-414] P80-1001U 06
DATA PBOCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPOBTATION
SYSTEM BBIEFING
[NASA BELEASE-80-111] P80-10145 06
NASA SATELLITE TO MONITOB P E N N S Y L V A N I A ' S GYPSY
MOTH D A M A G E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOONDEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
N A S A ' S N I M B U S 6 TBACKS BOIBOAT TBIP TO AOSTBALIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSIBG TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEi
GENEBATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-1021S 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
DAIA STOBAGE DEVICES
VOYAGEB B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
P80-10216 05
P80-10172 06
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEI
GENEBATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
OAVY-HCKBE COBP., CLEVELAND, OHIO
N A S A STODY CONFIBBS FEASIBILITY Of DNIQDE POHEB
PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-146] P80-10148 06
DC-8 AIBCBAFT
SMYLIE TO HEAD N A S A ' S TBACKING AND DATA FUNCTIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-41] P80-10040 06
DE BAVILLAND AIBCBAFT
S DHC 5 AIBCBAFT
DE/DYHABICS EIPLOBEB/
A BOSY Y E A B SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE LADNCH VEHICLES
[NASA BEL EASE-SO-TJO] P80-10141 06
1981 EXPENDABLE LAONCH VEHICLE SCHEDDLE ANNODNCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06




[ H A S A BELEASE-80-160]
P80-10206 06
P80-10172 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TOBBING OOT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
(NASA BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
<HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES - COBBECTIOH NOTE>
[ N A S A BELEASE-BO-199A] P80-10207 06
DEFENSE, DEPABTMENT OF
S DEPABTBENT OF DEFENSE
DEFIBBILLATOBS
S AID /AUTOMATIC DEFIBBILLATOB/
DEBYDBATIOH
NASA TO TEST BEN FOB FLUID LOSS DUBING
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
DELCO ELECTB01ICS, GOLETA, CALIF.
$65 MILLION CONTBACT ASIABDED FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
T U R B I N E AOTO ENGINE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
DELTA LAONCH VEHICLES
N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINUE; OPBATED DELTA P L A N N E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
N A S A EXTENDS MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CONTBACT FOB DELTA
SEBVICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-53] P80-10053 06
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM EXTENDED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
N A S A ARABDS LETTEB CONTBACT FOB DELTA STBAP-ON
MOTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-110] P80-10111 06
A BOSY YEAB SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; NEBS BBIEFING
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
P80-10157 05
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE L A O N C H AGBEEHENT WITH INDIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-176] P80-101B4 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H A G B E E H E N T SIGNED RITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
1981 EXPENDABLE LAONCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
DBNVBB, COLO.
NASA ACTIVE IN HT. ST. HELENS ASSESSBENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
DEOBBIT
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB
P.80-10216 05
DEPABTHENT OF AGBICDLTOBE
SA FOBEST SEBVICE. U.S.
N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
DEPABTHEHT OF COBMEBCE
SA NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATHOSPBEBIC ADMIN.
DEPABTHBIT OF DEFENSE
SATELLITE SYSTEB TO STODY OCEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
A-19
DEPARTMENT OF ENE8GY SUBJECT INDEX
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM EXTENDED
[ NASA HELEASE-80-7t] P80-10073 06
IJiSA iEROHADTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHIHA
[NASA RELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES ilTH FODH FIEHS
[ N A S A HJSLEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
NASA A E R O N A U T I C S DELEGATION RETURNS FROH CHINA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
PLANT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-146] P80-10148 06
<SHOTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-117A] P80-10121 06
A BUS! Y E A R SEEN FOR EXPENDABLE LADNCH VEHICLES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-140] P80-10111 06
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF TH2 SPACE TRANSPOBTATION SISTEB
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
FOURTH FLTSATCOH TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
1981 E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
DEPABTBENT OF EBEBGY
SA LOS A L A M O S SCIENTIFIC LAB., N. HEX.
$65 MILLION CONTRACT A W A R D E D FOR A D V A N C E D GAS
T U R B I N E A D T O E N G I N E
[NASA RELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
NASA TO TEST SOLA.R-POHEBED ENGINE/GESEBATOB FOB
SMALLER USERS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
B O E I N G AND G E N E R A L ELECTRIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LARGE H I N D TURBINES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
NASA LEWIS AWARDS FUEL CELL CONTRACT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-52] P80-10052 06
BOEING TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAB HASTE
FOR NASA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-69] P80-10068 06
NASA ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-S9] P80-10088 06
H A W A I I A N HIND T U R B I N E TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-101 ] P80-10101 06
<NASA ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGRAM>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
NASA ACTIVE IN BT, ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
DOE/NASA SELECT R O C K E W B L L FOR W I N D TURBINE SYSTEM
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-118] P80-10150 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
N ASA SETS D E V E L O P M E N T P L A N FOR FLUID BATTERY
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-161] P80-10177 06
NASA LEWIS A W A R D S F U E L CELL CONTRACT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-170] P80-10178 06
N A S A TO HOBK WITH TVA ON E N E R G Y RESEARCH
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-172] P80-10180 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ NASA HELEASB-80-199] P80-10206 06
DEPARTMENT OF EH7IBON. BBS., Pi.
NASA SATELLITE TO MONITOR PENNSYLVANIA'S GYPSY
MOTH DAMAGE
[ N A S A RELEASB-80-155] P80-10163 06
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUC. AND WELFARE
SA PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
B R I A N M. DDFP NAMED DIRECTOR, N A S A PUBLIC AFFAIRS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
S EROS DATA CENTER, SIOUX FALLS, S.D.
S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF SPACE, INDIA
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE LAUNCH AGREEMENT WITH INDIA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-176] P80-101811 06
P80-10172 06
DEPARTMENT OF SUPPLY, AUSTRALIA
VOYAGER BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160]
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION




BOEING AND GENERAL ELECTRIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
L A R G E W I N D TURBINES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
INCREASED SHDTTLE CAPACITY FOR POLAR ORBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
THREE CONTRACTS A W A R D E D FOR SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOR STUDY OF ALTERNATE SHDTTLE
T H E R M A L SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
NASA AWARDS DESIGN STUDY CONTRACTS FOR A D V A N C E D -
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASB-80-84] P80-10083 06
INVESTIGATORS FILE REPORT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIRE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOR CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
NASA SELECTS TWO FIRMS FOR DESIGN STUDIES FOR
SUPERCOMPUTER
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
NASA STUDY CONFIRMS FEASIBILITY OF U N I Q U E POWER
PLANT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-146] P80-10148 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
THE SPACE SHDTTLE MAIN ENGINE AND THE SOLID ROCKET
BOOSTER
P80-10211 05
ON-BOARD DAT4 PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEB
GENERATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAH
P80-10216 05
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, OHIO
NASA STUDY CONFIRMS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQUE POWER
DETECTORS
S COSMIC RAY DETECTORS
S RADIATION DETECTORS
S ULTRAVIOLET DETECTORS
DETROIT DIESEL ALLISON, INDIANOPOLIS, IND.
$65 MILLION CONTRACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS
TURBINE AUTO ENGINE
A-20
SOBJECT IBDBI EABTB E1VIBOSHEHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] F80-10007 06
DFVLB
S GEBHAN AEBO. RES. AND EXPEB.. ESTAB.
DBC 5 AIECEAFT
NASA BBSEABCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIEB LANDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
DIGITAL AVIONICS FLIGHT CONTBOL SISTEB
LANGLE! BESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FHOB INSIDE DOT




VOYAGES 1 SATUBN ENCODNTEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-145] P80-10147 06
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B E N C O U N T E R S SATOBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
DISPLAY DEVICES
SHUTTLE ASTBOSAOTS TO USE NE« FLIGHT SIHULATOB







S DEPABTBENT OF DEFENSE
S DEPABTBENT OF ENEBGY
DOHBSTIC APPLICATIONS
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIMBER INDOSTBI IN BANAGING
FOBEST LANDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-U4] P80-10044 06
DOPPLEB TBACKING
VOIAGEB BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
DOBNIEB-SISTEH G.H.B.H.. GEBBAHY
NASA OBDEBS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB HABDHABE
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
DBA6 SEDUCTION
BICHABD SHITCOBB: AEBONAUTICAL BESEABCH AND THE
BBTTEB SHAPE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
DBEIEL UNIV. , PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NASA AND UNIVEBSI1IES TEAM DP FOB BOON! ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-143] P80-10144 06
DBIDEN FLIGHT BBSEABCB CENTEB, CALIF.
SHUTTLE ASTBONAUTS TO USE NE» FLIGHT SIBDLATOB
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-34] P80-10033 06
KILGOBE N A B E D ASSOCIATE ADBINISTBATOB FOB
BANAGEHEBT OPEBATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-35] P80-10035 06
H A S A BESOBES TESTING TO SEDUCE AIBCBAFT VOBTICES
[HASA BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
GBIFFIN N A B E D ACTING HEAD OF E X T E R N A L BELATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-SO-104] P80-10105 06
L A N G L E Y BESEABCHEBS STODT LIGHTING FBOB INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
CHINESE AEBONADTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
[NASA BELEASE-80-141 ] P80-10142 06
DATA PBOCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPOBTATION
SISTEB BBIEFIHG
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-144] P80-10145 06
SHUTTLE PBOPULSION IS TOPIC OF TBANSPOBTATION
SISTEB BRIEFING
[SASA BELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SHUTTLE OBBITEB BBIEFING SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
JOHNSON CENTEB
[ HASA BELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
NOTE TO EDITOBS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOB TV,
BADIO COVEBAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-168] P80-10175 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
S DEEP SPACE NETROBK
DDFFIELD, VA.
N A S A ENEBGI TECHNOLOGI APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A ENEBGI TECHNOLOGI APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[ S A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
DOST
SA INTEBSTELLAB DOST
NASA ACTIVE IN HI. ST. HELENS ASSESSBEST
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-107] P80-10108 06
DUST STOHBS
<NASA ENEBGI TECHNOLOGI APPLICATIONS PBOGHAfO




ULTBAVIOLET ASTBONOBI IIELDS POSSIBLE NEUTBINO
BASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
EABTB
SA TECTONICS
BETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A B3LEASE-80-21] P80-10021 06
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB TO HOST ATBOSPHEBIC






NASA SET TO LADNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BI SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB STODI OF ALTEBHATE SHUTTLE
THBBHAL SISTEH
[NASA BELEASE-80-773 P80-10075 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB CHEBICAL BELEASE BOODLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB TO HOST ATBOSPHEBIC
COHFEBENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-186] P80-10193 06
VOIAGEB SATDBN ENCOONTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
EABTH EHVIBONHEHT
EABTB BAY HAVE HAD SATDBN-LIKE BING 34 BILLION
IEABS AGO
[NASA BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
A-21
EABTH CEBIT SUBJECT INDEX
EABTB OEBII
ORBITING X-RAY OBSEBVATOBY E A B N S MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6 ] P80-10006 06
NASA PROPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-11 J P80-10011 06
NASA TO P U B C H A S E SPACELAB FROM EUBOPEAB SPACE AGENCY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
N A S A SET TO L A D N C H SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
EABTB B&DIATIOH BUDGET SATELLITE SYSTEM
NASA SELECTS EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTRACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178J P80-10186 06
EARIB BESODECES
SA M A B I N E BESOOBCES
SA OIL
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPEBATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
EABTB BBSOUBCES OBSEBV. SIS. DATA CtB.. SO
S EROS DATA CENTER. SIOUX FALLS, S.D.
EABTB BESOOBCES TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
S LANDSAT SATELLITES
EABTHQOAKES
NASA ADAPTS RADIO A S T R O N O M Y TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
EAST GEBHABY
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
EASTEB8 SPACE ADD MISSILE CTB., FLA.
DELTA L A U N C H E S TO C O N T I N U E ; UPBATED DELTA P L A N N E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
NASA EXTENDS M C D O N N E L L DOUGLAS CONTBACT FOB DELTA
SEHVICES
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-53] P80-10053 06
A BUSY Y E A B SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
1981 E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199]
EASTE5H TEST BADGE. PATHICK AFB
V O Y A G E R B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
P80-10206 06
P80-10172 06
EASTEBN ¥IBGIHIA MEDICAL CEHTEB
HEAT TBEATSENT, DETECTION OF CANCEB TAKE
E N G I N E E R I N G K N O W - H O W






S NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHEBS ASSOC.
EDUCATIONAL PBOGBAHS
S SKYLAB STUDENT PROJECT
S UNIVEBSITY PBOGBAMS
EDfABDS AFB, CALIF.
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
THE OflBITAL FLIGHT TEST PfiOGBAH
EDIABDS. CALIF.
r-15 HABKS 20TH ANHIVEBSABY









EIDGEBOSSLSCHOE TECB. HOCHSCHOLB. SRIIZ.
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
ELECTBIC DISCHABGE
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
ELECTBIC FIELD
LANGLEY BESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FBOH INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
ELECTBIC EOiEB GBBBBATIOS
N A S A TO TEST SOLAB-POWEBED ENGINE/GENEBATOB FOB
SMALLEB DSEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
BOEING AND GENEBAL ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE H I N D TURBINES
[NASA BELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
NASA LEWIS AWARDS FUEL CELL CONTBACT
[ N A S A RBLEASE-80-52] P80-10052 06
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM
[NASA BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
H A W A I I A N HIND TUBBINE TO BE DEDICATED J U L Y 3
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
FREE W O R L D ' S LABGEST W I N D T U N N E L CLOSED FOB
MODIFICATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-125] P80-10133 06
N A S A STUDY CONFIBHS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQUE POWER
PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U6] P80-10148 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEWELL FOB HIND TUBBINE SYSTEM
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U8] P80-10150 06
NASA LEWIS AWABDS FUEL CELL CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-170] P80-10178 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
ELECTBIC POVBB fiESEAHCH ISSTIIOTB, CALIF.
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
ELECTBIC POWEB SUBSYSTEMS
BOEING AND GENEBAL ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE H I N D TUBBINES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
H A W A I I A N iIND TUBBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
<HASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
N A S A STUDY CONFIBMS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQUE POWEB
PLANT
[ N A S A aELEASE-80-116] P80-10148 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEWELL FOB HIND TUBBINE SYSTEM
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
LADSCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES




SUBJECT IHDEI BHEBGY OSE
ELECTBIC VEHICLES
HASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIOBS PROGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
<HASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIOBS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
HIGHLIGHTS OP 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
ELECTBICAL EQDIPHEHT
<NASA EBEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIOHS PBOGEAH>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
VOYAGES B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
ELECTBOCABDIOGBAHS
NEW HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[NASA HELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
N A S A TO TEST BEN FOB PLDID LOSS DOSING
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-131 J P80-10132 06
ELECIBODES
HEAT TREATMENT. DETECTION OP CANCEB T A K E
ENGINEEBING K N O H - H O W
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-39] P80-10041 06
NASA SETS DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOB FLDID BATTEBY




IDE INVESTIGATOBS PBESEHT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
NASA SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACDLAB SOLAS FLABE
[HASA EELEASE-80-95] P80-1009U 06
ELECTBOHAGSETIC SPECTBi
NASA SELECTS G A M M A BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STUDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
SOLAS M A X I M U M MISSION; NEIS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
ELECTBON DBHSITY
IOBLDWIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAR FLARES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
ELECTBON DISTBIBOTION
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOB JUPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
ELECTBOSIC EQUIPMENT
HASA CONTRACTS FOB TiO-SHIP SHDTTLE BOOSTER
BECOVEBY FOBCE
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
ELECTEOBS
WOBLDHIDE EFPOBT PBOVIDES HER DATA ON SOLAR FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M HISSIOB; NEWS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
ELECTBOPBOBESIS
JOINT ENDEAVOB TO STIMULATE COMMERCIALIZATION OP
SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-12] P80-10013 06
ELLIPTICAL OBBIT
NOAA-B EBVIBONMENTAL MONITOBING SATELLITE MISSION
OBSOCCESSFUL
[BASA BBLBASE-80-82] P80-10081 06
NASA TO LAUHCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-167] P80-1017Q 06
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEHEBT WITH INDIA
[ B A S A BKLEASE-80-176] P80-1018U 06
PIBST INTELSAT V L A U N C H SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H A G R E E H E B T SIGHED WITH IHDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10191 06
EHESGENCY LOCATOfl TBABSHITTEBS
NASA BESEABCHEBS IMPROVE AIBCBAFT EMEBGENCY
TBANSMITTEBS
[ H A S A BELBASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
EBCELADOS
VOYAGES 1 SATDBN EBCOUNTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115] P80-10147 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159J P80-10167 06
VOYAGES ENCOUNTERS S A T U R N : SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06





NASA ENEBGY TECHBOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
<HASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEWELL FOB WIND TDBBIBE SYSTEM
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
[BASA BELEASE-80-118] P80-10150 06
VOYAGES BACKGB00NDEB
[SASA EELEASE-aO-160] P80-10172 06
DIBECT SDB-POWEBED LASEB DEHONSTBATED AT BASA CENTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-196] P80-10210 06
ENEBGY BESEABCB AND DEVELOPMENT
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIOHS PBOGBAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
<HASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
BASA TO «OBK WITH TVA OB ENEBGY BESEABCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-172] P80-10180 06
EBEBGY BESEAECH ADD DEVELOPHEBT ADHIB.
S DEPABTHENT OF ENEBGY
EBERGY BESEABCB COBP., DABBOBY, COSH.
BASA LEWIS AWABDS FUEL CELL COBTBACT
[S1SA BELEASE-80-170] P80-10178 06
EHEBGY STOBAGE
BASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
<BASA EBEBGY TECHBOLOGY APPLICATIOBS PBOGBAH>
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-1010« 06
BASA SETS DEVELOPMENT PLAB FOB PLUID BATTBBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-161] P80-10177 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES





OBBITING I-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTEBSIOB
[HASA BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
EBEBGY DSE
NASA ENEBGY TECBBOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
4-23
EHGIHE FAJLUBE SUBJECT IHDBX
< N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
ENGIHE FAILOHE
SPACE SHUTTLE E N G I N E TEST CDT SHOBT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-113] P80-10114 06
FIBST SHDTTLE L A U N C H M A B C H 1981
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-122] P80-1012I1 06
THE SPACE SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE AMD THE SOLID SOCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-10214 05
E N G I N E TECHHOLOGI
N A S A TO TEST SOLAB-POHEBED ENGINE/GENEEATOB FOB
S M A L L E B USEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
EHGIHE TESIS
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POHEBED ENGINE/GENEBATOB FOB
SHALLEB USEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
SHUTTLE SOLID PBOPELL4NT MOTOBS COMPLETE FIBING
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
MILESTONE BEACHED IN SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE TESTING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-26] P80-10026 06
SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
SPACE SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE COMPLETES FIBST FULL
POHEB TEST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-36] P80-10036 06
SHUTTLE E N G I N E HUNS AT 109 PEBCENT OF BATED POHEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-42] P80-10042 06
SHUTTLE ENGINE PASSES SECOND 109 PEBCENT TEST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-49] P80-10049 06
SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E TEST SHOTS DOSN AFTEB SIX
SECONDS[ N A S A EELEASE-80-50] P80-10050 06
SHUTTLE ENGINE HAS THIBD SUCCESSFUL TEST[ N A S A BELEASE-80-55] P80-10055 06
SHUTTLE C O L U M B I A ' S FLIGHT ENGINES TO BE BETESTED[ N A S A BELEASE-80-60] P80-10059 06
COLOMBIA FLIGHT E N G I N E S BETESTED SCHEDULED[ N A S A BELEASE-80-68] P80-10067 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES BEACH MILESTONE KITH SUCCESSFUL
TESTS[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-85] P80-10084 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED[ N A S A BELEASE-80-97] P80-10097 06
SPACE SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST CUT SHOBT[ N A S A BELEASE-80-113] P80-10114 06
FIBST SHUTTLE L A U N C H MAHCH 1981
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-122] P80-10124 06
SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E COMPLETES FLIGHT CEBTIFICATION
TEST CYCLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-182] P80-10190 06
SHUTTLE M A I N PBOPULSION TEST SUCCESSFUL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-184] P80-10191 06
SPACE SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE ADDED ASSUBABCE TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-191] P80-10199 06
H I G H L I G H T S OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]




COMPETITION P L A N N E D FOB STUDENT SCIENCE
EXPEBIMENTS IN SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-20] P80-10020 06
< N A S A EBEBGY TECHHOLOGI APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[NASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
MABS OBBITEB NEABING END OF MISSION
[SASA BELEASE-8S-108] P80-10109 06
EHGIHES
SA AIBCBAFT ENGINES
SA CASTOB 4 SOCKET ENGINE
SA F-1 SOCKET ENGINE
SA INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
SA J-2 SOCKET ENGINE
SA LIQUID PBOPELLANT DOCKET ENGINES
SA QUIET CLEAN GEN. AVIATION TDBBOFAN ENGINE
SA BL-10 ROCKET ENGINE
SA SOCKET ENGINES
SA SOLID PEOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES






NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POSEBED ENGINE/GENEBATOH FOB
SMALLEB USEBS
[NASA BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
NASA CONTBACTS FOB THO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTEE
BECOVEBt FOBCE
[NASA BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
EHGLAID
SA MULLABD SPACE SCI. LAB. , D O R K I N G , E N G L A N D
DEBITING X-B5Y OBSEBVATOBY EAEHS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
IUE INVESTIGATOBS PSESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAGNETIC FIELD
CHANGING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
NASA SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACULAH SOLAB FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; HEMS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
P80-10206 06
THE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE AND THE SOLID BOCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-10214 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199]
ENTEBPBISE
S SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEB
ENTBICKLOSGSPEIBG HOBD, REST GEBHAHY
NASA TO PDBCHASE SPACELAB FBOB EUBOPEAN SPACE AGENCY





SA AUTOMOTIVE GAS TUBBINE TECHNOLOGY PEOGEAM
$65 MILLION CONTBACT AIABDED FOB ADVANCED GAS
TUSBINE AUTO ENGINE
[NASA BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06




SOBJECT IBDEI BXTEBIAL TASK
[NASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
L A D N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES




NASA ACTIVE IS HI. ST. HELENS ASSESSHENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
NASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEI STOBH STODY TOOL
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-181] P80-10189 06
EQDATOBIAL OBBIT
PBOPOSALS SODGHT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1 ] P80-10001 06
LABGE SPACE ANTEHHA SUBJECT OF STUDY
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-Q8] P80-10048 06
NASA STABTS SOLAB FLABE "HOTLINE" SEBVICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
SOLAB HAXIBOH USSION; NEIS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
P80-10166 06
FOOBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE LAONCHED






S GBOOHD SOPPOBT EQDIPHENT
S HEDICAL EQDIPHENT
S BEOSABLE H A B D R A B E
EQOIPHEBT FAILOBE
SA INSTBDHENT FAILOBE
OBBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPEBATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
NOAA-B E N V I B O N H E N T A L HONITOBING SATELLITE HISSIOH
DNSDCCESSFDL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-82] P80-10081 06
VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1 99] P80-10206 06
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSIHG TECHNOLOGY IN THE NER
GENERATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
EBDA
S DEPABTHENT OF ENEBGT
EBNO
S ENTIICKLONGSPBING HOBD, REST GEBHANI
P80-10008 06








S LADNCH ESCAPE SYSTEH
ESBO
S EOHOPEAH SPACE AGENCY
BSTEC
S EDBOPEAN SPACE TECH. CENTBE, NETHEBLANDS
S EITEBNAL TANK
ETHAIE
VOYAGEB ENCODNTEBS SATDBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
EDBOPA
VOYAGEB PICTOBES OSED TO BAP JOVIAN BOONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-45] P80-10045 06
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
EDBOPE
FIBST INTELSAT V LAONCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING BODEL HOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
EOBOPEAS SPACE AGENCY
NASA TO POBCHASE SPACELAB FBOH EDBOPEAN SPACE AGENCY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
EXPEBIBENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
IDE INVESTIGATOBS PBESENT FINDINGS
[NASA BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
NASA OBDEBS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB HABDRABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
TRO EOBOPEANS ACCEPTED FOB SHUTTLE BISSION
SPECIALIST T R A I N I N G
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-106] P80-10107 06
FY 1981 BDDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING BODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
EDBOPEAS SPACE BBSEAHCB OBGANIZATION
S EOBOPEAN SPACE AGENCY
P80-10206 06
EDBOPEAN SPACE TECH. CENTBB. BETHEBLANDS
EXPEBISENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
TRO EDBOPEANS ACCEPTED FOB SHUTTLE HISSION
SPECIALIST TBAINING




BETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[NASA BELEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
EXHAUST
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
EXHIBITS









L A O N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
EXTBBNAL TANK
SHUTTLE SOLID PBOPELLANT BOTOBS COBPLETE FIBING
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
A-25
EITBATEHBESTBIAL SATKBIALS SOBJECT INDEX
I N C R E A S E D SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOR POLAB DEBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
SHUTTLE E N G I N E S BEACH MILESTONE KITH SUCCESSFUL
TESTS
( N A S A RELEASE-80-85] P80-1008* 06
N A S A A W A R D S CONTBACT FOB PBODUCTION OF SHDTTLE
E X T E R N A L TANKS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-100] P80-10100 06
NASA SIGNS CONTRACT TO BEDDCE SHDTTLE EXTENAL TANK
HEIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-.102] P80-10102 06
FIRST SHUTTLE LAUNCH HASCH 1981
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-122] P80-10124 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTBACTS ABABDED FOB LIQUID BOOST
MODULE DEFINITION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-151] P80-10162 06
SHUTTLE OBBITEH MOVE AD7ISORI
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-173]
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASB-80-199]
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
EXTBATEBBESTBIAL MATERIALS
S L U N A R SAMPLES
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
SA SPACE H A I N T B N A N C E











RICHARD WHITCOMB: AERONAUTICAL BESEARCH AND THE
BETTER SHAPE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
F-1Q6B AIBCBAFT
LANGLEY RESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FBOM INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
FA A





INVESTIGATORS FILE REPORT ON CAUSE OF SPACESDIT
BACKPACK FIRE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
SPACE SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST COT SHORT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-113J P80-10111 06
FAIRBANKS TRACKING STATION, ALASKA
U. S. , C H I N A AGBEE ON LANDSAT G R O U N D STATION
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-14] P80-10014 06
SOUTH AFRICA TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION
[NASA BELEASE-80-1U7] P80-10149 06
FAIRBANKS. ALASKA
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPERATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
N A S A ' S NIMBUS 6 TRACKS BOIBOAT TRIP TO AUSTRALIA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
FAIBCHILD INDUSTRIES. GEBHAHTOiN. BO.
N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
FAIECHILD SPACE AND ELECTRONICS CO., MD.
V O Y A G E S BACKGBOBBDEK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
FABBBOHODGH INTBRSAIIOHAL AIRSHOB. ERG.
N A S A EXHIBIT AT FARNBOROUGH AIB SHOg TO HIGHLIGHT
AIRCRAFT RESEABCB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
FEDERAL AVIATIOB ADMINISTBATIOB
N A S A RESUMES TESTING TO REDUCE AIRCRAFT VORTICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
NASA BESEABCHEHS IMPROVE AIRCRAFT EMERGENCY
TRANSMITTERS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
NASA ANNOUNCES NEH FIBE BESISTENT MATERIAL FOB
AIRCRAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
NASA TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
PEEFOBMANCE
[NASA RELEASE-80-197] P80-102QI* 06
FEDERAL ENEBGY ADMINISTRATION
S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GEBMAIY
S G E R M A N Y
FIBER OPTICS
LANGLEY RESEARCHERS STUDY LIGHTING FBOM INSIDE ODT




S SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD
FILTERS
VOYAGER BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06-
FIBB PROTECTION
INVESTIGATORS FILE REPORT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIRE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
NASA ANNOUNCES NEB FIRE BESISTENT MATERIAL FOB
AIRCRAFT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06




X-15 M A R K S 20TH A N N I V E R S A R Y




NASA BEGINS FLIGHT EQUIPMENT DATA BANK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-75] P80-10080 06
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER. EDBABDS, CALIF.
S DBYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, CALIF.
FLIGHT SlaULATOB
SHUTTLE ASTBONAUTS TO OSE NEB FLIGHT SIMULATOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3U] P80-10033 06
X-15 HARKS 20TH ANNIVEBSARY
[ H A S A HELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
NASA TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
PERFORMANCE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-197] P80-102011 06
A-26
SUBJECT IHDBX FBEQUEBCY BASDS
FLIGHT TESTS
SHUTTLE ASTBOHADTS TO OSE HER FLIGHT SIHOLATOB
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-34] P80-10033 06
X-15 HABKS 20IH ANNIVEBSABY
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
COHPOTEB ADVISOBIES TO AID PILOTS AT SHALL
AIBPOBTS BEIHG TESTED
[HASA BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
NASA BESUHES TESTING TO BEDDCE AIBCBAFT VORTICES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
P80-10216 05
FLOODS
0. S., C H I N A AGBEE ON LAHDSAT GBOOHD STATIOH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-14] P80-10014 06
FLOBIDA
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIHBEB INDUSTBY IN M A N A G I N G
FOBEST LANDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-44] P80-10044 06
70YAGEB BACKGBODNDEB
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-160]
FLOBIDA POiEB AND LIGHT CO.




VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN OH NOV. 12
" ' [ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
FLO»
;
 S AIB FLOW
FLTSATCOH SATELLITE
A BDSI Y E A R SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE LADHCH VEHICLES
[SASA BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
FOOBTH FL1SATCOH TO BE LAONCHED
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
1981 E X P E N D A B L E LADNCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BEL EASE- 80-198] P80-1020S 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
' [ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
FLDID HBCHANICS
S A E R O D Y N A M I C S
FLDIDS
NASA TO TEST HEN FOB FLOID LOSS DOSING
REIGHTLESSHESS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
HASA SETS DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOB FLDID BATTEBY
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-161] P80-10177 06
FLY-BT-ilBE SYSTEH
TECHHOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPHENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
ON-BOABD DATA PEOCESSIHG TECHNOLOGY IH THE HER
GEHEBATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
F01HS
NASA ANHOOHCES NEB FIBE BESISTENT HATEBIAL FOB
AIBCBAFT
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
FOBD AEBOSPACE AHD COHHOS. COBP.. CALIF.
VOYAGEB BACKGBODNDEB
[HASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
FIBST IBTELSAT V LADHCH SCHEDULED
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
FOBD AEBOSPACE COBP.
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEHENT ilTH INDIA
[SASA BELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
FOBD HOTOB CO.
$65 BILLION CONTBACT ARABDED FOB ADVANCED GAS
T U R B I N E AUTO ENGINE
[NASA BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
FOBEIGH VISITOBS
CHINESE AEBOHABTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT H A S A
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-141] P80-10142 06
FOBEST SEEVICB. D.S,
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
<NASA EHEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[NASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
FOBESTBI
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIHBEB IBDOSTBY IB HABAGIHG
FOBEST L A N D S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-44] P80-10044 06
NASA SATELLITE TO HONITOE PENHSYLVANIA 'S GYPSY
HOTH DAHAGE
[NASA BELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
FOBT DAVIS. TEXAS
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOHY TECHNIQUES FOB E A R T H
STUDIES
[HASA BELEASE-60-167] P80-10195 06
FOBT HOMBOE. VA.
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFOSB-FIBED PLANT
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
FOBTOSE HAGAZINE
BICHABD RHITCOHB: AEBONAOTICAL BESEABCH AND THE
BETTEB SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
FBAHCE
SA SEBVICE D'AEBOHOHIE, FBAHCE
OBBITIHG X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTEHSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB SEABCH AHD BESCUE
TEBHINALS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH HAGNETIC FIELD
CHAHGIHG
[NASA BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
HASA SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACULAB SOLAS FLABE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
SOLAS M A X I M U M MISSION; HERS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
FIBST INTELSAT V LAOHCH SCHEDULED
[HASA BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
FBEEDOB, DTC
HASA COHTBACTS FOB TRO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTEB
BECOVEBY FOBCE
[HASA BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
FBEIEH UNIV.. BEBLIi, GEBHAHY
EXPEBIHENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
FREQUENCY BAIDS
HASA STUDIES PBEDICT FIVEFOLD 6BORTH IH
TELECOMSCHICATIOHS BY YEiB 2000
[NASA BELEASE-80-19] P80-10019 06
HEAT TBEATHENT, DETECTION OF CANCEB TAKE
EHGIBEEBIHG KHOR-HOI
[NASA BELEASE-80-39] P80-10041 06
LABGE SPACE A N T E N N A SUBJECT OF STUDY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-48J P80-10048 06
1-27
FBBQDEHCY BLECTBOHICS, IHC., B.I. SUBJECT IHD8I
NASA A W A R D S DESIGN STUDY CONTRACTS FOB ADVANCED
COMMUNICATION SATELLITE SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-84] P80-10083 06
NASA CONTRACTS FOB TWO-SHIP SHOTTIE BOOSTEE
BECOVEBY FOBCE
[NASA BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
COMPOTES AD.VISOHIES TO AID PILOTS AT SHALL
AIRPOBTS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
N A S A SATELLITE BECORDS SPECTACULAR SOLAB FLARE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
N A S A BESEABCHEBS IMPBOVE AIBCBAFT EMEBGEHCY
THANSBITTEBS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
FODBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-158] P8Q-10166 06
V O Y A G E R B A C K G B O D N D E B
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
FKEO.OENCY BLECTBOHICS. IHC., H.I.
VOYAGER BACKGBOUHDEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] . P80-10172 06
FREQOENCT HODOLATIOH
S TELEMETRY
FOCINO GBODKD STATION, ITALY
SOOTH AFRICA TO BUILD LANDSAT G R O U N D STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-147] P80-101U9 06
FUEL CELLS
SA BATTERIES
N A S A LEWIS A W A R D S FUEL CELL COSTRACT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-52] P80-10052 06
<NASA ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAH>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
SASA LEWIS AWARDS FUEL CELL CONTRACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-170] P80-10178 06
FUEL CONSERVATION
$65 BILLION CONTBACT AWARDED FOR ADVANCED GAS
TURBINE AUTO ENGINE
[NASA BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
THBEE CONTBACTS A W A R D E D FOB SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[ N A S A HELBASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
< N A S A ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM)
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-59A] E80-1010U 06
NASA EXHIBIT AT FARNBORODGH AIR SHOW TO HIGHLIGHT
AIRCRAFT RESEARCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
NASA STUDY CONFIRMS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQUE POKES
P L A N T
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-146] P80-10148 06
DEDICATION SET FOR BEFUSE-FIBED PLANT
[ S A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
N A S A A N N O U N C E S NEW FIRE RESISTENT MATERIAL FOR
A I R C R A F T
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
FDEL SYSTEMS
S E X T E R N A L T A N K
FUEL TASK
SA EXTERNAL TANK
DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINUE; UPRATED DELTA PLANNED
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBODNDEB
[SA3& EELEASE-S3-160] P80-10172 06
SA NATUBAL GAS
SA PBOPELLANTS
$65 MILLION CONTBACT AWABDED FOB ADVANCED GAS
TURBINE AUTO ENGINE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
HASA TO TEST SOLAB-POWEBED EHGINE/GENEBATOB FOR
SMALLER USERS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
HASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGRAM
[NASA HELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A ENEBGY TECHHOLOGY APELICATIOHS PBOGBAM>
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-59A] E80-1010U 06
LANGLEY BESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
NASA LEWIS AWABDS FUEL CELL CONTRACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1701 P80-10178 06
FUNDING
SATELLITE SYSTEH TO STUDY OCEANS
[NASA BE1EASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
GALACTIC BADIATION
DEBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EARNS BISSIOH EXTENSION




DEBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EASHS HISSION EXTENSION
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
NASA SELECTS GAUMA BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STUDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
GALILEO PROJECT
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
HASA SELECTS HUGHES FOB JDPITEB HISSIOH CONTBACT
NEGOTIATION
[SASA SELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[HASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
GAMMA BAT SPECTBOMETEB
NASA SET TO LAUSCH SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
GAMMA BATS
ORBITING X-RAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
NASA PBOPOSES GASHi EAY SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
HASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB F1ABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA SELECTS GAMMA BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
SOLAB MAXIHDB MISSION; HEWS BBIEFING






TOYAGEB PICTOBES DSED TO HAP JOVIAH BOONS
[HAS* BELEASB-80-45] P80-10045 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBH OH NOT. 12
[NASA BBLEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HIGHLIGHTS OP 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
GABP
S GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC BESEABCH PBOGBAM
GAS CHBOBATOGBAPHI
HETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEARCH FOB LIFE





SA H Y D R O G E N
SA INTEBSTELLAB GAS
SA IONIZED GASES
SA N A T U R A L GAS
SA OXYGEN
SA OZONE
HETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[NASA BELEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
BABS OBBITEB N E A B I N G END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
TBAHSHITTEB SWITCHED OFF ON TIRING OBBITEB 1
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
LANGLEY BESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FBOfl INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
NASA AND UNITEBSITIES TEAM DP FOB HODNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-143] P80-10144 06
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFDSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
SEHIHI PBOJECT
SCHNEIDEB TO BETIBE, JOIN PBITATE INDOSTBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
GBIFFIN NAHED ACTING HEAD OF E X T E R N A L BELATIONS
[NASA BELEASE-80-104] P80-10105 06
SDPPLEHENTAL CONTBACTS AIABDED FOB LIQDID BOOST
BODDLE DEFINITION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-154] P80-10162 06
6BBIHI SPACECBAFT
IHCBEASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB OBBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
6ENEBAL AVIATION
NASA BESEABCHEBS IHPBOTE AIBCBAFT EHEBGEHCI
TBANSBITTEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTITITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
GEHEBAL ELECTBIC CO.
NASA CONSIDEBS OPTIONS FOB BESTBOCTUBING LABDSAT-D
PEOGRAB
[NASA BELEASE-80-46] P80-10046 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEWELL FOB WIND TDBBINE SYSTEH
COSTB&CT NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
GEHEBAL ELECTRIC CO.. PHILADELPHIA, PA,
OB-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEING PBODDCED
[HASA BELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
OBBITAL CLOUD PHYSICS EXPEBIHENT DEFEBBED
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-23] P80-10022 06
TOYAGEB B A C K G R O U N D E R
[NASA BELEASE-80-160]
GEHEBAL ELECTBIC CO., OTICA, N. T.
TOYAGEB BACEGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
GENEBAL ELECTBIC CO., TALLBY FOBGB, PA.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
BOEING AND GENEBAL ELZCTBIC SELECTED TO DETELOP
LABGE RIND TURBINES
[NASA BELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
NASA SELECTS GAHHA BAT OBSEBTATOBY DESIGN STUDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB SPACE TELESCOPE CONTBOL
SYSTEH
[NASA BELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FODB FIBHS
[NASA BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBODNDEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
GEIEBAL ELECTBODYN. COBP., DALLAS, IEI.
TOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
GENEBAL BOTOBS COBP.
$65 BILLION CONTBACT A W A R D E D FOB ADTANCED GAS
TUBBINE AUTO ENGINE
[NASA BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
GEOCBEBISIBI
NASA BENEWS LUNAB INSTITUTE CONTBACT
[NASA BELEASE-80-73] P80-10072 06
GEODESY
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTBOBOBY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
GBODYHAHICS
THE SUBFACE OF VENUS FBOfl PIONEEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
GEOLOGICAL SDBTEY OBS.. FLAGSTAFF, ABIZ.
SUBFACE OF VENUS FBOH PIONEEB; NE1S BRIEFING
P80-10154 05
GEOLOGICAL SDBTEY, U.S.
NAHES PBOPOSED FOB NEWLY-IDENTIFIED FEATDBES ON
TENUS
[NASA BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH HAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[NASA BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
NASA PUBLISHES HABS PHOTO BOOK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-149] P80-10152 06
TOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOT. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTITITIES











L U N A B AND PLANETABY CONFEBEHCE RILL BE HABCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
THE SOBFACE OF TENDS FBOH PIONEEB
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
EABTH BAY HATE HAD SATDBN-LIKE KING 31 HILLIOB
YEABS AGO
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
A-29
GEOMAGNETIC FIELD SDBJBCT INDEX
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EAETH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
SHBFACE OF VEBOS FROM PIONEEB; HESS BRIEFING
P80-10154 05
P80-10172 06
VOYAGES B A C K G B O B N B E B
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160]
GEOHiGHETIC FIELD
S M A G N E T O S P H E H E
GEOMAGNETIC SIOBMS
N A S A SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACOLAB SOLAR FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
N A S A STABTS SOLAR FLABE "HOTLINE" SERVICE
[ HASA RELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
GEOPHYSICS
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EARTH MAGNETIC FIELD
CHANGING
[NASA RELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTRONOMY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
GEOBGE C. SABSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTBB, ALA.
GEOBGIA
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIMBEB I N D U S T R Y IN M A N A G I N G
FOBEST L A N D S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-44] P80-10044 06
GEORGIA INST. OF TECH., ATLANTA
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
GEOSTATIONABI OPERATIOHAL ENVIRON. SAT,
S GOES /GEOSTAT. OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. SAT./
GEOSTATIONARY OBBII
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FUTOBE SPACE THANSPOBTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
FOOBTH FLTSATCOM TO BE L A U N C H E D
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
GEQSYNCHBONODS OBBII
DELTA LADNCHES TO CONTINUE; UPRATED DELTA PLANNED
[ HASA BBLEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
LABGE SPACE A N T E N N A SUBJECT OF STUDY
[ NASA RELEASE-80-48] P80-10048 06
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGEAB EXTENDED
[NASA BELEASE-80-71 ] P80-10073 06
NASA TO TEST NEg STOBM OBSEBVATION INSTRUMENT IN
SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
HASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
NASA SIGHS SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEMENT HITS INDIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
FIRST INTELSAT V L A U N C H SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
NASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEH STOBH STUDY TOOL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-181 ] P80-10189 06
SATELLITE LAUNCH A G R E E M E N T SIGNED IITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
GERMAN AEBO. BES. AND BIPBB. ESTAB.
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT




ORBITIHG X-BAY OBSEBVATORY EARNS MISSION EXTENSION
[NASA BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
BASA SATELLITE RECORDS SPECTACULAR SOLAS FliEE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
SOLAS M A X I M U B MISSION; NEIS BBIEFING
V O Y A G E R BACKGROUNDER
[ B A S A BELEASB-80-160]
P80-10153 05
P80-10172 06
FIBST INTELSAT V L A U N C H SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TUENING OUT DATA AFTER 15 SEABS
[ B A S A RELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ B A S A RELEASE-80-199]




BASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB
[ B A S A RELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
VOYAGER BACKGHOONDEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] PSO-10172 06
GLOBAL ATBOSPHEBIC RESEARCH PROGRAM
G O D D A B D SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB TO HOST ATMOSPHEBIC
COHFEBENCE
[ B A S A SELEASE-80-186] P80-10193 06
GB CORP.
S GENERAL BOTOBS CORP.
GODDABD INST. FOB SPACE STUDIES, N.Y.
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOEN 0» NOV. 12
[BASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
GODDARD SPACE FLISBI CTB., GBEENBELT. HD.
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[HASA BELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
SPACE SUPEBBOBBLE 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACBOSS
[BASA EELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPERATION
[HASA BELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
BASA PBOPOSES GAMBA RAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
a. S., CHINA AGREE ON LANDSAT GROUND STATION
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-14] P80-10014 06
N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINUE; DPBATED DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
SASA SODNDIHG SOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
NASA SELECTS GAMBA BAY OBSEBVATOSY DESIGN STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
SSYLIE TO H E A D N A S A ' S TBACKING AND DATA FUNCTIONS
[NASA BELEASE-80-41] P80-10040 06
NASA CONSIDEBS OPTIONS FOR RESTRUCTURING LANDSAT-D
PBOGBAM
[HASA BELEASE-80-46] P80-10046 06
NASA EXTENDS MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CONTBACT FOB DELTA
SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-80-53] P80-10053 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
A-30
SOBJECT IHDBX 6BAVITATIO8AL EFFECTS
[HASA BELEASE-80-56] F80-100S6 06
IDE INVESTIGATOES PRESEHT FINDINGS
[ BASA EELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
A DA! ON SATUBN IS LOHGEB TBAN EABLIEB ESTIMATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
cosTflAcroa SELECTED FOB SPACE TELESCOPE COHTBOL
SYSTEM
[HASA BELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
EABTB HAY HATE BAD S A T U R N - L I K E SING 3U MILLION
YEABS AGO
[HASA BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB SEARCH AND BESCOE
TEBMIHALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SEBVICE AFTEB BBIEF BgTIBEMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-94] P80-10093 06
HASA SATELLITE BECO5DS SPECTACBLAfi SOLAS FLABB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOH JOPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES RITH FOOB FIRMS
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
PBESS BBIEFING SCHEDULED FOB FIBST SHOTTLE SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
NASA STABTS SOLAB FLABE "HOTLINE" SEBVICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
NASA DNVEILS FIBST SHOTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
DB. JOHN a. HCBLB01 HADED DEPDTY DIBECTOB OF
GODDABD CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
<SHOTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD>
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-117A] P80-10121 06
NASA SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN ENEBGY OOTPUT
FBOH SOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-12U] P80-10126 06
N A S A TO TEST NEW STOBH OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT IN
SPACE
[HASA BELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
NASA CAIiEEB EIECUTIVES HONORED BY PRESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U2] P80-10113 06
SOOTB APBICA TO BOILD LANDSAT GBOOND STATION
[HASA BELEASE-80-147J P80-10149 06
SOLAB MAXIMOH MISSION; HERS BRIEFING
FY 1981 BODGET PBESS BBIEFIHG
P80-10153 OS
P80-10157 05
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ H A S A BBLEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
ANGELO GOASTAFEBBO HADED DEPOT! DIBECTOB OF AMES
R E S E A R C H CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
VOYAGES BACKGROUNDER
[ H A S A HELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HASA TO LAOHCH FIBST SATELLITE BOSIHESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
DB. JOHN N A U G L E HAHED ACTIHG CHIEF SCIENTIST
[HASA BELEASE-80-175] P80-10183 06
N A S A ' S NIHBOS 6 TBACKS BOWBOAT TRIP TO AOSTBALIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
N A S A SELECTS EABTH BADIATIOH BODGET SATELLITE
COHTBACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
N A S A SCIENTISTS DEVELOP HER STOBM STDDY TOOL
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-181] P80-10189 06
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CEHTEB TO HOST ATMOSPHERIC
COHFEBEHCE
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-186] P80-10193 06
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOHY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STDDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
GOES /GEOSTAX. OPEBATIONAL ENVIBOI. SAT./
NASA TO TEST HER STOBM OBSEBVATIOH INSTRUMENT IN
SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
A BUSY YEAB SEEH FOB EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES
[NASA BELEASE-80-140] P80-10111 06
N A S A SCIENTISTS DEVELOP HER STOBH STUDY TOOL
[ HASA BELBASE-80-181] P80-10189 06
1981 EXPENDABLE LAOHCH VEHICLE SCHEDOLE A N N O U N C E D
[HASA BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
GOLD
VOYAGES BACKGBOOHDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
GOLDSTOHE TBACKIHG STATION, CALIF.
0. S., CHINA AGBEE ON L A N D S A T GBOOND STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-30-14] ' P80-10014 06
SOOTH AFBICA TO BOILD LAHDSAT G E O U N D STATION









BOEING AND GENEBAL ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE R I H D TDBBIHES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
H A W A I I A N R I H D TOBBINE TO BE DEDICATED J U L Y 3
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
DOE/HASA SELECT BOCKERELL FOB H I N D TOBBINE SYSTEM
COHTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[HASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
GRANTS
N A S A LERIS ARABDS $150,980 GBAHT TO MINORITY
OHIVEBSITY
[HASA BELEASE-80-174] P80-10182 06
GBAPHITE
TECHHOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPBEHT OF THE SPACE TBAHSPOBTATIOH SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
VOYAGES BACKGBOOHDEB
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-160]
LAOBCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES







GBAVITATIOIil FIELDS SUBJECT INDEX
IDE INVESTIGATES PBESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
SOEFACE OF VENOS FEOH PIONEEB; HEWS BBIEFIBG
P80-101S4 05
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
KBAVITATIONAL FIELDS
NASA ENGINEEBS HOHOBED AT JET PBOPULSION LABOBATOBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
GBAVITY
SA WEIGHTLESSNESS
NASA BESEAECHEBS IMPBOVE AIBCBAFT EMEBGENCY
TBANSMITTEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
GBEAT BBITAIH
S E N G L A N D
GBBEN BANK. i. VA,
N A S A ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOHI TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
GEEESIICB OBSEBVATOBY. EHGLABD
SOLAS M A X I M U M BISSION; HEMS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
G B E Y H O U N D LINES
< N A S A E N E B G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIOHS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
GBO/GABHA BAT OBSBBVATOBY/
NASA PBOPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
NASA SELECTS G A M M A BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STUDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
FY 1981 B U D G E T PBESS BBIEFING
H I G H L I G H T S OF 1980 ACTIVITIES




TBO EUBOPEANS ACCEPTED FOB SHUTTLE MISSION
SPECIALIST T B A I N I N G
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-106] P80-10107 06
GROUND STATIONS
SA ALICE SPBINGS GBOUND STATION. AUSTBALIA
SA CUIABA GBOUND STATION, BBAZIL
SA FUCINO GBOUND STATION, ITALY
SA H Y D E E A B A D G R O U N D STATION, INDIA
SA K I E U N A G E O U N D STATION, SBEDEN
SA LOCAL USES tEBMINALS
SA MAS CHIQUITA G E O U N D STATION, ABGENTINA
SA PEINCE ALBEBT GBOUND STATION, SASKATCHEBAN
SA SHOE COVE G R O U N D STATION, N E B F O U N D L A N D
SA TOKYO G B O O N D STATION, JAPAN
U, S., C H I N A AGBEE ON LANDSAT G B O U N D STATION
[ N A S A 3ELEASE-80-1<4] P80-10014 06
J.ABGE SPACE A N T E N N A SUBJECT OF STUDY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-U8] P80-10018 06
IOE INVESTIGATES PBESENT FINDINGS
[ HASA BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
NASA AWAEDS DESIGN STUDY CONTBACTS FOB ADVANCED
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S SATELLITE SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81] P80-10083 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
GBO08D SDPPOBT EQUIPMENT
SA L A U N C H COMPLEXES
SA T B A C K I N G AND DATA ACQUISITION
T E C H N O L O G I C A L INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
P80-10211 05
G B U M M A N AEEOSPACE COBJP. . BETHPAGE, B.I.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
GSFC
S GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CTH., GBEENBELI, MD.
G U A M TBACKIBG SfATIOB
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
GOATEBALA
NASA BADAB EXPEBIMEHT DISCOVEBS M A Y A N CANALS
[NASA BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
GUIDANCE AiD COKTBOL
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEB
GENEEATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
GUIDANCE AID NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
NASA ENGINEEBS HONOBEO AT JET PBOPULSION LABOBATOBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
GOLF OF MEXICO.
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPEBATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
NASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEB STOBH STUDY TOOL




LAUNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
H
HALLEY'S COMET





INVESTIGAIOBS FILE BEPOBT ON CAUSE OF SPACESDIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
HAMPTON, VI.
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFOSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
HANOVEB, BEST GBBMABY
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180 ] P80-10188 06
HABTEBEESTHOEK, SOOTH AFBICA
SOUTH AFBICA TO BUILD LANDSAT GBODND STATION
[ N A S A HELEASB-80-147] P80-10149 06
B1BVABD COLLEGE OBS., CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
H A B V A B D MEDICAL SCHOOL, BOSTON, BASS.
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
HABVABO OBIT., CAHBBIDGE, BASS.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBH OB NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
ULTBAVIOLET ASTBONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEOTBIHO
MASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
HABAII
N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
BOEING AND GENEBAL ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE BIBD TDBBINES
A-32
5OBJECT INDEX HEAT TBAHSFEB
[HASA EELE1SE-80-18] P80-10018 06
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGHAB
P80-10216 05
HARAII OBIV.
VOY1GEB TO TARE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBH OH HOY. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HAiAIIAH ELECTRIC CO.
BA1AIIAH BIND TOBBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-101J P80-10101 06
HAYSTACK OBSEBVATOBI, iESTFOED, BASS.
HASA ADAPTS BAOIO ASTBOHOHY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STDDIES
C H A S A RELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
HCHB /BEAT CAPACITY flAPPIHG BISSIOH/
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
HEADQUARTERS, BASA. iASHIHGTON. D.C.
NASA SET TO LADNCH SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
['NASA RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
BBIAN H. DDFF N A M E D DIRECTOR, NASA PDBLIC AFFAIBS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
KILGOBE N A M E D ASSOCIATE ADMIHISTBATOB FOB
H A N A G E B E N T OPEBATIONS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-35] P80-10035 06
SMYLIE TO HEAD NASA'S T R A C K I N G AND DATA FUNCTIONS
[NASA BELEASE-80-41] P80-100UO 06
NASA, SHALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SIGN
COOPEBATIVE AGBEEBENT
• [ N A S A BELEASE-80-5U] P80-10051 06
BICHABD H. PETEBSON N A M E D DEPUTY DIBECTOB OF
LAHGLEY CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-58] P80-10058 06
NASA HISTORY OFFICE NABES VISITIHG SCHOLAR
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-66] P80-10065 06
. NASA AEBOHADTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHIHA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
. - 1EISS TO HEAD NASA OPERATIONS OFFICE
[NASA BELEASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB CHEBICAL RELEASE MODULE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION EETOBNS FROB CHIHA
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
N A SA A H A R D S LETTER COHTBACT FOB DELTA STBAP-ON
BOTORS
[HASA BELEASE-80-110] P80-10111 06
HASA TO BEGIN BRIEFING SERIES OH SPACE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTBB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM BBIEFINGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-138] P80-10110 06
CHINESE AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
[BASA HELEASE-80-1«1] P80-10112 06
HASA CAREER EXECUTIVES BOHOBED BY PRESIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-80-112] P80-10143 06
DATA PROCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBAHSPOBTATION
SYSTEM BRIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-114] P80-10145 06
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFUSE-FIBED PLAHT
[BASA BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
SHOTTLE PBOPDLSIOH IS TOPIC OF TBABSPOBTATIOB
SYSTEH BBIEFING
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
DB. KEBHEBROCK HABED TO BEAD H A S A ' S AERONAUTICS
OFFICE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-156] P80-1016U 06
SHUTTLE OBBITEB BRIEFING SET FOR OCT. 23 AT
JOHNSOH CENTER
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
FOURTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-1S8] P80-10166 06
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
AHGELO GOASTAFERRO N A B E D DEPOT! DIRECTOR OF ABES
RESEARCH CENTEB
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
HASA TO LAUNCH FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-167] P80-1017<4 06
NOTE TO EDITORS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOR TV,
BADIO COVERAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-168] P80-10175 06
DR. JOHN NAUGLE NABED ACTING CHIEF SCIENTIST
[HASA BELEASE-80-175] P80-10183 06
FIBST IHTELSAT V LADNCH SCHEDULED
[NASA BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
HASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING MODEL NOV. 28
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
N A S A ANNOUNCES HEH FIBE RESISTENT MATERIAL FOB
AIRCRAFT
[BASA BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-199]
LAHHCH AHD POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10206 06
P80-10211 05
HEALTH, EDOC. AHD iELFARE, DEPAHTMEBT OF
S DEPABTBEBT OF HEALTH, EDUC. AND IELFARE
HBAO /HIGH ENERGY ASTRONOMICAL OBS./
SPACE SUPEBBUBBLE 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACROSS
[BASA RELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
ORBITING X-RAY OBSEBVATOBY EARNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
NASA PROPOSES GABBA RAY SATELLITE
[NASA HELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-RAYS FBOB JDPITEH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELBASE-80-199) P80-10206 06
HEART DISEASES
HE1 HEART-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
HEAT CAPACITY MAPPING BISSIOH
S HCHS /HEAT CAPACITY MAPPING MISSION/
HEAT EICHABGEBS
NASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59J P80-10088 06
NASA STUDY COHFIRHS FEASIBILITY OF UBIQUE POWER
PLANT




HASA ENEBGY TECHHOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
HEAT TRANSFER
HASA EHERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
A-33
HELICOPTERS SOBJECT IB DEI
V O Y A G E H 1 SATOBN BNCOONTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115]
V O Y A G E B B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
P80-10147 06
P80-10172 06
HASA SELECTS EABTH BADIATION BODGET SATELLITE
COHTBACTOB
[ HASA BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
GODDABD SPACE PLIGHT CENTEB TO HOST ATHOSPHEBIC
C O N F E B E N C E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-186] P80-10193 06
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
HELICOPTEBS
SA BSBA /BOTOB SYSTEHS BESEABCH AIBCBAFT/
DBYDEN CENTEB BECBIVES TILT-BOTOB EXPEBIHENTAL
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
HELIOS PBOJECT
VOYAGEB B A C K G B O D N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TOBNING OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
HELIOH
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HER
S DEPABTHENT OF HEALTH, EDDC. AND WELPABE
HI-SHEAB CORP., TOBBANCE, CALIF.
V O Y A G E B B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HIGH ALTITUDE OBSEBVATOBY. BODLDEB, COLO.
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
BOBLDWIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAR FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
HIGH ENEBGY ASTBOBOHICAL OBSEBVATOBY
S HEAO /HIGH ENEBGY ASTBOSOMICAL DBS./
HIGH BESOLDTION PHOTOGRAPHY
MABS ORBITEH NEABING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
VOYAGEB BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
VOYAGEB SATUBN ENCOONTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
HIGHLY HAHEDVBBABLE AIBCBAFT TECH.
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES




S HIGHLY M A N E U V E R A B L E AIRCRAFT TECH.
HISTORICAL ADVISORY COHB.. HASA
NASA HISTORY OFFICE N A M E S VISITING SCHOLAR
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-66] P80-10065 06
HISTOBY
NASA HISTORY OFFICE N A H E S VISITING SCHOLAR
[ SASA RELEASE-80-66] P80-10065 06
VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HONEYWELL IIC., LEXINGTON, BASS.
VOYAGER B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HOBBOIBS
N A S A TO TEST HEM FOB FLUID LOSS D U R I N G
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-131J P80-10132 06
HOSPITALS
S EASTEBN VIBGINIA MEDICAL CENTER
S JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL, BALTIMORE, BD.
S HORFOLK GENERAL HOSPITAL, VA.
S SINAI HOSPITAL, BALTIMORE, BD.
S ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL, HOUSTON, TEX.
HOUSEHOLD APPLICATION
S DOBESTIC APPLICATIONS
HDGH L. DBYDEH PLIGHT BESEABCH CENTEB
S DBYDEN FLIGHT BESBARCH CENTER, CALIF.
HDGHES AIBCBAFT CO.
NASA CONSIDEBS OPTIONS FOB RESTRUCTURING LANDSAT-D
PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10046 06
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH EXTENDED
[NASA BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
HUGHES AIBCBAFT CO., CDLVEB CITY, CALIF.
VOYAGER BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEHS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10171* 06
HUGHES AIBCBAFT CO., EL SEGONDO, CALIF.
NAHES PROPOSED FOB NEILY-IDENTIFIED FEATURES ON
V E N U S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
N A S A SELECTS HUGHES FOB JUPITER MISSION CONTRACT
NEGOTIATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
BDGHES AIBCBAFT CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
N A S A AWARDS DESIGN STUDY CONTRACTS FOR A D V A N C E D
COMBONICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-84] P80-10083 06
HUGHES SPACE AID COMMON. GROUP, CALIF.
N A S A TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOUR FIRMS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
NASA SELECTS HDGHES FOR JUPITEB MISSION CONTBACT
NEGOTIATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
H U M A N FACTOBS ENGINEEBIBG
NASA TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
PEBFOHflANCE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-197] P80-10201 06
HOHAN BESEABCH
NASA TO TEST MEN FOR FLOID LOSS DDRING
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[NASA BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
HUBRICABES
NASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEW STORM STUDY TOOL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-181] P80-10189 06
HYDEBABAD GBOUND STATION, INDIA
SOUTH AFBICA TO BUILD LANDSA1 GBODND STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U7] P80-10119 06
HTDRAZIHE
VOYAGEB BACKGROUNDER
[NASA RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HYDBOCABBOBS
METEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE




SUBJECT IBDBI ISDOSTBIAL COOPBBATIOI




SPACE SUPEBBUBBLE 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACROSS
[8ASA RELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
VOTAGEB TO T A K E A C10SE LOOK AT SATOBN OH HOY. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
VOYAGEB B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
N A S A LEWIS ARARDS FOEL CELL CONTRACT
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-170] E80-10178 06
V O Y A G E R ENCOUNTERS SATDHN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192 ] P80-10202 06
VOYAGER SATDBB EHCOBNTEH PBESS BBIEFIHG
P80-10213 05




NASA STDDY CONFIBHS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQUE POSEB
PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-146] P80-10118 06
HYPEBIOB
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B ENCOONTEBS SATOBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
HYPEBSOSIC AIBCBAFT
1-15 MASKS 20TH ABSIVEBSABY
[NASA BELEASE-80-37]
IAPETDS




VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB ENCOONTEBS SATOBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
VOYAGER SATDBN ENCOONTEH PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
ICBB
S INTERCONTINENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
BETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEARCH FOB LIFE
[NASA BELEASE-80-21] P80-1002U 06
ANTARCTIC HETEOHITE HESEAHCHEBS FINDING PBOBISISG
HER FIELD
[BASA BELEASE-80-28] P80-10034 06
SAS1 SATELLITE DETECTS CHASGES IB EBEBGI ODTPOT
FROfl SON
[BASi BELEASE-80-12U] P80-10126 06
VOYAGEB 1 SATOBN EBCOOBTEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-145] P80-10147 06
VOYAGER EBCOONTEBS SATDRN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[BiSA HELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
HIGHtlGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[BASA RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
VOYAGER SATOBH ENCOOHTER PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
ILLIBOIS
BASA ACTIVE IB HT. ST. HELENS ASSESSBENT
ILLINOIS OBIV., OBBANA
EXPEBIBENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
IMA6IBG TBCHBIQOES
BASA SATELLITE TO BONITOB PENBSYLVABIA'S GYPSY
BOTH DAMAGE
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
VOYAGEB BACKGEOUHDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
N A S A SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEI STORM STODY TOOL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-181] P80-10189 06
IBPACT
BASA RESEARCHERS IHPBOVE AIBCBAFT EBEBGENCY
TBANSMITTERS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
IBDIA
SA DEPABTBENT OF SPACE, INDIA
OBBITIBG X-BAY OBSERVATOBY EABNS BISSION EXTENSION
[NASA BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
0. S., CHINA AGBEE ON LANDSAT GROOND STATION
[NASA BELEASE-80-114] P8Q-10011 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EARTH MAGNETIC FIELD
CHANGING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090' 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEBENT SIGNED BITH INDONESIA
[ NASA BELEASE-80-183] P80-1019* 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
INDIA! OCEAB
A BDSY YEAB SEEM FOR EXPENDABLE LAONCH VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10111 06
TECHNOLOGICAL IHNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPHEHT OF THE SPACE TBABSPOBTATIOB SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
INDONESIA
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB EXTENDED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
H A B A I I A N HIND TOBBINE TO BE DEDICATED JOLT 3
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEBENT SIGNED BITS INDONESIA
[ NASA BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES




S TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PROGBAB
ISDUSTBIAL COOPEBATIOH
J65 MILLION COBTBACT ARABDED FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
TOBBINE AOTO ENGINE
[NASA BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
ON-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEING PBODOCED
[NASA BELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
JOINT ENDEAVOB TO STIBOLATE COBHEBCIALIZATIOH OF
SPACE
[HASA HELEASE-80-12] P80-10013 06
0. S., CHINA AGBEE ON LANDSAT GBOOND STATIOB
[NASA BELEASE-80-1Q] P80-10011 06
BASA SET TO LAONCH SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[HASA HELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
A-35
ISDDSTBIiL COOPBBATIOH COHTD SUBJECT IHDBI
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POHEBED ENGINE/GENEBATOB FOB
SMALLEB OSEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
BOEING AND GENERAL ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LARGE KINO T U R B I N E S
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
NASA STUDIES PREDICT FIVEFOLD GBOBTH IN
T E L E C O M M U N I C A T I O N S BY YEAB 2000
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-19] P80-10019 06
COMPETITION P L A N N E D FOB STDDENT SCIENCE
E X P E B I M E N T S IK SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-20] P80-10020 06
DELTA L A D N C H E S TO CONTINDE; UPBATED DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
OBBITAL C L O D D PHYSICS EXPEBIHENT DEFEBBED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-23] P80-10022 06
NASA SOONDING ROCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
SHUTTLE SOLID PBOPELLANT MOTOBS COMPLETE FIBING
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
N A S A SELECTS G A M H A BAY OBSERVATORY DESIGN STODY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
I N C R E A S E D SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAR OBBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32J P80-10031 06
X-15 MASKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABY
[ N A S A RBLEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
A L T E R N A T E OBBITEB THERMAL PBOTECTION TO BE STUDIED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-40] P80-10039 06
N A S A SATELLITE TO AID TIMBER INDUSTBY IN M A N A G I N G
FOREST L A N D S
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-44] P80-10044 06
V O Y A G E S PICTDBES USED TO MAP JOVIAN MOONS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-45] P80-100U5 06
NASA CONSIDERS OPTIONS FOB RESTRUCTURING LANDSAT-D
PBOGBAM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-46] P80-10046 06
NASA CONTRACTS FOB SHUTTLE ROBOT ABMS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10047 06
LABGE SPACE A N T E N N A SUBJECT OF STUDY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-48] P80-10048 06
THREE CONTRACTS A W A R D E D FOR SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-51 ] P80-10051 06
N A S A LEWIS A W A R D S FDEL CELL CONTRACT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-52] P80-10052 06
N A S A EXTENDS MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CONTRACT FOB DELTA
SEEVICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-53] P80-10053 06
E X P E B I M E N T S SELECTED FOR FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
TBQ FIBMS SELECTED FOR 25-KILOBATT POSER SYSTEM
D E S I G N STUDIES
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
COLOMBIA FLIGHT ENGINES RETESTED SCHEDULED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-68] P80-10067 06
B O E I N G TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF 8UCLEAB BASTE
FOB NASA
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-69] P80-10068 06
N A M E S PROPOSED FOB NEBLY-IDENTIFIED FEATOEES ON
V E N U S
[HASA BELEASE-80-70J P80-10069 06
A DAY ON S4TUBS IS LOBGEB T H A N EARLIEB ESTIMATES
[ N A S A BELESSE-80-72] P80-10071 06
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM EXTENDED
[ NASA BBLEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
COHTRACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTERNATE SHUTTLE
THERMAL SYSTEM
[HASA BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
NASA OBDEBS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB H A R D R A B E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
COSTBACTOB SELECTED FOB SPACE TELESCOPE CONTROL
SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
H A S A ABABDS DESIGN STODY CONTBACTS FOB ADVANCED
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-84] P80-10083 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES BEACH MILESTONE WITH SUCCESSFUL
TESTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-85] P80-10084 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOR SEABCH AND BESCUE
TERMINALS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
INVESTIGATORS FILE REPORT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91 ] P80-10091 06
HASA NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB CHEMICAL BELEASE MODULE
[ H A S A HELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
N A S A ABABDS CONTRACT FOB PRODUCTION OF SHUTTLE
EXTEBNAL TANKS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-100] P80-10100 06
H A W A I I A N BIND TOBBIUE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
N A S A SIGNS CONTRACT TO BEDDCE SHUTTLE EXTENAL TANK
WEIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-102] P80-10102 06
N A S A TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOUB FIBMS
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
< » A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PHOGRAM>
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FUTDBE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
HASA ABABDS LETTER CONTBACT FOB DELTA STBAP-ON
HOTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-110] P80-10111 06
NASA BESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR CABRIEB LANDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
SPACE SBOTTLE E N G I N E TEST CUT SHOBT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-113] P80-10114 06
NEW HEABT-iSSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOARD TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
DBYDEN CENTEB BECEIVES TILT-BOTOB EXPEBIMENTAL
AIBCRAFT
[NASA BELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
L A N G L E Y BESEARCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FBOM INSIDE OUT
[NASA BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
HASA SELECTS TWO FIBMS FOB DESIGN STUDIES FOB
SOPEBCOMPDTEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
A BUSY YEAH SEEN FOR EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[NASA BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
A-36
SDBJECT INDEX ISSTBUHEiT PAILOEE
BAS4 STODI COMFIBHS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQUE POBEB
PLANT
[ HASA BBLEASB-80-116] P80-10118 06
DOE/HASA SELECT BOCKEWELL FOB BIND TOBBIHE SYSTEH
COBTBACT HEGOTIATIOHS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SISTEB
P80-10155 05
SPACE SBDTTLE PBESS CONFERENCE
FY 1981 BDDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10156 05
P80-10157 05
K E N N E D Y CENTEB AHABDS LABGEST SHALL BUSINESS
CONTBACT
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
SDPPLEHENTAL CONTBACTS AiABDED FOB LIQUID BOOST
BODOLE DEFINITION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-151] P80-10162 06
FOUBTH FLTSATCOB TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-160] P80-10172 06
N A S A SETS DEVELOPBENT PLAN FOB FLUID BATTEBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-161 ] P80-10177 06
N A S A LEWIS AHABDS FUEL CELL CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-170] P80-10178 06
NASA LEBIS ARABDS $150,980 G B A N T TO MINORITY
UNIVEBSITY
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-174] P80-10182 06
N A S A SIGNS SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEBE8T IITH INDIA
[HASA BELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
N A S A SELECTS EABTH BADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTBACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
FIBST INTELSAT V L A U N C H SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
SHDTTLE HAIN E N G I N E COHPLETES FLIGHT CEBTIFICATION
TEST CYCLE
[NASA BELEASE-80-182] P80-10190 06
SHOTTLE BAIN PBOPULSION TEST SUCCESSFUL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-184] P80-10191 06
NASA A N N O U N C E S NEB FIBE BESISTENT BATEBIAL FOB
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
SPACE SHOTTLE BAIN ENGINE ADDED ASSDBANCE TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-191] P80-10199 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TOBNING OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
1981 EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06




S H ELI OB
INBBTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEB
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
INFOBBATIOH EXCHANGE
CHINESE AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-141] P80-10112 06
IHFOBflATION BETBIEVAL
SA DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
SA DATA PBOCESSING
N A S A BEGINS FLIGHT EQUIPBENT DATA B A N K
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-75] P80-10080 06
INFBABED ASTBOBOHY
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
IBFBABED ASTBOSOHY SATELLITES
S IBAS /INFBABED ASTBONOHY SATELLITES/
IBFBABED IHTEBFEBOBETEB SPECTBOBETEB
VOYAGBB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
INFBABED PHOTOGRAPHY
VOYAGEB 1 SATUBN ENCOUNTEB




NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOUB FIBHS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
NASA SATELLITE TO HONITOB P E N N S Y L V A N I A ' S GYPSY
BOTH DAHAGE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
I1FBABED BADIOBETEB
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
P80-10172 06
INJECTOB
DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINUE; UPBATED DELTA P L A N N E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
INS
S INEBTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEB
INSAT
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE L A U N C H A G R E E M E N T WITH INDIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
INSECTS
< N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
N A S A SATELLITE TO BONITOB P E N N S Y L V A N I A ' S GYPSY
HOTH DAHAGE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
INSITDT D'AEBOSOBIE SPATIALE DB BBL6IQUB
EXPEBIHBNTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
IISTITUT BOYU HETEOBOLOGIGOE. BEL6IOB
EXPEBIBENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
INSTITUTE FOB ATBOS. OPTICS 6 BEBOTE SENS.
SCIENTISTS TO BEET ON BOUNT ST. HELENS'
ATHOSPHEBIC IHPACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-169] P80-10176 06
INSTITUTE FOB THEOB. 6 EIPTL. FBI.. BOSCOW
ULTBAVIOLET ASTBONOBY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEUTBINO
BASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
IBSTITUTO NACIONAL DE TECH1CA AEBOSPACIAL
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB





LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SEBVICE AFTER BBIEF BETIREMENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-94] P80-10093 06
N A S A BESEARCHEBS IMPROVE AIBCBAFT E M E R G E N C Y
TRANSMITTERS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
P80-10172 06
BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
N A S A ' S BIMBOS 6 TBACKS ROWBOAT TBIP TO AOSTBALIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
VOYAGES SATOBN ENCOUNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
ISSTSOSBNTATIOS
SHUTTLE ASTBONAOIS TO USE NEW FLIGHT SISOLATOB
[ HASA BELEASE-80-34] P80-10033 06
X-15 MASKS 20TH A N N I V E B S A B Y
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB SEABCH AND BESCOE
TEBMINALS[NASA BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
L A N G L E Y BESEABCHERS STUDY LIGHTING FBOfl INSIDE OUT[ N A S A BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
PIONEER 6 STILL T U B N I N G OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEARS[ NASA BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
IBSOLATIOH
A L T E B N A T E OBBITEB THERMAL PROTECTION TO BE STUDIED[ SASA BE1EASE-80-IIO] P80-10039 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOB STUDY OF A L T E R N A T E SHUTTLE
THEBHAL SYSTEM[HASA BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
VOYAGES B A C K G R O U N D E R
[NASA RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06




S I8STITUTO N A C I O N A L DE TECNICA AEROSPACIAL
ISTELSAT COSSOBTIDH. gASHINGTON, D.C.
A B U S Y Y E A R SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1UO] P80-10141 06
INTELSAT SATELLITES
A BUSY YEAB SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
FIRST INTELSAT V L A U N C H SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
1981 EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
IHTEBAGENCY COOPEBATION
$65 MILLION CONTBACT A W A R D E D FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
TOBBINE AUTO ENGINE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAS FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POWEBED ENGINE/GENERATOR FOB
SMALLER USERS
[NASA BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
BOEING AND G E N E R A L ELECTRIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE HIND TURBINES
[NASA RELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
METEORITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[NASA BELEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
ANTARCTIC METEORITE BESEABCHEBS FINDING PROMISING
NEi FIELD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-28 ]
X-15 MABKS 20TH ANHIVEBSABY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37]
P80-10034 06
P80-10037 06
NASA CONSIDERS OPTIONS FOR RESTBUCTORING LANDSAT-D
PROGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-46] P80-10046 06
NASA LEWIS AWABDS FUEL CELL CONTRACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-52] P80-10052 06
N A S A , SMALL BUSINESS ADHINISTBATION SIGN
COOPEBATIVE A G R E E M E N T
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-54] P80-10051 06
BOBISG TO STODY SPACE DISPOSAL OF SUC1EAB WASTE
FOB NASA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-69] P80-10068 06
NAMES PROPOSED FOB NEWLY-IDENTIFIED FEATURES ON
V E N U S
[NASA BE1EASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM EXTENDED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
NOAA-B E N V I B O N M E N T A L MOHITOBING SATELLITE MISSION
UNSUCCESSFUL
[NASA BEL EASE-8 0-82] P80-10081 06
N A S A ENEBGI TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[NASA HELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAGNETIC FIELD
CHANGING
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
NASA RESUMES TESTING TO BEDUCE AIBCBAFT VORTICES •
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
H A W A I I A N MIND TOBBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[NASA BELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE DOSS STUDIES IITH FOUR FIRMS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
<NASA ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM)
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-1010U 06
N A S A ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
NASA BESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOB CARRIER LANDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE
[ N A S A BE1EASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
N A S A STASIS SOLAR FLARE "HOTLINE" SEBVICE
[ B A S A RELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
<SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD>
[ N A S A HE1EASE-80-117A] P80-10121 06
N A S A BESEABCHEBS I M P R O V E AIBCBAFT EMERGENCY
TRANSMITTERS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOARD TESTS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
DBYDEH CENTER RECEIVES TILT-HOTOB EXPEBIMENTAL
AIRCRAFT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
LANGLEY RESEARCHERS STUDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT
[NASA RELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
ROLES A N N O U N C E D FOB SPACE SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-132] P80-10134 06
N A S A TO TEST NEB STORM OBSEBVATION INSTBDHEHT IN
SPACE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
A BUSY Y E A B SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
A-38
SUBJECT IHDEI IHTBBBATIONAL COOPEBATION
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEBELL FOB BIND T U B B I N E SYSTEM
COHTEACT HEGOTIATIONS
[NASA 8ELEASE-80-1I18] P80-10150 06
NASA PUBLISHES MABS PHOTO BOOK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-149] P80-10152 06
SUBFACE OF VENDS FBOM PIONEEB; HEMS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INMOVATIOH IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBAHSPOHTATIOH SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SPACE SHUTTLE PBESS COHFEBENCE
FY 1981 BODGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10156 05
P80-10157 05
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFUSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
NASA S&TELLITE TO HONITOB P E N N S Y L V A N I A ' S GYPSY
BOTH DAMAGE
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
FOOBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE L A U N C H E D
[ N A S A UELBASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
. NASA SETS DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOB FLUID BATTEBY
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-161] P80-10177 06
NASA LEHIS AIABDS FDEL CELL CONTBACT
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-170] P80-10178 06
N A S A TO iOHK KITH TVA ON ENEBGY BESEABCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-172] P80-10180 06
NASA A N N O U N C E S NEW FIBE BESISTENT MATEBIAL FOB
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOMY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
NASA SPACEPOBT OFFEBS POSTAL CANCELLATION SEBVICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-189] P80-10196 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TUBNING OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-191] P80-10203 06
NASA TO STUDY EFFECTS OP "JET LAG" ON PILOT
PEBFOBHANCE
[NASA BELEASE-80-197] P80-10204 06
1981 E X P E N D A B L E LAUNCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199 ] P80-10206 06
IHTBBCONTIIENTAL BALLISTIC MISSILES
ISCfiEASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB OBBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
INTEBIM OPPZB STAGE
S IUS /INEBTIAL UPPEB STAGE/
INTEBHAL COMBUSTIOH ENGINES
<SASi E N E B G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-59A] P80-1010U 06
ISTEBNATIOHAL AGBEEHBSTS
NASA AEBOBAOTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[NASA BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
INTEBNATIOHAL ASTBOBOHICAL DNIOB
NAMES PBOPOSED FOB NEILY-IDEBTIFIED FEATOBES ON
V E N U S
[NASA BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
THE SOBFACE OF V E N U S FBOH PIONEEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
INTEBNATIOSAL COOPERATION
DEBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS HISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
U. S., CHINA AGBEE OH LANDSAT GBOUHD STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-14] P80-10014 06
NASA TO PDBCHASE SPACELAB FBOB EDBOPEAN SPACE AGENCY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA CONTBACTS FOB SHUTTLE BOBOT ASMS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-»7] P80-10047 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
IUE INVESTIGATOBS PBESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM EXTENDED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
N A S A OBDEBS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB HABD8ABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
N A S A AEBONAUT1CS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB SEABCH AND BESCDE
T E B M I N A L S
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
N A S A AEBONAUTICS DELEGATION BETUBNS FBOM C H I N A
[NASA BELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
THO EUBOPEANS ACCEPTED FOB SHUTTLE MISSION
SPECIALIST TBAINING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-106] P80-10107 06
UOBLDBIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES NEH DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-120] P80-10120 06
CHINESE AEBONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT N A S A
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U1] P80-10142 06
SOUTH AFBICA TO BUILD LANDSAT GBODND STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-147] P80-10119 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M HISSION; NEIS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
SUBFACE OF V E N U S FBOM PIONEEB; NEKS BBIEFING
P80-1015<t 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFIHG
VOYAGES BACKGBODNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
P80-10157 05
P80-10172 06
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEHENT ilTH INDIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-176] P80-10181 06
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB TO HOST ATMOSPHEBIC
CONFEBENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-186] P80-10193 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEMEHT SIGNED W I T H INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
PIOHEEB 6 STILL TDBNIBG OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
i-39
INTERBATIOHAL CODBCIL OF SCIEHTIFIC OIIONS SUBJECT INDEX
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PHOGBAM
P80-10216 05
INTBBBATIOBAL CODHCIL OF SCIEgTIFIC UBIOHS
NASA SATELLITE RECORDS SPECTACDLAB S01AB FLABE
[ NAS& RELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER TO HOST ATMOSPHEBIC
C O N F E R E N C E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-186] P80-10193 06
IBTEBBATIONAL HARVESTER. SAH DIEGO
NASA A N N O U N C E S NEB FIBE EESISTEBT MATERIAL FOR
AIRCRAFT





SA IRAS / INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITES/
SA ISEE / INTERNATIONAL SON EABTH EXPLOBEB/
SA IUE / I N T E R N A T I O N A L ULTBAVIOLET EXPIOBEB/
SA PALAPA SATELLITES
INTEBHATIONAL SOLAS BAIIHDH TEAR
NASA SET TO L A D N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
iOBLDHIDE EFFOBT PROVIDES NEH DATA ON SOLAR FLABES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
N A S A SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN ENERGY OUTPUT
FROM SUN
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-124] P80-10126 06
ISTBBNATIOHAL SOLAB POLAR MISSION
S SOLAB POLAB MISSION
ISTEEBATIOHAL SON EABTB EXPLOBEB
S ISEE /INTERNATIONAL SON EARTH EXPLORER/
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMS. SAT. CONSOBTIOM
S INTEBNATIONAL TELECOHM. SAT. OBGAN.
INTEBHATIONAL TELECOHM. SAT. OEGAB.
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE LAOHCH A G R E E M E N T ilTH INDIA
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
FIRST INTELSAT V L A U N C H SCHEDULED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGREEMENT SIGNED HITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
1981 E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-199]
I N T E R N A T I O N A L TRAVEL
SA FOREIGN VISITORS
NASA A E R O N A U T I C S DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-81 ] P80-10079 06
N A S A AERONAUTICS DELEGATION RETURNS FBOM CHINA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
I N T E R N A T I O N A L ULTEAVIOLET EXPLOBEB
S IUE / INTEBNATIONAL DLTBAVIOLET EXPLOBEB/
I N T E R P L A N E T A R Y SPACE
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E R B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
INTEBSTELLAB DUST
NASA SELECTS GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY DESIGN STUDY
CONTRACTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
IHTEBSTELLAB GAS
SPACE S U P E R B U B B L E 1.200 LIGHT YEARS ACROSS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-3 ] P80-10003 06
NASA SELECTS G A M M A BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STUDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
IBTEBSTELLAB SPACE
VOYAGER BACKGROUNDEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[BASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
IBVEBTIOBS AMD COHTRIBUIIOBS BOABD, HASA
NASA ENGINEEBS HONOBED AT JET PROPULSION LABOBATOBY
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
INVESTIGATION BOABDS
SA ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION BOABD
VOYAGES PICTURES USED TO MAP JOVIAN MOONS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-45] P80-10045 06
SUBFACE OF VEHUS FROM PIONEER; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OH NOV. 12
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
IODIDE
DIBECT SON-POBERED LASER DEMOHSTBATED AT NASA CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-196 ] P80-10210 06
IOB COMPOSITION








DB. JOHN H. MCELBOY N A M E D DEPUTY DIBECTOR OF
G O D D A R D CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
IONOSPHERE
NASA HISTORY OFFICE BABES VISITING SCHOLAB
[NASA RELEASE-80-66] P80-10065 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
NASA SATELLITE RECOBDS SPECTACULAR SOLAB FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
IOWA STATE ONIV.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
ICiA DNIV.. IQiA CITI
VOYAGES BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
IBAS /INFBABED ASTBONOHI SATELLITES/
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
IBIS
S INFBABED INTEBFEBOMETEB SPECTROMETEB
IBOH
IUE INVESTIGATOBS PBESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
B A S A SETS DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOB FLUID BATTEBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-161] P80-10177 06
IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
N A S A RADAB EXPEBIHENT DISCOVERS M A Y A N CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76 ] P80-10074 06
ISEE /INTERNATIONAL SON EABTH EXPLOBEB/
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
ITALt
DEBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
A-40
SUBJECT IHDEI JET PBOPOLSIOH LAB.. PASADEIA, CALIF.
0. S., CBIHA AGBEE OH LAMDSAT GBOUND STATION
[HAS* BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTB MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N C I N G
[NAS4 BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
NASA SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACULAR SOLAB FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10091 06
SOLAB HAXIHOH MISSION; HERS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[HAS* BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
ITAPETIBZA OBSEBVATOBY, BBAZIL
ROBLDRIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES NER DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[NASA BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
IUE /ISTEBSAIIOSAL DLTBAVIO1ET EIPLOBEB/
IOE 1NVESTIGATOBS PRESENT FINDINGS
[NASA BEtBASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
IUS /IHBBTIAL OPPEB STAGE/
SOLAB M A X I M U M HISSION; NERS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
P80-10157 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
IDS /IITBBIH OPPEB STAGE/
S IDS /INEBTIAL UPPEB STAGE/
3-2 SOCKET EBGINE




V O Y A G E S TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
JAPAN
ORBITING X-RAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
U. S., CHINA AGBEE ON LANDSAT GBODND STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
ANTARCTIC METEOBITE BESEABCHEBS FINDING PBOMISING
NER FIELD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-28] P80-10031 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAG8ETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
NASA SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACULAR SOLAB FLABE
[NASA BELEASE-80-95] P80-10091 06
SOLAS M A X I M U M MISSION; NERS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
JET PROPULSION LAB., PASADB1A, CALIF.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASB-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POREBED ENGIBE/GENEBATOB FOS
SMALLEB USEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
KILGOBE N A M E D ASSOCIATE ADMINISTHATOB FOB
M A N A G E M E N T OPEBATIONS
[NASA BBLEASE-80-35J P80-10035 06
VOYAGES PICTDBES USED TO MAP JOVIAS MOONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-100U5 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
15TH MOON OF JUPITEB DISCOVEBED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-61] P80-10060 06
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
A DAY ON SATUBN IS LONGEB T H A N EABLIEB ESTIMATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
NASA BADAB EXPERIMENT DISCOVEBS M A Y A N CANALS
[ HASA BELEASE-80-76] P80-10071 06
NASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
HABTIAN PHENOMENA DICOVEBED BY VIKING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-96] P80-10096 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-RAYS FBOH JUPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
< N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ NASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
HABS OBBITEB NEABING END OF MISSION
[NASA BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
NASA SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN ENEBGY OUTPUT
FBOH SUN
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-121] P80-10126 06
TBASSMITTEB SWITCHED OFF OB VIKING OfiBITEB 1
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
NASA TO BEGIN BBIEFING SERIES ON SPACE
TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM BRIEFINGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-138] P80-101UO 06
D A T A PROCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPORTATION
SYSTEM BBIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1UU] P80-10115 06
16TH MOON OF JUPITER DISCOVEBED IN SPACECBAFT
PHOTOGBAPHS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-139] P80-10116 06
VOYAGES 1 S A T U R N EHCOUNTEB
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-145] P80-10117 06
N A S A PUBLISHES MASS PHOTO BOOK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-149] P80-10152 06
SURFACE OF V E N U S FBOM PIONEEB; NEKS BRIEFING
P80-10151 05
SHUTTLE PROPULSION IS TOPIC OF TBANSPORTATION
SYSTEM BRIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SHUTTLE OBBITEB BBIEFIHG SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
JOHNSON CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OB NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PBESIDENT TO ASK FOB FUNDS TO START VEHUS PROJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
V O Y A G E B B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
LABGE AUDIENCE EXPECTED FOB SATDBB ENCOUNTEB
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-161] P80-10173 06
A-11
JOHANHBS GOTEHBOBG UNJV-. BAIHZ, GEBHABY SUBJECT IHDBI
NASA ADAPTS RADIO ASTRONOMY TECHNIQUES FOR EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
N A S A E N G I N E E R S HONOBED AT JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
[ N A S A RELE4SE-80-188] P80-10198 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
J O H A N N E S GOTEHBOBG OHIV., M A I N Z , G E R M A N Y
E X P E B I H E N T S SELECTED POR FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
JOHN F. KEHNEDY SPACE CEHTEB, NASA, FLA.
S K E N N E D Y SPACE CENTER, NASA, FLA.
JOHHS HOPKINS HOSPITAL. BALTIHOBB, HO.
NEH HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
JOHNS HOPKINS OHIV., BALTIHOBE, HD.
SA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB. , LAOBEL, MD.
SA APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY
NASA SOUNDING ROCKETS TO STODY ECLIPSE
[NASA BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
V O Y i G E R TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDRN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
OLTBAVIOLET ASTRONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEUTBINO
BASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
JOHNSON SPACE CEHTEB, HOUSTON, TEX.
SA HISSIOH CONTBOL CEHTEB, HOOSTON, TEX.
ON-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEING PBODDCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
NASA TO P U R C H A S E SPACELAB FROH E U R O P E A N SPACE A G E N C Y
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
METEORITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEARCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-21 ] P80-10024 06
L U N A B AND P L A N E T A R Y CONFEBENCE HILL BE MARCH 17-21
IN HODSTON
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
BRIAN M. DDFF N A M E D DIRECTOR, N A S A PUBLIC AFFAIRS
' [ N A S A BELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS TO USE NEK FLIGHT SIMULATOR
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3U] P80-10033 06
ANTARCTIC METEOBITE BESEARCHERS FINDING PROMISING
NEH FIELD
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-28] P80-10034 06
S M Y L I E TO HEAD N A S A ' S TRACKING AND DATA FONCTIONS
[ NASA RELEASE-80-41 ] P80-10040 06
H E A T TBEATHENT, DETECTION OF CANCER TAKE
E N G I N E E R I N G KNOH-HOH
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-39] P80-10041 06
N A S A TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAR-OLDS FOR SPACE FLIGHT
STRESSES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-43] P80-10043 06
N A S A SATELLITE TO AID TIMBER INDUSTBY IN M A N A G I N G
FOBEST LANDS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-44] P80-10044 06
NASA CONTRACTS FOB SHUTTLE ROBOT A R M S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-47] P80-10047 06
EXPEBISENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEiSE-80-62] P80-10061 06
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTBONAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
INVESTIGATORS FILE BEPOBT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIRE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
WEISS TO HEAD NASA OPEBATIOHS OFFICE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
GRIFFIN NAMED ACTING H E A D OF EXTEHHAL RELATIONS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-104] P80-10105 06
THO EUHOPEAMS ACCEPTED FOB SHUTTLE MISSION
SPECIALIST TRAINING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-106] P80-10107 06
N A S A ACTIVE IU Ml. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
N A S A TO BEGIH BRIEFING SEBIES OH SPACE
TBANSPORTATIOH SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
E N G I N E E R I N G AND OPERATIONS SUPPOBT CONTBACT A H A B D E D
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-136] P80-10138 06
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM BRIEFINGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-138] P80-10140 06
NASA C A R E E R EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PRESIDENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
DATA PROCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPOBTATION
SYSTEM BRIEFING
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-144] P80-10145 06
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN A8D
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
SHUTTLE PROPULSION IS TOPIC OF TBAHSPOBTATIOH
SYSTEM BBIEFIBG
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SHUTTLE OBBITEB BBIEFING SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
JOHNSON CENTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
NOTE TO EDITOBS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOB TV,
RADIO COVERAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-168] P80-10175 06
NASA ABHOONCES HEB FIRE RESISTENT MATERIAL FOR
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
ON-BOABD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEH
GENERATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGRAM
S GALILEO PROJECT
P80-10216 05
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
JOPITEB /PLABET/
METEORITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEARCH FOR LIFE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
L U N A B AND PLANETABY CONFERENCE HILL BE MABCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
VOYAGES PICTOHES USED TO MAP JOVIAN MOONS
[ N A S A RELEASE-BO-IS] P80-10045 06
15TH MOON OF JUPITER DISCOVERED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-61] P80-10060 06
A DAY ON SATORN IS LONGER THAN EARLIER ESTIMATES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
EARTH MAY HAVE HAD SATUBN-LIKE RING 34 MILLION
Y E A R S AGO
[NASA RELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
A-42
SUBJECT IHDEX EEBHBDT SPACE CBHTEB, IASA, F1A.
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOB JOPITEB
[ N A S A BELEiSE-80-98] P80-10098 06
16TH BOON OF JHPITEB DISCOVEBED IN SPACECBAFT
PHOTOGRAPHS
[HASi BELEASE-80-139] P80-10146 06
VOYAGER 1 SATOBN ENCOONTEB
[ HASA REIEASE-80-145] P80-101U7 06
V O Y A G E R TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
JBPITEB ATHOSPHEBE
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOIt JUPITER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON MOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
N A S A SELECTS HOGHES FOB JUPITEB BISSION CONTBACT
NEGOTIATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
JUPITEB EHCOUHTEH
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
'-•'•
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VOYAGES PICTOBES OSED TO BAP JOVIAN BOONS
• '" [NASA RELEASE-80-45] P80-10045 06
" 16TH BOON OF JOPITEB DISCOVEBED III SPACECBAFT
PHOTOGBAPHS
< [ N A S A BELEASE-80-139] P80-10146 0 6
• V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
JOPITEB BIBGS
16TH BOON OF JDPITEB DISCOVEBED IN SPACECBAFT
PHOTOGBAPHS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-139] P80-10146 06
K
KANSAS
NASA ACTIVE IN BT. ST. HELENS ASSESSHENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
KANSAS OBIV.
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBS OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
KAPTOH
VOYAGEB BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
KAi VALLEY STATE BABK, TOPEEA, KAH.
NASA E8EBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
KENNEDY SPACE CBHTEB, HASA, FLA.
HOOSTOH HISSIOB CONTBOL GEABING OP FOB SHDTTLB
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
HASA PBOPOSES GABHA BAY SATELLITE
[HASA BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
NASA TO POBCHASE SPACELAB FBOB EOBOPEAN SPACE AGENCY
[NASA BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
COHPETITION PLANNED FOB STODENT SCIENCE
EXPEBIBENTS IN SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-20] P80-10020 06
DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINDE; UPBATED DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
SHUTTLE SOLID PBOPELLANT BOTOBS COBPLETE FIBING
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
NASA EXTENDS BCDONNELL DOUGLAS CONTBACT FOB DELTA
SERVICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-53] P80-10053 06
SHUTTLE COLUHBIA'S FLIGHT ENGINES TO BE BETESTED
[ SASA BELEASE-80-60] P80-10059 06
NASA NEGOTIATES KITH TEACHEBS GBOOP ON SHUTTLE
STUDENT PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-65] P80-10064 06
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH EXTENDED
[ NASA BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
N A S A CONTBACTS FOB TIO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTEB
HECOVEBY FORCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-89J P80-10087 06
N A S A SATELLITE RECOBDS SPECTACULAB SOLAB FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-1009«l 06
SHUTTLE EHGINES FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS COHPLETED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-97] P80-10097 06
GBIFFIN N A B E D ACTING HEAD OF E X T E R N A L RELATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-104] P80-10105 06
N A S A AHABDS LETTER CONTRACT FOB DELTA STBAP-ON
HOTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-110] P80-10111 06
N A S A STASIS SOLAB FLARE "HOTLINE" SERVICE
[ NASA BELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
FIRST SHUTTLE L A U N C H BABCH 1981
[NASA BELEASE-80-122] P80-10124 06
TBANSBIITEB SIITCHED OFF ON VIKING OBBITEB 1
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
ROLES A N N O U N C E D FOB SPACE SHUTTLE STBDEBT PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-132] P80-10134 06
NASA TO BEGIN BRIEFING SERIES OH SPACE
TBAHSPOBTATION SYSTEH
[SASA BELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
NASA TO TEST NEi STOBH OBSEBVATION INSTBUBENT IN
SPACE
[SASA BELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
SPACE TBASSPOBTATION SYSTEB BRIEFINGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-138] P80-10140 06
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDEST
[NASA BELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
DATA PROCESSING IS SOBJECT OF TBAHSPOBTATION
SYSTEH BBIEFING
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-144] P80-101U5 06
SOLAB SAXIHOB SISSIOS; HEIS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
SDBFACE OF VEHOS FBOB PIOBEEB; BESS BBIBFIBG
P80-10151 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPSENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEB
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BODGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 OS
A-43
KIEL OBIV., GEBMAH? SUBJECT IHDBX
KENNEDY CENTER ASABDS LARGEST SHALL BUSINESS
CONTBACT
[ N A S A EEIEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
SHUTTLE PHOPULSION IS TOPIC OP TBANSPOBTATION
SYSTEM BBIEPING
[ N A S A REIEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SHDTTLE OBBITEB BBIEFING SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
JOHNSON CENTES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
POnETH FLTSATCOB TO BE L A U N C H E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
NASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BDSISESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
NOTE TO BDITOBS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOB TV,
R A D I O COVEBAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[ BASA BSLEASE-80-168] P80-10175 06
SHUTTLE OEBITEB MOVE ADVISOBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-173] P80-10181 06
N A S A SIGHS SATELLITE LAUNCH A G R E E M E H T KITH I N D I A
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
FIEST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB E N G I N E E R I N G MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGREEMENT SIGNED ilTH INDONESIA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
SiSA SPACEPOET OFFERS POSTAL CANCELLATION SERVICE
[ N A S A RELE&SE-80-189] P80-10196 06
SHUTTLE TEST ENTERS SECOND WEEK
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-190]
SPACE SHUTTLE STATUS EEPOBT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-195]
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-SO-199 J





THE SPACE SHDTTLE M A I N E N G I N E AND THE SOLID ROCKET
BOOSTER
P80-10214 05
ON-BOABD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEH
GENERATION OP PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
THE ORBITAL PLIGHT TEST PEOGBAM
P80-10216 05
KIEL UNIV.. GEBBANt
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
KIHETIC BHEEGY
S C H E M I C A L KINETICS
K I B U N A GEOUND STATION, SBBDBH
SOUTH AFRICA TO BUILD LANDSAT G R O U N D STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-147] P80-10149 06
KITT PEAK NATIONAL OBS., IUCSOS. ABIZ.
V O Y A G E E TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDRN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E S BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
KITTY BA1K, OSS
R E S E A B C H AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOiBD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
EODIAK, ALASKA
NASA NEGOTIATES CONIBSCT FOE SEABCH AND EESCBE
TERMINALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
KSC
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTEB, NASA, FLA.
L. B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTEB, HOUSTON. TEI.
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTEB, HOUSTON. TEX.
1-1011 AIBCBAFT
N A S A BESDMES TESTING TO BEDDCE AIBCBAFT VOBTICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
LA SOUFBIEBE, SI. VISCEHT ISLAND
N A S A ACTIVE IB HT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
LABOBAIOIBE D'ASTBONOMIE SPATIALE, FRANCE
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A 8ELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
LABOBATOIBB D'ELECTRON. & DE PHIS. APPL.
EXPEEIMENTS SELECTED FOR FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
LANCASTER, CALIF.
NASA ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ NASA BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
1ASD USE
NASA BADAB EXPEBIMENT DISCOVEBS M A Y A N CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
LANDING APPROACH
SA LUNAB LANDING
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS TO USE NEI FLIGHT SIMULATOB
[NASA BELEASE-80-34] P80-10033 06
NASA BESUMES TESTING TO SEDUCE AIBCBAFT VOBTICES
[NASA BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
BESEABCH AISCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[NASA BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
ON-BOABD DATA PEOCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEH
GENERATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PEOGBAM
LANDING OPERATIONS




DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINUE; DPBATED DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
LANDSAT OPEBATIOBAL SISTEH
SOUTH AFBICA TO BUILD LANDSAT GBODND STATION





[NASA BELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
D. S., CHINA A&BEE ON LANDSAT GEODND STATION
[SASA BELEASE-80-1H] P80-10014 06
N A S A CONSIDEBS OPTIONS FOR BESTBDCTOBING LABDSAT-D
PBOGBAH
[ K A S A BELBASE-80-K6] P80-10046 06
LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SERVICE AFTER BHIEF BETIBEMENT
[NASA BELEASZ-80-94] P80-10093 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; NEiS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
SUBJECT IBDEX 11DICH DATES
FT 1981 BUDGET FBESS BBIEFISG
P80-10157 05
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
HASA SATELLITE TO BONITOR P E N N S Y L V A N I A ' S GIPSI
HOTB D A M A G E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] -P80-10206 06
LAHDSAT 3
HASA SATELLITE TO AID TIMBEB INDUSTRY IN M A N A G I N G
FOBEST LANDS
[ NASA BELEASE-80-44] P80-10044 06
LANG LET AFB, VA.
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFUSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
LAHGLEY BESEABCH CENIEB, HAMPTOB, TA.
KILGOBE NAHED ASSOCIATE ADHINISTBATOB FOB
M A N A G E M E N T OPEBATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-35] P80-10035 06
BICBABD BHITCOHB: AEBONAOTICAL EESEABCH AND THE
BETTEB SBAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
ALTEBNATE OBBITEB THEBHAL PBOTECTION TO BE STUDIED
[NASA BELEASE-80-40] P80-10039 06
HEAT TBEATMENT, DETECTION OF CANCEB TAKE
ENGINEEBING KNOH-HOH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-39] P80-10041 06
THBEE CONTBACTS ABABDED FOB SOPEBSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
BICHABD H. PETERSON N A M E D DEPOT! DIBECTOB OF
LANGLEI CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-58] P80-10058 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTEBSATE SHUTTLE
THEBMAL SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
N A S A AEBONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
NASA AEBONADTICS DELEGATION BETUHNS FBOM CHINA
[ NASA RELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
NASA ACTIVE IN HI. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
HABS OBBITEB HEARING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
N A S A BESEABCHEBS IMPBOVE AIBCBAFT EBEBGENCY
TRANSMIT!BBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
LANGLEY BESEABCHEBS STDDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT
[NASA BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
CHINESE AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-141] P80-10142 06
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
NASA AND UNIVERSITIES TEAM UP FOR MOUNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-143] P80-10144 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFDSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
ANGELO GUASTAFEBBO N A M E D DEPUTY DIBECTOB OF AMES
BESEABCH CENTEB
DIRECT SUN-POHEBED LASEB DEMONSTRATED AT N A S A CENTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-196] P80-10210 06
LA EC
S LANGLEY BESEABCH CENTEB, HAMPTON, VA.
LAB6E SPACE ANTENNAS
LAEGE SPACE A N T E N N A SUBJECT OF STUDY




N A S A RESUMES TESTING TO REDUCE AIRCRAFT VOBTICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
P80-10206 06
LASEB PUMPING
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASB-80-199]
LASEB/LIGHT DETECTION AND BAHGIHG
S OPTICAL BADAB
LASEBS
SA LASEB DOPPLEB VELOCISETBY
DB. JOHN H. MCELROY NAHED DEPOTY DIBECTOB OF
GODDABD CENTEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
DIRECT SUN-POHEBED LASEB DEMONSTRATED AT NASA CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-196] P80-10210 06
LAUNCH COMPLEXES
K E N N E D Y CENTER ABAEDS LARGEST SMALL BUSINESS
CONTRACT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
LAOUCH DATES
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
DEBITING X-BAY OBSERVATORY EARNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPEBATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9.] P80-10008 06
NASA PBOPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
0. S., CHINA AGBEE ON LANDSAT GBOOND STATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-14] P80-10014 06
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINUE; UPRATED DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
NASA SOONDING SOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
NASA SELECTS G A M M A BAY OBSEBVATORY DESIGN STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
IUE INVESTIGATORS PRESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM EXTENDED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
BASA ORDERS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB H A B D B A B E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
NOAA-B ENVIBONBENTAL MONITOBING SATELLITE MISSION
UNSUCCESSFUL
[NASA BELEASE-80-82] P80-10081 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB SEABCH ABD BESCUE
TERMINALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
A-45
LABMCH ESCAPE SYSTEM SUBJECT I8DEI
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EARTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
N A S A SATEL1ITE RECORDS SPECTACULAR SOLAR PLABE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
M A R T I A N P H E N O M E N A DICO?ERED BY VIKISG
[ N A S A RELBASE-80-96] P80-10096 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-RAYS FROM JUPITEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
TWO E D R O P E A N S ACCEPTED FOR SHOTTLE MISSION
SPECIALIST T R A I N I N G
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-106] P80-10107 06
M A R S OEBITER NEARING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
N A S A STARTS SOLAR FLARE "HOTLINE" SERVICE
[NASA EELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
BORLDHIDE EFFORT PROVIDES NEB DATA ON SOLAR FLARES
[ N A S A RELEASE-SO-120] P80-10120 06
FODBTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
FIRST SHUTTLE L A D N C H MARCH 1981
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-122] P80-1012U 06
1JASJ SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IB ENERGY OOTPBT
FROM SUN
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-121] P80-10126 06
TRANSMITTED SHITCHED OPF OS VIKIBG OBBITEB 1
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
RDLES A N N O U N C E D FOR SPACE SHOTTLE STODENT PROJECT
[NASA BELEASE-80-132] P80-1013H 06
N A S A TO BEGIN BRIEFING SEBIES ON SPACE
TRANSPOETATION SYSTEM
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
NASA TO TEST NED STOBM OBSERVATION I N S T R U M E N T IN
SPACE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
A BUSY Y E A H SEEN FOR E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1UO] P80-10141 06
NASA AND UNIVERSITIES T E A M DP FOR B O U N T ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-1113] P80-10144 06
DATA PROCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TRANSPORTATION
S Y S T E M BRIEFING
[ N A S A RELEASE-SO-IIl t] P80-10115 06
N A S A PUBLISHES MASS PHOTO BOOK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-149] P80-10152 06
SOLAR M A X I M U M MISSION; NEHS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
S U R F A C E OF V E N U S FROM PIONEEB; NEBS BRIEFING
P80-10154 05
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
V O Y A G E H TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N ON HOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PRESIDENT TO ASK FOR FUNDS TO START V E N U S PROJECT
[ N A S A BELEA3E-80-166] P80-19171 06
VOYAGER B A C K G R O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
NASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
NASA SELECTS HUGHES FOR JUPITER MISSION CONTRACT
NEGOTIATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE LAUNCH AGREEMENT BITH INDIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
N A S A ' S N I M B U S 6 TRACKS BOSBOAT TRIP TO AUSTRALIA
[NASA BE1EASB-80-177 J P80-10185 06
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGREEMENT SIGNED WITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
PIOSEEfi 6 STILL TOSSING OOT DATA AFTEB 15 YEARS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-19U] P80-10203 06
1981 EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
[ BASA BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10206 06
P80-10211 05
VOYAGER SATURN ENCODNTEB PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
THE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE AND THE SOLID ROCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-10214 05
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
LiUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM





NASA SET TO LAUSCH SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINUE; UPRATED DELTA P L A N N E D
[NASA RELEASB-80-22 J P80-10021 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOR SPACE TELESCOPE CONTROL
SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-90-80] P80-T0078 06
SOLAR M A X I M U M MISSION; NEBS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
KENNEDY CENTER ABAHDS LARGEST SHALL BUSIHESS
CONTRACT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
SHUTTLE PROPULSION IS TOPIC OF TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM BRIEFING
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SHUTTLE ORBITEB BRIEFING SET FOR OCT. 23 AT
JOHNSON C E N T E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
FOURTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
NASA TO LADBCH FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
FIRST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
LAUNCH PADS
KENNEDY CENTER ABARDS LARGEST SMALL BUSINESS
CONTRACT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
A-46
SUBJECT IBDBI LEHIS HESEiBCH CEITEfl, CLEVELAND, OHIO
L A D N C H AHD POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
LAOHCH SCHEDOLES
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM EXTENDED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
A BUSY YEAB SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[ H 4 S A BELEASE-80-110] P80-10141 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
SASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H A G R E E M E N T SIGNED KITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
1981 E X P E N D A B L E L A D N C H VEHICLE SCHEDDLE ANNOUNCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ HASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
L A U N C H SITES
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
M A E S OBBITEB N E A B I N G END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
N A S A STABTS SOLAS FLABE "HOTLINE" SEBVICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
TEANSHITTEB SWITCHED OFF ON VIKING OBBITEB 1
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
. A BUSY Y E A B SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPHENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
KENNEDY CENTEB AWARDS LABGEST SMALL BUSINESS
CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
'. FOOBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE L A U N C H E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
V O Y A G E S TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U B N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
NASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
1981 EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDDLE A N N O U N C E D
[NASA BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
L A D N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES




N A S A SET TO LADNCH SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H A G R E E M E N T SIGNED WITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
L A D N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
LAOBCH VEHICLES
SA ABIANE L A U N C H VEHICLE
SA ATLAS L A U N C H VEHICLE
SA ATLAS-CENTADB LADNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS-F
SA CENTADB LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES
P80-10211 05
SA SATOBS LADNCH VEHICLE
SA SCOOT LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SOLID ROCKET BOOSTEBS
SA TITAN LADNCH VEHICLE
SA TITAN-CENTAOB LAONCH VEHICLE
BEISS TO HEAD NASA OPERATIONS OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
LASBBNCE LIVBBHOBE LAB.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STODIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
LEAD-ACID BATTERIES
< N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
LENDS FOONDATION, SAH ANTOHIO. TEXAS
N A S A BADAB E X P E R I M E N T DISCOVEBS M A Y A N C A N A L S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
LENSES
SHOTTLE ASTBONADTS TO USE NEB FLIGHT SIBOLATOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-311 ] P80-10033 06
LEBC
S LEHIS BESEABCH C E N T E B , C L E V E L A N D , OHIO
S L A D N C H ESCAPE SYSTEM
LEHIS BBSBABCB CENTEB, CLEVELAND, OHIO
$65 MILLION CONTBACT A W A R D E D FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
TDBBINE AOTO ENGINE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POIEBED E N G I N E / G E N E R A T O R FOB
SHALLEB DSEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
BOEING AND G E N E B A L ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
L A B G E HIND TOBBINES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
NASA STUDIES PBEDICT FIVEFOLD GHOBTH IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS BY Y E A B 2000
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-19 ] P80-10019 06
N A S A LEWIS AWABDS FUEL CELL CONTRACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-52] P80-10052 06
N A S A A W A R D S DESIGN STUDY CONTBACTS FOB A D V A N C E D
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEH
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-84] P80-10083 06
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
H A W A I I A N M I N D TDBBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101 ] P80-10101 06
<NASA E N E B G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
NASA AEBONAUTICS DELEGATION RETURNS FBOM C H I N A
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
CHINESE AEBONADTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-141] P80-10142 06
N A S A STDDY CONFIBMS FEASIBILITY OF U N I Q U E POWER
PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-K16] P80-10148 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEBELL FOB BIND TDBBINE SYSTEM
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
DB. KERBEBBOCK N A M E D TO HEAD NASA'S AEBONADTICS
OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-156] P80-10164 06
FOOBTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
NASA SETS DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOB FLUID BATTEBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-161 ] P80-10177 06
A-47
LIBEETT, OtC SOBJECT IHDBI
N A S A LEHIS A W A R D S FDEL CEIL CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-170] P80-10178 06
N A S A LEHIS ABiRDS $150,980 GRANT TO M I N O R I T Y
DNIVERSITI
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17U] P80-10182 06
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
LIBERTY, OTC
N A S A CONTRACTS FOB THO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTEB
BECOVEBY FORCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06





SA H U M A N RESEARCH
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
NASA U N V E I L S FIRST SHUTTLE SCIENCE P A Y L O A D
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
LIGHT AIBCBAFT





L A N G L E Y BESEARCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT




LANGLEY BESEARCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGER ENCOUNTERS SATURN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
LIQUID BOOST MODULE
S U P P L E M E N T A L CONTBACTS A R A B D E D FOB LIQUID BOOST
M O D U L E DEFINITION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15*] P80-10162 06
LIQUID HYDROGEN
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
LIQUID OIYGEH
SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199]
L A U N C H AND POST-PLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10206 06
P80-10211 05
THE SPACE SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE AND THE SOLID BOCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-10211 05
LIQUID PROPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
I N C R E A S E D SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAfi ORBITS S T U D I E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
T E C H N O L O G I C A L I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
LIQUID PROPELLAHTS




NEW HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
LOCAL OSEB TEBMIBALS
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB S E A R C H AND RESCUE
TERMINALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS CO., PLAINFIELD, 8.J.
VOYAGER B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
LOCKHEED L-1011 AIRCRAFT
S L-1011 AIRCRAFT
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., CALIF.
TMO FIBMS SELECTED FOR 25-KILOWATT POKER SYSTEM
DESIGN STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
N A S A TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES HITH FOUB FIRMS
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
LOCKHEED PALO ALTO RESEARCH LIBS., CALIF.
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOR ATMOSPHEBIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
E X P E B I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
LOCKHEED-CALIFOBIIA CO., BURBANK, CALIF.
THREE CONTRACTS A W A R D E D FOB SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
LOCKHEED-GEOBGIA CO., MARIETTA, GA.
N A S A LEWIS AWABDS $150,980 GBANT TO MINORITY
U N I V E R S I T Y
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1714 ] P80-10182 06
LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAB., 1. HEX.
NASA S O U N D I N G ROCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
N A S A ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
LOUISIANA
N A S A SATELLITE TO AID TIMBEB INDUSTRY IN M A N A G I N G
FOHEST L A N D S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-tt] P80-10GU1 06
L01 COST SILICON SOLAS ABRAY PROJECT
N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
LOI EHEBGY CHARGED PARTICLES
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B BACKGBOUNDER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
LOIELL OBSERVATOBY, FLAGSTAFF, AHIZ.





LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SEBVICE AFTER BRIEF RETIREMENT
[NASA RELEASE-80-94] P80-10093 06
LUMINOSITY




LDBAB AHD PLANETARY IBSTITOTE OF HOOSTOS
LOHAB AND PLANETABf CONFEBENCE HILL BE BABCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-29] P80-10028 06
HASA BEBESS L U H A B INSTITUTE COHTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-73] P80-10072 06
LOHAB AND PLAHETA8Y SCIENCE COSPEEEICE
LONAB AND P L A N E T A R Y CONFEBENCE HILL BE SABCH 17-21
IS HOOSTOII
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
LOHAB COBE
LBNAB AND PLANETARY COHFEBENCE BILL BE HABCH 17-21
IN BOOSTON
[HASA BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
LDNAB EXPLORATION
B R I A N B. DUFF N A M E D DIRECTOB, NASA PUBLIC AFFAIBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
LOHAB HIGHLANDS
L U N A R AND PLAHETABY CONFEBENCE HILL BE SABCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
LOHAfi L A N D I N G
B B I A N B. DUFF N A B E D DIBECTOB. NASA PUBLIC AFFAIBS
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
LOB Ail SAHPLES
BBTEORITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[BASA BELEASE-80-21] PSD-10021 06
L Q N A B AND PLANETAB* CONFEBENCE WILL BE HABCH 17-21
IH HOUSTON
[SASA BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
E4BTH HAY H A V E HAD SATUBN-LIKE BING 34 BILLION
YEARS AGO
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
L U N A H SCIENCE
L O N A B AND P L A N E T A R Y C O N F E R E N C E MILL BE BARCH 17-21
18 HOUSTON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
LOHAfi SCIENCE CONFEBESCE, HOUSTON
L O N A B AND P L A N E T A B Y CONFEBEHCE KILL BE BABCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[HASA BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
LONAB SUBFACE
SA SUBFACE ROUGHNESS
LODAB ASD PLABETABY COBFEBENCE BILL BE HABCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
LOT
S LOCAL USEB TEEHJN4LS
M
BACH NOBBEB
TBBEE CONTRACTS ABABDED FOR SUPEHSOHIC PLIGHT
STUDIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-BO-SI] E80-10051 06
P80-10172 06




Si SOLAB BAGNETIC FIELD
BASA SELECTS GABBA BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESI6H STUDY
COSTBACTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
A DAY ON SATURN IS LONGER THAN EABLIEB ESTIMATES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EARTH SAGHETIC FIELD
CHANGING
LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SERVICE AFTEB BRIEF BETIBEBENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9U] P80-10093 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOB JOPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
ROBLDRIDE EFFORT PROVIDES HEB DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGER B A C K G R O U N D E R
[NASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
VOYAGES ENCOUNTERS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
VOYAGES SATUBN E N C O U N T E R PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
BAGHETIC FIELD SATELLITE /HAGSAT/
S HAGSAT /MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE/
BAGHETIC TAPE
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSIN6 TECHSOLOGY IN THE NEH
GENEBATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGBT
P80-10215 05
BA6NETOHYDBODYNABICS
NASA EMEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
BAGBETOBETER
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH BAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUEN OS NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES B A C K G B O O N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TUBNIBG ODT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-191] P80-10203 06
HAGHETOSPHEBE
SA PLANETABY ATBOSPHEBES
V O Y A G E B 1 SATOBN E N C O U N T E R
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1H5] P80-10117 06
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDB8 ON HOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
V O Y A G E B EHCOUNTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TOBNING OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-191] P80-10203 06
VOYAGEB SATUBN ENCOUNTER PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
HAGSETS
LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SERVICE AFTEB BRIEF HETIREBENT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-91] PBO-10093 06
BA6SAT /MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE/
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EAHTB BAGHETIC FIELD
CHANGIHG
[BASA BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES






N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB SEARCH AND BESCUE
T E R M I N A L S
[ N A S A FELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
< N A S A ESEBGT TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PHOGBA8>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-1010« 06
M A L A Y S I A
SATELLITE L A U N C H A G R E E M E N T SIGNED BITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A EELEASE-30-183 j F80-10191J 06
BAB-SYSTEMS IBTKGBATIOH
N A S A TO STODY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
PEBFOBHANCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-197] P80-10204 06
HANAGEHKHT
S ADBINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS
MANASSAS MUNICIPAL AIEPOBT, ?A.
COMPUTES ADVISORIES TO AID PILOTS AT SHALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
BANNED PLIGHT HISSIOB COHTBOL CEgTEB
SA MISSION CONTBOL CENTEB. HOUSTON, TEX.
B A N N E D SPACE FLIGHT
SA APOLLO PROJECT
SA GEMINI PROJECT
SA S K Y L A B PBOGRAM
PRESIDENT TO ASK JOE FHSDS TO STABT VENDS PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
FY 1981 B U D G E T PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
M A N N E D SPACECBAFT CENTER, HOUSTON. TEX.




S C & B T O G R A P H Y
N A S A ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ NASi BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
- B A B CHIQUITA GROUND STATION. ABGENTINA
SOUTH AFRICA TO BUILD L A N D S A T G R O U N D STATION
. • [ N A S A RELEASE-80-1U7] P80-10149 06
-BABINE CORPS, HASHINGTOH. D.C.
N A S A SELECTS 19 ASTBONADT C A N D I D A T E S
[ NASA BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
BABINE BESODRCES
SATELLITE D A T A INDICATES EARTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ 8ASA BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
MABINEB PROJECT
V O Y A G E R B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HABINEB SPACE PBOBES
PRESIDENT TO ASK FOR F U N D S TO STABT V E N D S PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
NASA ENGINEERS HONORED AT JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
BARS /PLANET/
L U N A R AND P L A N E T A R Y CONFERENCE HILL BE MARCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
MABTIAN P H E N O M E N A DICOVEBED BY VIKING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-96] P80-10096 06
MABS OBBITEB N E A B I N G END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
TRANSMITTEB SWITCHED OFF ON VIKING ORBITEB 1
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
N A S A PUBLISHES M A R S PHOTO BOOK
[NASA HELEASE-80-1«9]
V O Y A G E B BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
N A S A ENGINEERS HOHOBED AT JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
BiES ATSOSPHESE
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
P8 0-10152 06
MAES PHOTOGRAPHS
M A R T I A N P H E N O M E N A DICOVERED BY VIKING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-96] P80-10096 06
HABS OBBITEB N E A B I N G END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
NASA PUBLISHES BARS PHOTO BOOK
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1119] P80-10152 06
BARS SDBFACE
SA OLYMPDS MONS /BARS/
SA SURFACE R O U G H N E S S
SA THARSIS REGION /BABS/
NASA PUBLISHES BASS PHOTO BOOK
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-119] P80-10152 06
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTBB, ALA.
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
SPACE SUPEREUBBLE 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACBOSS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
NASA TO PURCHASE SPACELAB FROB E U R O P E A N SPACE AGENCY'
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
ORBITAL CLOUD PHYSICS EXPERIMENT D E F E R R E D
[ N A S A HBLEASE-80-23] P80-10022 06-
SHUTILE SOLID PROPELLANT MOTORS COMPLETE FIRING
TESTS
[NASA BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06 <
MILESTONE BEACHED IN SHUTTLE MAIS ENGINE TESTING
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-26] P80-10026 06
SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
I N C B E A S E D SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAR ORBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
SHUTTLE ENGINE BUNS AT 109 PERCENT OF HATED POHER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-112] P80-10012 06
LABGE SPACE ANTENNA SUBJECT OF STUDY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-148] P80-10048 06
SHUTTLE E N G I N E PASSES SECOND 109 PERCENT TEST
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-49] P80-10049 06
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
T»0 FIRMS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOWATT POiER SYSTEM
DESIGN STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
COLOMBIA FLIGHT E N G I N E S RETESTED SCHEDULED
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-68] P80-10067 06
BOEING TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF NOCLEAR HASTE
FOB NASA
[NASA RELEASE-80-69] P80-10068 06
NASA ORDERS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB HARDWARE
[NASA RELEASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES BEACH MILESTONE WITH SUCCESSFUL
TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-80-85] P80-1008« 06
A-50
SDBJECT ISDKX MATERIALS PROCESSING IH SPACE PROGRAM
NASA EHEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
SHOTTLE ENGINES FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS COHPLETED
C N A S A HELEASE-80-97] P80-10097 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB CHEMICAL BELEASB MODULE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
HiSA AHARDS CONTBACT FOB PRODUCTION OF SHDTTLE
E X T E R N A L TANKS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-100] P80-10100 06
NASA SIGNS CONTBACT TO BEDDCE SHDTTLE E X T E N A L T A N K
H E I G H T
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-102] P80-10102 06
< N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM)
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FUTUBE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
SPACE SHDTTLE ENGINE TEST COT SHOBT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-113] P80-10111 06
N A S A TO BEGIN BBIEFING SEBIES ON SPACE
TBANSPOETATION SYSTEM
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
SPACE TBAHSPOBTATIOS SYSTEM BBIEFINGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-138] P80-10110 06
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
DATA PBOCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPOBTATION
SYSTEM BRIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-111] P80-10115 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TEANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SHOTTLE PBOPULSION IS TOPIC OF TBANSPOBTATION
S Y S T E M BRIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
S U P P L E M E N T A L CONTBACTS AiABDED FOB LIQUID BOOST
M O D U L E DEFINITION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-151] P80-10162 06
SHUTTLE OBBITBB BBIEFING SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
JOHNSON CENTER
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
N A S A TO IOBK KITH TVA ON E N E R G Y BESEABCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-172] P80-10180 06
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEERING MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E COMPLETES FLIGHT CERTIFICATION
TEST CYCLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-182] P80-10190 06
SHUTTLE M A I N PBOPULSION TEST SUCCESSFUL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-181] P80-10191 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE ADDED A S S U R A N C E TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-191] P80-10199 06
VOYAGER B A C K G B C U N D E B
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
THE SPACE SHOTTLE M A I N ENGINE AND THE SOLID SOCKET
BOOSTER
P80-10211 05
HIHTIN MARIETTA AEROSPACE. DEHVEB, COLO.
ON-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEING PRODUCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
INCREASED SHOTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB ORBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
N A S A AHABDS CONTBACT FOB PBODOCTION OF SHUTTLE
E X T E R N A L TANKS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-100] P80-10100 06
MABTIN MARIETTA CORP.
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A HELEASB-80-159] P80-10167 06
MABTIS MARIETTA COBP., DENVBB. COLO.
NASA SIGNS CONTBACT TO SEDUCE SHOTTLE EXTENAL T A N K
HEIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-102J P80-10102 06
S U P P L E M E N T A L COBTHACTS ASABDED FOB LIQUID BOOST
M O D U L E DEFINITION
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-15U] P80-10162 06
M A R Y L A N D UNIV.
NASA AND UNIVEBSITIES TEAM DP FOB MOUNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[NASA BELEASE-80-113] P80-10114 06
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
H A B Y L A N D 081V., COLLEGE PARK
METEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOR LIFE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-21 ] P80-10024 06
ANTABCTIC METEORITE RESEABCBERS F I N D I N G PROMISING
NEH FIELD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-28] P80-10031 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X - B A Y S FBOM JUPITER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
BASS
ULTBAVIOLET ASTBONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEDTBINO
MASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
BASS PEOPEETIES
SOBLDHIDE EFFOBT PROVIDES NEB DATA ON SOLAR FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH.
SURFACE OF V E N U S FROM PIONEER; NEWS BRIEFING
P80-10151 05
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK iT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
N A M E S PROPOSED FOB NEWLY-IDENTIFIED FEATURES ON
V E N U S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOM JUPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
HOBKSHOP EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
NEXT 25 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10136 06
VOYAGES BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOMY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
HATEEIALS PROCESSING II SPACE PEOGBAM
JOINT E N D E A V O R TO STIMULATE COMMERCIALIZATION OF
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-80-12] P80-10013 06
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
A-51
MATERIALS BESEABCB SUBJECT IHDEI
HATEBIALS BESEABCB
NASA ANNOUNCES NEB FIDE BESISTEST MATERIAL FOB
AIHCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
SATBII COBP.. ACTOH, HASS.





MADIA LOA OBSEBVATOBY, BABAII
HOBLDBIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES NEH DATA ON SOLAS FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
MAUBDEB BINIMOM
SOLAS M A X I M U M MISSION; NEHS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
BAZ-PLANCK IBST. FOB AEBONOHY, GEBBANI
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIKST SPACELAB PLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN 0» NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BCDONBELL-DOOGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO.
N A S A TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOOB FIBHS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BCDOMNELL-DOOGLAS ASTBONAOTIC5 CO., CALIF.
NASA EXTENDS MCDONNELL DOOGLAS COBTBACT FOB DELTA
SERVICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-53] P80-10053 06
THO FIBMS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOIATT POKES SYSTEM
DESIGN STUDIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
SAINT H E L E N S VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
N A S A TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167 ] P80-10171 06
MCDOSHELL-DOUGLAS ASTEOHAUTICS CO.. BO-
JOINT E N D E A V O R TO STIMULATE COMMEBCIALIZATION OF
SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-12] P80-10013 06
N A S A SELECTS G A M M A BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STDDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
N A S A SELECTS E6BTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
C O N T B A C T O B
[ N A S A BELEASE-SO-178] PSO-10186 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS COBP.. ST. LODIS, BO.
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
THREE CONTBACTS A W A R D E D FOR SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES












N A S A TO N E G O T I A T E NOSS STUDIES KITH FOUB FIBMS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
BEDALS
S C H N E I D E R TO RETIRE, JOIN PRIVATE INDUSTBY
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
HEAT TREATMENT, DETECTION OF CANCEfi TAKE
ENGINEEBING KNOH-HOH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-39 ] P80-10011 06
MEDICAL HESEABCH
SA BIOMEDICAL BESEABCB
NASA TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAB-OLDS FOB SPACE FLIGHT
STRESSES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-13] P80-10013 06
NEI HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
MEDICINE /GEN/
S HEABT DISEASES
HEDBAD/I8TBC SYSTEMS, PITTSBURGH, PA.
NEH HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
MEMBRANES
NASA SETS DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOB FLUID BATTEBY
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-161] P80-10177 06
BEBOBANDDB OF UNDEBSTABDING
D. S., CHINA AGBEE ON LANDSAT G R O U N D STATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
NASA CONTBACTS FOB SHUTTLE BOBOT ABBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
NASA TO WORK gITH TVA ON ENEBGY BESEABCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-172] P80-10180 06
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BEBCOBY /PLANET/
L D N A B AND P L A N E T A R Y CONFERENCE HILL BE MABCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
NASA ENGINEEBS HONOBED AT JET PROPULSION LABOBATOBY
[ N A S A RELEASE-SO-188] P80-10198 06
BEBBITI ISLAND TRACKING SIATION, FLA.
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
VOYAGER BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160]




NASA SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STODY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-21] P80-10023 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOE ATMOSPHERIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-56 ] P80-10056 06
HETALS
SA A L U M I N U M
SA GOLD
SA POTASSIUM
A L T E B N A T E OBBITEE T H E B M A L PBOTECTION TO BE STUDIED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-10] P80-10039 06
CONTBACTOR SELECTED FOB STDDY OF A L T E B N A T E SHDTTLE
T H E R M A L SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
BETEOBITES
BETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEARCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-21 ] P80-10021 06
L U N A B AND PLANETABY CONFERENCE IILL BE MARCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
A-52
SUBJECT IBDEZ H1SSILBS
ANTARCTIC METEORITE BESEAECHEHS FINDING PROMISING
HE8 FIELD
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-28] P80-10034 06
HETEOBOID SHIELDS
VOTAGEH BACKGBODNOEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
METEOROLOGICAL OFF., ENGLAND
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[BASA BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
HETEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITES
SA GOES /GEOSTAT. OPERATIONAL ENVIROH. SAT./
SA NIHBOS HETEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITES
SA NOAA HETEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITES
HOUSTON MISSION CONTBOL GEABING OP FOB SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS








NASA TO TEST BEH STOBf) OBSEBVATION I N S T R D H R N T IN
SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
ft 1981 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFIBG
P80-10157 05
N A S A SELECTS EABTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTBACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
METHANE
VOYAGER BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
V O Y A G E R ENCOUNTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
V O Y A G E R SATUBN ENCOUNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
MIAMI UNIV., FLA.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BI SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
MICHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL OBI?., HOUGHTON
H A S A AHD DNIVEBSITIES TEAM OP FOB BODMT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-143] P80-10144 06
HICHIGAN OSIV.
VOIAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BICHIGAS DHIV., ABB ABBOB
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATBOSPHEBIC STODIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
EXPEBIHEBTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
HICHODD ASSEMBLY FAC., HBi OHLEAIS. LA.
NASA AHABDS CONTBACT FOB PBODDCTION OF SHUTTLE
E X T E B N A L T A N K S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-100] P80-10100 06
NASA SIGNS CONTBACT TO BEDDCE SHUTTLE EXTENAL TANK
H E I G H T
[BASA BELEASE-80-102] P80-10102 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
BICBOIAVE RADIOHBTERS
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-7]
P80-10211 05
P80-10010 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES HITH FOOB FIBBS
[ N A S A BELE&SE-80-103] P80-10103 06
BICBOIAVE TECHNOLOGY
HEAT TBEATBENT. DETECTION OF CABCEB TAKE
ENGINEEBING KNOB-HOB
[NASA BELEASE-80-39 ] P80-10041 06
V O Y A G E B BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BILITABI AIBCBAFT
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
MILKY iAI
SPACE SOPEBBUB8LE 1.200 LIGHT YEABS ACROSS
[NASA BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
IUE INVESTIGATOBS PRESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON BOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BIBAS
VOYAGER 1 SATUBN ENCOUNTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-145] P80-10147 06
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB ENCOUNTEBS SATDBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06




[NASA BELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
U. S., CHINA AGBEE ON LABDSAT GBODND STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-14] P80-10014 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EAETH MAGNETIC FIELD
CHANGING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
BINEBALOGI
NASA BENEHS LUNAB INSTITUTE CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-73] P80-10072 06
HIKING
< N A S A ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
MINORITIES
N A S A SELECTS 19 ASTBONADT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
N A S A LEHIS A B A R D S 1150.980 GBANT TO M I N O R I T Y
DNIVEBSITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-174] P80-10182 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
HINOHITY BDSIIESSES
N A S A , SHALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SIGH
COOPERATIVE AGREEHEBT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-54] P80-10054 06
MIBUTEHAB BISSILBS
NASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEBS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
BIBBOBS
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POIERED ENGINE/GENERATOB FOB
SHALLEB DSEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
MISSILES
SA HINDTEBAB MISSILES
DB. JOBS H. HCELBOY BABED DEPUTY DIBECTOB OF
GODDABD CENTER
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
A-53
HISSIOB COSTBOL CEHTEE, HOUSTON, TEX. SUBJECT IBDBX
HISSIOB COBTBOL CENTER. HODSTOH, TEX.
19-YEAE-OLD IS 4 N A S A FLIGHT CONTROLLEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-4] P80-10004 06
HODSTON HISSION CONTROL G E A R I N G DP FOB SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
L A U N C H ABD POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
SISSIOB DDBATIOH
ORBITING X-RAY OBSERVATORY EARNS HISSIOB EXTENSION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
N A S A SET TO LAOSCH SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
26 I N V E S T I G A T I O N S SELECTED FOR ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOR SPACE TELESCOPE CONTBOL
SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
N O A A - B E N V I R O N M E N T A L MONITORING SATELLITE MISSION
UNSUCCBSSFDL
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-82] P80-10081 06
BARS OBBITEB H E A R I N G END OF MISSION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
V O Y A G E S TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T D R M OS N O V . 12
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E S B A C K G E O D N D E E
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
PIONEER 6 STILL T D R N I N G ODT DATA AFTER 15 Y E A R S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199 ] P80-10206 06
MISSION OBJECTIVES
ORBITING X-BAI OBSERVATORY E A R N S MISSION E X T E N S I O N
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STODY OCEANS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
NASA PROPOSES GAMMA RAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
N A S A SET TO L A D N C H SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA S O D N D I N G ROCKETS TO STODY ECLIPSE
(NASA RBLEASE-80-21] E80-10023 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FDTDRE SPACE TRANSPORTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-109J P80-10110 06
N A S A U N V E I L S FIRST SHDTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
HOBLDWIDE EFFOBT PROVIDES NEH DATA ON SOLAS FLARES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
N A S A AND UNIVERSITIES TEAM DP FOB M O U N T ST. H E L E N S
MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-143] P80-1011U 06
SOLAB MAXIMUM MISSION; NEHS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OP THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
PRESIDENT TO ASK FOB FUNDS TO START V E N U S PROJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
NASA SELECTS HUGHES FOR JUPITEB MISSION CONTRACT
NEGOTIATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199]




MASS OBBITER HEARING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
NOTE TO EDITOBS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOB TV,
RADIO COVEBAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-168] P80-10175 06
N A S A TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBI8G MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGHAH
P80-10216 05
MISSISSIPPI
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIMBER INDUSTRY IN M A N A G I N G
FOREST LANDS
[NASA BELEASE-80-44] P80-10044 06
THE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE AND THE SOLID ROCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-10214 05
MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY, B»I Sf. LODIS




METEORITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEARCH FOR LIFE
[NASA BELEASE-80-21 ] P80-10024 06''
P80-10206 06.:
HOBKEYS

















SA S-10 /SATURN MOON/
SA S-11 /SATUBS MOON/
SA S-12 /SATURN MOON/
SA S-13 /SATURN MOON/
SA S-14 /SATURN MOON/
SA S-15 /SATURN MOON/
SA TETHYS
SA TITAN
METEORITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEARCH FOR LIFE
[NASA BELEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
LUNAR AND PLANETABY CONFERENCE WILL BE MARCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
15TH MOON OF JUPITER DISCOVERED
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-61] P80-10060 06
EARTH MAY HAVE HAD SATDBN-LIKE RING 34 MILLION
YEARS AGO
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
A-54
SDBJECT INDEX NATIONAL OCBABIC ilD ATHOSPHBBIC ADBII.
BOBKSHOP EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPICE MISSIONS FOE THE
NEXT 25 YEABS
[NASA BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
16TH BOON OF JDPITEB DISCOVERED IS SPACECBAFT
PHOTOGBAPHS
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-139] P80-10146 06
VOYAGES 1 SATUBN ENCOONTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-145] P80-10147 06
HOTIOH SICKNESS
HASA SCIENTIST HOBKS ON MOTION SICKNESS PBEVENTION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-57] P80-10057 06
HOTOBOLA, IIC., SCOTTSDALE, ABI2.
VOYAGES B A C K G E O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HOOHTAISS
NABES PBOPOSED FOB HEBLY-IDENTIFIED FEATBBES ON
VESDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
THE SUBFACE OF V E N D S FBOB PIONEEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
BSF
S B A N N E D SPACE F1IGHT
HSFC
S HABSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB. ALA.
BT. ST. HELENS. BASHINGTON
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIBATE
;' [ N A S A BELEASE-80-115J P80-10116 06
NASA AND ONIVEBSITIES TEAB DP FOB BODNT ST. HELENS
^ BISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-113] P80-10144 06
SCIENTISTS TO BEET ON BODNT ST. HELESS1
ATMOSPHERIC IMPACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-169] P80-10176 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
MOLLABD SPACE SCI. LAB., DOBKIBG, ENGLAND
•* N A S A SET TO LAONCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
• [ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
MULTIPURPOSE SPACE VEHICLES
N A S A SET TO L A D N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; NESS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
MDLTISPECTBAL SCABNEB
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIMBEB INDDSTBY IN M A N A G I N G
FOBEST L A N D S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-44] P80-10044 06
NASA CONSIDEBS OPTIONS FOB BESTBOCTDBING LANDSAT-D
PBOGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-46] P80-10046 06
LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SEBVICE AFTEB BBIEF BETIBEBENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-94 ] P80-10093 06
NASA SATELLITE TO BONITOB P E N N S Y L V A N I A ' S GYPSY
BOTH DABAGE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
BY LAB /TBADSBABK/
VOYAGEB BACKGBOOHDEB
[ N A S A BE1EASE-80-160J P80-10172 06
N
NACA
S NATIOHAL ADV. COBB. FOB AEBONAOTICS
NASA COBBONICATIONS §ETiOBK
VOYAGEB BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]




S NASA COBBDNICATIONS NETBOBK
NATIONAL ADV. COBB. FOB AEBOBAOTICS
BICHABD BHITCOMB: AEBONADTICAL BESEABCH AND THE
BETTEB SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
NATIONAL AEBO*. AID SPACE ADBIS.
SA AMES BESEABCH CENTEB, BOFFETT FIELD, CA.
SA ADTOBOTIVE GAS T O B B I N E TECHNOLOGY PBOGBAB
SA CONTBACTING AND PBOCDBEBENT
SA DBYDEN FLIGHT BESEABCH CENTER, CALIF.
SA GODDABD INST. FOB SPACE STDDIES, N.Y.
SA GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CTB., GBEENBELT, BD.
SA HEADQDABTEBS, NASA, BASHINGTON, D.C.
SA INVENTIONS AND CONTBIBDTIONS BOABD, NASA
SA JET PBOPDLSION LAB.. PASADENA. CALIF.
SA JOHNSON SPACE CENTEB, HODSTOB, TEX.
SA K E N N E D Y SPACE CENTEB, HASA, FLA.
SA L A N G L E Y BESEABCH CENTEB, HAHPTON, VA.
SA LEWIS BESEABCH CENTEB, CLEVELAND. OHIO
SA BABSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB, ALA.
SA MICHODD ASSEMBLY FAC., NEB OBLEANS, LA.
SA NASA C O M M U N I C A T I O N S NETBOBK
SA NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA
SA OFFICE OF AEBON. AND SPACE TECHNOL., NASA
SA OFFICE OF CHIEF SCIENTIST, NASA
SA OFFICE OF E X T E B N A L BELATIONS, NASA
SA OFFICE OF GOV. / IHDOSTBY AFFAIBS, NASA
SA OFFICE OF INTEBNATIONAL AFFAIBS, NASA
SA OFFICE OF M A N A G E M E N T OPEBATIONS, NASA
SA OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIBS, NASA
SA OFFICE OF SPACE AND TEBB. APPL., NASA
SA OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT, NASA
SA OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE. NASA
SA OFFICE OF SPACE T B A C K I N G AND DATA SYSTEMS
SA OFFICE OF SPACE TBANSPOBT. SYS. OPEBATIONS
SA OFFICE OF SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEBS
SA OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEEB. NASA
SA OFFICE OF OSIVEBSITY AFFAIBS, NASA
SA PLOH BBOOK BBS. STA., SANDUSKY, OHIO
SA BALLOPS FLIGHT CENTEB, BALLOPS ISLAND, VA.
V I K I N G FOND PBESENTATION TO NASA SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-201] P80-10209 06
NATIONAL AIB AID SPACE BOSEOB
X-15 BABKS 20TH A N N I V E H S A B Y
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37 ] P80-10037 06
P80-10172 06
VIKING F O N D PBESENTATION TO NASA SCHEDDLED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-201] P80-10209 06
IATIONAL AIB AID SPACE BOSEOM, BASH.. D.C.
LABGE ADDIENCE EXPECTED FOB SATOBN ENCOONTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-164] P80-10173 06
NATIONAL CEBTEB FOR ATBOS. BESEABCH, ISF
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATBOSPHEBIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
BATIOIAL CLIBATE PBOGBAH, D.S.
SCIENTISTS TO BEET ON BOON! ST. HELENS*
ATMOSPHEBIC IMPACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-169] P80-10176 06
NATIONAL COMMISSIOH Ol BESEABCB
N A S A LEBIS AHABDS $150,980 GBANT TO MINOBITY
UNIVEBSITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17U] P80-10182 06
HATIOBAL GEODETIC SDBVEI
N A S A ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOMY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STODIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
BATIOSAL BETEOBOLOGICAL CEBTEB
26 INVESTIGATION SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STODIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
NATIONAL OCEANIC ABD ATBOSPBEBIC ADBII.
SA NATIONAL GEODETIC SDBVEY
A-55
HATIOH&L OCEANIC SATELLITE SISTEH SUBJECT IHDEI
Si SOLAR FOBECAST CENTEB, BOULDER, COLO.
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUD! OCEANS
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-7 ] P80-10010 06
NASA CONSIDERS OPTIONS FOE EESTBOCTOBING LANDSAT-D
PEOGBAH
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-46] P80-10046 06
HOaA-3 EHVIBOKHEi iTAL MOHITOBIHG SATELLITE HIS5IGB
UNSUCCESSFUL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-82] P80-10081 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES KITH FOOB FIBMS
[NASA RELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
N A S A STABTS SOLAR FLABE "HOTLINE" SEBVICE
[ N A S A RELEASB-80-116] P80-10117 06
NASA TO TEST NEW STOBM OBSEBVATION INSTRUMENT IN
SPACE
[NASA BELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
A BUSY YEAB SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
PIONEEB 6 STILL T U R N I N G OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
1981 EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
NATIOHAL OCEAHIC SATELLITE SISTEH
N A S A TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOOB FIBMS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
FY 1981 B U D G E T PBESS BBIEFING
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
P80-10157 05
P80-10206 06
RATIONAL BESEABCH COUNCIL, CANADA
NASA CONTRACTS FOB SHUTTLE EOBOT ARMS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-47] P80-10047 06
NATIONAL SCIENCE FODHD.. WASHINGTON. D.C.
SETEOBITE A N A L Y S I S ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-21 ] P80-10024 06
ANTARCTIC M E T E O R I T E RESEARCHERS FINDING PROMISING
NEW FIELD
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-28] P80-10034 06
NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACBEBS ASSOC.
N A S A NEGOTIATES KITH TEACHEBS GBOUP ON SHUTTLE
STUDENT PROJECT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-65] P80-10064 06
RULES A N N O U N C E D FOR SPACE SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-132] P80-10134 06
NATIONAL SEVEBB STOEHS LAB., OKLA.
L A N G L E Y R E S E A R C H E R S STUDY LIGHTING FBOM INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA
MILESTONE R E A C H E D IN SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E TESTING.
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-26] P80-10026 06
SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-31 ] P80-10030 06
SPACE SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE COMPLETES FIBST FULL
P O W E R TEST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-36] P80-10036 06
SHUTTLE E N G I N E RONS AT 109 PEBCENT OF RATED POWER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-42] P80-10042 06
S H U T T L E E N G I N E PASSES SECOND 109 PEBCENT TEST
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-49] P80-10049 06
S H U T T L E M A I N E N G I N E TEST SHUTS D O W N AFTER SIX
SECONDS
[ NASA RELEASE-80-50] P80-10050 06
SHUTTLE E N G I N E HAS THIBD SUCCESSFUL TEST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-55] P80-10055 06
SHUTTLE COLUMBIA 'S FLIGHT ENGINES TO BE BETESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-60] P80-10059 06
COLUMBIA FLIGHT ENGINES RETESTED SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-80-68] P80-10067 06
SHUTTLE EBGI8E5 KEACH HILESTGBE WITS SUCCESSFUL
TESTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-85] P80-10084 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-97] P80-10097 06
SPACE SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST CUT SHORT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-113] P80-10114 06
N A S A CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PRESIDENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E COMPLETES FLIGHT CEBTIFICATION
TEST CYCLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-182] P80-10190 06
SHUTTLE MAIN PROPULSION TEST SUCCESSFUL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-184] P80-10191 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE ADDED ASSURANCE TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-191] P80-10199 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
N A T U R A L GAS
N A S A STUDY CONFIRMS FEASIBILITY OF U N I Q U E POSEB
PLANT
[NASA BELEASE-80-1U6] P80-10148 06
NATURE MAGAZINE
EABTH MAY HAVE HAD SATUBN-LIKE BIHG 34 MILLION
YEARS AGO
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
NAVAL ELECTBONIC SYSTEMS COMMAND
FOURTH FLTSAICOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
NAVAL BESEABCH LAB., WASHINGTON, O.C.
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
NAVIGATION
SA CELESTIAL NAVIGATION
SA GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
N A S A CONTRACTS FOB TWO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTED
R E C O V E R Y FORCE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
ON-BOAHD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEW
GENERATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
NAVIGATIONAL SATELLITES
S TRANSIT NAVIGATIONAL SATELLITE ^~
RAVI, U.S.
SA N A V A L ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS COMMAND
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
X-15 M A S K S 20TH ANNIVERSARY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTBONAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
N A S A BESEASCB AIRCRAFT SET FOB CABRIER LANDINGS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
A-56
SUBJECT ISDEI BOBAD
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBO4BD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
Ft 1981 B D D G E T FBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
BEBBASKA
HASA ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT




VOIAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBH OK MOV. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SETHEBLAHDS
N A S A SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACDLAB SOLAB FLABE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10091 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[HASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SEDTBAL BDOIA1CI SIHOLATOB
SHOTTLE PBOPOLSIOH IS TOPIC OF TBABSPOBTATIOH
SYSTEM BBIEFIHG
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
HEDTBIHOS
OLTBAVIOLET ASTBOHOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE BEOTBIHO
MASS EVIDENCE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
HEOIBOH STABS
OBBITIHG X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-6 ] P80-10006 06
BASA PBOPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
BEVADA
X-15 M A B K S 20TH A H N I V E H S A B Y
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
HER EHGLAHD
HASA SATELLITE TO MONITOB P E N N S Y L V A N I A ' S GYPSY
HOTH DAMAGE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
HEI EBGLABD JOOBBAL 0? HEDICIBE
NEB HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED OH SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-123] P80-1012S 06
HEW HAHPSHIBE OHIV., DOBHAM
HASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBH ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159J P80-10167 06
BE! JEBSEY COLLEGE OF MEDICINE, 8.J.
HASA TESTIHG 55-TO-65-YEAB-OLDS FOB SPACE FLIGHT
SIBESSES
[HASA BELEASE-80-43] P80-10043 06
HEI MEXICO
VOYAGES SATUBH EHCODBTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
HEB YOBK
BASA ACTIVE IB MT. ST. HELEHS ASSESSMENT
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
BEIS MEDIA
BASA BOT T A K I N G PASSENGEB BESEBVATIONS FOB SHUTTLE
[BASA BELEASE-80-2) P80-10002 06
BOEIBG TO A N A L Y Z E PDTDBE SPACE TBAHSPOBTATIOB HEEDS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
HASA TO BEGIH BBIEFING SEBIES OH SPACE
TBAHSPOBTATIOH SYSTEM
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
SPACE TBAHSPOBTATION SYSTEM BBIEFIBGS BEGIH SEPT. 10
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-138] P80-10110 06
DATA PBOCESSING IS SOBJECT OF TBAHSPOBTATIOH
SYSTEM BBIEFING
[ HASA BELEASE-80-mH] P80-10145 06
SHUTTLE PBOPDLSION IS TOPIC OF TBAHSPOBTATIOH
SYSTEM BBIEFIHG
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SHOTTLE OBBITEB BBIEFIHG SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
J O H H S O N CEHTEB
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
NOTE TO EDITOBS: TECHNICAL SESSIOHS SET FOB TV,
BADIO COVEBAGE OF SPACE SHOTTLE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-168] P80-10175 06
L A B H C H ABD POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
NICKEL-CADMIUM BAT1EBIBS
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES




< H A S A ENEBGY TECHHOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-59A ] P80-10101 06
BIKE BLACK BBABT SOOgDIHG SOCKET
H A S A SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STDDY ECLIPSE
[ H A S A BELEASB-80-2U] P80-10023 06
BIMBOS METEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITES
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEAHS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
H A S A ' S NIMBUS 6 TBACKS BOHBOAT TBIP TO AUSTBALIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
HASA SELECTS EABTfl SADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
COHTBACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
NITB06EH
VOYAGES EHCOOMTEBS S A T U B N : SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-192 ] P80-10202 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
HOAA METEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITES
BOAA-B ENVIBOBMENTAL MOHITOBING SATELLITE MISSION
UNSUCCESSFUL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-82] P80-10081 06
HASA NEGOTIATES COHTBACT FOB SEABCH AND BESCDE
TEBHIHALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
A BUSY YEAS SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[ NASA BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
NASA SELECTS EABTH BADIATIOB BUDGET SATELLITE
COHTBACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
1981 EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BOISE BEDUCTIOH BESEABCH
THBEE CONTBACTS AiABDED FOB SUPEBSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
FBEE BOBLD'S LABGEST W I N D TOBBEL CLOSED FOB
MODIFICATION
[BASA BELEASE-80-125] P80-10133 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[HASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
HOBAO
S HOBTH AHEBICAN AIB DEFENSE COMMAND
A-57
NORFOLK GENEBAL HOSPITAL, VA. SDBJECI IB DEI
IORFOLK GENEBAL HOSPITAL, VA.
H E A T T R E A T M E N T , DETECTION OF CANCEB TAKE
E N G I N E E R I N G K N O W - H O B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-39] P80-10041 06
BORBAB, OKLA.
L A N G L E Y flESEAHCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FBOM IBSIDE OUT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
BOBTH ABEBICA
FIRST INTE1SAT V L A U N C H SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
NOBTH ABERICAN AIB DEFENSE COBHABD
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
HOBIH ABEHICiS AVIATIO1, EL SEGOHDO, Ci.
X-15 H A R K S 20TH A B N I V E R S A B Y
[ NASA RELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
NOBTH CABOLISA
NASA ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMEHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
BOBIAY
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
NOZZLES
SHUTTLE COLUMBIA 'S FLIGHT ENGINES TO BE BETESTED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-60] P80-10059 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES




NASA PBOPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
< N A S A EBEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[ B A S A SELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
NUCLEAR POBBR
V O Y A G E S B A C K G R O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BDCLEAB IASTE HANAGEMEBT
BOEIBG TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF N U C L E A R BASTE
• : FOB BASA
[ N A S A HELEiSE-80-69] P80-10068 06
OAHD, BABAII
B A S A EBEHGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGBAH
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-59 ] P80-10088 06
H A B A I I A N BIND T U R B I N E TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101 ] P80-10101 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEBELL FOB BIBD TDBBINE SYSTEM
CONTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
OAO /OBBITIHG ASTRONOMICAL OBSEBVATOBY/
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
OBSEBVATOBIE DE PARIS, FRANCE
BOBLDBIDE EFFORT PBOVIDES BEB DATA ON SOLAS FLARES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDEB OB NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
OBSEBVATOBIES
S ABECIBO OBSERVATORY, PDEBTO BICO
S GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OBS., FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ.
S GBEENBICH OBSEBVATOBY, ENGLAND
S HABVABD COLLEGE OBS., CAMBRIDGE, BASS.
S HAYSTACK OBSEBVATOBY, BESTFOBD, BASS.
S HIGH ALTITUDE OBSEBVATORY, BOULDEB, COLO.
S KITT PEAK NATIONAL OBS., TDCSOB, ABIZ.
S LOBELL OBSEHVATOBY, FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ.
S BAUNA LOA OBSEBVATORY, HABAII
S OBSEBVATOBIE DE PABIS, FRAHCE
S OBEBS VALLEY BADIO OBS., GOLDSTONE, CALIF.
S SACBAMENTO PEAK OBS., SUBSPOT, B. HEX.
S SMITHSONIAN ASTBOSHYSICAL OBS., MASS.
OBSEBVATOBY SATELLITES
S OAO /DEBITING ASTBONOHICAL OBSEBVATOBY/
S OSO /OBBITIHG SOLAB OBSEBVATOBY/
OCCULTATIOS
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OB NOV. 12
[BASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGER SATUBH EHCODNTER PBESS BBIEFIBG
P80-10213 05
OCEAI SURFACE
NASA TO NEGOTIATE BOSS STUDIES BITH FOUB FIBMS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
OCEANOGRAPHY
SATELLITE SYSTEB TO STUDY OCEABS
[BASA BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
OFFICE OF ADV. EES. AID TECHBOL., HASA
SA OFFICE OF AEBON. AND SPACE TECHNOL. , NASA
OFFICE OF AEBOB. AID SPACE TECHNOL., HASA
NASA FY 1981 BUDGET BRIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-13] P80-10012 06
KILGOSE N A M E D ASSOCIATE ADBINISTBATOB FOR
H A N A G E H E N T OPERATIONS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-35] P80-10035 06
SMYLIE TO H E A D N A S A ' S TRACKING AND DATA FUNCTIONS
[ B A S A RELEASE-80-U1 J P80-10040 06
NASA AEROBADTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CBINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81 ] P80-10079 06
DR. KERREBBOCK NABED TO HEAD NASA'S AERONAUTICS
OFFICE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-156] P80-10164 06
N A S A DEPUTY ADBIBISTEATOB RESIGNS
[ B A S A RELEASE-80-200] P80-10208 06
OFFICE OF APPLICATIOBS, BASA
S OFFICE OF SPACE ABD TESB. APPL-, BASA
OFFICE OF CHIEF SCIEBTISI, RASA
DE. JOHN NAUGLE B A B E D ACTING CHIEF SCIEBTI3T
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-175] P80-10183 06
OFFICE OF EXTERNAL BELATIOBS, HASA
B R I A N B. DUFF N A B E D DIBECTOB, N A S A PUBLIC AFFAIBS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
GRIFFIN BAMED ACTING H E A D OF EXTEBNAL RELATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101] P80-10105 06
OFFICE OF GOV./INDUSTRY AFFAIBS, RASA
GEIFFIB BABED ACTIBG H E A D OF EITEBNAL RELATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-104] P80-10105 06
OFFICE OF IBD. AFF. AID TECS. DHL., HASA
S OFFICE OF SPACE ABD TERR. APPL., BASA
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIBS, HASA
GBIFFIB BAHED ACTING H E A D OF EITEBNAL BELATIOBS
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-10U] P80-10105 06
N A S A AEBONAUTICS DELEGATION BETUBNS FBOB CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
OFFICE OF HABAGEBBBT ADD BUDGET
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFIBG
P80-10157 05
A-58
SUBJECT III DEI OFFICE OF SPACE TBANSPOBt- SIS. OPERATIONS
PBESIDBNT TO ASK FOB FDNDS TO STAHT V E N U S PROJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS, SASA
KILGOBE NASED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOB
M A N A G E M E N T OPEEATIONS
[NASA BELEASE-80-35] P80-10035 06
OFFICE OF PEBSOHBEL MANAGEMENT
NASA AWARDS FIBST BONUSES D N D E B CIVIL SERVICE
BEFOB8 ACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-611] P80-10063 06
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, HASA
B R I A N H. DDFF N A M E D DIBECTOB, N A S A PUBLIC APFAIfiS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
GBIFFIN HABEO ACTING R E A D OF E X T E R N A L BELATIONS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-104] P80-10105 06
OFFICE OF SPACE AND IEBB. APPL.. HASA
SASA FY 1981 BDDGET BBIEFIHG
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-13] P80-10012 06
N A S A CONSIDEBS OPTIONS FOB BESTBBCTOBING L A N D S A T - D
PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-46] P80-10046 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
DB. JOHN H. MCELBOY N A M E D DEPOT! DIBECTOB OF
G O D D A E D C E N T E R
[ M A S A BELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
. NASA AND ONIVEBSITIES TEAM OP FOB MOONT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[SiSA BELEASE-80-143] P80-10144 06
SCIENTISTS TO BEET ON HOONT ST. HELENS'
ATHOSPHEBIC IMPACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-169] P80-10176 06
N A S A SELECTS EABTH RADIATION BDDGET SATELLITE
CONTBACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT, RASA
GBIFFIN N A H E D ACTING H E A D OF E X T E R N A L BELATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101] P80-10105 06
OFFICE OF SPACE SCI. AND APPL., EISA
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA
OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[NASA BELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
NASA FY 1981 BDDGET BRIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-13] P80-10012 06
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA SOONDING ROCKETS TO S T U D Y ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
NASA SELECTS G A M M A BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STODY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
VOYAGEB PICTDBES USED TO HAP JOVIAN BOONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-45] P80-10045 06
A DAY ON SATDBN IS LONGER THAN EARLIER ESTIBATES
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
HABS OBBITEB NEABING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
PBESS BBIEFING SCHEDULED FOB FIBST SBOTTLE SCIEHCE
PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
N A S A DNVEILS FIBST SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
N A S A SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN E N E R G Y OUTPUT
PHOB SUN
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-124] P80-10126 06
TBASSBITTEB SilTCHED OFF ON VIKING OBBITEH 1
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; NEIS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
SURFACE OF V E N D S FBO» PIOSEEB; HESS BRIEFING
P80-10154 05
VOYAGER TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
A N G E L O GUASTAFERBO N A M E D DEPOTY DIBECTOB OF AMES
RESEABCH CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
DB. JOHN NABGLE NABED ACTING CHIEF SCIENTIST
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-175] P80-10183 06
1981 E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
OFFICE OF SPACE TRACKING AID DATA SYSTEMS
N A S A FY 1981 BDDGET BBIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-13] P80-10012 06
SCHNEIDEB TO RETIBE, JOIN PBIVATE INDOSTBY
[ N A S A BELEiSE-80-27] P80-10027 06
SfiYLIE TO H E A D NASA'S TRACKING AND DATA FUNCTIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-41] P80-10040 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOR SPACE TELESCOPE CONTBOL
SYSTEM
[NASA BELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
DR. JOHN H. BCELROY N A M E D DEPDTY DIBECTOB OF
G O D D A B D CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T D R N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGER B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
<HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES - CORRECTION NOTE>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199A] P80-10207 06
OFFICE OF SPACE TBANSPOBT. SYS. OPERATIONS
NASA SET TO LADNCH SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
N A S A EXTENDS HCDONNELL DOUGLAS CONTRACT FOB DELTA
SEBVICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-53] P80-10053 06
N A S A OBDERS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB BABDSABE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
BEISS TO HEAD NASA OPERATIONS OFFICE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
N A S A A B A B D S LETTER CONTBACT FOB DELTA'STBAP-ON
MOTORS
[NASA BELEASE-80-110] P80-10111 06
A BUSY YEAB SEEN FOR EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
( N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
NASA TO LADNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
NASA SIGHS SATELLITE LAUNCH A G R E E M E N T WITH INDIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
FIRST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
A-59
OFFICE OF SPACE TBiHSPOBTATIOH SYSTEMS SUBJECT IHDBZ
SATELLITE L A D N C H AGBEEHENT SIGHED ilTH INDONESIA
[ N A S A EE1EASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
1981 EXPENDABLE LAOSCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OP 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BEIEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
OFFICE OF SPACE TBiBSPOHIATIOS SYSTEMS
N A S A FT 1981 BDDGET BBIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-13] P80-10012 06
SCHNEIDEB TO BETIBE, JOIN PBIVATE INDDSTBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
N A S A TO BEGIN BBIEFING SEBIES ON SPACE
TBABSPOBTATION SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
SPACE TBANSPOBTiTIOH SYSTEM BBIEFINGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-138] P80-10140 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY OIILIZATI-
S OFFICE OF SPACE AND TEBB. APPL., NASA
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGIHEEB, BASA
N A S A BEGINS FLIGHT E Q U I P M E N T DATA B A N K
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-75] P80-10080 06
OFFICE OF TBACKING AND DATA ACQ.. NASA
S OFFICE OF SPACE TBACKING AND DATA SYSTEMS
OFFICE OF OHIVEBSITY AFFAIBS. NASA
GBIFFIN N A M E D ACTING H E A D OF EXTEBNAL BELATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-104] P80-10105 06
OFT
S OBBITAL FLIGHT TESTS
OHIO
S DEPABTBENT OF ENEBGY, OHIO
SATELLITE SYSTEH TO STODY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
H A W A I I A N HIND TUBBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-101 ] P80-10101 06
NASA STUDY CONFIBMS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQUE POUEB
P L A N T
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-146] P80-10118 06
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFUSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
OKIBABA
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
OLYMPUS HOBS /HABS/
M A B S OBBITEB N E A B I N G END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
ON. NASA
S OFFICE OF SPACE AND TEBB. APPL., NASA
OBSALA, SUEDES
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTRONOMY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
ONTABIO, CAHADA
N A S A ACTIVE IN MT. ST. H E L E N S ASSESSBEIIT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
OPTICAL BADAB
N A S A ACTIVE IN MT. ST. H E L E N S ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
N A S A AND DNIVEBSITIES TEAM DP FOB BOOST ST. HELENS
MISSION





OBBIT ATTITUDE ABD MANEUVER SYSTEMS
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STODY OCEANS
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
OBBITAL FLIGHT TESTS
19-YEAB-OLD IS A SASA FLIGHT CONTBOLLEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-4] P80-10001 06
HOUSTON MISSION CONTBOL GEABING UP FOB SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
SHUTTLE COLUMBIA'S FLIGHT ENGINES TO BE BETESTED
[NASA BELEASE-80-60] P80-10059 06
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM EXTENDED
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES BEACH HILESTONE BITH SUCCESSFUL
TESTS
[NASA BELEASE-80-85) P80-10084 06
NASA AIABDS CONTBACT FOB PRODUCTION OF SHUTTLE
EXTEBNAL TANKS
[NASA BELEASE-80-100] P80-10100 06
PBESS BBIEFING SCHEDULED FOB FIBST SHUTTLE SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
NASA UNVEILS FIBST SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
<SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117A] P80-10121 06
BULES A N N O U N C E D FOB SPACE SHUTTLE STUDENT PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-132] P80-10134 06
DATA PBOCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPOBTATIOB
SYSTEM BBIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-144] P80-10145 06
TECHNOLOGICAL IBBOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
SHUTTLE PBOPOLSION IS TOPIC OF TBANSPOBTATION
S Y S T E M BBIEFIBG
[BASA BELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SHUTTLE OBBITEB BBIEFING SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
JOHNSON CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
NOTE TO EDITOBS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOB TV,
BADIO COVEBAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-168] P80-10175 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]




HOUSTON MISSION CONTBOL GEABING OP FOB SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
L A U N C H ABD POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
OBBITAL POSITION
NASA PBOPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
4-60
SUBJECT IHDEZ PAILOADS
HOAA-B E N V I B O N H E N T A L MONITORING SATELLITE MISSION
ONSOCCESSFOI
[NASS BELEASE-80-82] P80-10081 06
OBBITAL SPACE STAIIOS SIOOI
S DEBITING SPACE STATIONS
OBBITAL TBABSPBB VEHICLE
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FUTURE SPACE TRANSPORTATION NEEDS
[HASA BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES






S OAO /ORBITING ASTBONOMICAL OBSEBV4TOBY/
DEBITING SOLAB OBSEBVATOBI
S OSO /ORBITING SOLAB OBSERVATORY/
P80-10206 06
ORBITING SPACE STATIONS
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES












NASA AND UNIVERSITIES TEAM DP FOB HODNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-143] P80-10144 06
ORGANIC CBEHISTBI
HETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
ANTARCTIC HETEOBITE RESEARCHEBS FINDING PROMISING
NES FIELD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-28] P80-10034 06
OSCILLiTOBS
VOYAGES B A C K G R O D N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
OSO /ORBITING SOLAB OBSEBVATOBI/
NASA PROPOSES GAHMA BAY SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
OSS-1
PBESS BRIEFING SCHEDDLED FOR FIRST SHDTTLE SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
[ HASA BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
OSSA
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA
OSTA-1
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
OOT-OF-THE-BCLIPTIC HISSIOH
S SOLAB POLAB MISSION
P80-10206 06
Of ENS VALLEY BADIO OBS., GOLDSfONE. CALIF.
SOBLDBIDE EFFORT PROVIDES NEi DATA ON SOLAR FLARES
[HASA BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
OXFORD ONIV., ENGLAND
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-S6] P80-10056 06
OXXG EN
SA LIQDID OIYGEN
IDE INVESTIGATORS PBESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
INVESTIGATORS FILE REPORT ON CADSE OF SPACESDIT
BACKPACK FIRE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
FY 1981 BDDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
NASA LERIS A W A R D S FUEL CELL CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-170] P80-10178 06
OZONE
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
N A S A AND UNIVERSITIES TEAH OP FOR HOONT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-143] P80-10144 06
P-3A AIRCBAFT
NASA ACTIVE IN HI. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[NASA BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
PACIFIC OCEAB
EARTH HAY HAVE HAD SATURN-LIKE RING 34 MILLION
YEABS AGO
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
FOBBTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
N A S A ' S NIMBDS 6 TBACKS ROHBOAT TBIP TO ADSTBALIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
PALAPA SATELLITES
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEE8EBT SIGNED BITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
PAH
S PAYLOAD ASSIST MODULE
PAPAGO INDIAN RESERVATION, ABIZ.
NASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
PABACHUTES
N A S A SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
SHUTTLE SOLID PROPELLANT MOTORS COMPLETE FIRING
TESTS
[NASA BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06







VOYAGEB SATURN ENCOUNTEB PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGHAM
P80-10216 05
PATENT RAIVEBS
SA INVENTIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS BOARD, NASA
PAILOAD ASSIST MODULE
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SISTERS
SATELLITE






N A S A DOT T A K I N G PASSENGEB RESEBVATIOMS FOB SHUTTLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-2] E80-10002 06
DELTA L A U N C H E S TO CONTINUE; OPBATED DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-22 ] P80-10021 06
INCBEASED SHDTTLE CAPACITY FOB POIAB OBBITS STODIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
N A S A SIGNS CONTBACT TO SEDUCE SHDTTLE E X T E N A L TANK
HEIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-102] P80-10102 06
NASA U N V E I L S FIBST SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117 ] P80-10118 06
<SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117A] P80-10121 06
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
P80-10216 05
PCS
S POWER CONVEBSION SYSTEH
P E N N S Y L V A N I A
S D E P A R T H E N T OF ENVIRON. RES., PA.
P E N N S Y L V A N I A STATE OMIT.
N A S A SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-21] P80-10023 06
P E N N S Y L V A N I A QHIV., PHILADELPHIA
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOR FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ SASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
SA BEIJING, CHINA
U. S. , CHINA AGREE ON LANDSAT GBOUBD STATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1U] P80-1001U 06
N A S A AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT C H I N A
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION RETURNS FROM CHINA
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
C H I N E S E AESONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-1U1 ] P80-10142 06
SOUTH AFBICA TO BUILD L A N D S A T GBOUND STATION
[ HAS4 RELE4SE-80-147] P80-J0119 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES








NASA FY 1981 BUDGET BRIEFING
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-13]
P80-10206 06
P30-10012 06
BICHABD BHITCOMB: AEBONAUTICAL BESEABCH AND THE
BETTER SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
NASA AHABDS FIRST BONUSES UNDEB CIVIL SEBVICE
REFOHH ACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-61] P80-10063 06
PEBSOSBEL APPOIHTJIEHTS
B R I A N a. DUFF N A M E D DIBECTOB,. NASA PUBLIC AFFAIRS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
BICHAHD H. PETERSON N A M E D DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF
LANGLEY CENTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-58] P80-10058 06
BEISS TO HEAD NASA OPERATIONS OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
GBIFFIN NAMED ACTING HEAD OF EXTEBNAL RELATIONS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-10U] P80-10105 06
DB, JOBS H. HCBLBOY BASED DEPUTY DIBECTOB OF
GODDABD CENTER
[NASA HELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
MCCOBMICK SELECTED FOB AIB FORCE POST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-128] P80-10127 06
Dfi. SOBEST A. PfiOSCH TO LE4VE HASA JAS. 20
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-151] P80-10159 06
DB. KEBREBBOCK NAHED TO HEAD NASA'S AEBONADTICS
OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-156J P80-1016U 06
ANGELO GOASTAF2BBO NAHED DEPDTI DIBECTOB OF AMES
BESEABCH CENTER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
DR. JOHN NAUGLE N A H E D ACTING CHIEF SCIENTIST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-175] P80-10183 06
NASA DEPUTY ADHINISTBATOR BESIGNS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-200] P80-10208 06
PETROLOGY
NASA BENEBS LUNAR. INSTITUTE CONTBACT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-73] P80-10072 06
PHILATELY
NASA SPACEPORT OFFERS POSTAL CANCELLATION SERVICE
[NASA RELEASE-80-189] P80-10196 06
PHILIPPIBSS
EARTH HAY HAVE HAD SATURN-LIKE BING 3H MILLION
YEABS AGO
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
SATELLITE LAUNCH A G R E E M E N T SIGNED KITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-183] P80-1019I4 06
PBOBOS
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDHN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES SATUBN ENCODNTEB PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
PHOEBE
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PHOSPHORIC-ACID
NASA LEHIS AHABDS FUEL CELL CONTBACT












V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES BACKGBODNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
VOYAGES SATUBN ENCOUNTER PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGHAB>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A ] P80-10101 06
A-62
SUBJECT IBDEI PLABBTS
PHOTOVOLTAIC TEST AND DEMONSTRATION PBOJ.
<NASA ENERGI TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101I 06
PBS
S PtIBLIC HEALTH SEBVICE
PHYSICAL BEVIBI LETTEES
OLTH&VIOLET ASTBONO8Y YIELDS POSSIBLE NEUTRINO
BASS EVIDENCE













HASA HISTOBY OFFICE N A H E S VISITING SCHOLAB[ N A S A BELEASE-80-66] P80-10065 06
PIEBBE ST BABIE COBIB ONI?., PABIS, FBAICE
E X P E R I H E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT[ NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
PILOTS
SHUTTLE ASTBONADTS TO USE BEH FLIGHT SIMULATOR
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-31] P80-10033 06
PBESIDENT TO ASK FOB FUNDS TO STABT VENDS PROJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
X-15 BARKS 20TH A N N I V E R S A R Y
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
COMPOTES ADVISORIES TO AID PILOTS AT SHALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
N A S A RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOR CAHEIEB LANDINGS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-111 ] P80-10112 06
BESEABCH AIRCRAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOARD TESTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
NASA TO STDDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" OB PILOT
PERFORMANCE





V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T D R N OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E R B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
VOYAGES EBCOONTEBS SATOBS: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ BASA HELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL JOBBING ODT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
V O Y A G E R SATDRN EHCODNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
PIOHEEB VENDS PROJECT
L U N A R AND PLANETARY CONFEBENCE HILL BE MARCH 17-21
IN HODSTON[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29J P80-10028 06
N A H E S PROPOSED FOB NEILY-IDENTIFIED FEATURES ON
V E B U S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
THE SOBFACE OF VENDS FROM PIONEEB
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
S U R F A C E OF VENDS FBOH PIONEEB; NEBS BRIEFING
P80-10151 05
PIONEEB 11
VOYAGES 1 SATOBB E N C O U N T E R
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-1U5] P80-101U7 06
PITTSBURGH OBIV., PA.
ABTABCTIC METEOBITE BESEARCHEBS FIBDIBG PBOBISIBG
HEM FIELD






HETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEARCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-21] P80-10021 06
VOYAGER 1 SATDRN ENCOUNTER
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-115] P80-10147 06
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12










LDNAB AND PLANETARY CONFERENCE HILL BE MABCR 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[BASA BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
HOBKSHOP EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
NEXT 25 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10136 06
PLANETARY OBBIT
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06





VOYAGEB 1 SATDBN ENCODNTES
[NASA BELEASE-80-145]





EARTH MAY H A V E BAD SATDRB-LIKE RING 34 MILLION
YEARS AGO
[HASA BELEASE-80-86J P80-10085 06
VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBB ON NOV. 12





A DAY ON SATDRB IS LONGER THAN E A R L I E R ESTIMATES
[HASA BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06











PLAHIS /BOTAHY/ SUBJECT ISDBI
SA VENDS /PLANET/
LUNiB AND P L A N E T A R Y CONFEBENCE WILL BE MARCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29J P80-10028 06
PLAHTS /BOTiHV
BOEING TO ANALYZE FOTUEE SPACE TEAHSPOBTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
PLASMA CLOOO
DEBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EAENS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
PLASHA PHYSICS
NASA SET TO L A O N C H SOL4B FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOR FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOR CHEMICAL RELEASE MODDLE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
PBESS BRIEFING SCHEDULED FOB FIRST SHUTTLE SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-Ht] P80-10115 06
N A S A U N V E I L S FIRST SHUTTLE SCIENCE P A Y L O A D
[ N A S A RELEASE-SO-117] P80-10118 06
V O Y A G E R TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E S B A C K G B O D N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
PLASTICS
S TEFLON /TRADEMARK/
PLUM BROOK EES. SIA., SANDUSKY, OHIO
BOEING AND G E N E R A L ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LARGE M I N D TURBINES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-10] P80-10018 06
NASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06 .
<NASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEHELL FOR W I N D TURBINE SYSTEM
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA HELEASE-80-1«8] P80-10150 06
PLUTONIUM 238
V O Y A G E R B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
POGO EFFECTS
SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
N A S A ' S NIMBUS 6 TRACKS ROWBOAT TRIP TO AUSTRALIA
[NASA BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
P80-10216 05
POINTING SYSTEMS
N A S A OHDEBS ADDITIOHAL SPACELAB HABDBARE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
VOYAGES B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ SASA BELEASE-80-160]
POLAND
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES




SURFACE OF VENUS JROH PIONEER; NEBS BRIEFING
P80-10151 05
POLAB OB BIT
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES




NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E F U T U R E SPACE TRAHSPOHTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
WORLDWIDE EFFORT PROVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAR FLARES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-120J P80-10120 06






NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAS FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
WORLDWIDE EFFOBT PROVIDES NEK DATA ON SOLAR FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199 ] P80-10206 06
INCBEASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB ORBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
POLYMEBS
BASA LEWIS A W A R D S $150,980 GRANT TO MINOBITY
UNIVERSITY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-171] P80-10182 06
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
S POSTAL SERVICE, U.S.
POSTAL SEBVICE, U.S.
NASA SPACEPORT OFFERS POSTAL CANCELLATION SERVICE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-189] P80-10196 06
POTASSIUM
NASA TO TEST MEN FOR FLUID LOSS D U R I N G
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
POBEB
S BBAYTON SYSTEM
S ELECTRIC POWER G E N E R A T I O N




DEDICATION SET FOR BEFUSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
POBEB FACTOR CONTROLLER
N A S A ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
POBEB MODULES
TBO FIRMS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOBATT POBEB SYSTEM
DESIGN STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
PBATT AND BHITIEI AIECHAFT




S PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
PBESSUBE
SA BLOOD PBESSUBE
INVESTIGATOBS FILE BEPOHT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIRE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
A-64
SUBJECT IHDEI BADAB




IKVESTIGATOBS FILE REPOBT OS CAOSE OF SPACESOIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
PBESSOBE SUIT
S SPACE SUITS
PBIHCE ALBBBT GHO08D STATICS. SASKATCHBIAB
SOOTH AFBICA TO BOILD LASDSAT G B O H N D STATION









SA SPINNING SOLID OPPEB STAGE
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]




NASA EXHIBIT AT FABSBOBOOGH AIB SHOB TO HIGHLIGHT
AIBCBAFT BESEABCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
PBOPOLSIOS
SA ADVANCED PBOPOLSION SYSTEMS
SA SPACECBAFT PBOPOLSION
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
NASA AUABDS COSTBACT FOB PBODOCTION OF SHOTTLE
EXTEBNAL TANKS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-100] P80-10100 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPHENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
PEOPOLSIVE-LIFT AIBCBAFT TECHHOLOGI
SASA BESEABCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIEB LANDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-111J P80-10112 06
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
PHOTOS RADIATION
NASA SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACOLAB SOLAB FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10091 06
POBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE
LABGE AODIENCE EXPECTED FOB SATOBN EBCOUHTEK
[NASA BELEASE-80-161] P80-10173 06
POBLIC HEALTH SEBVICE
SASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59]. P80-10088 06
<NASA ESEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGKAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
POBLIC BELATIOHS
BBIAS M. DOFF N A M E D DIBECTOB, SASA POBLIC AFFAIBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
POBLICATIOBS
S AEBOHAOTICS
S ASTBONAOTICS AND AEBOBAOTICS
S FOBTONE HAGAZIHE
S NATOBE MAGAZINE
S NEU ESGLASD JOOBBAL OF MEDICINE
S PHYSICAL BEVIEB LETTEBS
POLSARS
OBBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
N A S A PBOPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ S A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
POMPS
S HEAT POMPS
POBDOE OBIV., LAFAYETTE, IBD.
N A S A SATELLITE TO AID TIMBEB IBDOSTBY IN M A N A G I N G
FOBEST LANDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-14] P80-100U* 06
PYBOTECHSIC DEVICES
VOYAGEB BACKGBOOBDEB
[SASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
Q
QCGAT EHGIBE
S QOIET CLEAN GEN. AVIATION TOBBOFAN ENGINE
QSBA
S QOIET SRORT-HAOL BESEABCH AIBCBAFT
QUARANTINE
MABS OBBITEB BEABISG ESD OF MISSION
[SASA BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
QOABTZ
DIBECT SON-POHEBED LASER DEMOSSTBATED AT NASA CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-196] P80-10210 06
QOASAB
S QOASI-STELLAB BADIO SODBCE
QOASI-STELLAB BADIO SODBCE
OBBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABHS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
NASA PBOPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
IDE INVESTIGATORS PBESEST FISDIBGS
[SASA BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOHY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STODIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
QDIET CLBAB GEB. AVIATION TORBOFAN BBGISE
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
QOIET SHOBT-HAOL HBSEABCB AIBCBAFT
NASA RESEABCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIEB LANDINGS
[SASA BELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[SASA BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
FY 1981 BODGET PBESS BBIEFISG







SA SYSTHETIC APEBTOBE BADAH
SA V E N D S OBBITING IMAGING BADAB
COMPOTES ADVISOBIES TO AID PILOTS AT SMALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[SASA RELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
NASA BESDHES TESTING TO BEDOCE AIBCBAFT VOBTICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
A-65
HADiB ALTIMETEB SOBJEC1 INDEX
NASA N E G O T I A T E S CONTBACT FOE CHEHICAL EE1EASE MODULE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
HA DAE ALTIHET.EB
SURFACE OF V E N D S FBOM PIONEEB; NEKS BBIEFIHG
P80-10154 05
BADAB MAPPING
NSHES PBOPOSED FOB NEBLY-IDENTIFIED FESTU'BES OS
V E N D S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
THE SOBFACE OF V E N D S FEOM PIONEEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
NASA EADAE E X P E R I M E N T DISCOVEBS M A Y A N CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06




SA GALACTIC B A D I A T I O N
SA I N F E A E E D B A D I A T I O N






N A S A ENGINEEES H O N O B E D AT JET PBOPULSION LABOBATOBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
BADIATIOB BELTS
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOM JDPITEB
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
BADIATIOS DETECTORS
H O B L D W I D E EFFOBI PEOVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAE FLAEES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
V O Y A G E S B A C K G B O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BADIO ASTBONOHI
SA QUASI-STELLAB BADIO SODBCE
.NASA SELECTS G A H H A BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STUDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
A DAY ON SATOEN IS LONGER T H A N EABLIER ESTIMATES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06-
V O Y A G E S TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOEN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E S B A C K G B O O N D E E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
N A S A ADAPTS BADIO ASTEONOHY TECHNIQUES FOE EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-187] P8J-10195 06
BADIO COMMUNICATIONS
NASA STUDIES PBEDICT FIVEFOLD GBOSTH IN
T E L E C O M M U N I C A T I O N S BY Y E A B 2000
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-19] P80-10019 06
COHPDTEE ADVISOBIES TO AID PILOTS AT SMALL
AIBPOETS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
VOYAGES 1 SATDBN ENCODNTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U5]
VOYAGES B A C K G R O D N D E E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
P80-101I»7 06
P80-10172 06
NOTE TO EDITOBS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOB TV,
BADIO COVEBAGE OF SPACE SHDTTLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-168] P80-10175 06
N A S A ' S N I M B U S 6 TRACKS BOWBOAT TRIP TO ADSTBALIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
N A S A ENGINEEBS HONOBED AT JET PBOPDLSION LABOBATOBY
[ N A S A EEIBASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TDBNIKG OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEAES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-191*] P80-10203 06
BADIO COBP. OF AMEBICA
1981 E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
BADIO COBF. OF AMEBICA, PISCATAiAY, H.J.
A B U S Y YEAB SEES FOB EXPENDABLE LADNCH VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
BADIO GALAXIES
NASA PBOPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
BADIO SCIENCE
WORLDWIDE EFFOBT PEOVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[NASA BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBB ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1S9] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB B A C K G R O D N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
V O Y A G E B SATDBN ENCODNTEB PEESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
BADIO STABS
S QDASI-STBLLAB BADIO SOOBCE
BADIO TECHHICAL COBMI3SIOB FOB AEBONAOTICS
N A S A BESEABCHEBS IMPROVE AIBCBAFT E M E R G E N C Y
TBANSMITTEES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
BADIO TELESCOPES
WORLDWIDE EFFOET PEOVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAB FLARES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P8Q-10120 06
BADIO TBANSMISSION
MASS OBBITEB NEABING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
N A S A STABTS SOLAB FLAEE "HOTLINE" SEBVICE
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
N A S A BESEABCHEBS IMPBOVE AIBCBAFT EMEBGENCY
TEANSMITTEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
TEANSMITTEH SWITCHED OFF ON VIKING OBBITEB 1
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-129 ] P80-10128 06
BADIO WAVES
V O Y A G E S ENCODNTEES SATDBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192 ] P80-10202 06
V O Y A G E B SATDBN ENCODNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
BiDIOHELIOGEAPH
W O E L D W I D E EFFOBT PBOVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAB FLAEES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
BADIOISOTOPE TflEBMOELECTBIC GENEBATOES
V O Y A G E B BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
N A S A SELECTS HUGHES FOE JDPITEB MISSION CONTBACT
NEGOTIATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-171 ] P80-10179 06
BiDIOHETEBS
SA MICROWAVE EADIOHETEBS
SA VAS /VISSB ATMOSPHERIC SOONDEB/
NASA AND DNIVEBSITIES TEAM DP FOB MOUNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-143] P80-10144 06
NASA SELECTS EABTH BADIATION BODGET SATELLITE
CONTBACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
SDEJECT IBDEI BESBABCH AND DBVELOPBEBT
BADIOPHYSICS, IHC., BODLDEB. COLO.
& DAY OS SATUBN IS LONGER T H A N EARLIEB ESIIS4TES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
V O Y A G E R BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BAHD COBF.
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE 100K AT SATOBN OH MOV. 12
[NASA HELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BAID COBF., SABTA HOHICA, CALIF.
V O Y A G E B PICTOBES OSED TO BAP JOVIAB BOONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-U5] P80-10045 06
B A N G E SAFETT
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
BC1 ASTBO-ELECTBOB. DIT., PBIHCETO8, i.J.
NASA TO BEGOTIATE BOSS STUDIES WITH FODB PIBBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
EGA SATELLITES
1981 EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
BECKLIBG PEAK, ASTABCTICA
ANTABCTIC METEORITE BESEABCHEBS FINDING PBOHISING
NEi FIELD




L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITITITIES
P80-10211 05
BEDOX BATTEBIES
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-1010<1 06
N A S A SETS D E V E L O P M E N T PLAN FOB FLUID BATTEBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-161] P8O-10177 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
•BEDOBDANCY
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEH
GESEBATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
BEEHTBI
OB-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEING PBODUCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
SHUTTLE ASTBONADTS TO USE NEH FLIGHT SIMDLATOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-34] P80-10033 06
X-15 BASKS 20TH A N N I V E B S A B Y
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EABTH MAGNETIC FIELD
CHANGING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
THE OEBITAL PLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
P80-10216 05
BEEHTBI COBTBOL
HOUSTON MISSION CONTBOL GEABING DP FOB SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
BEEHTBY HEiTIBG
CONTHACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTEBNATE SHUTTLE
THEBMAL SYSTEM
[NASA BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
BEGDLATOBS
IBVESTIGATOBS FILE BEPOBT OH CAUSE OF SPACESOIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[BASA BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
BEIMBOBSABLE LAUNCHINGS
A BUSY YEAB SEES FOB EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1UO] P80-10141 06
FOUBTH FLTSATCOB TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
1981 EXPENDABLE L A D N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A B N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[BASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BBLATIVITI THEOBI
VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OB NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
N A S A ENGIBEEBS HONOBED AT JET PBOPDLSION LABOBATOBY
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
RELIABILITY
SA EQUIPMENT FAILUBE
INVESTIGATES FILE BEPOBT OB CAUSE OF SPACESDIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ B A S A EELEASE-80-91 ] P80-10091 06
BEMOTE HAilPULATOB SYSTEM
N A S A CONTBACTS FOB SHUTTLE BOBOT ASMS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-47] P80-10047 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSING TECHNOLOGY IB THE NEB
GEBEBATIOS OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05






LUNAS AND PLANETABY COBFEBEBCE IILL BE HABCH 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
BEQUEST FOB PBOPOSALS
PBOPOSALS SOUGHT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
COMPETITION PLABBED FOB STUDENT SCIENCE
EXPEBIBENTS IN SPACE
[NASA BELEASE-80-20] P80-10020 06
ALTEBNATE OBBITEB THEBBAL PBOTECTIOB TO BE STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-40] P80-10039 06
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT
SA QUIET SHOBT-HADL BESEABCH AIBCBAFT
SA XV-15 AIBCBAFT
X-15 MASKS 20TH AHNIVEBSABY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37]
BESEABCH AND DEVELOPMENT
SA AEBOBADTICAL BESEABCH
SA E N E B G Y BESEABCH AND DEVELOPMENT
SA HATEBIALS BESEABCB
BASA FY 1981 BUDGET BBIEFIHG
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-13]
X-15 BABKS 20TH ANRIVEBSABY





BESEABCH AHD PBOGBAH MANAGEMENT SUBJECT ISDN
HOBKSHOP EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
N E X T 25 TEABS
[NASA BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
NASA AND UNIVERSITIES TEAS OP FOB M O U N T ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-143] P80-10111 06
N A S A LEMIS ABABDS $150,980 GBANT TO MINOBITY
U K I V E B S I T Y
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17a] P80-10182 06
P80-10012 06
BESEABCH AHD PBOGBAH MANAGEMENT
NASA FY 1981 BUDGET BBIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-13]
BESEABCB GBABTS
S UNIYEHSITY PBOGRAMS
BESEABCB OB ATMOSPHEBIC VOLCANIC EHISSIOBS
NASA AND UNIVEBSITIES TEAM UP FOB MOUNT ST. HELENS
MISSION




S C H N E I D E B TO BETIBE, JOIN PBIVATE I N D O S T B Y
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
BICHAHD HHITCOMB: AERONAUTICAL EESEABCH AND THE
BETTEB SHAPE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
DB. KEBBEBROCK N A M E D TO HEAD N A S A ' S AEBONAUTICS
OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-156] P80-10164 06
DB. J O H N N A U G L E N A M E D ACTING CHIEF SCIENTIST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-175] P80-10183 06
BEOSABLE HABDIABE
SHUTTLE SOLID PEOPELLANT MOTOBS COMPLETE FIRING
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
S B E Q U E S T FOB PROPOSALS
BHEA
V O Y A G E S 1 SATUBN ENCODNTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115] P80-10147 06
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B E N C O U N T E B S S A T U R N : SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
V O Y A G E K SATUBN ENCOUNTER PRESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
BBODA, SPAIN
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
BL-10 BOCKET ENGINE




S REMOTE M A N I P U L A T O B SYSTEM
BOBOTS
W O R K S H O P EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
N E X T 25 Y E A R S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199]
BOCKET ENGIHES
SA CASTOB 1 BOCKET ENGINE
P80-10206 06
SA F-1 ROCKET E N G I N E
SA J-2 BOCKET E N G I N E
SA LIQUID PBOPELLAMT BOCKET ENGINES
SA BL-10 ROCKET ENGINE
SA SOLID PBOPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
SA SOLID BOCKET BOOSTEBS
SA SOLID ROCKET MOTOB
SA SPINNING SOLID DPPEB STAGE
SA SSHE /SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE/
DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINUE; U P R A T E D DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
BOCKET RESEARCH CORP., IASB.
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BOCKETDYNE
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SPACE SHUTTLE PBESS CONFEBENCE
P80-10156 05
BOCKETDYNE, CANOGA PABK, CALIF.
SHUTTLE E N G I N E B U N S AT 109 PERCENT OF RATED POHEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-12] P80-10042 06
SHUTTLE ENGINE PASSES SECOND 109 PEBCENT TEST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-49] P80-10049 06
COLUMBIA FLIGHT ENGINES BETESTED SCHEDULED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-68] P80-10067 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES BEACH HILESTONE WITH SUCCESSFUL
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-85] P80-10084 06 -
SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE COMPLETES FLIGHT CERTIFICATION-
TEST CYCLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-182] P80-10190 06
SPACE SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE ADDED A S S U R A N C E TESTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-191] P80-10199 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06







X-15 H A R K S 20TH A N N I V E R S A R Y
[ NASA-BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
BOCKS
THE SOBFACE OF V E N U S FROM PIONEER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
SURFACE OE VENUS FROM PIONEEB; N E B S BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
V O Y A G E R ENCOUNTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
BOCKBELL IHTEBN. COBP., CAHOGA PABK, CA.
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEBELL FOB B I N D T U R B I N E SYSTEM
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
. [NASA BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
EOCKBELL IHTZRBATIONAL COBP.
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPBENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
SHUTTLE M A I N PROPULSION TEST SUCCESSFUL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-184] P80-10191 06
EOCKBELL INTERNATIONAL COBP., CALIF.
TWO FIBHS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOBATT POBEB SYSTEM
A-68
SUBJECT IBDBX SABDIA LABS., ALBUQUEBQUE. I. HEX.
DESIGN ST0DIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
NASA BESEABCH AIBCBAFT SET fOB CABEIEB LASDIHGS
[ N A S A BEIEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
N A S A TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FODfi FIBMS
[NASA BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
BOCKSELL IBTEBBATIOBAL COBP., DOINEI. CA.
SHUTTLE SAIN E N G I N E TEST BEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
SHUTTLE ASTBONADTS TO DSE HER FLIGHT SIMULATOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-31] P80-10033 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTEBNATE SHUTTLE
THEBMAL SYSTEM
[BASA BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
BOHE 0817.
NASA SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
BOBE DBIV., ITALI
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
BOSHAS TBACKING STATION, B.C.
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[SASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BOTABI BIBS AIBCBAFT
SA HELICOPTEBS
SA BSBA /BOTOB SYSTEMS BESEABCH AIBCBAFT/
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
BOTATIBG VEHICLES
SUBFACE OF VENUS FBOH PIONEEB; NEWS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
BOTATIOBAL EFFECTS
SUBFACE OF VENUS FBOH PIONEEB; NEKS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
NASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOHY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
BOTOB SYSTEHS BESEABCH AIBCBAFT
S BSBA /BOTOB SYSTEMS BESEABCH AIBCBAFT/
BOTOBCBAFT
S BOTABY WING AIBCBAFT
BOTOBS
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM
[NASA BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
HAWAIIAN HIND TUBBIBE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[NASA BELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[NASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
DBYDEN CENTEB BECEIVES TILT-BOTOB EXPEBIMENTAL
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
BSBA /BOTOB SISIEBS BESEABCH AIBCBAFT/
ANGELO GOASTAFEBBO NAMED DEPUTY DIBECTOB OF AMES
BESEABCH CENTEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
BT6
S BADIOISOTOPE THEBHOELECTBIC GENEBATOBS
BUBBEB
VOYAGES BACKGBOUHDEB
[HASA HELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BOBIAIS
COMPUTES ADVISOBIES TO AID PILOTS AT SHALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06








VOYAGES ENCOUBTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
S-11 /SATOBB HOOI/
VOYAGES ENCOUNTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
S-12 /SATUBB MOON/
VOYAGES ENCOUBTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BE1EASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
S-13 /SATOBB MOOB/
VOYAGES ENCOUNTEBS S A T U B N : SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
s-i« /SATOBI noon/
VOYiGEB EHCOUNTEBS SiTUBB: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
S-15 /SATUBM BOO!/
VOYAGES ENCOUNTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
SACBABEHTO PEAK DBS.. SOBSPOT, I. MEI.
W O R L D W I D E EPFOBT PEOVIDES BED DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[ H A S A BELEiSE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SAFETY FACTOB
INVESTIGATOBS FILE BEPOBT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIBE




LAUNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
SALTS
BASA TO TEST MEN FOB FLUID LOSS DUBING
WEIGHTLESSNESS




N A S A BESEABCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIEB LANDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
SAN FBAICISCO UNIV., CALIF.
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
SAN PBABCISCO, CALIF.
N A S A ' S NIMBUS 6 TBACKS BORBOAT TBIP TO AUSTBALIA
[SASA BELEASE-80-1T7] P80-10185 06
BASA ADAPTS BADIO ASTBONOMY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
SAN HABCD EQOATOBIAL BABGE, IIDIAH OCEAB
NASA SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STODY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
SAB BABCO SEA-GOIBG PLAXPORB
A BOSY YEAB SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES
[BASA BELEASE-80-110] P80-10141 06
SABDIA LABS., ALBOQOBBQOE, S. BEZ.
BASA SOONDIHG SOCKETS TO STODY ECLIPSE
[NASA BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
A-69
SAHTA CLABA OHIV., CALIF. SUBJECT IBDBI
N A S A SETS DEVELOPHEST PLAN FOB FLUID BATTEBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-161] P80-10177 06
SAHTA CLABA ONIV.« CALIF.
KORKSHOP E X A M I N E S POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
N E X T 25 YEAES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
SAHTA FE, H. HEX.
NASA TO LAUNCH FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
SAHTA SDSANA TEST FACILITY, CALIF.




NASA BESEAECHERS IMPROVE AIRCBAFT EMERGENCY
TRANSMITTERS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199]
SAS
NASA PBOPOSES G A S H A RAY SATELLITE




N A S A SIGNS SATELLITE L A U N C H A G B E E M E N T BITH INDIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-176] P80-10181 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H A G B E E M E N T SIGNED HITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
1981 EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS, HCLEA1, VA.
A BUSY YEAH SEEN FOB E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
N A S A TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[HASA BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
SATELLITE SOLAS POWER STATIONS
< N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGHAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-1010U 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SATELLITES
SA BIOSATELLITES
SA C O M M U N I C A T I O N SATELLITES
SA COS-B
SA COSMIC RAY ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT
SA DE/DYNAHICS EXPLORER/
SA EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE SYSTEM
S& PLTSATCOM SATELLITE
SA GOES /GEOSTAT. OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. SAT./
SA GBO/GAMMA HAY OBSERVATORY/
SA HCMM /HEAT CAPACITY HAPPING MISSION/
SA flEAO /HIGH ENEBGY ASTRONOMICAL OBS./
SA INTELSAT SATELLITES
SA IRAS / I N F R A R E D ASTRONOMY SATELLITES/
SA 1SEE / INTERNATIONAL SUN EABTH EXPLORER/
SA IUE / INTERNATIONAL DLTBAVIOLET EXPLORER/
SA I A N D S A T 3
SA MAGSAT /MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE/
SA BABINEB SPACE PBOBES
SA HETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
SA NIMBUS METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
Si KOAA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
SA OAO /ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY/
SA PALAPA SATELLITES







SA SHE /SOLAR MESOSPHEBIC EXPLOBEB/
SA TETHEBED SATELLITES
SA TBANSIT NAVIGATIONAL SATELLITE
SA V E N E B A SATELLITES
ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH EXTENDED
[ NASA RELEASE-80-7I»] P80-10073 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOUB FIRMS
[ N A S A BELEASE-BU-103] PSO-10103 06
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FOTOBE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
HOBKSHOP EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
N E X T 25 YEARS
[ NASA BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
SATDRH /PLAIET/
SA TITAN
METEORITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEARCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-21] P80-10021 06
VOYAGES PICTURES USED TO HAP JOVIAN MOONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1»5] P80-10045 06
15TH MOON OF JOPITEB DISCOVERED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-61] P80-10060 06
A DAY ON S A T U R N IS LONGEB THAN EARLIER ESTIMATES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
STATOS OF VOYAGER SPACECRAFT, J U N E 9, 1980
[ NASA BELEASE-80-83] P80-10082 06
EABTH MAY H A V E HAD SATURN-LIKE SING 34 MILLION
YEARS AGO
[NASA RELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
STATUS OF V O Y A G E R SPACECRAFT, AUG. 4, 1980
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-121] P80-10123 06
< V O Y A G E H 1/SATOBN ENCOONTEB>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-145A] P80-10151 06
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
STATOS OF VOYAGER SPACECRAFT, OCT. 28, 1980
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-162 ] P80-10168 06
V O Y A G E R BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
SATUBB ATHOSPHEBB
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES ENCOUNTERS SATURN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A RBLEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199) 'P80-10206 06
V O Y A G E R SATURN ENCOUNTER PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
SATUBB EBCOONTEB
METEORITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEARCH FOR LIFE
[ N A S A HBLEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
A DAY ON SATUBN IS LONGEB THAN EABLIES ESTIMATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
STATUS OF VOYAGER SPACECBAFT, J U N E 9, 1980
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-83] P80-10082 06
STATUS OF VOYAGES SPACECRAFT, AUG. 4, 1980
[NASA BELEASE-80-121 ] P80-10123 06
16TH MOON OF JDPITEB DISCOVERED IN SPACECRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-139] P80-10146 06
VOYAGES 1 SATDBN ENCOUNTER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-145] P80-10147 06
A-70
SUBJECT IHDEI SCIENCE APPLICATIOBS. IIC.
V O Y A G E R TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBH ON NOT. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
STATUS OF VOYAGES SPACECRAFT. OCT. 28, 1980
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-162] P80-10168 06
LARGE AUDIENCE EXPECTED FOR SATDRN ENCOUNTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-164] P80-10173 06
STATUS OF VOYAGER SP4CECBAFT, JAN. 1, 1981
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-193] P80-10200 06
VOYAGES ENCOUNTERS SATURN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
V O Y A G E R S A T U R N ENCOUNTER PRESS BBIEFIHG
P80-10213 05
SATUBS EIPLOBATIOS
V O Y A G E R B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE
N A S A TO BEGIN BRIEFING SERIES ON SPACE
TBANSPORTATION SYSTEH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06




V O Y A G E R 1 SATURN ENCOUNTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-145] P80-10147 06
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGER ENCOUNTEBS SATDBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
SATUBI BUGS
VOYAGES 1 SATOBN ENCOUNTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-145] P80-10147 06
VOYAGES ENCOUNTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
V O Y A G E S S A T U B N ENCODNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
SATOBI SURFACE
A DAY ON SATURN IS LONGER T H A N EABLIEB ESTIHATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
SBS SATELLITES
A BUSY YEAR SEEN FOR EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
NASA TO L A U N C H FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEBS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
1981 EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-BO-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SCATTEBOBETBB
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES KITH FOUB FIRBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
SCHOLASTIC COOPERATIOH
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[HASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
COBPBTITION PLANNED FOB STUDENT SCIENCE
E X P E R I M E N T S IN SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-20] P80-10020 06
NASA SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[HASA RELEASE-80-21] P80-10023 06
BETEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-21] P80-10024 06
ANTABCTIC BBTEOBITE BESEABCHEBS F I N D I N G PROMISING
NEB FIELD
[NASA BELEASE-80-28] P80-10034 06
HEAT TREATHENT, DETECTION OF CANCEB TAKE
E N G I N E E R I N G KNOH-HOV
[NASA BELEASE-80-39] P80-10041 06
NASA TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAR-OLDS FOR SPACE FLIGHT
STRESSES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-43] P80-10043 06
N A S A SATELLITE TO AID TIBBER INDUSTRY IN BANAGING
FOBEST LANDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-44] P80-10044 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BI SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 . 06
E X P E R I B E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB PLIGHT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES SITH TEACHERS GBODP ON SHUTTLE
STUDENT PROJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-65] P80-10064 06
N A S A HISTOBY OFFICE NABES VISITING SCHOLAB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-66] P80-10065 06
N A B E S PROPOSED FOB NEILY-IDENTIFIED FEATUBES ON
V E N U S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
N A S A BENEBS LDNAR INSTITUTE CONTRACT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-73] P80-10072 06
N A S A RADAR EXPERIBENT DISCOVERS BAYAN CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-RAYS FBOB JUPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
L A N G L E Y SESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
W O R K S H O P EXABINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
NEXT 25 YEARS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
NASA TO TEST NEI STOBB OBSEBVATION INSTRUBENT IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
NASA AND UNIVERSITIES T E A B UP FOR BOUNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-80-143 ] P80-10144 06
SURFACE OF VENUS FBOB PIONEEB; NEIS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HASA LEHIS AIARDS $150,980 GRANT TO M I N O R I T Y
UNIVERSITY
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-174] P80-10182 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1930 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SCHOCHBLI, ARIZ.
N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
SCI SYSTEBS. INC., HDBISVILLE, ALA.
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
SCIENCE APPLICATIOBS, INC.
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
4-71




COMPETITION P L A N N E D FOB STDDENT SCIENCE
EXPEBIMENTS IN SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-20] P80-10020 06
L A N G L E Y R E S E A R C H E R S STUDY LIGHTIH6 FBOS IKSIDE OB"
[NASA BELEiSE-80-130] P80-10131 06
BOLES A N N O U N C E D FOB SPACE SHUTTLE STUDENT PBOJECT





SHOTTLE PBOPOLSION IS TOPIC OF TBANSPOBTATION
SYSTEM BBIEFIHG
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SCIENTISTS TO M E E T ON MOUNT ST. HELENS'
ATMOSPHERIC IMPACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-169] P80-10176 06
DB. JOHN NADGLE N A M E D ACTING CHIEF SCIENTIST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-175] P80-10183 06
SCOOT LiOUCH VEHICLE
A BOSY YEAS SEEN F O B ' E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10111 06
1981 E X P E N D A B L E L A O N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
SEABCB AND RESCUE
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB SEABCB AND BESCDE
TEBdINALS
' [ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
SEASAT
N A S A BADAS EXPEBIHENT DISCOVEBS M A Y A N C A N A L S






N A S A CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PRESIDENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
SENSOES
SA EEMOTE SENSING
< N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBiM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
VOYAGES B A C K G E O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
ON-BOABD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEK
G E N E R A T I O N OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB
P80-10216 05
SEPS
S SOLAB ELECTBIC PROPULSION STAGE
SEBVICE P'ABBONOBIE. FBABCE
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
SHAKES BESEABCH COBP.. BALLSTOH LAKE, B.Y.
E X P E B I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT








NASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB SEABCH AND RESCUE
TEBMINALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-87] P80-10086 06
SHOCK IAVES
HOBLDBIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES NER DATA OH SOLAB FLAKES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SHOE COTE GROUND STATION, NEiFOUNDLAHD
SOUTH AFRICA TO BUILD LANDSAT G B O U N D STATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-117] P80-10119 06
SHORT HAUL AIBCBAFT
S STOL AIBCBAFT
SHOTTLE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PBOJECT
COMPETITION PLANNED FOB STODENT SCIENCE
E X P E R I M E N T S IN SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-20] P80-10020 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES WITH TEACHERS GBODP ON SHUTTLE
STUDENT PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-65] P80-10064 06
BULES A N N O U N C E D FOB SPACE SHUTTLE STDDENT PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-132 } P80-1013U 06
SILICOI
IUE INVESTIGATOBS PBESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
<NASA ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGRAH>
[HASA BELEASE-80-59A ] P80-1010U 06
NASA LEWIS ABABDS $150,980 GBANT TO MINORITY
UNIVEBSITY
[NASA BELEASE-80-174] P80-10182 06
P80-10172 06
SILVER-ZINC BATTERIES
VOYAGES B A C K G E O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
SIMULATION
SA COMPOTEBIZED SIMULATION
SA SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
METEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-21] P80-10021 06
MILESTONE BEACHED IN SHOTTLE M A I N E N G I N E TESTING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-26] P80-10026 06
N A S A BESEABCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIES LANDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
N A S A TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
PEBFORMANCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-197] P80-1020U 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
SIMULATORS
S FLIGHT SIMULATOR
S N E U T R A L BUOYANCY SIHDLATOB
SIBAI HOSPITAL, BALTIHOBE, HD.
NEH HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
SINGAPORE
SATELLITE LAUNCH AGBEEMENT SIGNED ilTH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELBASB-80-183] F80-10194 06
SIHGEH CO.. LITTLE FALLS, N.J.
V O Y A G E R BACKGBODNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] J80-10172 06
SKILAB PBOGBAB
SCHNEIDEB TO RETIRE, JOIN PRIVATE INDUSTBY
A-72
SUBJECT IBDEI SOLAB PLABBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
SHYLIE TO H E A D N A S A ' S TEACHING AND DATA FUNCTIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-41] P80-10040 06
NASA NEGOTIATES KITH TEACHEBS GROUP ON SHUTTLE
STDDENT PROJECT
[NASA BELEASE-80-65] P80-10064 06
S01AB H A X I H O H HISSIOS; NEDS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
NASA ANNOUNCES HEi FIBE BESISTENT BATEBIAL FOB
AIBCBAFT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
SKTLAB STUDENT PBOJECT
COHPETITION P L A N N E D FOB STDDENT SCIENCE
EXPEBIHENTS IN SPACE




NASA, SHALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SIGN
COOPEBATIVE AGBEEHEHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-54] P80-10054 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SHE /SOLAB HBSOSPHEBIC EIPLOHER/
A BDSI YEAB SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE LADNCH VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
1981 E X P E N D A B L E LADNCH VEHICLE SCHEDDLE A N N O D N C E D
[NASA BELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SHIIHSOHIAN ASTBOPHYSICAL OBS.. HASS.
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOH JOPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
SaiTHSONIAN INSTITUTION. BASHIBGTOg, D.C.
S NATIONAL AIB AND SPACE HDSEUH
SHB
S SOLAB HAXIHOH HISSION
SNOi
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SODIDfl
NASA TO TEST HEN FOB FLDID LOSS D U R I N G
iEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131 ] P80-10132 06
SOLAB ABBAIS
N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SEBVICE AFTEB BBIEF BETIBEHENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-94] P80-10093 06
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SOLAB ATHOSPHEBE
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
HOBLDRIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES NEB DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SOLAB H A X I H D H HISSION; NEIS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
SOLAB CELLS
<BASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL T D B N I N G ODT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
SOLAB COBONA
N A S A SET TO LADNCH SOLAB PLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-16J P80-10016 06
NASA SODNDING BOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
HOBLDIIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES HER DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[NASA BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SOLAB H A X I H D H MISSION; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
PIONEEB 6 STILL TOBNING DOT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
SOLAB CYCLE
SOLAB HAXIHOH HISSION; NEBS BBIEFING
PBO-10153 05
SOLAB ECLIPSE
NASA SOONDING BOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
SOLAB ELECTBIC FOIEB
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POBEBED ENGINE/GENEBATOB FOB
SHALLEB OSEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
< N A S A E N E B G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
SOLAS ELECTBIC PBOP0LSIOB STAGE
FY 1981 BODGET PBESS BBIEFING
HIGHLIGHTS Of 1980 ACTIVITIES




N A S A SET TO LADNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POHEBED ENGINE/GENEBATOB FOB
SHALLEB OSEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[NASA BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
N A S A SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN ENEBGY OOTPBT
FBOH SON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-124] P80-10126 06
SOLAB H A X I H D H HISSION; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
NASA SELECTS HDGRES FOB JOPITEB HISSION CONTBACT
NEGOTIATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
N A S A SELECTS EABTH BADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTBACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
SOLAB ENEBGI CONCEBTBATOB
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A E N E B G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
SOLAB FLABES
NASA SET TO LADNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACDLAB SOLAB FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
PBESS BBIEFING SCHEDULED FOB FIBST SHOTTLE SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
NASA STABTS SOLAB FLABE "HOTLINE" SEBVICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
A-73
SOLAS FOBECAST CENTEB, BOOLDEB, COLO. SUBJECT IHDEZ
W O B L D W I D E EFFORT PROVIDES NEW DATA OH SOLAR FLARES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
N A S A SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN E N E B G Y OUTPUT
F R O M SUN
[ N A S A FELEASE-80-121] P80-10126 06
S O L A R M A X I M U M MISSION; N E W S BRIEFING
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
PBO-10153 05
P80-10206 06
SOLAR FOBECAST CENTEB, BODLDEE, COLO.
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAE FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SOLAB HEAT
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
[ NASA RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
<NAS» E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ HAS* BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
SOLAB HEATING AND COOLIHG
N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGBAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
<NASA ESEBGX TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIOHS PBOGBAK>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SOLAB MAGNETIC FIELD
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB F L A R E SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
N A S A SATELLITE RECOBDS SEECTACULAB SOLAB FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
WOBLDHIDE EFFORT PROVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; N E W S BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
PIONEER 6 STILL T U R N I N G OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-19U] P80-10203 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
N A S A SATELLITE RECORDS SPECTACULAR SOLAR FLABE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
N A S A STABTS SOLAR FLARE "HOTLINE" SERVICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-116] P80-10U7 06
W O R L D W I D E EFFORT PROVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAB FLARES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
N A S A SATELLITE DETECTS C H A N G E S IN E N E R G Y OUTPUT
FBOM SUN
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-12U] P80-10126 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; N E W S BRIEFING
H I G H L I G H T S OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
SOLAB MESOSPHEEIC EXPLOBEB /SHE/




P I O N E E E 6 STILL T D B N I N G OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-19H] P80-10203 06
SOLAE PANEL
NASA E N E B G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SEBVICE AFTER BRIEF BETIBEMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-94] P80-10093 06
<NASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGEAM>
CSASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
NARS OBBITEB HEARING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
TRANSMITTER SWITCHED OFF ON VIKIBG ORBITEB 1
[NASA BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
SOLAB PHISICS
N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
EXPEBIBENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
N A S A UNVEILS FIBST SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[ N A S A HELBASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; NEWS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
SOLAB POLAB MISSION
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
P80-10206 06
H I G H L I G H T S OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199}
SOLAB EOIEB
S SATELLITE SOLAR P O W E R STATIONS
S SPACE POWER
SOLAB PBOBE
S OSO /DEBITING SOLAB OBSEBVATOBY/
S SOLAR POLAB MISSION
SOLAB BADIATIOS
N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
WOBLDWIDE EFFOBT PROVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAB FLASES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
N A S A SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN ENEBGY OUTPUT
FBOM SON
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-12M] P80-10126 06
V O Y A G E R BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
N A S A SELECTS EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
C O N T B A C T O B
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
SOLAB BADIO OBS.. CALGOOBA, ADSTBALIA
W O B L D 8 I D E EFFORT PBOVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAB FLARES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SOLAB RESEARCH
N A S A E N E B G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
SOLAB STOBflS
PIONEEB 6 STILL T U B N I N G OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
SOLAB SISTER
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SOLAB THEBHIOBIC SYSTEMS
< N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-1010U 06
SOLAB WIND
SCIENTISTS DETECT I-EAYS FBOM JUPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGER BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
V O Y A G E R ENCOUNTERS SATOBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
A-71
SUBJECT INDEX SPACE EXPEBIBBITS
PIONEER 6 STILL T U R N I N G OHT DATA APTEB 15 YEAES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-191(] P80-10203 06
SOLID PBOPELLAHT BOCEET ENGINES
SA CASTOR U EOCKET ENGINE
P80-10172 06
VOYAGES B A C K G B O O N D E R
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160]
SOLID PBOPELLAHTS
SA S P I N N I N G SOLID OPPEB STAGE
N A S A CONTRACTS FOB TWO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTER
RECOVERY FORCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
SOLID BOCKET BOOSIEBS
SA SOLID PROPELLANT BOCKET ENGINES
SHUTTLE SOLID PBOPELLANT MOTOBS COMPLETE FIRING
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
N A S A CONTRACTS FOR TBO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTER
BECOVEBY FOBCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
FIRST SHUTTLE L A U N C H HARCH 1981
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-122] P80-1012U 06
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P H E N T OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEB
P80-1015S 05
SHUTTLE PROPULSION IS TOPIC OF TBANSPOBTATION
SYSTEB BBIEPING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SHUTTLE ORBITER HOVE ADVISORY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-173] P80-10181 06
SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E COMPLETES FLIGHT CERTIFICATION
TEST CYCLE
[ N A S A RELEASE-SO-182] P80-10190 06
SHUTTLE TEST ENTERS SECOND HEEK
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-190]
. SPACE SHUTTLE STATUS BEPOBT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-195]
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]





THE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE AND THE SOLID BOCKET
BOOSTEE
P80-10211 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
SOLID SOCKET MOTOR
SHUTTLE SOLID PBOPELLANT HOTOBS COMPLETE FIRING
TESTS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
N A S A TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
FIBST INTELSAT V L A U N C H SCHEDULED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06




SA ASTBOBEE D SOUNDING BOCKET
SA NIKE BLACK BBANT SOUNDING BOCKET
SA SPACE PBOCESSING APPLICATIONS BOCKET
SA SUPEB ABCAS SOUNDING BOCKET
SA SDPEB LOKI SOUNDING BOCKET
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; NEBS BBIEFIHG
SOOTH AFBICA
SOUTH AFBICA TO BOILD LABDSAT G R O U N D STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U7] P80-101U9 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SOOTH 4MEBICA
B O B L D B J D E EFFORT PBOVIDES NEB DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SOUTH DAKOTA
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA UNIV.
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
P80-10172 06
V O Y A G E B BACKGBOUNDEB









SPACE ACT OF 1958, NASA
N A S A E N G I N E E R S HOHOBED AT JET PBOPULSION LABOBATOBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
SPACE COBMOBICATIOHS
NASA STUDIES PREDICT FIVEFOLD GBOWTH IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS BY YEAB 2000
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-19] P80-10019 06
V O Y A G E B BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160]
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199]





N A S A TO PUBCHASE SPACELAB FBOM EUBOPEAN SPACE AGENCY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
EXPEBIMEBTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
N A S A TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
SHUTTLE TEST ENTEBS SECOND BEEK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-190]
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]






SA STBATOSPHEBIC AEBOSOL GAS EXPERIMENT
HOUSTON HISSIOS COSTBOL GEABING UP FOB SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[HASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
OBBITAL CLOUD PHYSICS EIPEBIMENT DEFEBBED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-23] P80-10022 06
LABGE SPACE A N T E N N A SUBJECT OF STUDY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-a8] P80-10018 06
A-75
SPACE EXPLORATION SUBJECT INDBI
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
N A S A SCIENTIST WOBKS OB HOTION SICKNESS PBEVENTION
[ NASA BELEASE-80-57] P80-10057 06
E X P E B I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ SASA EELEASE-80-62J P80-10061 06
NASA NEGOTIATES IITH TEACHERS GBOUP ON SHUTTLE
S T U D E N T PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-65] 180-10061 06
N A S A BEGINS FLIGHT E Q U I P M E N T DAT* B A N K
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-75] P80-10080 06
PRESS BBIEFING SCHEDULED FOB FIRST SHUTTLE SCIENCE
P A Y L O A D[ N A S A BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
N A S A STARTS SOLAB FLARE "HOTLINE" SERVICE[ N A S A RELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
NASA UNVEILS FIRST SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
V O Y A G E R B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06






S MAHNED SPACE FLIGHT
SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
HOUSTON MISSION CONTROL GEARING UP FOB SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
N A S A TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAH-OLDS FOB SPACE FLIGHT
STRESSES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-43] P80-10043 06
N A S A TO TEST HEN FOB FLUID LOSS DURING
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
SHUTTLE TEST ENTERS SECOND W E E K
[ N A S A RBLEASE-80-190]
SPACE SHUTTLE STATUS REPORT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-195]
L A U N C H A N D POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES






S M A N N E D SPACE FLIGHT
SPACE HAISTEHAHCE
PBOPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1 ] P80-10001 06
ON-ORBIT TILE REPAIR KIT BEING PRODUCED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
SPACE MANUFACTURING
SA M A T E R I A L S PROCESSING IN SPACE PBOGBAM
W O R K S H O P EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
N E X T 25 Y E A B S
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
SPACE PHTSICS
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE





N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
VOYAGES BACKGBOUHDEB •
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
SPACE PROBES
S M A B I N E B SPACE PROBES
S PIONEEB SPACE PROBE
S P I O N E E B 11
SPACE PROCESSING
S SPACE M A N U F A C T U R I N G
SPACE PROCESSING APPLICATIONS SOCKET





SPACE BESEABCH LAB.. UTRECHT. HETH.
N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SPACE SHUTTLE
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
N A S A NOT TAKING P A S S E N G E R RESERVATIONS FOR SHUTTLE
[ N A S A HEiEASE-80-2] P80-10002 06
19-YEAR-OLD IS A N A S A FLIGHT CONTROLLER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-4] P80-1000U 06
HOUSTON MISSION CONTROL GEARING UP FOR SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
ON-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEING PRODUCED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
NASA PROPOSES G A M M A RAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11 ] P80-10011 06
N A S A TO PURCHASE SPACELAB FBOM EUBOPEAN SPACE A G E N C Y
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-15 ] P80-10015 06
COMPETITION PLANNED FOB STUDENT SCIENCE
EXPEBIMENTS IN SPACE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-20] P80-10020 06
DELTA L A U N C H E S TO C O N T I N U E ; UPRATED DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
ORBITAL CLOUD PHYSICS EXPERIMENT DEFEBBED-
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-23] P80-10022 06
SHUTTLE SOLID PROPELLANT MOTORS COMPLETE FIBING
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
NASA SELECTS G A M M A BAY OBSEBVATORY DESIGN STUDY
CONTRACTORS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
INCREASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB OBBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
SHUTTLE ASTBONADTS TO USE NEH FLIGHT SIMULATOR
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3Q] P80-10033 06
NASA TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAR-OLDS FOB SPACE FLIGBT
STRESSES
A-76
SOBJECT IBOBI SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEB
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-43] P80-100a3 06
SHDTTLE ENGIBE HAS THIBD SUCCESSFUL TEST
[ HASA BELEASE-80-55] P80-10055 06
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHBBIC STUDIES
BT SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
TWO FIBMS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOBATT POWEB SYSTEM
DESIGN STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
NASA NEGOTIATES ilTH TEACHEBS GBOUP ON SHUTTLE
STUDENT PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-65] P80-10064 06
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH EXTENDED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTBONAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB SPACE TELESCOPE COSTBOL
SYSTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
NASA A W A B D S DESIGN STUDI CONTBACTS FOB ADVANCED
C O M M U N I C A T I O N S SATELLITE SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-84] P80-10083 06
N A S A CONTBACTS FOB TWO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTEB
BECOVEBI FOBCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
IBVESTIGATOBS FILE BEPOBT ON CAUSE OF SPACESDIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-91 ] P80-10091 06
WEISS TO H E A D NASA OPEBATIONS OFFICE
[HASA BELEASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-97] P80-10097 06
HASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
NASA A W A B D S CONTBACT FOB PBODUCTION OF SHUTTLE
E X T E R N A L TANKS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-100] P80-1Q100 06
NASA SIGHS CONTBACT TO BEDUCE SHUTTLE E X T E N A L TANK
HEIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-102] P80-10102 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOUB FIBBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FUTUBE SPACE TBANSPOBTATIOB NEEDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-109] P80-10110 06
PBESS BBIEFIBG SCHEDULED FOB FIBST SHDTTLE SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE'80-114] P80-10115 06
NASA U N V E I L S FIHST SHDTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[NASA BELEASE'80-117] P80-10118 06
<SHDTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD>
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-117A] P80-10121 06
FIBST SHDTTLE L A U N C H MABCH 1981
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-122] P80-10124 06
N A S A SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN E N E B G Y ODTPUT
FBOB SUH
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-124] P80-10126 06
BULBS AHHOONCBD FOB SPACE SHDTTLE STUDENT PBOJECT
[ H A S A BELEASE'80-132] P80-10134 06
HASA TO BEGIN BBIEFING SEBIES ON SPACE
TBANSPOBTATIOS SYSTEM
[HASA BELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
SPACE TBAHSPOBTATIOH SYSTEM BBIEFIH6S BEGIH SEPT. 10
[NASA BELEASE-80-138] P80-10140 06
DATA PBOCESSIBG IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPOBTATIOH
SYSTEM BBIEFIBG
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-144J P80-10145 06
SOLAB HAXIBDB MISSION; NEWS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IH THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATIOH SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
KEHNEDY CENTEB AWABDS LABGEST SMALL BUSINESS
CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
SUPPLEMEHTAL COHTBACTS AWABDED FOB LIQUID BOOST
MODULE DEFINITION
[NASA BELEASE-80-154 ] P80-10162 06
SHUTTLE OBBITEB BBIEFING SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
JOHNSON CENTEB
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
PBESIDENT TO ASK FOB F U N D S TO STABT V E N D S PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
NOTE TO EDITOBS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOB TV,
BADIO COVEBAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-168] P80-10175 06
NASA SELECTS HDGHES FOB JDPITEB MISSION CONTBACT
NEGOTIATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-171] P80-10179 06
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE LAUNCH AGBEEHEHT WITH INDIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
NASA SELECTS EABTH BADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTBACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178] P80-10186 06
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB E N G I N E E R I N G MODEL NOV. 28
[NASA BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
SHUTTLE BAIN ENGINE COMPLETES FLIGHT CEBTIFICATION
TEST CYCLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-182] P80-10190 06
SHDTTLE MAIN PBOPULSIOH TEST SUCCESSFUL
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-184] P80-10191 06
SATELLITE LAUNCH A G R E E M E N T SIGNED KITH INDONESIA
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
SHDTTLE TEST ENTEBS SECOHD WEEK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-190] P80-10197 06
SPACE SHDTTLE STATDS BEPOBT
[HASA BELEASE-80-195] P80-10201 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
OH-BOABD DATA PBOCESSIHG TECHNOLOGY IH THE HEW
GENEBATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGBT
P80-10215 05





OH-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEIBG PBODUCED
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
ALTEBHATE OBBITEB THEBBAL PBOTECTION TO BE STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-40] P80-10039 06
B A S A COHTBACTS FOB SHUTTLE BOBOT ABBS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-47] P80-10047 06
A-77
SPACE STATIONS SUBJECT IHDBI
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
COWTBACTOS SELECTED FOE STUDY OF ALTEBNATE SHUTTLE
T H E R M A L SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTBONAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
SPACE SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST CDT SHOBT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-113] P80-10114 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TBABSPORTATIOH SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BBDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
SHDTTLE PROPULSION IS TOPIC OF TBANSPOBTATIOH
SYSTEM BRIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SHDTTLE OSBITEB BBIEFING SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
J O H N S O N C E N T E R
[NASA RELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
L A H N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES




S DEBITING SPACE STATIONS
SPACE STEDCTDBES
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FDTUBB SPACE TEANSPOBTATION NEEDS
[NASA BELEASE-80-109 ] P80-10110 06
SPACE SUITS
X-15 M A S K S 20TH ANNIVERSARY
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
INVESTIGATORS FILE BEPOBT ON C A U S E OF SPACESUIT
B A C K P A C K FIBE
[NASA BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
FY 1981 B B D G E T PRESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
SPACE TELESCOPE
PEOPOSALS SOUGHT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
C O N T B A C T O B SELECTED FOB SPACE TELESCOPE COHTBOL
S Y S T E M
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE IHSTITOTB
PROPOSALS SOUGHT FOR SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
SPACE TBAHSPOBTATIOH SYSTEH
SA OEBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE
SA SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEB
MASA TO PURCHASE SPACELAB FROM EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
THO E O B O P E A N S ACCEPTED FOB SHUTTLE MISSION
SPECIALIST TBAINING
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-106] P80-10107 06
PRESS BSIEFIMG SCHEDULED FOE FIEST SHUTTLE SCIENCE
P A Y L O A D
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
DATA PEOCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPORTATION
S Y S T E M BHIEFING
[ B A S A BELEASE-SO-144] P80-10145 06
TECHSOLOGICAL INNOVATION IS THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TRANSPOSTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SPACE VEHICLE SYSTEMS
HOUSTON MISSIOH CONTROL GEARING UP FOR SHDTTLE
FLIGHTS
[SASA BELEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06







TECHSOLOGICAL INNOVATION IB THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SPACECBAFT ASCENT
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
P80-10216 05
SPACECBAFT COMPOSEBIS
N A S A SET TO LADSCH SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[ S A S A BBLEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA AHARDS COBTBACT FOB PRODUCTION OF SHUTTLE
EXTEESAL TASKS
C N A S A BELEASE-SO-IOO] peo-ioioo 06
TECHNOLOGICAL ISBOVATION IB THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 OS
SPACECBAFT COSFIGUBATIONS
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLAHE SATELLITE
[SASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
V O Y A G E S B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASI-80-160] P80-10172 06
SPACECBAFT CONTROL
SA ORBIT ATTITUDE AND M A N E U V E R SYSTEMS
SA B E E H T R Y COBTBOL
19-YEAB-OLD IS A SASA FLIGHT CONTROLLER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-4] P80-10004 06
HOUSTON MISSION COBTROL GEARING UP FOR SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
SHUTTLE MAIN E N G I N E TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
SHDTTLE ASTRONAUTS TO USE NEH FLIGHT SIMULATOR
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-34] P80-10033 06
LABDSAT-2 BACK IN SEBVICE AFTEB BBIEF BETIBEMEBT
[BASA BELEASE-80-94] P80-10093 06
VOYAGER B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ S A S A RELEASE-80-160]




SA SPACE VEHICLE SYSTEMS
ON-OBBIT TILE REPAIR KIT BEIBG PBODUCED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
BASA SET TO LADSCH SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[ S A S A HELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
A L T E B B A T E OHBITER THERMAL PROTECTION TO BE STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-40] P80-10039 06
B A S A AHABDS COBTBACT FOR PBODDCTION OF SHDTTLE
EXTEBBAL TANKS
[ S A S A BELEASE-80-100] P80-10100 06
N A S A SIGSS CONTRACT TO BEDUCE SHUTTLE EXTENAL TANK
HEIGHT
[ B A S A RELEASE-80-102] P80-10102 06
A-78
SUBJECT IHDBI SPACECBAFT BECOVEBY
NASA 1O BEGIN BRIEFING SEBIES ON SPACE
TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
SOLAS M A X I M U M MISSION; N E K S BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
VOIAGEB B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
SPiCECBAFT ENVIBONMENTS
N A S A TO PDBCHASE SPACELAB FBOM EUBOPEAN SPACE AGENCY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
PBESS BBIEFING SCHEDULED FOB FIBST SHDTTLE SCIENCE
P A Y L O A D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
N A S A TO TEST MEN FOB FLDID LOSS DOBING
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB
P80-10216 05
SPACECBAFT FAILOBE
LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SEBYICE AFTEB BBIEF BETIBEHENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-94] P80-10093 06
MASS OBBITEB H E A R I N G END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
SPACECBAFT HAZABDS
L A D N C H A N D POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
SPACECBAFT LIFE EXPECTANCY
PBOPOSALS SOUGHT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPEBATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
SATELLITE SYSTEH TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
NASA PBOPOSES GAMMA BAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
N A S A SELECTS G A M M A BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STUDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
N A S A CONSIDEBS OPTIONS FOB BESTBUCTUBING LANDSAT-D
PBOGBAM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-46] P80-10046 06
IUE INVESTIGATOBS PBESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB CHEMICAL BELEASE MODULE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
TBANSMITTEB SWITCHED OFF ON TIRING OBBITEB 1
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
SOLAS M A X I M U M MISSION; NEiS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
SDBFACE OF TENDS FBOM PIONEEB; NEWS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
FOUBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TUBNING OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
SPACECBAFT HAHEUTEBS
H A B S OBBITEB NEABING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBAHSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
VOYAGEB B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
SATELLITE L A D N C H AGBEEHENT SIGNED KITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10191 06
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
SPACECBAFT OBIENTATIOB
LANDSAT-2 CEASES O P E B A T I O N
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9]
P80-10216 05
P80-10008 06
LANDSAT-2 BACK IS SEBVICE AFTEB BBIEF BETIBEHENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-94] P80-10093 06
TBAHSMITTEB SSITCBED OFF ON VIKING OBBITEB 1
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
FOUBTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158]
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB




LANDSAT-2 BACK IN SEBTICE AFTEB BBIEF BETIBEMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-94] P80-10093 06
SPACECBAFT PBOPULSION
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
SHDTTLE SOLID PBOPELLANT HOTOBS COMPLETE FIBING
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
MILESTONE BEACHED IN SHUTTLE Hi lN ENGINE TESTING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-26] P80-10026 06
SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
SPACE SHDTTLE MAIN E N G I N E COMPLETES FIBST FULL
POBEB TEST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-36] P80-10036 06
SHDTTLE ENGINE BUNS AT 109 PEBCENT OF BATED POREB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-42] P80-10042 06
SHUTTLE E N G I N E PASSES SECOND 109 PEBCENT TEST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-49] P80-10049 06
SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE TEST SHUTS DOWN AFTEB SIX
SECONDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-50] P80-10050 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS COMPLETED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-97] P80-10097 06
V O Y A G E B BACKGBOONDEi,
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE COMPLETES FLIGHT CEBTIFICATION
TEST CYCLE
[HASA BELEASE-80-182] P80-10190 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-199]
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10206 06
P80-10211 05
THE SPACE SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E AND THE SOLID SOCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-10214 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
SPACECBAFT BECOVEBI
PBOPOSALS SOUGBT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
NASA SELECTS G A M M A BAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STUDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
A-79
SPACECRAFT STABILIZATION SOBJECT IHDEI
SOLAR M A X I M O B MISSION; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATJON SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
VOYAGER BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
LADSCH AHD POST-PLIGHT ACITIVIIIES
P80-10211 05
THE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN E N G I N E AND THE SOLID HOCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-1021U 05
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
SPACECRAFT STABILIZATION
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; NEBS BRIEFING
V O Y A G E S B A C K G H O D N D E B






<NASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM)
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-1010U 06
SPACECRAFT TRACKING
HOUSTON MISSION CONTBOL GEARING UP FOR SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-5] P80-10005 06
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A EBLEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS CONFERENCE
V O Y A G E R B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160]
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-199]






STATUS OF VOYAGER SPACECRAFT. J U N E 9, 1980
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-83] P80-10082 06
STATUS OF V O Y A G E R SPACECRAFT, AUG. It, 1980
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-121] P80-10123 06
STATUS OF V O Y A G E R SPACECRAFT, OCT. 28, 1980
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-162] P80-10168 06
VOYAGER B A C K G R O U N D E R
( N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
STATUS OF VOYAGES SPACECRAFT, JAN. 1, 1981
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-193] P80-10200 06
V O Y A G E R S A T U R N E N C O U N T E R PRESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
SPACEC8AFT-EABTH DISTANCE
STATUS OF VOYAGES SPACECRAFT, JUNE 9, 1980
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-83] P80-10082 06
N A S A SATELLITE RECORDS SPECTACULAR SOLAR FLARE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-1009U 06
STATUS OF VOYAGES SPACECRAFT, AUG. It, 1980
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-121] P80-10123 06
V O Y A G E R 1 S A T U R N E N C O U N T E R
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-115] P80-10117 06
V O Y A G E S TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
STATUS OF VOYAGES SPACECRAFT. OCT. 28, 1980
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-162] P80-10168 06
L A R G E AUDIENCE EXPECTED FOR SATURN ENCOUNTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-164] P80-10173 06
STATUS OF VOYAGEB SPACECRAFT.- -JAM, 1, 1981
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-193] P80-10200 06
VOYAGEB S A T U R N ENCOUNTER PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
SPACEFLIGHT TRACKIBG AND DATA NETWORKS
VOYAGER B A C K G R O U N D E R
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES




ORBITAL CLOUD PHYSICS EXPERIMENT DEFERRED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-23] P80-10022 06
NASA SCIENTIST iOHKS ON MOTION SICKNESS P R E V E N T I O N
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-57] P80-10057 06
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
ISO FIBMS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOIATT POWER SYSTEM
DESIGN STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
N A S A OBDERS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB H A R D W A R E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-79] P80-10077 06
9EISS TO H E A D NASA OPERATIONS OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
TBO EUBOPEANS ACCEPTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION
SPECIALIST T R A I N I N G
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-106] P80-10107 06
N A S A SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN E N E R G Y OUTPUT
FROM SUN
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-124] P80-10126 06
SOLAB H A X I M U M MISSION; NEBS BRIEFING . '
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
SHUTTLE PROPULSION IS TOPIC OF TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEM BRIEFING
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEERING MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SPACELAB 1
N A S A TO PURCHASE SPACELAB FROM E U R O P E A N SPACE AGENCY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
SPACELAB 2
N A S A TO PURCHASE SPACELAB FROM EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-15]. P80-10015 06
SPAR
S SPACE PROCESSING APPLICATIONS ROCKET
SPAR AEROSPACE PROD., LTD., ONT., CANADA
NASA CONTBACTS FOR SHUTTLE BOBOT ARMS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-U7] P80-100U7 06
SPECIFIC IMPULSE




SUBJECT INDEX SULL/SPII BESEABCH
SPECTBOBBTBB
SA GASH A BAI SPECTBOBETEB
SA ULTBAVIOLET SPECTBOHETBB
SA X-BAY SPECTBOBETEB
OBBITIHG X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
SOLAR BAXIBUB MISSION; NEiS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
P80-10206 06
HIGHLIGBTS OP 1980 ACTIVITIES




NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB PLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB CHEHICAL BELEASE BODOLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STODIES ilTH FODB FIBBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
VOYAGES BACKGBOUNDEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SPBBBY FLIGBT SISTEHS, PHOBilX. ABIZ.
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SPINNING SOLID DPPEB STAGE
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AHD
DEVELOPBENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEB
P80-10155 05
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEBS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
N A S A SIGNS SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEHENT WITH INDIA
[NASA BELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEBENT SIGNED KITH INDONESIA
[NASA BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
SPOILEBS
NASA BESOHES TESTING TO BEDOCE AIBCBAFT VOBTICES
[NASA BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
SBB
S SOLID ROCKET BOOSTEBS
SBI IHTEBHATIOHAL COBP.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELE&SE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SBB
S SOLID BOCKET BOTOB
SSHE /SPACE SHUTTLE BAIN E8GIBE/
HILESTONE BEACHED IN SHDTTLE BAIN ENGINE TESTING
[NASA BELEASE-80-26] P80-10026 06
SHDTTLE BAIN ENGINE TEST BEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[NASA BELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
SPACE SHDTTLE BAIN ENGINE COBPLETES FIHST FDLL
POiEB TEST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-36] P80-10036 06
SHUTTLE E N G I N E BUNS AT 109 PEBCENT OF BATED POKES
[HASA BELEASE-80-42] P80-10042 06
SHUTTLE E N G I N E PASSES SECOND 109 PEBCENT TEST
[HASA BBLEASE-80-49] P80-10019 06
SHUTTLE BAIN ENGINE TEST SHOTS DO1N AFTEB SIX
SECONDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-50] P80-10050 06
SHDTTLE ENGINE HAS THIBD SUCCESSFUL TEST
[NASA BELEASE-80-55] P80-10055 06
SHUTTLE COLBBBIA'S FLIGHT ENGINES TO BE BETESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-60] P80-10059 06
COLUBBIA FLIGHT ENGINES BETESTED SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-68] P80-10067 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES BEACH BILESTONE IITH SUCCESSFUL
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-85] P80-10084 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES FLIGBT ACCEPTANCE TESTS COBPLETED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-97] P80-10097 06
N A S A SIGNS CONTBACT TO SEDUCE SHUTTLE EXTENAL TANK
iEIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-102] P80-10102 06
SPACE SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST CUT SHOBT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-113] P80-10114 06
FIBST SHUTTLE L A U N C H BABCH 1981
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-122] P80-10124 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPBENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEB
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
SHUTTLE PBOPDLSIOM IS TOPIC OP TBANSPOBTATION
SYSTEB BBIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06
SHUTTLE BAIN ENGINE COBPLETES FLIGHT CEBTIFICATION
TEST CYCLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-182] P80-10190 06
SHUTTLE BAIN PBOPDLSION TEST SUCCESSFUL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-184] P80-10191 06
SHDTTLE TEST ENTEBS SECOND WEEK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-190] P80-10197 06
SPACE SHDTTLE BAIN ENGINE ADDED ASSUBANCE TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-191 ] P80-10199 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-80-I99] P80-10206 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
THE SPACE SHUTTLE BAIN ENGINE AND THE SOLID BOCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-10214 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
P80-10216 05
SSDS
S SPINNING SOLID DPPEB STAGE
ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL, HOUSTOS, TEX.
HEAT TBEATBENT, DETECTION OF CAHCEB T A K E
E N G I N E E R I N G KNOB-HOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-39] P80-10041 06
ST. LOUIS, BO.
NASA ACTIVE IN HT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ NASA BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
ST. BEGIS PAPBB CO., FLA.
N A S A SATELLITE TO AID TIBBEB INDUSTBY IH M A N A G I N G
FOBEST LANDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-44] P80-10044 06
ST. BEGIS PAPEB CO., HEI IOBE
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIBBEB IBDUSTBY IN M A N A G I N G
FOBEST LANDS




N A S A EXHIBIT AT FABNBOBODGH AIB SHOI TO HIGHLIGHT
AIBCBAFT BESEABCH
[HASA BELEASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
A-81
STANFOBD BESEiBCH INST. SUBJECT 18DEI
STANFOBD BESEiBCH INST.
H O B K S H O P E X A M I N E S POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOS THE
N E X T 25 YEABS
[ N A S A 2ELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
STAHFOBD UBIV. , CALIF.
N A S A TESTING 55-TO-65-IEAR-OLDS FOB SPACE FLIGHT
STRESSES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-U3] P80-100U3 06
N A S A TO TEST MEN FOB FLUID LOSS DUBIBS
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
BOBKSHOP E X A M I B E S POSSIBLE SPACE BISSIONS FOB THE
N E X T 25 Y E A B S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOSJf ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
STAB HAPPEB
ORBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS HISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
STAB TB4CKEBS
V O Y A G E B B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06









SA QOASI-STELLAB BADIO SOOBCE
SA SOPEBNOVA
SA X-BAY STABS
N A S A SELECTS G A H H A BAY OBSEBVATOHY DESIGN STDDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
STATE UNIV. OF BEB IOBK
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
STATIOHS
S GBODND STATIONS
S LOCAL USEB TEBMINALS
S TBACKING STATIONS
STDH
S SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETHOBKS
STEAB
NASA STUDY CONFIBMS FEASIBILITY OF ONIQOE POKES
PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-116] P80-10148 06
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFDSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
STEEL
X-15 MASKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABY
[ NASA BELEASE-80-37]
V O Y A G E B BACKGBOUNDEB






SPACE SOPEBBDBBLE 1,200 LIGHT Y E A B S ACBOSS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
STEBEOPHOTOGBAPHI
NASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEI STOBM STUD! TOOL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-181] P80-10189 06
STIBHH6 EBGIIE
NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM
[ N A S A RF.LEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
<NASA ENEBGI TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-1010<1 06
STIBLIBG ONI»., SCOTLAND
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
STOL AIBCBAFT
N A S A BESEIBCH AIBCBAFT SET FOB CABBIEB LANDINGS
[NASA BELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
STBATOSPHEBE
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOR ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
NASA ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
STBATOSPHEBIC AEROSOL GAS EXPEHIHEBT
N A S A ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
NASA AND DNIVEBSITIES T E A M DP FOB M O U N T ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1M3] P80-101U4 06
STBATOSPHEBIC AEBOSOL BEASOBEHENT
N A S A AND UHIVEBSITIES TEAS OP FOB M O D N T ST. HELENS
HISSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-143] P80-1014U 06
STRDCTDBAL ANALYSIS
INCBEASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB OBBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELE4SE-80-32] P80-10031 06
STBOCTOBAl DYHAHICS
INCBEASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB OBBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
SUBSYSTEMS
SA C O M M A N D SUBSYSTEMS
SA ELECTBIC POWER SUBSYSTEMS
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSIBG TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEB
GENERATION OF PILOTED SPACEPLIGHT
P80-10215 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
V O Y A G E B BACKGROUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
SDLFUB
IUE IBVESTIGATOBS PBESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
NASA STUDY CONFIBMS FEASIBILITY OF U N I Q U E POBEB
PLABT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-116] P80-10118 06
SDLFUB DIOXIDE
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE
[BASA BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
SOLFOBIC ACID
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
N A S A AND UNIVEBSITIES TEAM UP FOR MOUNT ST. HELENS
HISSION
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-143] P80-10114 06
A-82
SOBJECT IBDEI SYSTEHS EBGISEBBI1G
SDH
SPACE SUPEBBUBBLE 1,200 LIGHT Y E A R S ACROSS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
HASA SET TO 1AOSCB SOLAH PLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
HASA .TO TEST SOLAB-POBEBED ENGIHE/GESEBATOB FOB
SMALLER USERS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
LONAB AND PLANETABI CONFEBEMCE HILL BE M A R C H 17-21
IN HODSTON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
STATUS OF VOYAGEB SPACECRAFT, JUNE 9, 1980
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-83] P8Q-10082 06
NASA SATELLITE BECOBOS SPECTACULAR SOLAB FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PHOGRAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
HABS OBBIIER N E A B I N G END OF MISSION
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
NASA STABTS SOLAB FLABE "HOTLINE" SEBVICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
H O H L D H I D E EFFORT PROVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
NASA SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN E N E B G Y ODTPDT
FBOH SOU
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-124] P80-10126 06
< V O Y A G E B 1/SATOBN ENCOUNTEfl>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-145A] P80-10151 06
SOLAB M A X I H U n MISSION; NEBS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
HASA SATELLITE TO MONITOR PENNSYLVANIA' S GYPSY
(IOTH DAMAGE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-155] P80-10163 06
V O Y A G E R BACKGBODNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
PIONEEB 6 STILL TURNING OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
DIBECT SDN-POBERED LASER DEMONSTRATED AT NASA CENTER
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-196] P80-10210 06
SOHLIGHT
V O Y A G E B S A T O B N EHCOUNTER PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
SOBSPOTS
NASA SET TO L A D N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M HISSION; H E W S BRIEFING
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
P80-10153 05
P80-10206 06
SOPEB ABCAS SOONDIBS SOCKET
NASA SODBDIBG ROCKETS TO STDDI ECLIPSE
[NASA HBLEASE-80-21] P80-10023 06
SOPBB LOKI SCUBDIBG BOCKBT
NASA ACTIVE IN HTi ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
SDPEBHOVA
SPACE SOPEBBDBBLE 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACBOSS
[H»SA HELEASB-80-3] P80-10003 06
ORBITING X-RAY OBSERVATORY EABBS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
NASA PROPOSES SAHMA RAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
SDPEBSOBIC AIRCRAFT
BICHARD iHITCOHB: AERONAUTICAL BESEABCH AND THE
BETTEB SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
SOPEHSOSIC TRABSPOBT
SHYLIE TO HEAD N A S A ' S TRACKING AND DATA FONCTIONS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-41] P80-10040 06
T H R E E CONTRACTS AIABDED FOB SDPEHSOBIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-51 ] P80-10051 06
N A S A EXHIBIT AT FABBBOROOGH AIB SHOI TO HIGHLIGHT
AIRCRAFT BESEABCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
SOPPOBT SEBVICBS
S GBOOND SOPPOBT EQOIPHENT
S LAONCH SOPPOBT SEBVICES
SURFACE BOOGHHESS
THE SURFACE OF VENDS FBOH PIOHEEH
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
SBEDBB
D. S., CHINA AGREE OH LAHDSAT G R O U N D STATION
[NASA BELEASE-80-14] P80-10014 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
SYMPOSIA
N A S A SATELLITE TO AID T I M B E R INDUSTRY IN M A N A G I N G
FOREST LANDS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-U4] P80-10044 06
IUE INVESTIGATORS PRESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
SCIENTISTS TO BEET ON BOOST ST. HELENS'
ATMOSPHERIC IMPACT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-169] P80-10176 06
SIBCHR08IZATIOB
ON-BOARD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEB
G E N E R A T I O N OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
SIJCBHOBOOS OBBIT
IDE INVESTIGATORS PRESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
FOURTH FLTSATCOS TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
SYHTBETIC APEHTORE BADAB
N A S A BADAB E X P E R I M E N T DISCOVERS M A Y A N CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
PBESIDENT TO ASK FOB FONDS TO START VENDS PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
SYSTEMS EHGIBEEBIBG
SA SPACE VEHICLE SYSTEMS
INCREASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOR POLAR ORBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
TBO FIRMS SELECTED FOR 25-KILOBATT POBEB SYSTEM
DESIGN STUDIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOB SPACE TELESCOPE CONTROL
SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
NASA SELECTS TIO FIRMS FOR DESIGN STODIES FOB
SOPEBCOHPOTEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
ENGINEERING AND OPEBATIONS SUPPORT CONTRACT A W A R D E D
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-136] P80-10138 06
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SISTEH BBIEFIBGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-138] P80-10140 06
i-83
TAPE BBCOBDEBS SUBJECT IBDBI
TAPE BECOEDEES
LANDSAT-2 BACK IH SERVICE AFTER BRIEF BETIBESENT
[NASA RELEASE-80-9U] P80-10093 06
7OYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ 8AS& HELEASE-60-160J P80-10172 06
H A S A 1 S N I M B U S 6 TRACKS BOWBOAT TBIP TO AOSTBALIA
[ HASA EELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
TDBSS
S TRACKING AND DATA BELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM
TECHHICiL 0117. OF BRUNSWICK. GEBHAHT
V O Y A G E S TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURS OS NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
TECHHICAL OHIV. OF DENMARK
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOE FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENTS
BOEING TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAR HASTE
FOR NASA
[NASA BELEASE-80-69] P80-10068 06
WORKSHOP E X A M I N E S POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOR THE
NEXT 25 Y E A R S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
TECHNOLOGY TBANSFEB
0. S. , CHINA AGREE ON LANDSAT G R O U N D STATION
[ NASA BELBASE-80-1U] P80-10014 06
N A S A SATELLITE TO AID TIHBEfi I N D U S T R Y IN M A N A G I N G
FOREST LANDS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-4H ] P80-1001(1 06
< N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
NEH HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
SOOTH AFRICA TO BUILD LANDSAT G R O U N D STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117] P80-10149 06
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEWELL FOR W I N D TOBBINE SYSTEM
CONTEACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U8] P80-10150 06
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PBOGBAH
NASA ANNOUNCES NEH FIRE RESISTENT MATERIAL FOR
AIBCBAFT
[NASA BEIEASE-80-185] P80-10192 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
TECTOHICS
THE SURFACE OF V E N U S FBOH PIONEEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-71 ] P80-10070 06
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EARTH MAGNETIC FIELD
C H A N G I N G
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-90] P80-10090 06
S U R F A C E OF V E N U S FROM PIONEER; N E W S BRIEFING
P80-10151 05
N A S A ADAPTS RADIO ASTBONOHY TECHNIQUES FOB EABTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199]
TEDLAR /TRADEMARK/
VOYAGER B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
TEFLON /TBADEBABK/
VOYAGER B A C K G R O U N D E R





EABIH BAY HAVE HAD SATBBB-LIKE SING 31 MILLION
YEABS AGO
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
TELEDYNE HICBOELECTBOH., LOS AHGELES, CA.
VOYAGES BACKGBOUNDEB
[SiSA SBLEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
1ELEGBAPB COHHUHCATIONS
N A S A STUDIES PBEDICT FIVEFOLD GBOWTH IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS BY YEAB 2000
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-19] P80-10019 06
TELEBETBY
HOUSTON MISSION CONTEOL GEARING OP FOB SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-5J P80-10005 06
V O Y A G E R BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
TELEPHONE COMMUNICATIONS
NASA STUDIES PBEDICT FIVEFOLD GBOITH IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS BY YEAB 2000
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-19] P80-10019 06
NASA STASIS SOLAS FLAEE "HOTLINE" SERVICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM BBIEFIBGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-138] P80-101W 06
DATA PBOCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPOBTATION
SYSTEH BBIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-HU] P80-101U5 06
TELESAT CABADA
DELTA L A U N C H E S TO COSTINDE; DPBATED DELTA PLANNED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-22] P80-10021 06
TELESAI CANADA, OTTAliA. OSTABIO
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM EXTENDED







SHUTTLE ASTBONAUTS TO USE NEH FLIGHT SIMULATOR
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-31] P80-10033 06
NOTE TO EDITOBS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOB TV,
RADIO COVEBAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-168J P80-10175 06
TELEVISION CAMERAS
SHUTTLE ASTRONAUTS TO USE NEW FLIGHT SIMULATOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3*] P80-10033 06
VOYAGES BACKGBOONDEB
[NA SA BELEAS E-8 0-160]
TELEVISION EQUIPMENT




NASA A W A R D S DESIGN STUDY CONTRACTS FOR A D V A N C E D
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEM
[NASA BELBASE-80-8U] P80-10083 06
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
L A R G E AUDIENCE EXPECTED FOB SATOBN ENCOUNTER
[NASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10173 06
TEMPEL 2 COMET
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFIBG
P80-10157 05
A- an
SUBJECT IBDEI THEEHAL PBOTECTIO1 SYSTBB
TBHPEBATDBB DISIBIBOtlOB
NASA SOUNDING BOCKETS TO S1DDI ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
NASA SATELLITE EECOBDS SPECTACDLAB SOLAB FLABB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10091 06
TBBPBRATURB EFFECTS
$65 BILLION CONTBiCI AIABDED FOB ADVANCED GAS
TUBBINE AOTO E N G I N E
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
OS-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEING PBODUCED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-10] P80-10009 06
X-15 BAEKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
SHUTTLE BAIN ENGINE TEST SHUTS DOHH AFTEB SIX
SECONDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-50] P80-10050 06
<NASA EBEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[HAS1 BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
NASA SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN ENEBGY OUTPUT
FBOB SON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-121] P80-10126 06
V O Y A G E B SATDBN EBCOUNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB
P80-10216 05
TEHPEBATUBE HBASUBEHBBT
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
X-15 BABKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
NASA SATELLITE BECOBDS SPECTACULAB SOLAB FLABE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-95] P80-10094 06
NASA SATELLITE DETECTS CHABGES IB ENEBGY OUTPUT
FBOB SUB
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-12U] P80-10126 06
NASA TO TEST NE» STOBH OBSEBVATION INSTBUMENT IN
SPACE
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
BASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP BEB STOBB STUDY TOOL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-181] P80-10189 06
VOYAGEB ENCOONTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[NASA BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
VOYAGEB SATOBN ENCODNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
TBHHESSBE VALLEY AUTHOBITY
BASA TO »OBK WITH TVA OB EHEBGY BESEABCB
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-172] P80-10180 06
TBST FACILITIES
SA SANTA SUSANA TEST FACILITY, CALIF.
BOEIBG AND GENEBAL ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE iIND TDBBIHES
[NASA BELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
IBS! OPEBATIOHS
HASA BESOHES TESTING TO BEDUCE AIBCBAFT VOBTICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
SHUTTLE ENGINES FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS COHPLETED
[BASA BELEASE-80-97] P80-10097 06
SHUTTLE TEST EBTEBS SECOHD SEEK
[BASA BELEASE-80-190] P80-10197 06







S OBBITAL FLIGHT TESTS
TETHEBBD SATELLITES
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[BASA BELEASE-80-199]
TETHIS
V O Y A G E B 1 SATUBN ENCOUNTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115]
P80-10206 06
P80-10117 06
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B ENCOUBTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
TEIiS
SA FOBT DAVIS, TEXAS
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIBBEB INDUSTBY IN HAHAGING
FOBEST LANDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U] P80-10011 06
N A S A EBEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB
[BASA BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< B A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB>
[BASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
TEIAS IHSTBOBENTS, INC., DALLAS
V O Y A G E B BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
TEXAS UNIV., DALLAS
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATSOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
THAILAND
SOUTH AFBICA TO BUILD LASDSAT GBOOBD STATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117] P80-10119 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGBEEBENT SIGNED WITH INDONESIA
[NASA BELEASE-80-183] . P80-10191 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
THABSIS BEGION /UBS/
HABS OBBITEB NEABIBG END OF HISSION
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
THEBATIC BAPPBB
BASA CONSIDEBS OPTIONS FOB BESTBUCTUBING LANDSAT-D
PBOGBAH
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
THEBBAL COBTBOL
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB
P80-10216 05
TBEBBAL CONTBOL COATINGS
HASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
<BASA EBEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>




[ B A S A BELEASE-80-160]
THEBBAL PROTECTION
SA INSULATION
COBTBACTOB SELECTED FOB STUDY OF ALTEBBATE SHUTTLE
THEBBAL SYSTEfl
[ NASA BELEASE-80-77] P80-10075 06
IBVESTIGATOBS FILE BEPOBT OH CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[BASA BELEASE-80-91 ] P80-10091 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
THEBHAL PBOTBCTION SZSTEB
ON-OBBIT TILE BEPAIB KIT BEIBG PBODDCED
A-85
THEBHOSPHBBB SOBJECT IBDEI
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-10 ] P80-10009 06
A L T E R N A T E OEBITEB THEEBAL PBOTECTION TO BE STODIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-40] P80-10039 06
OHBITAL FLIGHT TEST P R O G R A M E X T E N D E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
TECttiJOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN ADD
D E V E L O P M E N T OP THE SPACE T R A N S P O R T A T I O N SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BODGET PRESS BRIEFING
SHUTTLE TEST ENTERS SECOND HEEK
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-190]
SPACE SHUTTLE STATUS REPORT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-195]
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-199]
LAUNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES








26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOR ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
THEBHOSTABILIZATIOS
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ HASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORP., ELKTON, HD.
VOYAGEB BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
THIOKOL CHEMICAL COUP., OGDEH, OTAB
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTBACT FOB CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-99] P80-10099 06
THIOKOL COBP.
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
THIOKOL COBP., BHIGHAB CITY, UTAH
SHBTTLE SOLID PBOPELLANT MOTOSS COMPLETE FIBIHG
TESTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
THE SPACE SHUTTLE SAIN ENGINE AND THE SOLID BOCKET
BOOSTER
P80-10214 05
THIOKOL COBP., ELKTON, HD.
NASA TO L A U N C H FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-167] "P80-10174 06
THIOKOL COBP., HOSTSVILLE, ALA.
NASA A W A R D S LETTEB CONTBACT FOB DELTA STBAP-ON
MOTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-110J P80-10111 06
THBDST AUGMENTATION
INCREASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB ORBITS STUDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
N A S A A B A R D S LETTEB CONTBACT FOR DELTA STRAP-ON
MOTOBS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-110] P80-10111 06
TECHNOLOGICAL IHNOVATIOS IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACTS ASABDED FOB LIQUID BOOST
MODULE DEFINITION





[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
THOSBB3STOBHS
LAHGLEY BESEABCHERS STUDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
LABSCH AND POST-FilSST ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
TIDES
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDHN OB NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
TILT BOIOB BBSEABCH AIBCBAFT
SA XV-15 AIBCBAFT
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES




HOBKSHOP EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
NEXT 25 YEARS
[NASA HELEASE-80-134] P80-10136 06
V O Y A G E R 1 SATUBN ENCODNTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-145] P80-10147 06
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON HOV. 12..
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
VOYAGEB ENCODNTEBS SATUBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ NASA BELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
VOYAGEB S A T U B N ENCODNTER PRESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
THAI LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA TITAN-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
INCBEASEO SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB CEBITS STUDIED
[NASA RELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTBACTS A»ABDED FOB LIQUID BOOST
M O D U L E DEFINITION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-154] P80-10162 06
P80-10172 06
V O Y A G E B BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160]
THAI 1
S L A U N C H VEHICLES
TirAH-CEBTiOB LAUNCH VEHICLE
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B SATUBN ENCOUNTER PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
TITANIUM
X-15 BABKS 20TH ANNIVERSARY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
THBEE CONTRACTS AHABDED FOB SUPEBSONIC FLIGHT
STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-80-51] P80-10051 06
NEB HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[HASA RELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
VOYAGER B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
TOKYO GROtJHD STATION, JAPAN
SOUTH AFBICA TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION
A-86
SUBJECT ISDEI TOBBISE BLADES
[ NASA BELEASE-80-147] P80-10149 06
TOKYO DHIV.. JAPAi
EXPEBIHENTS SELECTED FOB PIBST SPACELAB PLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
TOPOGBAPHY
NAHES PROPOSED FOB HEBLY-IDENTIFIED FEATOBES OH
V E N U S
[ BASA BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
THE SURFACE OF V E N U S FBOH PIOHEEB
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
NASA BADAB EXPEBIBENT DISCOVERS BAIAN CANALS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
SURFACE OF VENDS FROM PIONEEB; NBHS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
fPS
S THEBHAL PBOTECTIOB SYSTEH
TBACKISG AND DATA ACQUISITION
SA ANTENNAS
SA DEEP SPACE NETHOBK
SA DOPPLER TRACKING
SA G B O U N D STATIONS
SA BADAB
SA SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETBOBKS
LAHDSAT-2 CEASES OPERATION
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
SATELLITE SYSTEH TO STODY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
SHYHE TO HEAD NASA'S TBACKING AHD DATA FUNCTIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-41 ] P80-10040 06
NASA CONSIDEBS OPTIONS FOR BESTBOCTDBING LABDSAT-D
PBOGBAH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-46] P80-10016 06
TBACKISG AND DATA BELAY SATELLITE SISTEH
PBOPOSALS SOUGHT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1] P80-10001 06
OBBJTAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH EXTENDED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-74] P80-10073 06
SOLAB HAXIHDH HISSION; HEiS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVBLOPHENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
N A S A SELECTS EABTH BADIATIOB BUDGET SATELLITE
CONTBACTOB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-178J P80-10186 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
IBACKIH6 SHIPS
VOYAGES BACKGROUNDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1 60] P80-10172 06
TBACKISG STATIONS
SA [JEBHUDA TBACKING STATION
SA CASEEREA TBACKING STATION, AOSTBALIA
SA F A I R B A N K S TBACKING STATION, ALASKA
SA SOLDSTOHE TRACKING STATION, CALIF.
SA CROOND STATIONS
SA 6UAH TBACKING STATION
SA BADBID TBACKING STATION, SPAIN
SA MEBBITT ISLAND TRACKING STATION, FLA.
SA BOSHAN TBACKIHG STATION, N.C.
<HI6HLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES - COBBECTIOH HOTE>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199A] P80-10207 06
TBAFFIC SOBVEIS
COHfUTEB ADVISOBIES TO AID PILOTS AT SHALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
TBAILBLAZBB SOCKET
S BOSHAN TBACKING STATION, N.C.
TBAJECTOBY
16TH BOON OF JDPITEB DISCOVERED IN SPACECRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-139] P80-10146 06
VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGER BACKGBOONDEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
VOYAGER SATUBN ENCOUNTER PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
P80-10216 05
TBASSIT NAVIGATIONAL SATELLITE
A BUSY YEAB SEEN FOB E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
1981 EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D






< N A S A ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
N A S A EXHIBIT AT FABBBOBOUGH AIB SHOH TO HIGHLIGHT
AIBCBAFT BESEABCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS




S TILT BOTOB BESEABCH AIBCBAFT
TEH DEFENSE AHD SPACE SYS. GBOOP. CA.
BASA A8ARDS DESIGN STUDY CONTRACTS FOB A D V A N C E D
COHHDNICATIOBS SATELLITE SYSTEH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-84] P80-10083 06
V O Y A G E B BACKGBOUBDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
TRB DEFENSE AHD SPACE SYSTEHS, CALIF.
FOUBTH PLTSATCOH TO BE L A U N C H E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
TBI SYSTEHS, INC.
PIOSEEB 6 STILL TDBSIBG OUT DATA AFTEB 15 JEABS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-194] P80-10203 06
TBH SYSTEHS, BEDOIDO BEACH, CALIF.
SPACE SDPEBBOBBLE 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACROSS
[BASA BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
TBI, INC., BEDOBDO BEACH. CALIF.
BASA SELECTS GAHHA BAY OBSERVATORY DESIGN STUDY
CONTBACTOBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
TiO FIRHS SELECTED FOB 25-KIJ.OBATT POSEB SYSTEH
DESIGN STUDIES
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-63] P80-10062 06
TDBBIIB BLADES
BOEING AND GENEBAL ELECTRIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE RIND TDB3INES
[HASA BELEASE-30-18] P80-10018 06
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
A-87
TOBBIHE EHGIBES SUBJECT INDEX
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEiELL FOB HIND TUBBINE SISTEH
COHTBACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE ADDED ASSUBANCE TESTS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-191 ] P80-10199 06




165 BILLION CONTRACT A R A B D E D FOB A D V A N C E D GAS
T U B B I N E AUTO E N G I N E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-8] P80-10007 06
NASA ENEBGI TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS P R O G R A M
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
< N A S A E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10101 06
NASA STUDY CONFIRMS FEASIBILITY OF D N I Q U E POWEB
PLANT
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-146] P80-10118 06
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
H I G H L I G H T S OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
TUBBINE POMPS
SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-31] P80-10030 06
SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE TEST SHUTS DOiN JFTEB SIX
SECONDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-50] P80-10050 06
SHUTTLE C O L O M B I A ' S FLIGHT ENGINES TO BE BETESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-60] P80-10059 06
SPACE SHUTTLE M A I N E N G I N E ADDED ASSOBANCE TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-191] P80-10199 06




SA QUIET CLEAN GEN. AVIATION TUBBOFAS E N G I N E
SA YF-102 E N G I N E
NASA BESEABCH AIRCRAFT SET FOB CABBIEB L A N D I N G S
[ N A S A EELEASB-80-111] P80-10112 06
NASA EXHIBIT AT FABNBOBOUGH AIB SHOD TO HIGHLIGHT
AIBCBAFT BESEABCH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
TOBBOPUHPS
S T U B B I N E PUMPS
TYPHOOBS
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
u
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
S PUBLIC H E A L T H SERVICE
D.S. TELEPHONE S TELEGRAPH, HEg YOBK
N A S A STUDIES PREDICT FIVEFOLD GBOHTH IN
T E L E C O M H U N I C A T I O N S BY YEAB 2000
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-19] P80-10019 06
U.S.-CHINA AGREE. OI COOP. IB SCI. S TECH.
N A S A AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT C H I N A
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
U.S.S.B.
O R B I T I N G X - R A Y OBSERVATORY EARNS MISSION EXTENSION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
N A M E S PROPOSED FOB NEMLY-IDENTIFIED FEATUBES ON
VENUS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
SUBFACE OF V E N U S FBOM PIONEEB; NEBS BBIEFISG
P80-10154 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING





NASA ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
ODALL-DEHIINSKI AWARD
N A S A AIARDS FIBST BONUSES UNDEB CIVIL SEBVICE
BEFOBM ACT
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-611] P80-10063 06
ULTBAVIOLET DETECTORS
NASA SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A RELBASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
PRESS BRIEFING SCHEDULED FOR FIRST SHUTTLE SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
N A S A S O U N D I N G ROCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
IUE INVESTIGATES PRESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOM JUPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
HOBLDHIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES NEB DATA ON SOLAR FLABES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
OLTBAVIOLET ASTBONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEDTBINO
MASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
VOYAGES BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
V O Y A G E R E N C O U N T E B S SATDBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
ULTBAVIOLET SPECTROMETER
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SOBLDOIDE EFFORT PROVIDES NEH DATA ON SOLAS FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBH ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
VOYAGER SATDBN ENCOUNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
ULTBAVIOLET SPECTBOHETBI
V O Y A G E S B A C K G B O U N D E B
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTBOSCOPY
OLTBAVIOLET ASTBONOHY YIELDS POSSIBLE N E U T R I N O
MASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
01ITED AIRCRAFT COBP.
S HAMILTON STANDABD




SUBJECT IBDBI VBHUS ATHOSPHEBE
UNITED HATIOHS
tUHAB AND PLANETABY CONFERENCE WILL BE BABCH 17-21
III HOUSTON
[HASA BEL EASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
DNITED SPACE BOOSTEBS, IHC.. ALA.
NASA CONTHACTS FOB TWO-SHIP SHOTTLE BOOSTEB
BECOVEBY FORCE
[HASA BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
OSITBD TECHNOLOGIES COBP.. COHB.
HASA LEBIS ABABDS FUEL CELL CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-52] P80-10052 06
UHIVERSB
OBBITIHG X-Ril OBSEB7ATOBT EABNS HISSIOH EXTENSION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
NASA PBOPOSES GABHA BAY SATELLITE
[HASA BELEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
HASA SELECTS G A M M A BAT OBSERVATORY DESIGN SIODY
CONTBACTOHS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-30] P80-10029 06
DLTBAVIOLET ASTBOBOHY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEDTBINO
BASS EVIDENCE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
DHIVEBSITIES SPACE RESEARCH ASSOC., BO.
HASA BENEBS LDHAR INSTITOTE COHTBACT
[NASA BELEASE-80-73] P80-10072 06
DHIVEBSITI COLLEGE, LOBDOH. EBSLABD
IDE INVESTIGATOBS PBESENT FINDINGS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
VOYIGEH TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBH OH HOV. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
DBIVEBSITY PBOGRAHS
HASA LEWIS A1ABDS $150,980 GBANT TO HINOBITY
ONIVEBSITY
[ H A S A BEiEASE-80-174] P80-10182 06
U H H A H H E D SPACE FLIGHT PBOGBAH
S BABINEB PBOJECT
S VOYAGES PBOJECT
OPPEB ATHOSPBEBE BESBABCH SATELLITE
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
OBAHOS /PLASET/
15TH HOOII OF JOPITEB DISCOVEBED
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-61] P80-10060 06
EABTH HAY HAVE HAD SATOBN-LIKE BIHG 34 BILLION
YEABS AGO
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
16TB BOON OF JOPITEB DISCOVEBED IN SPACECBAFT
PHOTOGBAPHS
[NASA BELEASE-80-139] P80-10146 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBH OH HOV. 12
[HASA BELEASE-80-159] PBO-10167 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOOHDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06





S DEPABTHEBT OF AGBICULTDBE
UTAH
SHOTTLE SOLID PBOPELLAHT BOTOBS COHPLETE FIBIBG
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
HASA COHTBACTS FOB TBO-SHIP SHDTTLE BOOSTEB
BECOVEBI FOBCE
[NASA BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
OTAH STATE DNIV.. LOGAI
26 IHVESTIGATIOHS SELECTED FOB ATflOSPHEBIC STODIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
DTBECHT STATE OHIV.. BEIHEBLAHDS
SOLAB B A X I B U B BISSION; BEBS B R I E F I N G
P80-10153 05
V/STOL AIBCBAFT
S BOTABY K I N G AIBCBAFT
S VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING
VALVE TECHNOLOGY
INVESTIGATOBS FILE BEPOBT OH CADSE OF SPACESOIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[NASA BELEASE-80-91 ] P80-10091 06
VAHDEHBEBG AFB, CALIF.
INCBEASED SHDTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB DEBITS STODIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
HASA EXTENDS HCDONNELL DODGLAS COHTBACT FOB DELTA
SEBVICES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-53] P80-10053 06
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE THANSPOBTATION SYSTEfl
P80-10155 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[BASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
VAS /VISSB ATMOSPHERIC SOUHDEB/
HASA TO TEST HEB STOBB OBSEBVATIOB INSTBOBENT IN
SPACE
[ HASA BELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BOILDIHG
SHUTTLE OBBITEB BOVE ADVISOBY
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-173]








SA W I H D VELOCITY
BORLDBIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES HEW DATA OH SOLAB FLABES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
VEHEBA SATELLITES
THE SURFACE OF VEHOS FBOH PIOHEEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
SDBFACE OF V E H O S FBOB PIOHEEB; NESS BBIEFIBG
P80-10154 05
VEHDS /PLABET/
LOBAB ABD PLANETABY COHFEBEBCE HILL BE BABCH 17-21
IB HOOSTON
[BASA BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
BABES PBOPOSED FOB NEWLY-IDENTIFIED FEATDBES OH
VEBDS
[HASA BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
THE SDBFACE OP VEBOS FBOB PIOHEEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
SURFACE OF VEBDS FBOH PIOHEEB; HERS BBIEFIHG
P80-10154 05
VOYAGEB BACKGBOOHDEB
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
VEBOS ATBOSPHEBE
BABES PBOPOSED FOB BEaLY-IDEBTIFIED FEATOBES OS
VEHDS
A-89
VENDS CLOUDS SUBJECT IB OKI
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
S U B F A C E OF V E N U S FBOH PIONEER; N E K S BRIEFING
P80-10151 05
VENDS CLOUDS
NAMES PROPOSED FOB NEWLY-IDENTIFIED FEATURES OH
VRNIIS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
THE SOBFACE OF V E N D S FBOH PIONEEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-71 ] P80-10070 06
PRESIDES! TO ASK FOH FUNDS TO STABT VENDS PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
VENDS CRATERS
THE SUBPACE O F ' V E N U S FROM PIONEEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
S U R F A C E OF V E N U S FBOH PIONEEB; NEWS BBIEFING
P80-1015U 05
VENDS EXPLORATION
THE SDBPACE OF VENDS FBOH P I O N E E B
[SASA BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
VENDS ORBITING IMAGING RAOAR
SURFACE OF VENUS FBOH PIONEEB; NEBS BBIEFIHG
P80-10151 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFING
P30-10157 05
PBESIDENT TO ASK FOB FUNDS TO STABT V E N D S PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
VENUS PHOTOGRAPHS
SURFACE OF V E N D S FBOM PIONEER; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10151 05
VENDS SUBFACE
N A H E S PROPOSED FOR NEWLY-IDENTIFIED FEATURES ON
V E N D S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
THE SUBPACE OF V E N D S FROH PIONEER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
S U R F A C E OF VENDS FROM PIONEER; NEBS BRIEFING
P80-10151 05
PRESIDENT TO ASK FOR FUNDS TO STABT V E N U S PBOJECT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
VEBI LABGE ABBAT RADIO TELESCOPE. N. HEX.
WORLDWIDE EFFOBT PROVIDES NEK DATA ON SOLAS FLARES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
VERY LONG BASELINE INTBBFEROHETRI
NASA ADAPTS RADIO A S T R O N O M Y TECHNIQUES FOB EARTH
STUDIES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-187] P80-10195 06
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
DEDICATION SET FOH -REFUSE-FIRED PLANT
[SASA BSLEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
VFB-FOKKBR-EBBO. GEBBANI
N A S A TO ACCEPT SPACELAB E N G I N E E R I N G MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
VIDICON CASEBAS
V O Y A G E B BACKGBODNDEB
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
VIKING PROJECT
L D N A B ASD PLANETARY CONFERENCE HILL BE M A R C H 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
INCREASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAR ORBITS STDDIED
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
HABTIAN P H E N O M E N A DICOVEBED BY V I K I N G
[NASA BELBASE-80-96] P80-10096 06
HABS OBBITEB NEABING END OF MISSION
[NASA RBLEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
TRANSMITTER SWITCHED OFF OS VIKISG ORBITER 1
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
N A S A PUBLISHES HARS PHOTO BOOK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-119] P80-10152 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; HEBS BRIEFIBG
P80-10153 05
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACTS AIARDED FOH LIQUID BOOST
MODULE DEFINITION
[NASA BELEASE-80-15U] P80-10162 06
ANGELO GUASTAFEBBO N A M E D DEPUTY DIBECTOB OF AMES
RESEARCH CENTER
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
VOYAGER BACKGBODNDEB
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
N A S A ENGINEERS HONORED AT JET PROPULSION LABOBATORI
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
V I K I N G F U N D PBESENTATION TO NASA SCHEDOLED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-201] P80-10209 06
VILSPA, SPAIN
IDE INVESTIGATORS PBESENT FINDINGS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 0.6
VIRGINIA
NASA ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
VISIBLE SPBCTRDH
NASA TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES BITH FOUR FIBMS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-103] P80-10103 06
VISITING SCHOLAR PROGRAM, NASA
N A S A HISTORY OFFICE NAHES VISITING SCHOLAR
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-66] P80-10065 06
VISSH ATHOSPBEBIC SOUNDER
S VAS /VISSR ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER/
VLSI
S VERY LONG BASELINE INTEBFEROHETBY
VOIR
S VENUS ORBITING IMAGING RADAR
VOLCANOES
SA LA SODFBIEBE, ST. VINCENT ISLAND
SA (IT. ST. HELENS, WASHINGTON
THE SDBPACE OF VENDS FBOM PIONEEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
MARS ORBITER BEARING END OF MISSION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-108] P80-10109 06
SURFACE OF VENUS FBOH PIONEEB; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10151 05
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VORTICES
NASA RESUMES TESTING TO REDUCE AIRCRAFT VORTICES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
VOUGHT CORP.
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE THANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
VOYAGEB PROJECT
METEORITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-21] P80-1002H 06
L U N A R AND P L A N E T A R Y CONFERENCE HILL BE MABCR 17-21
IN HOUSTON
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
INCREASED SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOH POLAR ORBITS STDDIED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-32] P80-10031 06
15TH MOON OF JDPITEB DISCOVERED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-61] P80-10060 06
A-90
SUBJECT IHDKX BEIGHTLBSSIESS
A DAI OS SATOEH IS LOBGEB THAN EABLIEH ESTIMATES
C B A S A BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
STATUS OF VOTAGEB SPACECBAFT, JDHE 9. 1980
C H A S A BBLEASE-80-83] P80-10082 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-RAYS FBOM JUPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
STATUS OP VOYAGER SPACECBAPT, AUG. 4, 1980
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-121 ] P80-10123 06
16TH BOON OF JUPITEB DISCOVEBED IB SPACECBAFT
PHOTOGRAPHS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-139] P80-10146 06
V O Y A G E S 1 SATUBN EBCOUNTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-145] P80-10147 06
<VOYAGEB 1/SATDBN ENCOOBTEB>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-145A] P80-101S1 06
SUPPLEHBNTAL CONTBACTS ABABDED FOB LIQUID BOOST
MODULE DEFINITION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-154] P80-10162 06
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN OB BOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
STATUS OF VOYAGEB SPACECHAFT, OCT. 28, 1980
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-162] P80-10168 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[NASA BBLEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
LABGE AUDIENCE EXPECTED FOB SATUBS ENCOONTEB
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-164] P80-10173 06
STATUS OF VOYAGEB SPACECBAFT, JAB. 1, 1981
• [ N A S A BELEASE-80-193] P80-10200 06
VOYAGEB ENCOUNTEBS S A T U B N : SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
VOYAGEB SATUBN ENCOUNTEB PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
w
B&J C08STBDCTIOH COBp., COCOA, FLA.
KENNEDY CENTEB ARABDS LABGEST SMALL BUSINESS
CONTBACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-152] P80-10160 06
IAKE VOBTEX
S VOBTICES
BALLOPS PLIGHT CEHTEB, BALLOPS ISLAND, VA.
N A S A SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
[NASA BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
COHPOTEB ADVISOBIES TO AID PILOTS AT SMALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
N A S A ACTIVE IN MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
L A N G L E Y BESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FfiOH INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-130J P80-10131 06
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDENT
[ NASA BBLEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
NASA AND ONIVEBSITIES TEAM UP FOB MOUNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[BASA BELEASE-80-143] P80-10149 06
BARBING SYSTEMS
<BASA EBEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[BASA BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10108 06
NASA BESEABCHEBS IMPBOVE AIBCHAFT EMEBGEBCY
TBABSMITTEBS
[ SASA BBLEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
BASHINGTON /STATE/
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OP CLIMATE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
IASHIBGTON UNIV.
L A N G L E Y BESEABCHEBS STOOY LIGHTING PBOH INSIDE OUT
[ NASA BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
WASHINGTON OBIV.. SEATTLE
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
•ASHIIGTOH, D.C.
<NASA ENEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A] P80-10104 06
BOLES A N N O U N C E D FOB SPACE SHUTTLE STUDENT PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-132] P80-10134 06
A BUSY YEAB SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-140] P80-10141 06
SCIENTISTS TO MEET OB BOOBT ST. HELENS'
ATSOSPBEBIC I1PACT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-169] P80-10176 06
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
BASTE DISPOSAL
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFUSE-PIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
BASTE MANAGEMENT
SA N U C L E A R RASTE M A N A G E M E N T
BATES HABAGEMEBT
LANDSAT-2 CEASES OPERATION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-9] P80-10008 06
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
BATBB POLLDTION
SATELLITE SYSTEB TO STUDY OCEANS
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-7] P80-10010 06
BATEB VAPOB
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES OF CLIMATE,
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
B4TKINS-JOHSSOB CO., PALO ALTO, CA.
VOYAGEB BACKGBODNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BAIHE STAIE UNIV., DETROIT, MICH.
NASA TO TEST MEN FOB FLOID LOSS DUBING
BEIGHTLESSNESS
[NASA BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
BB-57F AIBCBAPT
NASA ACTIVE IN MT. St. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
BEATHEB DATA
COMPUTES ADVISOBIES TO AID PILOTS AT SMALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
MABTIAH P H E N O M E N A DICOVEBED BY VIKING




NASA TO PUBCHASE SPACELAB FBOH EUBOPEAB SPACE AGENCY
[SASA BELEASE-80-15] P80-10015 06
COMPETITIOB P L A N N E D FOB STUDENT SCIENCE
EZPEBIHEBTS IB SPACE
[SASA BELEASE-80-20] P80-10020 06
OBBITAL CLOUD PHYSICS EIPEBIMENT DEFEBBED
[NASA BBLEASE-80-23J P80-10022 06
X-15 MASKS 20TH ANSIVEBSABY
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-37] P80-10037 06
A-91
IELDIRG SUBJECT IIDBX
HASA TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAR-OLDS FOB SPACE FLIGHT
STBESSES
[ HASA RELEASE-80-43] P80-10043 06
NASA SCIENTIST DORKS ON HOTION SICKNESS PBEVENTION
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-57] P80-10057 06
BOEING TO A N A L Y Z E FOTDBE SPACE TRANSPORTATION NEEDS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-109J P80-10110 06
N A S A TO TEST BEN FOB FLUID LOSS DUBING
BEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
NASA TO STODY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" OH PILOT
PEBFOBMANCE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-197] P80-10204 06
RELDISG
SA BONDING
LAUNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
BESLEYAN OBIV., BIDDLBTOR8. GOBI.
N A S A HISTORY OFFICE N A M E S VISITING SCHOLAR
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-66] P80-10065 06
REST G E R M A N Y
S G E R M A N Y
RESTEHH SPACE 6 MISSILE CTB.. LOBPOC, CA.
NOAA-B ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SATELLITE MISSION
DNSDCCESSFBL
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-82] P80-10081 06
A BOSY YEiB SEEN FOB E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLES
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-140] P80-101U1 06
1981 EXPENDABLE LAONCH VEHICLE SCHEDOLE ANMOtJNCED
[NASA RELEASE-80-198] P80-10205 06
HESTBBH ONIOB COBP.
NASA STUDIES PREDICT FIVEFOLD GROKTH IN
T E L E C O B H U N I C A T I O N S BY YEAB 2000
[ SASA RELEASE-80-19] P80-10019 06
WESTEBH ONION CORP., N.J.
NASA STUDIES PREDICT FIVEFOLD GBOHTH IN
.- TELECOMMUNICATIONS BY YEAB 2000
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-19] P80-10019 06
BESTINGHOOSE ELECIBIC COBP.
BOEING AND G E N E R A L ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LABGE BIND TOBBINES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
HABAIIAN H I N D TDEBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
DOE/NASA SELECT R O C K E W E L L FOR BIND TOBBINE SYSTEM
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1118] P80-10150 06
RESTIHGBOOSE. IHC-, BALTIMORE, HD.
CONTRACTOR SELECTED FOR SPACE TELESCOPE CONTROL
SYSTEM
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-80] P80-10078 06
BHITE SANDS MISSILE BANGE, S. HEX.
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE T R A N S P O R T A T I O N SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
NOTE TO EDITORS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOR TV,
RADIO COVERAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-168] PBO-10175 06
BHITE SAHDS TEST FACILITY, H. MEI.
INVESTIGATORS FILE REPORT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
B A C K P A C K FIBE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-91 ] P80-10091 06
HHITE SABDS. 8. DEI.
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-199]





< N A S A ESEBGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGBAH>
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-59A] P80-1010U 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1S9] P80-10206 06
HDD TUHNBLS
RICHARD BHITCOMB: AERONAUTICAL BESEABCH AND THE
BETTER SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
FREE BORLD'S LARGEST B I N D T U N N E L CLOSED FOR
SODIFICATIOS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-125] P80-10133 06
N A S A SELECTS TBO FIRBS FOB DESIGN STUDIES FOR
SUPERCOMPUTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-135] P80-10137 06
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
RIND VELOCITY
SATELLITE SYSTEM TO STUDY OCEANS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-7]
P80-10216 05
P80-10010 06
BOEING AND G E N E R A L ELECTBIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LARGE BIND TURBINES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
N A S A ENERGY TECHHOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
COMPUTER ADVISORIES TO AID PILOTS AT SMALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[ N A S A . HELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
HABAIIAN WIND TUBBINE TO BE DEDICATED JDLI 3
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
< N A S A ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PBOGHAM>
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59AJ P80-1010U 06
N A S A BESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOB CABRIER LANDINGS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-111] P80-10112 06
SESEABCH AI8CSAFT COflPLETES SHIPBOARD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06^
V O Y A G E R 1 S A T U R N ENCOUNTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U5] P80-10117 06
DOE/NASA SELECT ROCKEHELL FOR BIND TURBINE SYSTEM
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
VOYAGES ENCOUNTERS SATOBN: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
[ NASA RELEASE-80-192] P80-10202 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[NASA HELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
RIHDBILLS
BOEIHG AND GENERAL ELECTRIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP
LARGE BIND TURBINES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-18] P80-10018 06
NASA ENERGY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGBAB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-59] P80-10088 06
HAfAI IAN WIND TURBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-101] P80-10101 06
DOE/NASA SELECT ROCKEBELL FOB BISD TDBBIME SYSTEM
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-148] P80-10150 06
RING PROFILES
NASA RESUMES TESTING TO REDUCE AIRCRAFT VOBTICES
[SASA HELEASE-80-92] P80-10092 06
RINGS
SA AIBCHAFT RINGS
EICHARD BBITCOBB: AERONAUTICAL BESEABCH AND THE
BETTER SHAPE
A-92
SUBJECT IBDEI ZODIACAL LIGHT
[HASA BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
LAHGLEY BESBiECBEBS STODY LIGBTIMG FBOH INSIDE DOT
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
ilHKFIELD. E N G L A N D
HIGHLIGHTS OP 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] F80-10206 06
ilSCOBSIH OBIT.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T O R N ON HOT. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BISCO1SIB OBIT., HADISOB
HASA TO TEST HER STOBfl OBSEBTATION INSTBOBEHT IN
SPACE
[HASA BELEASE-80-137] P80-10139 06
BOHBH
HASA SELECTS 19 ASTHOHA0T CANDIDATES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
IOBKIBG GBOOPS
BOEING TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF NDCLEAB BASTE
FOB NASA
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-69J P80-10068 06
N A M E S PROPOSED FOB HEBLY-IDBNTIFIED FEATdBES OS
VENDS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
BOBLD CLIMATE BESEABCB PBOGBAH
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB TO HOST ATBOSPHEBIC
COHFEBEHCE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-186] P80-10193 06
IOBLD BBTEOBOLOGICAL OBGAHIZATIOB
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CEHTEB TO HOST ATMOSPHEBIC
CONFERENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-186] P80-10193 06
BRIGHT-P1TTEBSOS AERONAUTICAL LAB.. OHIO
CHINESE A E R O N A U T I C S DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
' [ N A S A RELEASE-80-141] P80-10112 06
RBIGHI-PATTEBSOB AFB. OHIO
- X-15 BABKS 20TH A N N I V E B S A B Y
. " [ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
BIOHIHG
HASA ACTIVE IH MT. ST. HELENS ASSESSMENT
[ H A S A BBLEASE-80-107] P80-10108 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
X-BAIS
SPACE SOPEBBOBBLE 1,200 LIGHT Y E A R S ACROSS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
OBBITIHG X-RAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTEHSIOH
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-6] PBO-10006 06
HASA SET TO LADHCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ HASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
IDE INVESTIGATORS PBESEHT FIHDIHGS
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
IHVESTIGATOBS FILE BEPOBT OH CAUSE OF SPACESDIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOM JDPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
PRESS BRIEFIHG SCHEDOLED FOB FIRST SHBTTLE SCIEHCE
PATLOAD
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-11U] P80-10115 06
L A H G L E Y BESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE ODT
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
SOLAR MAXIHOB BISSIOH; HESS BRIEFING
L A U N C H AHD POST-FLIGBT ACITIVITIES
1-1 AIBCBAFT
X-15 BARKS 20TH A N N I V E R S A R Y
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-37]
1-15 AIBCBAFT
X-15 MARKS 20TH A H N I V E B S A H Y
[HASA BELEASE-80-37]
XEBOI COBP.. PASADENA, CALIF.
VOYAGES BACKGBOOHDER







NASA EXHIBIT AT FARHBOROOGH AIR SHOB TO HIGHLIGHT
AIBCHAFT BESEABCH
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-112] P80-10113 06
D B Y D E H CENTEB RECEIVES TILT-HOTOB EXPEBIHENTAL
A IB C R A F T
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-127] P80-10130 06
X-BAHD
VOYAGER B A C K G R O D N D E B
[NASA HELEASE-80-160J P80-10172 06
X-BAY ASTBOBOBY
ORBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTENSION
[HASA HELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[HASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
X-B1Y SPECTBOHETEB
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
UORLDi lDE EFFOBT PROVIDES HEI DATA OH SOLAR FLARES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
Z-BAI STABS
IDE IHVESTIGATOBS PBESENT FIHDIHGS
[HASA RELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
I-BAT TELESCOPE
OBBITIHG X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS HISSIOH EXTENSION
[ BASA BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
SCIEHTISTS DETECT X-RAYS FROM JUPITER
[HASA HELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
IABATO HIS., ANTARCTICA
ANTARCTIC METEORITE RESEARCHERS FINDING PROMISING
HEB FIELD
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-28] P80-10034 06
IABDHEI ELECTBOHICS CORP., DEiVEB, COLO.
VOYAGER B A C K G B O D N D E H
[HASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
TF-102 EHGIIE
RESEARCH AIRCRAFT COHPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
YORK OSIV., CABADA
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBH OH HOV. 12




NASA SOUHDIHG SOCKETS TO .STODY ECLIPSE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-24] P80-10023 06
A-93
1979 J1 /JDPITEH BOON/ SUBJECT IHDBI
1979 J1 /JBPIIBB HOOH/
15TH HOON OF JUPITER DISCOVEBED
[ N&SA BELEASE-80-61] P80-10060 06
1979 32 /JDPITEB HOOB/
15TH BOON OF JUPITER DISCOVEBED
[ NiS& HELEASE-80-61] P80-10060 06
A-94
SECTION 2 Personal Names Index
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES
1980
March 1981
Typical Personal Names Index Entry
BAGIAH, JABBS F.
H N A S A SELECTS 19 ASIEOHlDT CAHDIDATES
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-78 ] P80-10076
I ACCESSION NUMBER!
The title of each news release or speech appears under each name mentioned
in the news releases and speeches whether or not the individual is the speaker.
When the name refers to the speaker, this fact is indicated with a -f to the
left of the title. The NASA accession number is located under and to the right
of the title of the speech, e.g.. P80-10076. followed by a two-digit number,
e.g.. 06. which identifies the section containing the complete entry.
ACKEBHANH, B.
EXPEBIHEBTS SELECTED FOE FIEST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
ACTOB, L. I.
NASA SET TO L A D N C H SOL&B FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
AC08A, BABIO F.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOHN OS NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
AD1HS, KEBHEfH A.
FODBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
ADAHS, HICBEAL JAHES
X-15 HABKS 20TB A N N I V E B S A B T
[NASA BELEASE-80-37J P80-10037 06
ADABS, BICHABD B. I.
N A S A BADAB E X P E R I M E N T DISCOVEBS H A T A N CANALS
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-76] P80-10071 06
AIKE8, IILLIAH S., JB.
NASA AEBONAOTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81 ] P80-10079 06
N A SA AEBONAOTICS DELEGATION BETDBNS FBOH CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
ALEIANDBB. JOSEPH K.
VOTAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON BOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
ALEIABDEB, LOUIE
L A O B C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
THE SPACE SHDTTLE BAIH ENGINE AND THE SOLID SOCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-10214 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAB
P80-10216 05
ABDBBSOB. JOBS D.
VOIAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBS ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
AHDBESES, B. D.
EZPEBIHEBTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
ANHE.iSTAD, JOHB
ABTABCTIC BETEOBITE BESEABCHEBS FINDING PBOBISING
BE8 FIELD
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-28] P80-10034 06
ABBSTEOBG, NEIL ALDEB
1-15 B4BKS 20TH A N N I V E B S A B I
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
SICHABD UHITCOHB: AEBONAOTICAI BBSEAECH AHD THE
BETTEB SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
ABHSIBOBG. IBOBAS t.
VOIAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
ABHESOB, HEBBI F.
N A S A SET TO LAONCH SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
ASHAN, BOB
TECHNOLOGICAL IBNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBABSPOBTATION SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
ATBEIA. SOSHIL E.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBB OB NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
AOTHIBB. A.
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
AIFOBD, I. IAH
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN OB BOV. 12
[ SASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
B
BAGIAB, JASES P.
N A S A SELECTS 19 ASTBOBAOT CANDIDATES
[SASA BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
BAILET, DAVID
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPHENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOHTATION SYSTEB
P80-10155 05
SPACE SHUTTLE PBESS COBFEEEBCE
BALL, JIB




BASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHIBA
[BASA BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079
BAUD, KENNETH I.
FOUBTH FLTSATCOB 10 BE LAUBCHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158]
06
NASA ABBOBADTICS DELEGATIOB EETOBNS FBOH CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
P80-10166 06
BADBB, SIEGFBIED
PSESS BBIEFING SCHEDBiED FOB FIBST SHOTTLB SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
B-1
BAOM, BILL PERSONAL N4HES INDEX
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
N A S A U N V E I L S FIRST SHDTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
BADM. BILL
V O Y A G E R SATDHII ENCOUNTER PBESS BSIEFIH6
P80-10213 05
B A U M A N N , BOBEBT C.
NASA SET TO LADNCH SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
BAOMBACH, DICK
FT 1981 BDDGET PRESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
BEAOJEAS. B.
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62 ] P80-10061 06
BEGHIS, C.
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOR FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
B E H A N N O N , KEN H.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOT. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BELCHES, JOBS 8.
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BELOOET. C.
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPiCELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
8ELTON, MICHAEL J. S.
VOIAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATBSN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BENEDICT, BOBAED
SOLAS M A X I M U M MISSION; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TEANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
BENSON, JOBAS
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
8ENTOH. EDGEHE ?.
EXPEBIHENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
BERGMAN, JDLES
ON-BOABD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEB
G E N E R A T I O N OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
BEBNSTEIN. BED
N A S A BEGINS FLIGHT EQUIPMENT DATA BANK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-75] P80-10080 06
8ERTAUI, JEAN L.
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ H A S A RELEiSE-80-62] P80-10061 06
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BIRD, PBTEB
NASA'S NIMBUS 6 TRACKS BOHBOAT TRIP TO AUSTRALIA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-177J P80-10185 06
BISHOP, ALFRED A.
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST P R O G R A M
P80-10216 05
BLAHA, JOHN B.
N A S A SELECTS 19 A S T R O N A U T CANDIDATES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
BLABOIT, JACQUES B.
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A HBLEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BLIND, JAMES
VOYAGEB S A T U B N E N C O U N T E B PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
BOECKEL, JOB! B.
N A S A SET TO LABHCH SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
BOHLIH, DATE
SOLAB MAXIMUM MISSION; NEBS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
BOISCHOT, iSDRE
VOYAGER TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOHN OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BOLDEH, CHARLES F.
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
BOLDT, ELIHO
SPACE SUPERBUBBLE 1,200 LIGHT IEABS ACROSS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
BOND. DAVE
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS CONFERENCE




VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BOBYER, C. STOABT
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
BOYD, JOBI
A N G E L O GDASTAFEHRO N A M E D DEPUTY DIBECTOB OF AMES
EESEABCH CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
BRADLEY, AND P.
KILGOBE NAMED ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOB
M A N A G E M E N T OPEBATIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-35] P80-10035 06
BBAGDON, DAVID
N A S A TO LADNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
BBANABL, BBIIN F.
JOINT ENDEAVOB TO STIMULATE COMMERCIALIZATION OF
SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-12] P80-10013 06
BRIDGE, HEBBEBT S.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGER BACKGROUNDER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BRIDGES, BOY D., JB.
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[.HASA BELEASE-80-7B} P80-10076 06
BBIGGS, GEOFFREY A.
SURFACE OP V E N U S FBOM PIONEER; NEWS BRIEFING
P80-10151 05
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BBOADPOOT, A. LYLE
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
( N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOIAGEB BACKGBODNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BEOBS, ALLAS B.
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
B-2
PBBSONAL NABBS I1DEI COFFEES. DAVID
BBOBB, IALTBB E., JB.
NASA BADAB EXPEBIBENT OISCOVEBS BAYAN CANALS
[NASA BELEASE-80-76] P80-1007U 06
VOYAGES 10 TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BHOECKNEB. 6. B.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPBEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
BDBB, BABI
LAONCB AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
BOCKEfi, H.
EXPEBIBENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
BOBLAGA, LEN t.
VOIAGBB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATBBN ON 80V. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BUBB, PETEB T.
NASA SET TO LAONCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SOLAB BAXIBUB HISSION; NEKS BBIEFING
BOBTOS. PBIL




BICHABD BHITCOHB: AEBONAOTICAL BESEABCH AND TBE
BETTEB SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
BDSSE. JON
PBBSS BBIEFING SCHEDULED FOB FIBST SHUTTLE SCIENCE
PA1TLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-11U] P80-10115 06
NASA UNVEILS FIBST SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
BIABS, CABLOS
ON-BOABD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEI
GESEBATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
BYBBS, CABLOS
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAd
P80-10216 05
CALIO. A N T H O N Y J.
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U2] P80-101G3 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
CABPBBLL, DON
SURFACE OF VENDS FBOB PIONEEB; NEKS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
CABDBB, BDEI D.
NASA BESEABCHEBS IHPBOVE AIBCBAFT ESEBGENCY
TBABSHITTEBS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-118] P80-10122 06
CABLSON, B. 8.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPBEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
CABB, FBAHK A.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES SATDBB ENCODNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
CABB, BICHAEL H.
NASA PUBLISHES DABS PHOTO BOOK
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-1«9] P80-10152 06
CABB, THOHAS D.'
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
CABBIHGTON, BICHABD CHBISTOPHBB
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
CABTEB, JIBHI
NASA AEBONAOTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIBFING
P80-10157 05
DB. BOBEBT A. FBOSCH TO LEAVE NASA JAN. 20
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-151] P80-10159 06
PBESIDENT TO ASK FOB FUNDS TO STABT VENUS PBOJECT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
NASA DEPUTY ADBINISTBATOB BESIGNS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-200] P80-10208 06
CASH. BEBSTEB
SPACE SUPEBBUBBLE- 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACBOSS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
CASSADI, IILLIAH
ANTABCTIC BETEOBITE BESEABCHEBS FINDING PBOBISING
NEH FIELD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-28] P80-1003* 06
CEPPOLINA, FBAHK J.
N A S A SET TO LADNCB SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
CHAHBEBS, ALAR
N A S A TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
PEBFOBBANCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-197] P80-1020U 06
CHANG, FRANKLIN B.
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTBONAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-BO-78] P80-10076 06
CHANG, J. S.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATSOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
CHAHGYU, ID
C H I N E S E AEBONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-111] P80-10142 06
CHAPPEB, JAHES H.
INVESTIGATOBS FILE BEPOBT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
CHABLES, PHILIP
SPACE SUPEBBOBBLE 1,200 LIGHT YEABS ACBOSS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
CHIPBAN. EBIC 6.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SOLAB SAXIBUB BISSIOH; NEHS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
CHOPP, E. L.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
CLEAVE, BABI L.
N A S A SELECTS 19 ASTBONAOT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
COCHBANE. JOHN
BESEABCB AIBCBAFT COBPLEIES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
COFFEEN, DAVID
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN OB NOV. 12
B-3
COGOLI, AUGDSTO PERSONAL BABES IBDEI
[ NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
COGOLI, ADGDSTO
E X P E B I f l E N T S SELECTED FOR FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
COHEN, AAROB
SHUTTLE OBBITEB BEIEFING SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
J O H N S O N C E N T E B
[ N A S A EEL EASE-SO-157] P80-10165 06
COHEN, JOHN




SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS CONFERENCE
P80-10156 05
COLLIER, ROBERT J.
SCHNEIDER TO BETIRE, JOIN PRIVATE INDOSTBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
COBERFORD, RILLIAH fl.
NASA TO L A U N C H PIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
COHRATH, BARNEY
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
CONVERTIBO, VICTOR
NAS4 TO TEST HEN FOB FLUID LOSS DURING
BEIGHILESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
COOK, ALLAN T., III
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN Oil NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
COOPER, BOBEBT S.
NASA TO L A U N C H PIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
COPELABD, JABES L.
N A S A AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-81 ] P80-10079 06
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION RETURNS FROM CHINA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
COUBTES, G.
E X P E B I H E N T S SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
COVAULT, CRAIG
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS CONFERENCE
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10156 05
P80-10157 05
VOYAGES SATDBN ENCOUNTEE PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
COVERT, GENE
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
COKINGS, PATBICIA
NASA SCIENTIST WORKS ON MOTION SICKNESS PREVENTION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-57] P80-10057 06
CBABILL, BOBMAN
LANGLEY RESEARCHERS STUDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
CBIPPEN, BOBEBT LAUREL
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IB THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRABSPOBTATION SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
SHUTTLE TESI- ENTERS SECOND iEEK
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-190] P80-10197 06
SPACE SHUTTLE STATUS REPOBT
[NASA HELEASE-80-195] P80-10201 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ H A S A RELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
CROFT, THOMAS 1.
V O Y A G E E TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
CBOMMELYBCK, D.
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOR FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
CHOSSFIBLD, ALBEBT SCOTT
X-15 MASKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
CBDIESHABE, DALE
V O Y A G E E TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
CULBEBT, T. PATRICK
NASA RADAR E X P E R I M E N T DISCOVERS M A Y A N CANALS
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
CDLHAHB, J. L.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
CDHNOLD, D. B.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOR ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
DAHLIB, BBOCE
NASA BADAR EXPERIMENT DISCOVERS M A Y A N CANALS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-76] P80-10074 06
DALGARBO, ALEZABDER
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
DALLBAN. BABY
NASA TO TEST MEN FOB FLUID LOSS DDBING
BEIGHTLESSBESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
DAHI, ilLLIAM HABVEI
X-15 BAEKS 20TH A N N I V E R S A R Y
[ NASA BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
DA8IELSOB, B. EDiARD
7OYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
DAVIES, BERTOB B.
VOYAGES PICTURES USED TO HAP JOVIAN MOONS
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-45] P80-10045 06
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
DE BOJOLA, A.
ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEDTRIBO
MASS EVIDENCE
[NASA HELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
DEAL, PERRI
LANGLEY EESEAHCHEHS STUDY LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT
[NASA RELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
DEGIOANHI, JOSEPH
INVESTIGATORS FILE REPOBT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
PBBSOBAL BABES IBDEI PISHEB, BBDCB
DBJAGEB, C.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOL1B FLARE SATELLITE
[HASA RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
DESCH. HICHAEL
A DAI ON S A T U R N IS LONGER T H A N EARLIER ESTIMATES
[ H A S A fiELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
DHAiAB. SAflSH
HASA SIGHS SATELLITE L A U N C H A G R E E M E N T KITH INDIA
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-176] P80-10184 06
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
DICKSOB, DAVID
Ft 1981 BUDGET PRESS BBIEPING
P80-10157 OS
DISBEY. JOBI
SURFACE OF VENUS PROS PIONEER; NEKS BRIEFING
P80-101S4 05
DOHAHOB. TBOHAS H.
TOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBS ON NOV. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
DOOLIHG, DAVE
TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OP THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS COHFEBENCE
PY 1981 BODGET PHESS BBIEFING




THE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE AND THE SOLID ROCKET
BOOSTER
P80-10214 05
OH-BOARD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEi
GENERATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
•DOSA, LAZLO
•' TECHHOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OP THE SPACE TRAHSPOBTATIOH SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
DOSTIS, IB!
NASA TO LAUNCH FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
DSEi, BOSS
FY 1981 BODGET PRESS BRIEFING
DUSB, JOHN
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAS F L A K E SATELLITE
[ N A S A EELE4SE-80-16] P80-1Q016 06
D D N N A V A N T . BOB




N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB PLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA TO LAOHCH FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
EBERHABT, JONATHAN
V O Y A G E R SATURN ENCOUNTER PRESS BBIEPING
P80-10213 05
EDDY. JACK
SOLAB MAXIMUM MISSION; NEiS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
ELLERS, J. P.
SURFACE OF VENDS FBOM PIONEER; NEIS BRIEFING
P80-10154 05
EHGLE, JOE HEIHY
X-15 MARKS 20TH A N N I V E R S A R Y
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
SHUTTLE TEST ENTEBS SECOND iEEK
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-190] P80-10197 06
SPACE SHUTTLE STATUS HEPOET
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-195] P80-10201 06
ESHELBAH, VOB B.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N ON HOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
ESPOSITO. LABBI
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
EVANS, NANCY
N A S A PUBLISHES BARS PHOTO BOOK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-149] P80-10152 06
EVABS. STOABT J.
N A S A CAREER EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PRESIDENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-1112] P80-10143 06
P80-10157 05
DRISCOLL. EVBBLI
TECHHOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN ADD
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRAHSPOBTATIOH SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFING
PBO-10157 05
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSIHG TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEi
GENERATION OP PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
DUFF. BBIAI H.
BRIAN M. DDPP N A M E D DIRECTOR, NASA PUBLIC AFPAIBS
[NASA BELEASE-80-33] P80-10032 06
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS COHFEHESCE
P80-10156 05
DUKE, HICHAEL
LUHAB AHD PLABETABY CONFEBENCE BILL BE HABCH 17-21
IH HOUSTON
[NASA BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
DOHBAR, BOBBIE J.
BASA SELECTS 19 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
FAGEI, HAIIME A.
N A S A CAREER EXECUTIVES HONORED BY PRESIDENT
[NASA RELEASE-80-112] P80-10143 06
FAN. CHANG-YON
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBB OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PiOQDEAUI, DIDIEB
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OP THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
PIBBEL, BICHABD
PIOHEEB 6 STILL T U R N I N G OUT DATA AFTER 15 YEABS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-191] P80-10203 06
PISHEB, ABBA
NASA SELECTS 19 A S T R O N A U T CANDIDATES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ H A S A RELBASE-80-199) P80-10206 06
PISBEB, BBDCB
LANGLEY HESEABCBERS STDDI LIGHTING FROM INSIDE OUT
B-5
FISHEB, ilLLIAH F. PERSONAL NAMES IHDEI
[ NASA RELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
FISHEB, ilLLIAM F.
H A S A SELECTS 19 ASTBOHADT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-78J P80-10076 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ H A S A BELEASB-80-199] P80-10206 06
FLASER, F. SICBAEL
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
FLEBHIHG, ARTBOB S.
DB. BOBEBT A. FBOSCH TO LEAVE NASA JAN. 20
[NASA RELE«SE-80-151] P80-10159 06
FOBO, GEBALD
NASA DEPOT! ADMINISTRATOR RESIGNS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-200] P80-10208 06
FOX, OFF A
N A S A ' S N I M B U S 6 TBACKS BOHBOAT TRIP TO AOSTBALIA
[NASA BELEASE-80-177J P80-10185 06
FRANK, PETE
19-YEAB-OLD IS A HASA FLIGHT CONTROLLER
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-4] P80-10004 06
HOUSTON MISSION CONTBOL GEABING OP FOB SHDTTLE
FLIGHTS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-5) P80-10005 06
FRIEND. JABES P. '
NASA AND UNIVERSITIES TEAH OP FOB MOONT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A BELEiSE-80-143] P80-10144 06
FBOSCH, BOBEBJ A.
JOINT E N D E A V O R TO STIMOLAIE COBHEBCIALIZATION OP
SPACE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-12] P80-10013 06
0. S. , C H I N A AGBEE ON LANDSAT GEOOBD STATIOB.
[ BASA RELEASB-80-14] P80-10014 06
SCHNEIDEB TO BETIBE, JOIN PBIVATE INDUSTBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
NASA, SMALL BOSINESS ADMINISTRATION SIGN
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-54] P80-10054 06
NASA ABABDS FIRST BOHUSES ONDEB CIVIL SEBVICE
BEFOBM ACT
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-6U] P80-10063 06
NASA NEGOTIATES KITH TEACHEBS GBODP ON SHOTTLE
STODENT PROJECT
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-65] P80-10064 06
NASA TO BEGIN BBIEFIHG SEBIES ON SPACE
TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
SPACE TBABSPORTATION SYSTEM BRIEFINGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A EELEiSE-80-138] P80-10140 06
SOOTH AFRICA TO BUILD LANDSAT G R O U N D STATION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-147] P80-10149 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS CONFEBENCE
FY 1981 B U D G E T PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10156 05
P80-10157 05
D E D I C A T I O N SET ?OR BEFUSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
DB. ROBERT A. PROSCH TO LEAVE NASA JAB. 20
[ N A S A 8ELEASE-80-151] P80-10159 06
P R E S I D E N T TO ASK FOR FUNDS TO START VENDS PROJECT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-166] P80-10171 06
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE L A U N C H AGREEMENT HITH INDIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-176J P80-10184 06
NASA ENGINEERS BONOBED AT JET PROPULSION LABOBATOBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
NASA DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR BESIGHS
[NASA RBLEASE-80-2001 P80-10208 06
VIKING F U N D PBESENTATION TO NASA SCHEDULED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-201] P80-10209 06
FBOSI, KENNETH J.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SOLAR M A X I M U M MISSION; NESS BRIEFING
FBJE, CHABLBS




NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016. 06
GALILEI, GALILEO
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATBBS OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
GARDHEB, GDI S.
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
GARHIRE, GOBDOH
SPACE SUPEBBUBBLE 1,200 LIGHT YEARS ACROSS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-3] P80-10003 06
G4BBIOTT, OHES
N A S A TO ACCEPT SPACELAB E N G I N E E R I N G MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
GAUSE. RAYMOND L.
EXPEEIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[BASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
GAOTIEB, DANIEL
V O Y A G E S TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
6AVEB. LES
SOLAB MAXIMUM MISSION; NEWS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05
SBBFACE OF VENDS FfiOM PIONEER; SEWS BRIEFING
P80-10154 05
VOYAGER SATUBN ENCOUNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05




N A S A SET TO. LAOSCH SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[ B A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
FOOBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE HUNCHED
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
N A S A TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS. SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
( N A S A RELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
GEAB, THOMAS J.
DEDICATION SET FOR BEFUSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
B-6
PBBSOHAL BABES IHDBI BAIBL, BODOLF A.
6BLLBB, fl. A.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
[HASA BELEASE-80-56] P80-100S6 06
GIEBASCH, PETEB
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBU ON HOT. 12
[HASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
GILBEBT, GBBB
N A S A ' S NIHBUS 6 TBACKS BORBOAT TBIP TO A U S T B A L I A
[HASA BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
SILLB, J. C.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPBBBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-100S6 06
GILLHOB, STBIiBT
NASA UISTOBY OFFICE NAMES VISITING SCBOLAB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-66] P80-10065 06
GILHAS, DAVID
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOM JtJPITEB
[HASA BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
GLASBB, HABOLD
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABB SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; HERS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
GLASHOU, SBELDOH
DLTBAVIOLET ASTHOHOHY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEOTBINO
BASS EVIDENCE
[NASA BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
GLENN, JOBS
NASA SETS DEVELOPHENT PLAH FOB FLDID BATTEBY
[NASA BELEASE-80-161] P80-10177 06
GLOECKEB. GBOBGB
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
GOEBTZ, CHBISTOPH K.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
GOLDSTEIN, BICBABD H.
HASA EHGIHEEBS BONOBED AT JET PBOPDLSIOH LABOBATOBY
[ B A S A BBLEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
GOLD1ATEB, BABBY, JB.
NASA 10 STDDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" OH PILOT
PEHFOBMAHCE
[ H A S A BBLEASE-80-197] P80-10204 06
GOLD8ATBB, DANIELLE
H A S A TO TEST HEN FOB FLUID LOSS DOBIHG
MEIGHTLESSNESS
[ H A S A BELBASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
GOODT. BICBABD
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[BASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
GOBDOH, BOB
THE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE ABD THE SOLID SOCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-10214 05
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSIHG TECHNOLOGY IH TBE HER
GEHEBATIOB OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
GOSSETT, JOBS




FIBST IHTELSAT V L A U N C H SCHEDULED
[ H A S A BBLEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
SBABE, BONALD J.
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTBOHAOT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78]
GBAY, BOBBBT B.




26 IHVESTIGATIOHS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[HASA BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
GBEEH, B-L.
EJfPEBIHBHTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
6BEEB. BICBABD
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
GBEGOBI, BILL
SDEFACE OF VENDS FBOH PIONEEB; HERS BBIEFIHG
P80-10154 05
GBIFFIg, GEBALD D.
GBIFFIN HAHED ACTING BEAD OF EXTEBNAL BELATIOHS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-104] P80-10105 06
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
GBIBBS, DAVID I.
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
GBOEB, ANSB
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
GBOSE. R. L.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
GDASTAFEBBO, AHGELO
SUBFACE OF VENOS FBOH PIOHEEB; HERS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
A N G E L O GDASTAFEBBO N A K E D DEPDTY DIBECTOB OF ABES
BESEABCH CEHTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
VOYAGEB SATDBH EHCOONTEB PBESS BBIEFIHG
P80-10213 05
SOLKIS, SAHOBL
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBH OH HOV. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
GDBBBTT, DONALD A.
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
H
BADDOCK, FBED t.
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBH OH HOV. 12
[HASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BALE, GEOBGE ELLEBY
HASA SET TO LAUHCB SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
BALL, BOBEBT C.
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
BABEL, BODOL? A.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBH OH HOV. 12
[ NASA HELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUHDEB
[HASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
B-7
H A N N I F I N , JEEEI PEBSONAL BABES IHDEI
HAHBIFIN, JEBBY
S U R F A C E OF VENUS FROM P IONEEB; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-1015U 05
H A N S E H . JAMES E.
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A HELE&SE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HABDY. GEOEGE B.
SHUTTLE PSOPOLSIOK IS TOPIC OF TRANSPORTATION
S Y S T E M BRIEFING
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06




TECHNOLOGICAL I N N O V A T I O N IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OP THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS C O N F E R E N C E
P80-10156 05
HARRIS, HUGH
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE T R A N S P O R T A T I O N SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
LAUNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
HAEEIS, LEONARD A.
NASA A E R O N A U T I C S DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
N A S A A E R O N A U T I C S DELEGATION RETURNS FROM CHINA
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
HABBIS, BOY V.
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION RETURNS FROM CHINA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
HARTLE, BICHAED E.
V O Y A G E R TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
H A E V E Y , CHRISTOPHEB C.
V O Y A G E S TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HASLEB, A. F.
NASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEH STOHH STUDY TOOL
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-181 ] P80-10189 06
HAHKINS. WILLIAM
NASA TO L A U N C H FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-167] P80-1017U 06
HATS, P. B.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
HEACOCK, RAYMOND L.
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATURN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E S SATUBN ENCOUNTER PRESS BBIBFING
P80-10213 05
HEARTH, DONALD P.
RICHABD H. PETEBSON NAMED DEPDTY DIBECTOB OF
L A N G L E Y CENTER
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-58] P80-10058 06
NASA CAREEB EXECUTIVES HONORED BY PRESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U2] P80-10113 06
HBELIS, B. A.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
HELLEB, JACK A.
NASA TO TEST SOLAB-POWEBED ENGINE/GENEBATOB FOR
SMALLER DSEES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-17] P80-10017 06
HEHRY, RICHARD
ULTRAVIOLET ASTBONOHY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEDTBINO
MASS E V I D E N C E
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
HEBSCBEL, MILLIAM
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDRN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-159] - P80-10167 06
HEBSE, B.
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
HILHEBS. DAVID C.
N A S A SELECTS 19 ASTBONAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
BINES, BILL
SURFACE OF VESUS FBOM PIONEER; NEWS BRIEFING
P80-1015I1 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS CONFEBENCE
P80-10156 05
VOYAGER SATUBN ENCOUNTER PRESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
BIBNERS, NOEl
VIKING FOND PRESENTATION TO NASA SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-201] P80-10209 06
VOYAGER SATURN ESCODNTEB PRESS BBIEFIJIG
P80-10213 05
HLASS, JEBBY I.
NASA CAREEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PRESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-112] P80-10143 06
HOFFMAN, ANDREI J.
INVESTIGATORS FILE BEPOBT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIRE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
HOLTON, J. B.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
HOED, CHABLES 8.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATORN ON NOV. 12
[NASA RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BOBBECK. G.
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
HOPGHTOB. J. I.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
HOUSE, L. L.
N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
HDNDAUSEN, ABT J.
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HDNT. GABBY E.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SUBLET. KEVIN
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOH JUPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
HUYGENS. CHBISIIAN
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PEBSOBAL BABES ISDEI EBIBI6IS, S. H.
[ B A S A BE1EASE-80-35] PBO-10035 06
IBBIS, BOB
BESEAECH AIHCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
JABS, CTBTBIA
TECHNOLOGICA1 IHKOVATIOH IB THE DESIGB AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
JACOBSOB, DAVID H.
SOOTH AFRICA TO BDILD LABDSAT GBODBD STATION
[ BASA BELEASE-80-147] P80-10149 06
JEBKIBS, BABBIETT G.
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDENT
[BASA BELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
JOBBSOB, TOBBB8CE V.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1S9] P80-10167 06
JOHMSTOa, B. L.
INVESTIGATES FILE BEPOBT ON CADSE OF SPACESDIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
JOKICII, J. BABDI
VOSAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBB OB NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
JOBES, BOGEB B.
KHGORE N A M E D ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOB
M A N A G E M E N T OPEBATIOBS
[N4SA RELEASE-80-35] P80-10035 06
K
RAISES. MICHAEL L.
A DAI ON SATOBN IS LONGER THAN EABLIEB ESTIMATES
. [ N A S A BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
. VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
KAtJLA, ilLLIAH
THE SUBFACE OF V E N D S FBOM PIONEER
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
KBATB, ED
VOTAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBB ON NOV. 12
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
KBATHLBY, IILLIAM C.
NASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
KBIl, I. C.
NASA TO TEST NEB FOB FLDID LOSS DDBIBG
BEIGHTLESSNESS
[BASA BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
KEPLEB, JOHANNES
NASA PBOPOSES G A M M A BAY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-11] P80-10011 06
KEHRBBBOCK, JACK L.
DB. KEBBEBBOCK SAHED TO BEAD NASA'S AEROHAOTICS
OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-156] P80-10164 06
KEYSE8, JEBBT
LANGLEY BESEABCBEBS STODY LIGHTING FBOM IBSIDE OOT
[B4SA RELEASE-80-130] P80-10131 06
KEYSEB, LABBT
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAM
P80-10216 05
KIL60BE, BDBIH C.
KILGOBE SAHED ASSOCIATE AD.1IHISTBATOS FOS
HABAGEMEBT OPERATIONS
NASA CAREEB EIECOTIVES BOBORED BY PBESIDEBT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-142] P80-10KI3 06
KIBBALL. BABOLD G.
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBB ON BOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
KING, DBBEK
NASA'S NIMBOS 6 TBACKS BODBOAT TBIP TO ADSTBALIA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
KING, GOBDOB
SUBFACE OF VENUS PBOH PIOBEEB; NEIS BRIEFING
P80-10154 05
KIHGSBDHY, JAHES
N A S A CAREEB EXECUTIVES HOBORED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
KIBKHAB, DON
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGB AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRABSPORTATION SYSTEB
P80-10155 05
KIRSCB, K.
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB.FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
KISSIB, KBB
PBESS BRIEFING SCHEDULED FOB FIBST SHUTTLE SCIEBCE
PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
NASA UNVEILS FIBST SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
KLINEBEBG, JOB!
FOUBTH FLTSATCOM TO BE LAUBCHED
[NASA BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDOLED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
KNIGHT. UILLIAM J.
X-15 NARKS 20TH A N N I V E R S A R Y
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
KOBLBASE, CHARLES
VOYAGER SATUBN EBCOONTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
KBAPT, CHBISTOPHBB C., JR.
INVESTIGATOBS FILE BEPOBT OB CADSE OF SPACESDIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91J P80-10091 06
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOHED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-BO-142] P80-10143 06
KBAFT, JOHN D.
NASA TO LAUNCH FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[BASA BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
KBAHEB, JABES J.
DB. KEBBEBBOCK NAMED TO HEAD NASA'S AEBONAUTICS
OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-156] P80-10164 06
KBABEB, BABK
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IS THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPHEBT OF THE SPACE TEAHSPOHTATIOH SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
L A D N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
KBABZ, EUGENE F.
NASA CAREER EXECDTIVES HOBOBED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-K12] P80-10143 06
KRIE6EB, BOBEBT L.
NASA CABEER EXECDTIVES HOBORED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
SfilSIGIS, S. B.
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBB ON BOV. 12
B-9
KBISBBB, KOBAB PEESOHAL HIKES INDEX
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159]
VOYAGES B A C K G R O U N D E R




HEAT TBEATMEHT, DETECTION OP C4SCEB TAKE
ENGINEEBING KNOI-ROR
[ HASA RELEASE-80-39] P80-1001H 06
KBO1E. HOBBIS. JB.
NASA AEHONAOTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION R E T U R N S FBOM CHINA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
KBOSB, LABBEBCE F.
FIBST INTELSAT V LADNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
KOKOISKI, JIB
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEB
G E N E R A T I O N OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
KOBAB, SHAILENDHA
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OH NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
KUHDE, VIBGIL
VOYAGES TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
KOPPERIAH, JAMES
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ HASA RELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
LABPTON, HICHAEL
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB E N G I N E E R I N G MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
LANE, ABTHDB L.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBH ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B BACKGBODNDEB
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
LASGNEB, A.
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
L4NZEBOTTI, LOUIS J.
V O Y A G E S TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBH ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
LARGE, JIB
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; N E K S BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
LABS ON, PETEB
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
D E V E L O P M E N T OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
LAZABOS, ALAS J.
V O Y A G E S TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBH ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
LEACH, CABOLYN S.
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIEST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
LEBLANC, YOLAHDE
V O Y A G E R TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBH ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
LEE, JA H.
D I R E C T S U N - P O W E B E D LASEB DEBONSTBATED AT NASA CENTEB
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-196] P80-10210 06
LEE, I. J.
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEERING MODEL NOV. 28
[NASA.BELEASE-80-180J P80-10188 06
LEPPIHG, BOH P.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBH ON HOV. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
LESTBA, DAVID C.
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
LETT, GEBALD S.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBH OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
LEIIS, DICK
LADNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES




NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB EHGINEERIHG MODEL HOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
LILLY. SILLIAM E.
NASA CABEEB EXECDTIVES HONORED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1«2] P80-10143 06
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS CONFERENCE
P80-10156 05
LINDAL GDBIAB F.
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AI SATDBH ON NOV. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
LIBDSTBOM, BOBEBT E.
SHUTTLE SOLID PHOPELLANT MOTOBS COMPLETE FIBING
TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-25] P80-10025 06
LONDON, J.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
LONG, JIB
LAUNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
LONG, KEITH
N A S A ' S NIMBUS 6 TBACKS BOHBOAT TRIP TO AOSTBALIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-177] P80-10185 06
LORD, DOUGLAS B.
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING MODEL NOV. 28
[SAS& BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
LOED, MABI
SUBFACE OF VEHOS FROM PIONEER; NEWS BRIEFING
P80-10154 05
LOUNGE, JOHN B.
N A S A SELECTS 19 ASTBOSAOT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
LOVELACE, ALAS B.
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
INVESTIGATORS FILE BEPOBT OH CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-91 ] P80-10091 06
N A S A AEBONAOTICS DELEGATION BETDRNS FBOM C H I N A
[NASA BELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
CHINESE AEBONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT HASA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-141] P80-101U2 06
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS CONFEBENCE
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFING
P80-10156 05
P80-10157 05
PERSONAL BABES IBDEX BCCOBBICK, B. P1TBICK
BASA 1O ROBK RITH I7A OH ENERGY EESEAHCH
[HAS4 BELEASE-80-172] P80-10180 06
NASA DEPUTY ADHINISTBATOR EESIGHS
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-200] P80-10208 06
LOS, GEORGE B.
KILGOBE BAHED ASSOCIATE ADBIBISTBATOE FOB
B A N A G E H E N T OPEHATI08S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-35] P80-10035 06
LORHS, JAT
SOLAB MAXIMUM MISSION; HERS BEIEPING
P80-10153 05
LDCAS, RILLIAB B.
HASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES BOHOBED BY PBESIDEHT
[ NASA EELEASE-80-1<42] P80-10143 06
LONNEY, GLYBB S.
HASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[NASA BEIEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
HEISS TO HEAD NASA OPEBATIONS OFFICE
[ N A S A BE1EASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
LOTHEI, JOB
SCIENTISTS DETECT I-BAIS FBOH JDPITEB
[ N A S A BEIEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
LIONS, HICHiEL 1.
NASA TO t A D N C H FIBST SATELLITE BDSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
M
BA. CBOPO
NASA ADAPTS RADIO ASTBONOSY TECHNIQUES FOE EABTB
STDDIES
[NASA BEI.EASE-80-187] E80-10195 06
BACDONALD, BIKE
SOLAB B A X I B O B MISSION; NERS BBIEFING
P80-101S3 05
BACLAOBIN, BICHABD COCKBOBH
DR. KERRSBROCK N A B E D TO HEAD N A S A ' S AEBONAUTICS
. OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-156] P80-10164 06
BACHABOH, ED
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PEOGBAH
P80-10216 05
BAGOIRB, iliLIAB
V O Y A G E S TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U R N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BEIEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HAHOg, JOSEPH B.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BE1.EASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
A BDSY Y E A R SEED FOB EXPENDABLE LADNCH VEHICLES
[ N A S A BEIEASB-80-140] P80-10141 06
FOOBTH FlTSATCOM TO BE LAUNCHED
[NASA HEJ.EASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
NASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BDSINESS SYSTEBS
SATELLITE
[NASA BEJ.EASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
FIHST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
BALONEY, JIB
fECHNOLOSICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPBENT OF THE SPACE TBAHSPOBTATION SYSTEB
P80-10155 05
SPACE SHUTTLE PBESS CONFEBENCE
P80-10156 05
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE SER
GBNEBATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
BABCOITE, PADL G.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
BABK, BABS
BCCOBBICK SELECTED FOB AIB FOBCE POST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-128] P80-10127 06
BABIIB, JIB
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
BABTIN, IABBEN L.
NASA ENGINEEBS HOHOBED AT JET PROPULSION LABOBATOBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-188] P80-10198 06
BASDBSKY, HAROLD
SURFACE OF V E N U S FBOM PIONEEB; NERS BBIEFING
P80-10154 OS
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BATgBB, BDDOLPH F.
NASA CONTBACTS FOB TRO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTEB
RECOVEBY FORCE
[NASA BELEASE-80-89] P80-10087 06
MAIRELL. JABES CLASH
SUBPACE OF VENDS FBOM PIONEEB; NERS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
BAYFIELD, BOBEBI A.
INVESTIGATORS FILE BEPORT ON CAUSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
BAZDB, PAT
NASA TO LAUNCH FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
BAZDBSKY, HAROLD
HABES PROPOSED FOB NEBLY-IDENTIFIBD FEATDBES ON
V E N D S
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
THE SUBFACE OF V E N D S FROM PIONEEB
[ NASA BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
BCCALL, RAYBE L.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[BASA BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
MCCABTHY. JOBB F.. JB.
NASA AEBONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
NASA AERONADTICS DELEGATION RETURNS FROM CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
NASA STUDY COHFIBBS FEASIBILITY OF U N I Q U E PORER
PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-146] P80-10148 06
FOURTH FLTSATCOM TO.BE LAUNCHED
[ N A S A RELEASE-SO-158] P80-10166 06
FIRST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
BCCLOSKEY, BILL
L A U N C H AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
MCCONHELL, JOBB C.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BCCOBHICK, B. PATRICK
HASA AND UNIVERSITIES TEAM DP FOB MOUNT ST. HELENS
HISSIOH
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-113] P80-10144 06
B-11
HCCOBMICK, BOBEBT J. PEBSONAL NAMES I1DEI
HCCOBHICK, BOBBBX J.
MCCOBMICK SE1ECTED FOB ilE FOBCE POST
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-128] P80-10127 06
MCDONALD, FBANK B.
N A S A CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BI PBESIDENT
[ KA3A BELEiS£-80-i'i2 j P80-101»3 06
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON HOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
MCDONALD. MICHAEL E.
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
MCELHOBBY, THOHAS
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGHAM
P80-10216 05
nCELBOI, JOHN B.
DB. J O H N H. MCELBOY N A M E D DEPOT! DIBECTOB OF
GODDABD CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
MCELBOI. HICBAEL B.
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HCGABVEY, BILLIE J.
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFUSE-FIBED PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
HCKAT, JOHN B.
X-15 MABKS 20TB ANNIVEBSABY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
BENDE, STEPHEN B.
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62J P80-10061 06
HEEBOLD, ULF
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
HETZGEB. ALBEBI
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOM JDPITEB
[NASA BELE4SE-80-98] P80-10098 06
HILLEB, A. J.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY' SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
MIBOBSKI, MICHAEL
NED HEABT-ASSIST DEVICE BASED ON SPACE TECHNOLOGY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-123] P80-10125 06
HITZ, HILTON A.
VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B SATUBN ENCODNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
HOHTOIA, EABL
SOBFACE OF VENUS FBOM PIONEEB; NESS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
MOOS, H. BABBEN
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HOBBISON, JAMES B.
N A S A TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING MODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
MOSEB, THOHAS L.
SHUTTLE OBBITE8 BBIEFING SET FOB OCT. 23 AT
J O H N S O N CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-157] P80-10165 06
MOSSINGHOFF, GEBALD J.
NASA CABEEB EXECDTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-1U2] P80-10143 06
BOOST, G. H.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
HOiATT. PAOL A.
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
BDBPBY, BOBEBT
SOBFACE OF VENDS FBOM FIOHEEE; HEMS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
HOBHAI, BBOCE C.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN OH NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HOBBAY, I. B.
NASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BDSISESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-BO-167] P80-10171 06
MDTCB, THOHAS A.
DEBITING I-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS MISSION EXTENSION
[NASA BELEASE-80-6] P80-10006 06
N A S A SET T O . L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
SOLAB M A X I M U M MISSION; NEHS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
SOBFACE OF VENUS FBOM PIOHEEB; NEHS BBIEFING
P80-10151 05
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
N
NAOGLE. JOBS B.
DB. JOHN NAUGLE NAMED ACTING CHIEF SCIENTIST
[NASA BELEASE-80-175] P80-10183 06
VOYAGEB SATOBN ENCODNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
SEAL, BOY
LADNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
NELSON, GEOBGB D.
INVESTIGATOBS FILE REPOBT ON CAOSE OF SPACESUIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
BESS, IOBHAN F,
VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
IEDBADEB, FBITZ H.
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
HEOPBBt, SEBNEB
PBESS BBIEFING SCHEDDLED FOB FIBST SHUTTLE SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
[ NASA BELEASE-80-114] P80-10115 06
NASA UNVEILS FIBST SHDTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-117] P80-10118 06
BEIBAH, CBABLES I.
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
NICKS, OBAN B.
BICHABD H. PETEBSON H A M E D DEPDTY DIBECTOB OF
LANGLEY CENTEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-58] P80-10058 06
HICOLLIEB. CLAUDE
TBO EDBOPEABS ACCEPTED FOB SHUTTLE MISSION
SPECIALIST TBAINIHG
[NASA BELEASE-80-106] P80-10107 06
B-12
PEBSOBAL BARES IIDEX PBLTZBH. BOBEBT 6.
NASA TO ACCEPT SFACELAB ENGIBEEBING MODEL NOV. 28
[HASA HELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
HIELSEH, J. F.
EXPEBIBENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
NIXOB, BICHABD
BICHABO HHITCOHB: AEBOBAOTICAL BESEAHCH AND THE
BETTEB SHAPE
[BASA BEIEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
O'BBIEB, JOBS E.
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIOEHT
[NASA BELEASB-80-142] P80-101I43 06
O'CONHOB, BBIA8 D.
BASA SELECTS 19 ASTBONAOT CANDIDATES
[NASA BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
O'DOBBEIL, BILL
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPBBNT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
O'HABA, DEB
NASA TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAB-OLDS FOB SPACE FLIGHT
STBESSES
[HASA BELEASE-80-43] P80-10013 06
BASA TO TEST BEN FOB FLDID LOSS DOBING
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
0'KEEPS, JOHN A.
EABTB HAY HAVE HAD SATOBN-LIKE BING 34 MILLION
YEABS AGO
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-86] P80-10085 06
Q'TOOLS, TOB
SUBFACE OF VENDS FBOB PIONEEB; BEITS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
VOYAGEB SAT0BN ENC00NTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
OBAYASBI, TATSOZO
EXPEBIBENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
OCKBLS, iOBBO
TBO EDBOPEANS ACCEPTED FOB SHUTTLE BISSION
SPECIALIST TEAIBIB6
[BASA BELEASE-80-106] P80-10107 06
BASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBING BODEL BOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[BASA BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
OGILVIE. KEITH
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBB ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
OLBEBT, STABISLAB
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN OS NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
OLSTAD. BALTEB B.
DB. KEBBEBBOCK NABED TO HEAD NASA'S AEBONAOTICS
OFFICE
[NASA BELEASE-80-156] P80-10164 06
OLTOB, BABBY
FODBTB FLTSATCOB TO BE LAONCHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
OBEB. TOBIAS
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBH ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PAB. CODA H. T.
EXPEBIHEBTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
PAIAGAIOS, IICBOLAS
SOLAB SAXIHUH BISSION; NEWS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
SOBFACE OF V E N D S FBOB PIOBEEB; NEBS BBIEFIBG
P80-10154 05
VOYAGEB SATOBB EBCODNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
PABG, KEVIN
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN OH BOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PABKEB. EOGENE NOBSAB
SASA SET TO LAOHCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
PABKEB, JACKIE
19-YEAB-OLD IS A SASA FLIGHT COHTBOLLEE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-4] P80-10004 06
PABKEB. BOBEBT
N A S A TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEEBIBG BODEL NOV. 28
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-180] P80-10188 06
PABKS, JOHN 1.
COBPDTEB ADVISOSIES TO AID PILOTS AT SBALL
AIBPOBTS BEING TESTED
[BASA BELEASE-80-88] P80-10089 06
PABKS, BOBEBT J.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN OB BOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB SATOBN ENCOONTEB PBESS BBIEFIBG
P80-10213 05
PABTEH, BICHABD P.
DATA PBOCESSING IS SUBJECT OF TBANSPOBTATION
SYSTEB BBIEFIBG
[NASA BELBASE-80-144] P80-10145 06
ON-BOABD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEB
GENEBATIOB OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
PATTERSON, J. B.
FODBTH FLTSATCOB TO BE LAONCHED
[BASA BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
FIBST INTELSAT V L A U N C H SCHEDULED
[ NASA BELEASE-80-179) P80-10187 06
PAINE, SETH
TECHNOLOGICAL IHNOVATIOH IB THE DESIGN AND
DEVBLOPBENT OF THE SPACE TBABSPOBTATION SISTEH
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BODGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
OBZECBOBSKI. BICBABD E.
FIBST IBTELSAT V LAOHCH SCHEDOLED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
PEABCE, JEFFREY B.
A DAY ON SATDBN IS LOBGEB THAN EABLIEB ESTIBATES
[BASA BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBB OB BOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PEABL. JOSH
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN OB BOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PBITZEB, BOBEBT 6.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBB OB BOV. 12
[BASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
B-13
PETEBSOB, BICHABD H.. PEBSOBAL BABES IB DEI
PETESSOB, EICBAED H.
EICHAHD B. PETEBSOB N A M E D DEPD1Y DIBECTOR OP
LANGLEY C E N T E R
[NASA BELEASE-80-58] P80-10058 06
BY SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-56 ] P80-10056 06
PETERSON, BQBEBT SILLAS
X-15 HARKS 20TH » N K I V E H S A B Y
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
PETTEHGILL. GOBDOS B.
NAHES PBOPOSED POB NBBLY-IDEifTIFIED FEATUBES OS
V E N D S
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-70] P80-10069 06
THE SUBFACE OF V E N D S FBOH PIOBEEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-71] P80-10070 06
SDBFACE OF VEHOS FBOM PIOSEEB; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10154 05
PHILLIPS, BOGEB 0,
L D N A B AND P L A N E T A R Y CONFEBENCE HILL BE HABCH 17-21
IK HOOSTON
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-29] P80-10028 06
V O Y A G E B TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELBASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PIBBAGLIA, JOSEPH
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATBBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
PITTS, FELII
LABGLEY BESEABCHEBS STDDY LIGHTING FBOB INSIDE OUT
[BASA BELEASE-80-130 ] P80-10131 06
POLLACK, JAHES
SAIST H E L E N S VOLCANO AIDS STDDIES OF C L I M A T E
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-115] P80-10116 06
POBiAHPEBOHA, CIEIL
METEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE
[ N A S A RELEASE-86-21] P80-1002U 06
ANTABCTIC METEOBITE BESEABCHEBS FINDIBG PBOMISIBG
NEW FIELD
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-28] P80-1003U 06
VOYAGEB TO T A K E ' A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
POTEMBA, T. A.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOE ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
POZIBSKY, BOBMAB
SCHNEIDEB TO BETIBE, JOIN PBIVATE I N D U S T R Y
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
PRESS, FBABK
U. S. , CHINA A6BEE ON LANDSAT GBODBD STATION
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-1U] P80-10014 06
POSCELL, JOSEPH
NASA SET TO LADNCH SOLAS FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SOLAB HAXIHOM MISSION; NEDS BRIEFING
BANTS, DANIEL




NASA TO L A U N C H FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-1017H 06
BEAGAN, BONALD
N A S A DEPUTY ADSI8ISTBATOB BESIGNS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-200] P80-10208 06
BEBEB, C. A.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BEINBS, FBEDBBICK
DLTBAVIOLET ASTRONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEHTBIBO
MASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
BBSCHKB, MILLABD F.
EXPEBIHENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[KASA BBLSASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
BICHABDS. BICHABD H.
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTBONAOT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
BIDDLE, ABTHOHY C.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBB ON NOV. 12
[BASA BELEASB-80-159] P80-10167 06
BOBIHS, C. HOIABD
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBB ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B SATDBN ENCODBTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
EOCHE, A. E.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
[BASA BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
BODGEBS, E. B.
BASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP HBS STOBM STODY TOOL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-181] P80-10189 06-
ROLLINS, CHBIS
SPACE SHOTTLE PBESS COBFEBENCE
P80-10156 05
ROSE, DEBBIE
SURFACE OF VENUS FBOH PIONEER; BEIS BBIEFING
BOSE. JEREMY
THE OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
BOSEN, PEIEB





NASA SETS DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOB FLDID BATTEEY
[ N A S A BELEASB-80-161 ] P80-10177 06
BOSS, HELEN
EXPEBIMEBTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[BASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
BOSS, JEBBT L.
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTBOBADT CANDIDATES
[BASA RELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
BOSS, LAgSBSCE J.
FOOBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE LADBCHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
FIEST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDDLED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
BOSSITEB, AL
SOLAB HAXIMOM HISSIOB; NEIS BBIEFIHG
P80-10153 05
SDBFACE OF VEBOS FBOM PIOBEEB; NEBS BBIEFING
P80-10151 05
TECHNOLOGICAL IHHOVATIOS IB THE DESIGB ABD
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE THABSPOBTATIOK SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
THE SPACE SBOTTLE MAIN ENGIBE AND THE SOLID BOCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-10211 05
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSIBG TECHNOLOGY IN THE BE*
GENEBATIOH OF PILOTED SPACBFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
B-1U
PBBS01AL HiUES IBDBI SILVEBSTOHB, KEN
THE OBBIT4L FLIGHT TESf PBOGBAB
P80-10216 05
BOTTBAH, 6. J.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
BODEI, BICHABD A.
NASA AEBOHAOTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
NASA AEBONADTICS DELEGATION BETDBHS PROS CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
BOSHIOBTH, BOBEBT A.
X-15 BABKS 20TH ANNIVEBSABY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
BOSSELL, BBDCE
SOLAS BAXIHOB MISSION; NEIS BRIEFING
P80-10153 05




26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATBOSPHEBIC STDDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
BOSSELL, ilLLIAB A., JB.
NASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
"SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
SAGAH. CABL
VOY1GEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SiTDBN OH S07. 12
[HASA BELEASE-80-.159] P80-10167 06
SAHUELSON, BOBEBI
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
.SANDEL, ilLLIAB B.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ 'NASA BELEASE-BO-ISS] pao-10167 06
SAHDLEB, BABOLD
NASA TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAB-OLDS FOB SPACE FLIGHT
STBESSES
[NASA BELEASE-80-43] P80-10043 06
NASA TO TEST BEN FOB FLUID LOSS DUBING
HEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131 ] P80-10132 06
SATO, BAKIKO
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SCANO. AHISTIDB
EXPERIHENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
SCABF. FREDERICK L.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOUNDEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
SCHABDT, A. B.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SCBEFTBB, JIB
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPBENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATIOH SYSTEM
P80-10155 05
SC8HIDT, P. B.
FOUBTH FLTSATCOB TO BE LADNCHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158]
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
SCHNEIDER. UILLIAB C.
NASA SET T O . L A U N C H SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SCHNEIDEB TO BETIBE, JOIN PBIVATE INDUSTBY
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-27] P80-10027 06
SCHNOPPEB, HEBBEBI
SCIENTISTS DETECT I-BAYS FBOH JUPITEB
[NASA BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
SCHOIKBECHT, KEN
SPACE SHUTTLE PBESS CONFERENCE




NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
SCODDEB. JACK D.
VOYAGBB TO T&KE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SEBLSTEDI, ALBERT
SOLAB BAXIBUB BISSION; NEWS BBIEFING
P80-10153 05
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPBENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEB
P80-10155 05
FI 1981 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10157 05
VOYAGER SATUBN ENCOUNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
ON-BOABD DATA PBOCESSIHG TECHNOLOGY IN TBE NEi
GENERATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
SE8ABD, FBEDEBICK
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-RAYS FBOH JUPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
SHAFEB, BOBEBT J.
FY 1981 BODGET PRESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
P80-10166 06
NOTE TO EDITOBS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOB TV.
RADIO COVEBAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-168] P80-10175 06
SBABP. JOSEPH C.
NASA TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
P E R F O R M A N C E
[ N A S A - BELEASE-80-197] P80-10201 06
SHEBANSKI. DONALD B.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SHEPPABD, 0. C.
HASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[SASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
HASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
SHOTKNECHT. KEN
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION ID THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPBEBT OF THE SPACE TBABSPOBTATIOH SYSTEH
P80-10155 05
SHOBE, LLOYD I.
NASA STUDY CONFIRMS FEASIBILITY OF UNIQUE POIEB
PLANT
[NASA RELEASE-80-146] P80-10148 06
SILVBBSTOSB, KEH
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN TBE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPBENT OF THE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEfl
B-15
SIHON. PAUL PEBSOBAL BABES IHDEI
P80-10155 05
SIHOB, PAUL
HOBLDKIDE EFFOBT PBOVIDES SEi DATA ON SOLAB FLABES
[NASA BELEASE-80-120] P80-10120 06
SISCOE, GEORGE L.
VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBH ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SISSOH, JIB
SHUTTLE MAIN PEOPULSION TEST SUCCESSFUL
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-184] P80-10191 06
SLAOE, JIB
SOLAS M A X I M U M MISSION; N E W S BBIEPING
SLAYTOI, DONALD KENT




8ASA TO LAUNCH FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A EELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
SMITH, BBADFOBD A.
VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGEB BACKGBOONDEB
[ SASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
V O Y A G E B SATOBN ENCOUNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
SHITH. BICBAEL J.
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTBONAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
SHITH. PETEB G.
NASA AEBONADTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
NASA AEBONADTICS DELEGATION BETUBNS FBOH CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-105] P80-10106 06
SBITB, BICHABD G.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-112] P80-10143 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CBESS CONFEBENCE
P80-10156 05
FODBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE L A U N C H E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
NASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
. [ N A S A BELEASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
SHYLIE, BOBBBT B.
SHYLIE TO HEAD NASA'S TBACKING AND DATA FUNCTIONS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-41] P80-10040 06
DB. JOHN H. HCELBOY N A H E D DEPUTY DIBECTOB OF
GODDABD CENTEB
[ NAS1 BELEASE-80-119] P80-10119 06
NASA CAEEEB EXECUTIVES HONOHED BI PBESIDEST
[NASA BELEASE-80-1U2] P80-10143 06
VOYAGEB TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
NASA TO L A U N C H FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-167] P80-10171 06
SODEBBLOM. LAOBENCB
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SPEAKEB, BDBIN
VIKIBG F U N D PBESENTATION TO NASA SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-201] P80-10209 06
SPEEB, FBIDTJOF A. B.
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
SPEICB. DAVID
NASA STABTS SOLAB FLABE "HOTLINE" SEBVICE
[NASA BELEASE-80-116] P80-10117 06
SPBISG, SHEBSOOD C,
N A S A SELECTS 19 ASIBOHAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
SPBINGEB, BOBEBI C.
N A S A SELECTS 19 ASTBONAUT CANDIDATES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-78] P80-10076 06
STACK, JOBS
BICHABD BHITCOHB: AEBONAUTICAL BESEABCH AND THE
BETTEB SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
STAELII, DAVID H.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUSN OS NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
STECKEB. FLOID 8.
ULTBAVIOLET ASTBONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEUTBINO
MASS EVIDENCE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-163] P80-10170 06
STEIHLE, B.
EXPEBIMBNTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
STOFAN. AHDBEB J.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159]' P80-10167 06
V O Y A G E B SATDBN ENCOUNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
STONE. EDBABD
VOYAGEB SATOBN ENCOUNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
STONE, EDBABD G.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
STBICKLABD, PETE
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-126] P80-10129 06
STBOBEL, DAEBELL F.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SOLLIVAH, JABES 0.
SCIENTISTS DETECT X-BAYS FBOM JUPITEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-98] P80-10098 06
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SDLZHil. FBASK H.
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
SOOBI. VEBSEB S.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
SDBIADI, DBS
SATELLITE LAUNCH AGBBEHENT SIGNED ilTH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-1019H 06
SINNOtT, STEPHEB P.
15TH MOON OF JUPITEB DISCOVEBED
PBBSOHAL BABES IIDBX iALlOB. THOHAS S.
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-61] P80-10060 06
16TH BOON OF JOPITEB DISCOVEBED IH SPACECflAFT
PHOTOGRAPHS
[BASA EELEASE-80-139] P80-10146 06
SIVEBTSOH, CLABEBCE A.
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES BOBOBED BY PBESIOENT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
SZABO, S. V., JB.
FOOBTB FLTSATCOH TO BE LAOSCHED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDDLED
[BASA BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
TABDBEBG-HASSBB, E.
NASA SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
TATLOB, CBABLES A.
N A S A SET TO L A U N C H SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
VOIAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OB N O V . 12
[NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
TAILOB, JOHN
THE SPACE SHUTTLE M A I N ENGINE ABD THE SOLID ROCKET
BOOSTEB
P80-1021U 05
OB-BOABD DATA PBOCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEW
GENEBATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
P80-10215 05
TERHUBE, CHABLES H.. JB.
VOI4GEE TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U B N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES SATURN ENCOUNTEB PRESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
THOHAS, JAHES
BASA TO TEST HEN FOB FLUID LOSS CUBING
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
THOHASOS. BEBHAB
SPACE SHUTTLE ENGINE TEST CUT SHORT
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-113] P80-1011U 06
THOHPSOB, JAHES B.
SHUTTLE PROPULSION IS TOPIC OF TBABSPOBTATION
SISTEI) BBIEFING
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-153] P80-10161 06




1-15 HARKS 20TH A B N I V E R S A B Y
[ B A S A RELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
TBOILLIEB, G.
26 IBVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
EXPEBIHEBTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
TIH01BI. ADBIEBBE P.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLARE-SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
V O Y A G E S TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDRB OB NOV. 12
[ NASA BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
TOLBEBT, I. TBOT
DEDICATIOB SET FOB REFUSE-FIBBD PLANT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
TOBB, D. G.
26 INVESTIGATIOBS SELECTED FOR ATHOSPHEBIC STODIES
BY SATELLITE
[BASA BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
TOBB. HABSHA B.
EXPEBIHENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
TOSCABO, IILLIAH
SASA SCIENTIST WOBKS ON HOTION SICKNESS PBEVENTION
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-57] P80-10057 06
TBAINOB. JAHES H.
V O Y A G E S TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U B N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
TBOLY, RICHABD HABBISOB
SHUTTLE TEST ENTERS SECOND WEEK
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-190] P80-10197 06
SPACE SHUTTLE STATUS BEPOBT
[NASA BELEASE-80-195] P80-10201 06
IYLEB, G. LED
VOYAGES TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T U B N ON BOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGES B A C K G B O U N D E R
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-160]
u
UNDERBILL. ABBE
IUE IBVESTIGATOBS PBESEBT FINDINGS





NASA TO LAUNCH FIRST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEHS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-167] P80-1017U 06
VASYLIONAS, VYTEBIS H.
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBN OB NOV. 12
[ N A S A HELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
ViUGHAN, CHESTER A.
INVESTIGATOBS FILE HEPOBT ON CAUSE OF SPACESDIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
VEBNIKOS-DAHBLLIS, JOAB
BASA TO TEST HEN FOB FLUID LOSS DDBING
WEIGHTLESSNESS
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-131] P80-10132 06
VOGT, BOCHOS E.
VOYAGEB TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATOBB OB NOV. 12
[ B A S A HELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
VOYAGER BACKGBOUHDEB
[BASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
fOBBAOHGABTEB, B.
EXPEBIHE8TS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ B A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
VOBLAHOBT, JOHAIH
B A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
w
•AHL, H.
EXPEBIHEBTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGBT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
IALKEB, JOSEPH ALBBBI
X-15 HABKS 20TH ANBIVERSABY
[BASA BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
IALTOB, THOHAS S.
FOOBTB FLTSATCOH TO BE LADBCHED
[ B A S A RELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
B-17
BABHEB, JOBS B. PERSONAL HABES IHDEI
FIBST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-aO-n9] P80-10187 06
BABBEB. JOBS B.
DEDICATION SET FOB REFUSE-FIRED PLAHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-150] P80-10158 06
iABSICK, JAflES B.
A DAI ON S A T U R N IS LONGEE T H A N EABLIEB ESTIMATES
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-72] P80-10071 06
V O Y A G E R TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T O B H ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-37] P80-10037 06
VOYAGER B A C K G R O D N D E B
[SASA BELEASE-80-160] P80-10172 06
BATBBS. J. B.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATBOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ H A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
IATKINS, KEBHIT
T R A N S M I T T E R SBITCHED OFF ON V I K I N G OBBITEB 1
C N A S A RELEASE-80-129] P80-10128 06
HEAVEB, A. VEBNON
NASA, SHALL BUSINESS ADHINISTBATION SIGN
COOPEBATIVE AGREEMENT
[ N A S A SELEASE-80-5U] P80-10054 06
BEA7EB, BILLABD fi.
DIBECT SUN-POWEBED LASEB DEHONSTBATED AT NASA CENTEB
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-196] P80-10210 06
BEBBEB, BILLIAH B.
V O Y A G E E TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BEEKS, niCHAEL
SPACE SHUTTLE PBESS CONFEBENCE
P80-10156 05
BEISS, STANLEY I.
HEISS TO HEAD N A S A OPEBATIONS OFFICE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-93] P80-10095 06
FOOBTH FLTSATCOH TO BE L A U N C H E D
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-158] P80-10166 06
BASA TO L A O N C H FIHST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEBS
SATELLITE
[ N A S A BEL EASE-80-167] P80-10174 06
FIBST IBTELSAT V LAONCH SCHEDULED
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-179] P80-10187 06
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGREEMENT SIGNED BITH INDONESIA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-183] P80-10194 06
H I G H L I G H T S OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ H A S A HELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
BEST, BOBERT
V O Y A G E S TO T A K E A CLOSE LOOK AT S A T D B N ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
BESTPBAL, JIB
VOYAGEB SATUBN ENCODNTEB PBESS BRIEFING
P80-10213 05
BBITACBE, B. E.
THE OHBITAt FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH
P80-10216 05
BHITAKEB, ANN F.
E X P E R I M E N T S SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
BBITCOHB, BICHABD THAVIS
BICHABD HHITCOHB: AEBONADTICAL BESEARCH AND THE
BETTER SHAPE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-38] P80-10038 06
N A S A CABEEB E X E C U T I V E S HONORED BY PBESIDENT
[ H A S A HELEASE-80-1«2] P80-10143 06
BBITE, BOBEBT BICHAEL
X-1S H A R K S 20TH A N N I V E R S A R Y
BILflELB, KLAUS
EXPEBIHENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
WILLIABS. BALTEB C.
N A S A C A R E E R EXECUTIVES HONOBED BY PBESIDENT
[SASA RELEASE-80-142] P80-10143 06
BILLIS, NOEL, JB.
INVESTIGATORS FILE REPORT ON CAUSE OF SPACESOIT
BACKPACK FIBE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-91] P80-10091 06
BILLIS, B. F.
NASA TO WORK BITH TVA ON ENERGY BESEABCH
[ NASA BELEASE-80-172] P80-10180 06
IILLSOB, BICBABD C.
N A S A SET TO LADHCH SOLAR FLARE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
EXPERIMENTS SELECTED FOB FIHST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
NASA SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN ESEEGY OUTPUT
FBOH SUN
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-124] P80-10126 06
BILSOH. GLEN
NASA NEGOTIATES BITH TEACHERS GROUP ON SHUTTLE
STUDENT PBOJECT
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-65] P80-10061 06
BILSOI, BOBEBT
IDE INVESTIGATORS PRESENT FINDINGS
[NASA HELEASE-80-67] P80-10066 06
BIHGET, CHARLES B.
NASA TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT
PEBFORBANCE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-197] P80-102011 06
IIHSIGH4H, J. D.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATBOSPHERIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
BOOO. G. B.
V O Y A G E B TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATUBB ON NOV. 12
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-159] P80-10167 06
IIAOPING, DENG
SASA AEBONAOTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-81] P80-10079 06
YABDLEY, JOHN F.
BASA TO BEGIN BBIEFING SEBIES ON SPACE
IBANSPORTATION SYSTEH
[NASA BELEASE-80-133] P80-10135 06
SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEH BBIEFINGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-138] P80-;01I40 06
SASA CAREER EXECUTIVES HONORED BY PBESIDENT
[ S A S A RELEASE-80-1«2] P80-10143 06
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIOB IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SISTEB
P80-10155 05
FY 1981 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10157 05
IOSS, EDBABD B., JB.
EXPEBIMENTS SELECTED FOR FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
YOOBG, A. THOBAS
N A S A SET TO LAUNCH SOLAB FLABE SATELLITE
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-16] P80-10016 06
B-18
PEBSONAL SAHES IHDEI ZOBBK, B. • -
NASA C4BEEH EXECUTIVES HONORED BY PBESIDENT
[ N A S A BBLEASE-80-1U2] P80-10143 06
ANGELO GOASTAFEHRO N A M E D DEPOT! DIBECTOE OF ABES
BESEABCH CEUTEH
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-165] P80-10169 06
NASA 1O LAONCB FIBST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEHS
SATELLITE
[NASA HELEASE-80-167J P80-10174 06
IOOBG, JOBB RAITS
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN TBE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF TBE SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM
P80-10155 OS
SHUTTLE TEST ENTERS SECOND SEEK
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-190] P80-10197 06
SPACE SHUTTLE STATUS BEPOBT
[NASA BELEASE-80-195] P80-10201 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-199] P80-10206 06
YODHG, LAOBEBCE B.
EXPEBIHENTS SELECTED FOB FIRST SPACELAB FLIGHT
[ N A S A BELEASE-80-62] P80-10061 06
YODNG, PAT
VOYAGES SATDBN ENCODNTEB PBESS BBIEFING
P80-10213 05
ZAHA, BOB
LAUNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
P80-10211 05
ZOLLEB. IIU.IAH B.
NASA AND UNIVEBSITIES TEAH OP FOB MOUNT ST. HELENS
MISSION
[ N A S A RELEASE-80-113] P80-10144 06
ZDBEK, B. «.
26 INVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATMOSPHEBIC STUDIES
BY SATELLITE
• [ N A S A BELEASE-80-56] P80-10056 06
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N A S A BELEASE-80-10U..... ..... P8 0-10105 06
NASAHELEASE-80-105 . .. P8 0-10106 06
NASA BELEASE-80-1 08. . . P8 0-10 109 06
NASA BELEASE-80-1 09. . P80-10110 06
NASA BELEASE-80-1 10. P80-10111 06
NASA B ELBA SE-8 0-111... .... P8 0-10112 06
NASA RELEASE-80- 1 12 . P8 0-1 01 13 06
HAS A RELEASE-80- 11 3,.. P80-10110 06
NASA BELEASE-80-1 14. .. . ..... P8 0-101 1 5 06
NASA RELEASE-80- 115. .... P80- 10116 06
NASA BELEASE-80-1 16 P80- 101 17 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-117.... ..... P8 0-10118 06
NASA BELEASE-80-1 17 A P80- 10121 06
NASA HELEASE-80-118 P80-10122 06
HiSA BELEASE-80-1 19. .. . . P80- 10119 06
NASA RELEASE-80- 120 P80-10120 06
NASA BELEASE-80-121 P80-10123 06
NASA RELEASE-80- 122...... ..... P80- 10124 06
NASA BELEASE-80-1 23 P80-10125 06
NASA BELEASE-80-1 24 P80-10126 06
NASA EELEASE-80-125 P80- 10133 06
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NASA BELEASE-80-126 P80-10129 06
N A SA RELEASE-80-127 P80-10130 06
NASA HELEASE-80-128 P80-10127 06
NASA BEIEASE-80-129 P80-10128 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-130 P80-10131 06
N A S A HELEASE-80-131 P80-10132 06
NASA BELEASE-80-132 P80-10134 06
NASA BELEASE-80-133 P80-10135 06
NASA BBLEASE-80-134 ,, P80-10136 06
NA SA BELEASE-80-135 P80-10137 06
NASA BELEASE-80-136 P80-10138 06
NASA BELEASE-80-137 P80-10139 06
NASA HELEASE-80-138 P80-10140 06
NASA BELEASE-80-139 P80-10146 06
NASA HELEASE-80-140 P80-10141 06
N A S A RELEASE-80-141 P80-10142 06
NASA RELEASE-80-142 P80-10143 06
HASA SELEASE-80-143 P80-10144 06
NA SA BELEASE-80-144 P80-10145 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-145 P80-10147 06
NASA RELEASE-80-145A P80-10151 06
NASA RELEASE-80-146 P80-10148 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-147.. P80-10149 06
N A S A KELEASE-80-148 P80-10150 06
NASA BELEASE-80-149 P80-10152 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-150 P80-10158 06
N A S A BEtEASE-80-151 P80-10159 06
NASA BELEASE-80-152 P80-10160 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-153 P80-10161 06
NA SA BELEASE-80-154 P80-10162 06
NASA BELEASE-80-155 P80-10163 06
NASA RELEASE-SO-156 P80-10164 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-157 P80-10165 06
NA SA BELEASE-80-158 P80-10166 06
NASA BELEASE-80-159 P80-10167 06
NASA BELEASE-80-160 P80-10172 06
NASA BELEASE-80-161 P80-10177 06
NA SA BELEASE-80-162 P80-10168 06
NASA BELEASE-80-163 P80-10170 06
NASA RELEASE-80-164 P80-10173 06
NASA RELEASE-80-165 P80-10169 06
NASA BELEASE-80-166 P80-10171 06
N A S A HELEASE-80-167 P80-10174 06
NASA RELE4SE-80-168 P80-10175 06
N A S A RELEASE-80-169 P80-10176 06
NASA BELEASE-80-170 P80-10178 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-171 P80-10179 06
NASA RELEASE-80-172 P80-10180 06
NA SA RELBASB-80-173 P80-10181 06
NA SA RELBASE-80-174 P80-10182 06
N A S A RELEASE-80-175 P80-10183 06
NASA RELEASE-80-176 P80-10184 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-177 P80-10185 06
N A SA HELEASE-80-178 P80-10186 06
NASA HELEASE-80-179 P80-10187 06
NA SA RELEASE-80-180 P80-10188 06
N A S A RELEASE-80-181 P80-10189 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-182 P80-10190 06
NASA BELEASE-80-183 P80-10194 06
NASA BELEASE-80-184 P80-10191 06
NA SA RELEASE-80-185 P80-10192 06
NASA RELEASE-80-186 P80-10193 06
NASA BELEASE-80-187 P80-10195 06
NASA BELEASE-80-188 P80-10198 06
NASA BELEASE-80-189 P80-10196 06
NA SA BELEASE-80-190 P80-10197 06
NASA RELEASE-80-191 P80-10199 06
NASA BELEASE-80-192 P80-10202 06
NASA BELEASE-80-193 P80-10200 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-194 P80-10203 06
NASA BELEASE-80-195 P80-10201 06
NASA HELEASE-80-196 P80-10210 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-197 P80-10204 06
SASA BEL EASE-SO-198 P80-10205 06
NASA BELEASE-80-199 P80-10206 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-199A P80-10207 06
NASA BELEASE-80-200 P80-10208 06
N A S A BELEASE-80-201 P80-10209 06
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The index correlates each accession number with its corresponding news
release number, if assigned. The accession number is followed by a two-
digit number, e.g.. 06. which designates the reference section containing the
complete citation. The statement NO REPORT NUMBER appears for un-
numbered news releases and speeches.
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N A S A BELEASE-80-34
NASA BELEASE-80-28







































































































06 ................. N A S A
06 ................. NASA
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-61
06 ....... . . . . . . . . . . N A S A BELEASE-80-62






06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-69
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-70
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-71
06 .............. ___ NASA BELEASE-80-72
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-73
06 ................. HASA BELEASE-80-71
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-76
06 ................. N A S A BELEASE-80-77










. ........... NASA BELEASE-80-79
NASA BELEASE-80-80












N A S A BELEASE-80-75
NASA BELEASE-80-82
.. . . . . . . . . . . NASA BELEASE-80-83
N A S A BELEASE-80-84
N A S A SELBASE-80-85
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-86
06 ................. N A S A BELEASE-80-87
06 ................. BASA BELEASE-80-89
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-59
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-88
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-90
06 ...... . .......... NASA BELEASE-80-91
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-92
06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-9U





06 ................. NASA BELEASE-80-99
06 ................ NASA BELEASE-80-100
06 ................ N A S A BEIEASE-80-101
06 ................ N A S A BELEASE-80-102
06 ...... . . . . . . . . . . N A S A BELBASE-80-103
06 ................ N A S A BELEASE-80-59A
06 ................ N A S A BELEASE-80-101
06 ................ N A S A BELEASE-80-105
06 ................ HASA BELEASE-80-106
06 ................ N A S A BELEASE-80-1 07
06 ................ NASA BELEASE-80-108
06 ................ HASA BELEASE-80-109
06 ................ N A S A BELEASE-80-1 10
06 ................ HASA BELEASE-80-1 1 1
06... ............. HASA BELEASE-80-1 12
06 ................ HASA BELEASE-80-1 13
06 ................ HASA BELEASE-80-1 11
06 ................ BASA BELEASE-80-1 15
06 ...... ; ......... HASA BELEASE-80-1 16
06 ................ NASA BELEASE-80-1 17
06 ................ NASA BELEASE-80-1 19
06 ................ NASA BELEASE-80-120
06 ............... HASA BELEASE-80-1 1 7A
06 ____ . ........... NASA BELEASE-80-1 18
06 ................ SASA BBLEASE-80-121
06 ................ N A S A BELEASE-80-122
06 ................ NASA BELEASE-80-123
06 ................ NASA BELEASE-80-121








06 ................ HASA BELEASE-80-133
06 ................ HASA BELEASE-80-134
06 ................ HASA BELEASE-80-135
BELEASE-80-129
BELBASE-80-126
N A S A BELEASE-80-127



































































































05 NO BEPOBT NOUSES
05 HO BEPORT NOHBEB
05 NO BEPOBT N U M B E R
05 NO BEPOBT NDHBEB







































































05 NO BEPOBT NOSBEB
05 NO BEPOBT [JOBBER ;
05 NO BEPOBT NDHBEB
05. NO BEPOBT HDMBEB
05 NO REPOBT NUMBER
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FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEPINGET
SHAFEH, ROBERT J
126 J A N . 1980 25P
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, HASH.,










The listing provides the complete citation for each speech indexed in this
publication. Included for each speech are the title (or supplied title, indicated
by the symbols •- and > ). name of speaker. NASA affiliation of speaker,
occasion and date of presentation, and other reference information.
P80-10214
THE SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE AND THE SOLID ROCKET
BOOSTEB
THOHPSON, JADES R.
14 OCT. 1980 29P
PRESENTED AT M A R S H A L L SPACE FLIGHT CENTER,
A L A . , 1» OCT. 1980
P80-10215
ON-BOAHD DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY IN THE NEW
GENERATION OF PILOTED SPACEFLIGHT
GORDON, BOB
24 SEP. 1980 28P
PRESENTED AT JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON,
TEI., 24 SEP. 1980
P80-10216
THE ORBITAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM
SLAYTON, DONALD KENT
5 NOV. 1980 112P
PRENSENTED AT JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON,
TEX., 5 NOV. 1980
P80-10153
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION; NEHS BRIEFING
PANAGAKOS, NICHOLAS
8 FEB. 1980 29P
PRESEHTED AT HEADQUARTERS. NASA, HASH.. D.C. ,
8 FEB. 1980
P80-10154
SURFACE OF VENUS FROM PIONEER; NEWS BRIEFING
PANAGAKOS, NICHOLAS
28 MAY 1980 58P
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASH., D.C.,
28 SAY 1980
P80-10155
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION IN THE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
FEOSCH, ROBERT A.
10 SEP. 1980 28P
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, HASH., D.C.,
10 SEP. 1980
P80-10156
SPACE SHUTTLE PRESS CONFERENCE
FROSCH, ROBERT A.
1 AUG. 1980 24P
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, HASH., D.C.,
1 AUG. 1980
P80-10157
FY 1981 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
SHAFER, ROBERT J.
26 JAN. 1980 25P
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, N A S A , HASH. , B.C.,
26 JAN. 1980
P80-10211
LAUNCH AND POST-FLIGHT ACITIVITIES
GRAY, ROBERT H.
1 DEC. 1980 27P
PRESENTED AT KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, NASA, FLA.
1 DEC. 1980
P80-10213
VOYAGER SATURN ENCOUNTER PRESS BRIEFING
STOFAN, ANDREH J.
28 OCT. 1980 49P
PRESENTED AT HEADQUARTERS, NASA, IASHINGTON,
D.C., 28 OCT. 1980
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The listing provides the complete citation for each news release indexed in
this publication. Included for each news release are title, date of release.
News Release Number (if any), and other reference information.
P80-10001
PBOPOSALS SOUGHT FOB SPACE TELESCOPE FACILITY
1 JAN. 1980 3P
NASA HELEASE-80-1
P80-10002
NASA NOT TAKING PASSENGER RESERVATIONS FOB SHUTTLE
8 JAN. 1980 1P
NASA RELEASE-80-2
P80-10003
SPACE SOPEBBDBBLE 1,200 LIGHT Y E A B S ACBOSS
17 J A N . 1980 7P
NASA RELEASE-80-3
P80-10004
19-YEAB-OLD IS A N A S A FLIGHT CONTROLLEB
17 J A N . 1980 3P
N A S A BELEASE-80-4
P8 0-10005
HOUSTON MISSION CONTROL GEARING DP FOB SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
17 J A N . 1980 IP
NASA BELEASE-80-5
P80-10006
DEBITING X-BAY OBSEBVATOBY EABNS HISSION EXTENSION
17 JAH. 1980 IP
NASA BELEASE-80-6
P80-10007
(65 HILLION CONTRACT ABABDED FOB ADVANCED GAS TURBINE
AUTO ENGINE




22 JAN. 1980 HP
BASA HELEASE-80-9
P80-10009
ON-OBBIT TILE REPAIR KIT BEING PBODOCED
23 JAN. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-10
P80-10010
SATELLITE STSTEH TO STUDY OCEANS
28 JAH. 1980 <1P
NASA BELEASE-80-7
P80-10011
NASA PROPOSES GAMMA RAY SATELLITE
28 JAN. 1980 5P
NASA RELEASE-80-11
P80-10012
NASA FT 1981 BODGET BRIEFING
28 JAN. 1980 9P
NASA BELEASE-80-13
P80-10013
JOIBT ENDEAVOR TO STIMULATE COMMERCIALIZATION OF SPACE
25 JAN. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-12
P80-10014
U. S. , CHINA AGREE ON LANDSAT G R O U N D STATION
26 JAN. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-14
P80-10015
N A S A TO PURCHASE SPACELAB FROM EOBOPEAN SPACE AGENCY
30 J A N . 1980 3P
NASA RELEASE-80-15
P80-10016
NASA SET TO LAUNCH SOLAR FLABE SATELLITE
6 FEB. 1980 21P PBESS KIT
NASA BELEASE-80-16
P80-10017
NASA TO TEST SOLAR-PORERED ENGINE/GENERATOR FOR
SHALLER USEBS
6 FEB. 1980 HP
NASA BELEASE-80-17
P80-10018
BOEING AND GENEBAL ELECTRIC SELECTED TO DEVELOP LABGE
HIND TURBINES
7 FEB. 1980 4P
NASA RELEASE-80-18
P80-10019
NASA STUDIES PBEDICT FIVEFOLD GROBTH IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS BY YEAB 2000
13 FEB. 1980 3P
NASA RELEASE-80-19
P80-10020
COMPETITION P L A N N E D FOR STUDENT SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS
IN SPACE
12 FEB. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-20
P80-10021
DELTA LAUNCHES TO CONTINUE; UPRATED DELTA PLANNED
13 FEB. 1980 3P
NASA' BELEASE-80-22
P80-10022
ORBITAL CLOUD PHYSICS EXPERIMENT DEPEBBED
13 FEB. 1980 2P
NASA HELEASE-80-23
P80-10023
NASA SOUNDING SOCKETS TO STUDY ECLIPSE
13 FEB. 1980 5P
NASA RELEASE-80-24
P80-10024
METEOBITE ANALYSIS ASSISTS SEABCH FOB LIFE





SHUTTLE SOLID PROPELLANT HOTOHS COMPLETE FIRING TESTS
15 FEB. 1980 3P
N A S A BELEASE-80-25
F80-10026
MILESTONE R E A C H E D IN SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE TESTING
20 FEB. 1930 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-26
P80-10027
SCHNEIDER TO BETIBE, JOIN PBIVATE INDUSTRY
22 FEB. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-27
pBO-10028
L U N A B AND P L A N E T A R Y CONFEBEHCE HILL BE MARCH 17-21 IN
HOOSTOH
28 FEB. 1980 IP
NASA BELEASE-80-29
P80-10029
NASA SELECTS G A M M A HAY OBSEBVATOBY DESIGN STODY
CONTBACTOBS
29 FEB. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-30
P80-10030
SHBTTLE MAIS E N G I N E TEST MEETS ALL OBJECTIVES
3 M A E . 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-31
P80-10031
I N C R E A S E D SHUTTLE CAPACITY FOB POLAB OBBITS STUDIED
3 MAE. 1980 3P
N A S A RELEASE-80-32
P80-10032
B H I A N M. DUFF N A M E D DIRECTOR, N A S A PUBLIC AFFAIBS
7 MAS. 1980 2P
N A S A BELEASE-80-33
P8 0-1003 3
SHUTTLE ASTBONAUTS TO USE NEH FLIGHT SIMULATOB
11 M A R . 1980 IP
N A S A BELEASE-80-31
P80-10034
ANTARCTIC METEORITE HESEABCHEBS FINDING PROMISING NEB
FIELD
18 M A B . 1980 5P
NASA BELEASE-80-28
P80-10035
KILGOBE N A M E D ASSOCIATE ADMINISTBATOB FOB M A N A G E M E N T
OPERATIONS
1lt M A B . 1980 3P
N A S A RELEASE-80-35
P80-10036
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIS ENGINE COMPLETES FIBST FULL POWER
TEST
11 MAB. 1980 1P
NASA BELEASE-80-36
P80-10037
X-15 MASKS 20TH A N N I V E H S A B Y
20 M A B . 1980 7P
N A S A BELEASE-80-37
pflO-10038
HICHAED BHITCOMB: AERONAUTICAL BESEABCH AND THE
BETTEB SHAPE
25 MAB. 1980 11P
NASA BELEASE-80-38
pBO-10039
A L T E R N A T E OBBITER T H E R M A L PBOTECTION TO BE STUDIED
1 APB. 1980 2P
SASA RELEASE-80-10
P80-10010
S M Y L I E TO H E A D N A S A ' S T R A C K I N G AND DATA FUNCTIONS
1 APR. 1980 3P
N A S A BELEASE-80-1H
pBO- 10011






SHUTTLE ENGINE BUNS AT 109 PEBCENT OF BATED POHEB
2 APB. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-42
P80-10043
NASA TESTING 55-TO-65-YEAB-OLDS FOB SPACE FLIGHT
STRESSES
2 APB. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-13
P80-10044
NASA SATELLITE TO AID TIMBEB INDDSTBY IN MANAGING
FOBEST LANDS
7 APR. 1980 »P
NASA BELEASE-80-41
P80-10015
V O Y A G E R PICTURES USED TO MAP JOVIAN MOONS
7 APB. 1980 3P
NASA RELEASB-80-45
P80-10046
NASA CONSIDERS OPTIONS FOE BESTBUCTURING LANDSAT-D
P R O G R A M
11 APB. 1980 3P
SASA BELEASE-80-46
P80-10047
NASA CONTRACTS FOR SHUTTLE ROBOT ARMS
11 APB. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-17
P80-10048
LABGE SPACE ANTENNA SUBJECT OF STUDY
15 APR. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-U8
P80-10049
SHDTTLE E N G I N E PASSES SECOND 109 PERCENT TEST
15 APR. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-19
P80-10050
SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE TEST SHUTS DOBN AFTEB SIX SECONDS
16 4PB. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-50
P80-10051
THBEE CONTRACTS A H A R D E D FOR SUPERSONIC FLIGHT STUDIES
22 APR. 1980 2P
1I1SA BELEASE-80-51
P80-10052
NASA LEBIS AWARDS FUEL CELL CONTRACT
22 APR. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-52
P80-10053
NASA E X T E N D S M C D O N N E L L DOUGLAS CONTRACT FOB DELTA
SEBVICES
23 APR. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-53
P80-10054
NASA, SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SIGN COOPERATIVE
AGSEEMEST
22 APB. 1980 3P
NASA RELEASE-80-54
P80-10055
SHUTTLE ENGINE HAS THIRD SUCCESSFUL TEST
21 APB. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-55
P80-10056
26 IBVESTIGATIONS SELECTED FOB ATHOSPHEBIC STUDIES BY
SATELLITE
25 APB. 1980 9P
NASA BELEASB-80-56
P80-10057
NASA SCIENTIST BORKS ON MOTION SICKNESS PBEVEHTION




RICHARD H. PETERSON NABED OEPDII DIBECTOB OF LANGLEI
C E N T E R
29 APE. 1980 2P
HASA BELEASE-80-58
P80-10059
SHUTTLE COLOMBIA'S FLIGHT EHGINES TO BE BETESTED
1 HAY 1980 2P
N A S A BELEASE-80-60
P80-10060
15TH BOON OF JBPITEB DISCO7EBED
6 HAT 1980 2P
N A S A BELEASE-80-61 .
P8 0-10061
EXPEBIHENTS SELECTED FOB FIBST SPACELAB FLIGHT
8 HAY 1980 6P
N A S A BELEASE-80-62
P80-10062
TBO FIBHS SELECTED FOB 25-KILOBATI POHEB SYSTEH
DESIGN STUDIES
7 MAY 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-63
P80-10063
NASA AMABDS FIBST BONUSES ONDEB CIVIL SEBVICE BEFOBS
ACT
9 HAY 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-64
P80-10064
NASA NEGOTIATES 8ITH TBACHEBS GROUP ON SBOTTLE
STUDEST PROJECT
13 MAY 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-65
P80-10065
NASA HISTOB? OFFICE NAHES VISITING SCHOIAB
13 BAY 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-66
P80-10066
IUE ISVESTIGATOES PRESENT FINDINGS
15 HAY 1980 5P
N A S A RELEASE-80-67
.P80-10067
COLOHBIA FLIGHT E N G I N E S BETESTED SCHEDULED
15 HAY 1980 2P
N A S A BELEASE-80-68
P80-10068
BOEING TO STUDY SPACE DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAB HASTE FOB
NASA
19 HAY 1980 2P
N A S A BELEASE-80-69
P8 0-1006 9
NAHES PROPOSED FOR NE8LT-IDEBTIFIED FEATOBES OS V E N D S
20 HAY 1980 i»P
NASA BELEASE-80-70
P80-10070
THE SDBFACE OF V E N U S FBOH PIONEER
20 MAY 1980 10P
N A S A BELEASE-80-71
P80-10071
A DAY ON SATUBN li LONGEB T H A N EABLIEB ESTIHATES
21 HAY 1980 3P
HASA BELEASE-80-72
P80-10072
N A S A REHEIS L U N A R INSTITUTE CONTRACT
19 HAY 1980 1P
NASA BELEASE-80-73
P80-10073
OBBITAL FLIGHT TEST PBOGBAH EXTENDED
22 HAY 1980 3P
SASA RELEASE-80-TI
P80-10074
HASA RADAR EXPERIHEBT DISCOVEBS HAYAN CANALS
28 HAY 1980 8P
NASA BELEASE-80-76
P80-10075
CONTRACTOB SELECTED FOB STDDY OF ALTERNATE SHUTTLE
THEBHAL SYSTEH
28 HAY 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-77
P80-10076
NASA SELECTS 19 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
29 MAY 1980 22P
NASA BELEASE-80-78
P80-10077
N A S A ORDERS ADDITIONAL SPACELAB H A R D W A R E
29 HAY 1980 2P
NASA HELEASE-80-79
P80-10078
CONTBACTOB SELECTED FOB SPACE TELESCOPE CONTROL SYSTEH
29 HAY 1980 2P
N A S A RELEASE-80-80
P80-10079
NASA AERONAUTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT CHINA
30 BAY 1980 ' 2P
NASA HELEASE-80-81
P80-10080
NASA BEGINS FLIGHT EQOIPBENT DATA BANK
3 JUN. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-75
P80-10081
NOAA-B E N V I R O N M E N T A L BONITORING SATELLITE BISSION
UNSUCCESSFUL
3 JUH. 1980 IP
NASA RELEASE-80-82
P80-10082
STATUS OF VOYAGER SPACECRAFT, J U N E 9, 1980
6 JUN. 1980 IP
NASA RELEASE-80-83
P80-10083
NASA AHARDS DESIGN STUDY CONTRACTS FOB ADVANCED
COHBUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEH
5 JUN. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-84
P80-10084
SHUTTLE ENGINES BEACH HILESTONE BITH SUCCESSFUL TESTS
6 JUN. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-85
P80-10085
EABTB BAY HAVE HAD SATDBN-LIKE RING 34 BILLION YEARS
AGO
9 JUN. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-86
P80-10086
N A S A NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB SEARCH AND BESCUE
TEBBINALS
6 JOB. 1980 2P
N A S A BELEASE-80-87
P80-10087
NASA CONTRACTS FOB TIO-SHIP SHUTTLE BOOSTER RECOVERY
FOBCE
10 JUN. 1980 IP
BASA RELEASE-80-89
P80-10088




COBPUTER ADVISORIES TO AID PILOTS AT SHALL AIRPORTS
BEING TESTED
12 JDN. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-88
P80-10090
SATELLITE DATA INDICATES EARTH HAGNETIC FIELD CHABGIBG
10 JOB. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-90
P80-10091
INVESTIGATORS FILE RBPOBT ON CAUSE OF SPACESOIT
F-3
HEWS RELEASES
B A C K P A C K FIBE
11 J O K . 1980






NASA RESUBES TESTING TO REDUCE AIRCRAFT VORTICES
12 JON. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-92
P80-10093
L A N D S A T - 2 BACK IN SERVICE AFTER BRIEF RETIREBENT
16 J U N . 1980 3P
NASA HELEASE-80-94
P80-10094
NASA SATELLITE RECORDS SPECTACOLAB SOLAR FLABE
17 JUN. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-95
P80-10095
WEISS TO H E A D NASA OPERATIONS OFFICE
24 JUN. 1980 2P
N A S A RELEASE-80-93
P80-10096
MARTIAN P H E N O M E N A DICOVEBED BY V I K I N G
19 JON. 1980 2P
N A S A RELEASE-80-96
P80-10097
SHDTILE E N G I N E S PLIGHT A C C E P T A N C E TESTS COMPLETED
20 J D N . 1980 2P
N A S A BELEASE-80-97
P80-10098
SCIENTISTS DETECT X - R A Y S FBOH JOPITEB
26 JOS. 1980 3P
N A S A BELEASE-80-98
P80-10099
NASA NEGOTIATES CONTRACT FOB CHEHICAL RELEASE MODULE
25 JON. 1980 3P
NASA RELEASE-80-99
P80-10100
N A S A AWARDS CONTfiACT FOB PRODUCTION OF SHOTTLE
E X T E R N A L TANKS
30 JON. 1980 2P
NASA EELEASE-80-100
P80-10101
HAWAIIAN WIND TUBBINE TO BE DEDICATED JULY 3
30 JON. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-101
P80-10102
N A S A SIGNS CONTRACT TO R E D U C E SHUTTLE E X T E N A L TANK
WEIGHT
1 JUL. 1980 2P
N A S A BELEASE-80-102
P80-10103
N A S A TO NEGOTIATE NOSS STUDIES WITH FOUB FIBBS
1 JUL. 1980 2P
N A S A BELEASE-80-103
P80-10104
<NASA E N E R G Y TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS PROGRAB>
JUL. 1980 13P
N A S A RELEASE-80-59A
P80-10105
GBIFFIN N A M E D ACTING HEAD OF EXTEBNAL BELATIONS
3 JUL. 1980 2P
N A S A RELEASE-80-104
P80-10106
NASA AEBONAUTICS DELEGATION BETOBNS PROH CHINA
3 JOL. 198Q 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-105
P80-10107
TWO EUROPEANS ACCEPTED FOB SHUTTLE HISSION SPECIALIST
TBAINING
7 JOL. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-106
P80-10108
NASA ACTIVE IN BT. ST. HELENS ASSESSHEHT
P80-10109
BABS ORBITER NEABIHG END Of MISSION
10 JUL. 1980 4P
NASA BELEASE-80-108
P80-10110
BOEING TO ANALYZE FUTURE SPACE TRANSPORTATION HEEDS
10 JUL. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-109
P80-10111
NASA A W A R D S LETTER CONTRACT FOB DELTA STBAP-OH HOTORS
11 JUL. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-110
P80-10112
NASA RESEARCH AIRCRAFT SET FOB CABRIEB LANDINGS
14 JOL. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-111
P80-10113
NASA EXHIBIT AT FABNBOBOUGH AIB SHOW TO HIGHLIGHT
AIRCRAFT HESEABCH
14 JUL. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-112
P80-10114
SPACE SHOTTLE ENGINE TEST CUT SHORT
15 JOL. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-113
P80-10115
PBESS BBIEFING SCHEDOLED FOB FIRST SHOTTLE SCIENCE
PAYLOAD
17 JUL. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-114
P80-10116
SAINT HELENS VOLCANO AIDS STUDIES. OF CLIHATE
18 JUL. 1980 4P
NASA BELEASE-80-115
P80-10117
NASA STABTS SOLAR FLARE "HOTLINE" SERVICE
22 JDL. 1980. 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-116
P80-10118
NASA UNVEILS FIRST SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD
22 JUL. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-117
P80-10119
DR. JOHN H. MCELBOY NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF GODDARD
CENTER
23 JOL. 1980 2P
NASA HELEASE-80-119
P80-10120
RORLDIIDE EFFORT PBOVIDES NEW DATA ON SOLAR FLABES
28 JUL. 1980 6P
N A S A BELEASE-80-120
P80-10121
<SHUTTLE SCIENCE PAYLOAD>
29 JOL. 1980 IP
NASA BELEASE-80-117A
P80-10122
NASA RESEARCHEBS IBPROVE AIRCRAFT EMERGENCY
TBANSBITTEBS
30 JOL. 1980 3P
N A S A BELEASE-80-118
P80-10123
STATUS OF VOYAGER SPACECBAFT, AUG. 4, 1980
30 JOL. 1980 1P
N A S A BELEASE-80-121
P80-10124
FIBST SHUTTLE LAUNCH MABCH 1981
31 JUL. 1980 4P
NASA BELEASE-80-122
P80-10125






N A S A SATELLITE DETECTS CHANGES IN EHEBGY OUTPUT PBOH
SON
6 AOG. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-124
P80-10121
HCCOBHICK SELECTED FOB AIB FOBCE POST
7 AOG. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-128
P80-10128
IBANSMITTEB SHITCHED OFF OS VIKIKS OBBITEB 1
8 ADG. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-129
P80-10129
BESEABCH AIBCBAFT COMPLETES SHIPBOABD TESTS
8 AOG. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-126
P80-10130
D B Y D E N CEHTEB BECEIVES TILT-BOTOB BXPEBIHENTAL AIBCBAFT
8 AOG. 1980 2P
HASA BELEASE-80-127
P80-10131
L A N G L E Y BESEABCHEBS STUDY LIGHTING FBOM INSIDE OOT
11 AOG. 1980 7P
NASA BELEASE-80-130
P80-10132
N A S A TO TEST HEN FOB FLOID LOSS DUBIBG REIGUTLESSNESS
11 AOG. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-131
P80-10133
FBEE HOBLD'S LABGEST K I N D TOBNEL CLOSED FOB
MODIFICATION
11 AOG. 1980 IP
N A S A BELEASE-80-125
P80-10134
BOLES A N N O U N C E D FOB SPACE SHOTTLE STODEHT PBOJECT
20 AOG. .1980 2P
N A S A BELEASE-80-132
P80-10135
NASA TO BEGIN BRIEFING SEBIES ON SPACE TBANSPOBTATION
SISTEH
27 A D G . 1980 4P
NASA BELEASE-80-133
P80-10136
W O R K S H O P EXAMINES POSSIBLE SPACE MISSIONS FOB THE
NEXT 25 YEABS
26 AOG. 1980 4P
NASA BELEASE-80-131
P80-10137
N A S A SELECTS TRO FIBflS FOB DESIGN STODIES FOB
SOPEBCOHPOTEB
27 AOG. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-135
P80-10138
ENGINEEBING AND OPEBATIONS SOPPOBT CONTBACT AVABDED
27 AOG. 1980 1P
NASA BELEASE-80-136
P80-10139
NASA TO TEST HER STOBM OBSEBVATION I N S T R U M E N T IB SPACE
29 AUG. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-137
P80-10140
SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM BRIEFINGS BEGIN SEPT. 10
2 SEP. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-138
P80-10141
A BOST YEAB SEEN FOB EXPENDABLE LAONCB VEHICLES
5 SEP. 1980 IP
N A S A BELEASE-80-110
P80-10142
CHINESE AEBONAOTICS DELEGATION TO VISIT NASA
10 SEP. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-141
P80-10143
NASA CABEEB EXECUTIVES HOSOBED BY PBESIDENT
11 SEP. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-142
P80-10144
NASA AND UNIVERSITIES TEAM OP FOB MOONT ST. HELENS
MISSION
15 SEP. 1980 UP
NASA BELEASE-80-143
P80-10145
DATA PBOCESSING IS SOBJECT OF TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEH
BRIEFING
IS SEP. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-144
P80-10146
16TH MOON OF JOPITEB DISCOVEBED IN SPACECBAFT
PHOTOGBAPHS
14 SEP. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-139
P80-10147




NASA STUDY CONFIBBS FEASIBILITY OF ONIQOE PORES PLANT
18 SEP. 1980 5P
NASA BELEASE-80-146
P80-10149
SOOTH AFBICA TO BUILD LANDSAT GROUND STATION
18 SEP. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-117
P80-10150
DOE/NASA SELECT BOCKEHELL FOB iIND TOBBINE SISTEH
COSTEACT NEGOTIATIONS




26 SEP. 1980 1P
NASA BELEASE-80-1»5A
P80-10152
NASA PUBLISHES SABS PHOTO BOOK
26 SEP. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-149
P80-10158
DEDICATION SET FOB BEFOSE-FIHED PLANT
6 OCT. 1980 4P
N A S A BELEASE-80-150
P80-10159
DB. BOBEBT A. FBOSCH TO LEAVE HASA JAN. 20
7 OCT. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-151
P80-10160
KENNEDY CENTEB ARABDS LABGEST SHALL BOSINESS COSTBACT
7 OCT. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-152
P80-10161
SHUTTLE PBOPOLSIOH IS TOPIC OF TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEH
BRIEFING
7 OCT. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-153
P80-10162
SOPPLEHEHTiL CONTRACTS ARABDED FOB LIQOID BOOST
NODDLE DEFINITION
7 OCT. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-154
P80-10163








DR. KERBEBHOCK N A M E D TO H E A D N A S A ' S AERONAUTICS OFFICE
15 OCT. 1980 2P
N A S A RELEASE-80-156
P80-10165
SHUTTLE OBBITEB BRIEFING SET FOB OCT. 23 AT JOHNSON
CENTEB
20 OCT. 1980 3P
NASA RELEASE-80-157
P80-10166
FOOBtH FLTSATCOM TO BE L A U N C H E D
20 OCT. 1980 9P
NASA BELEASE-80-158
P80-10167
VOYAGER TO TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT SATDBN OS NOV. 12
23 OCT. 1980 U7P
NASA RELEASE-80-159
P80-10168
STATUS OF V O Y A G E R SPACECBAFT, OCT. 28, 1980
27 OCT. 1980 1P
N A S A BELEASE-80-162
P80-10169
A N G E I O GDASTAFEHRO N A M E D DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF AMES
R E S E A R C H C E N T E R
31 OCT. 1980 2P
N A S A HBLEASE-80-165
P80-10170
ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY YIELDS POSSIBLE NEUTRINO BASS
EVIDENCE
3 NOV. 1980 IP
' NASA HELEASE-80-163
P80-10171
PRESIDENT TO ASK FOR F U N D S TO START V E N D S PROJECT
1 NOV. 1980 3P
NASA RELEASE-80-166
P80-10172
V O Y A G E R BACKGBODNDEB
OCT. 1980
N A S A BELEASE-80-160
39P
P80-10173
L1BGE A U D I E N C E EXPECTED FOR S A T U R N E N C O U N T E R
11 NOV. 1980 2P
N A S A HELEASE-80-16U
P80-10171
N A S A TO L A U N C H FIHST SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
SATELLITE
7 NOV. 1980 9P
N A S A RELEASE-80-167
P80-10175
NOTE TO EDITORS: TECHNICAL SESSIONS SET FOR TV, RADIO
COVERAGE OF SPACE SHUTTLE
10 NOV. 1980 2P •
NASA RELEASE-80-168
P80-10176
SCIENTISTS TO MEET ON MOUNT ST. HELENS' ATMOSPHERIC
IMPACT
13 NOV. 1980 3P
NASA BELEASE-80-169
P80-10177
NASA SETS DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOB FLUID BATTERY
18 NOV. 1980 UP
NASA RELEASE-80-161
P80-10178
NASA LEBIS AWARDS FUEL CELL CONTRACT
18 NOV. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-170
P80-10179
N A S A SELECTS H U G H E S FOB J U P I T E R MISSION CONTRACT
NEGOTIATION
18 NOV. 1980 2P
NSSA BELEASE-80-171
P80-10180
NASA TO HORK RITR TVA ON E N E R G Y R E S E A B C B
19 NOV. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-172
P80-10181
SHUTTLE OBBITEB HOVE ADVISORY
20 80V. 1300 1?
NASA SELBASE-80-173
P80-10182
NASA LEBIS A W A R D S $150,980 G B A N T TO M I N O R I T Y UNIVERSITY
21 NOV. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-174
P80-10183
DR. JOHN NAUGLE NAHED ACTING CHIEF SCIENTIST
21 NOV. 1980 2P
NASA BElEASE-aO-175
P80-10184
NASA SIGNS SATELLITE L A U N C H A G R E E M E N T WITH INDIA
21 NOV. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-176
P80-10185
N A S A ' S NIMBUS 6 TRACKS BOBBOAT TRIP TO A U S T R A L I A
. 25 NOV. 1980 3P
NASA RELEASE-80-177
P80-10186
N A S A SELECTS EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE .
CONTRACTOR
25 NOV. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-178
P80-10187
FIHST INTELSAT V LAUNCH SCHEDULED
I DEC. 1980 8P
NASA EELEASE-80-179
P80-10188
NASA TO ACCEPT SPACELAB ENGINEERING HODEL NOV. 28
26 NOV. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-180
P80-10189
NASA SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEB STORM STUDY TOOL
3 DEC. 1980 3P
NASA HELEASE-80-181 . .
P80-10190
SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE COMPLETES FLIGHT CERTIFICATION -•
TEST CYCLE
5 DEC. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-182
P80-10191
SHUTTLE SAIH PROPULSION TEST SUCCESSFDL
5 DEC. 1980 2P
N A S A RELEASE-80-184
P80-10192
NASA A N N O U N C E S NEB FIRE RESISTENT M A T E R I A L FOR AIRCRAFT
II DEC. 1980 3P
NASA RELEASE-80-185
P80-10193
GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB TO HOST ATMOSPHERIC
CONFERENCE
11 DEC. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-186
P80-10194
SATELLITE L A U N C H AGREEMENT SIGNED BITH INDONESIA
12 DEC. 1980 2P
NASA RELEASE-80-183
P80-10195
NASA ADAPTS RADIO ASTRONOMY TECHNIQUES FOR EARTH
STUDIES
12 DEC. 1980 14V
NASA RELEASE-80-187
P80-10196
NASA SPACEPORT OFFERS POSTAL CANCELLATION SERVICE





SHUTTLE TEST EHTESS SECOND HEEK
12 DEC. 1980 3P
N A S A BELEASE-80-190
P80-10198
NASA EHGIHEEHS HONORED AT JET PHOPOLSIOH LABOBATOBY
16 DEC. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-188
P80-10199
SPACE SHUTTLE BAIM ENGIHE ADDED ASSUBANCE TESTS
16 DEC. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-191
P80-10200
STATUS OP VOYAGES SPACECBAPT, JAM. 1, 1981
16 DEC. 1980 1P
NASA BELEASE-80-193
P80-10201
SPACE SHUTTLE STATUS BEPOBT
18 DEC. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-195
P80-10202
VOYAGES ENCOUNTERS SATOBH: SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHTS
19 DEC. 1980 9P
NASA BELEASE-80-192
P80-10203
PIONEEB 6 STILL TUBNING OUT DATA AFTEB 15 YEABS
19 DEC. 1980 6P
NASA BELBASE-80-191
P80-10201
.NASA TO STUDY EFFECTS OF "JET LAG" ON PILOT PEBFOBHANCE
2<4 DEC. 1980 4P
NASA BELEASE-80-197
P80-10205
1981 E X P E N D A B L E L A U N C H VEHICLE SCHEDULE A N N O U N C E D
21 DEC. 1980 3P
BAS1 BELEASB-80-198
P80-10206
. HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES
2« DEC. 1980 18P
. N&SA BELEASE-80-199
.P80-10207
'•<HIGHLIGHTS OF 1980 ACTIVITIES - COBBECTION NOTE>
31 DEC. 1980 IP
NASA BELEASE-80-199A
P80-10208
HASA DEPUTY ADHINISTBATOH BESI6NS
29 DEC. 1980 2P
NASA BELEASE-80-200
P80-10209
V I K I N G F U N D PBBSENTATION TO NASA SCHEDULED
31 DEC. 1980 1P
NASA BELEASE-80-201
P80-10210
DIHECT SDH-PO»EBED LASEB DEBONSTBATED AT NASA CENTEB
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